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POLICY: It will be the policy of the Department to enforce all federal, state and local laws and to effect
the arrest of persons responsible for violating these laws.
DEFINITIONS
Arrest: An arrest occurs when a police officer takes a person into custody for violation of a state or local
ordinance. All arrests must be based on Reasonable Cause as defined in Article 70 of the New York
State Criminal Procedure Law: "Reasonable cause to believe that a person has committed an offense
exists when evidence or information which appears reliable discloses facts or circumstances which are
collectively of such weight and persuasiveness as to convince a person of ordinary intelligence,
judgement, and experience that it is reasonably likely that such offense was committed and that such
person committed it."
Reasonable Cause: Reasonable cause is of prime importance and must be understood by all police
officers in order to properly perform the basic law enforcement function of arrest. The final determination
of whether or not one has reasonable cause to arrest will be decided as a matter of law by a court based
on the facts submitted to it.
To fulfill the concept of reasonable cause one must have knowledge of specific facts and circumstances,
which, combined with experience and logic, establish:
1. That a criminal offense has been committed
2. That a definite and discernible person has committed that criminal offense
3. You are able to convince a court that you had reasonable cause to arrest
(Refer to Chapter Three, Article 3.06 for stop and frisk guidelines based on reasonable suspicion)
Arrest for Crime: A police officer may arrest a person for a crime when he/she has reasonable cause to
believe that such person has committed such crime, whether in his/her presence or not. The arrest may
be made whether or not the crime was committed within the geographical area of the officer's
employment, and he/she may make such arrest within the state regardless of the situs of the commission
of the crime. (N.Y.S.C.P.L. Art. 140.10-1 and 3)
Petty Offense: A police officer may arrest a person for a petty offense, when it is committed in his/her
presence and:
Such offense was committed or believed by him/her to have been committed within the geographical area
of such police officer's employment. Such arrest must be made in the county where it was committed or
believed to have been committed or in an adjoining county; except that the police officer may follow such
person in continuous close pursuit commencing either in the county in which the offense was committed
or is believed to have been committed or in an adjoining county, in and through any county of the state,
and may arrest him/her in any county in which he/she apprehends him/her. (N.Y.S.C.P.L.Art.140.10-2)
PROCEDURES
In order to safeguard and preserve the rights of the arrested person and to ensure his/her safety, the
safety of the arresting officer, and that of the general public the following guidelines will be observed in all
arrest situations:
1. When a member of the Department arrests a person without a warrant, he/she shall inform such
person of his/her authority and the reason for the arrest, except when he/she encounters physical
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resistance or when the person arrested is committing a crime or is being pursued immediately after
escape. (N.Y.S.C.P.L. Art.140, Arrest Without a Warrant)
2. When a member of the Department arrests a person under the authority of an arrest warrant, he/she
shall advise such person of the warrant's existence and the offense designated therein. Upon request
of the defendant the police officer must show him/her the warrant if he/she has it in his/her
possession, and, if not, as soon after the arrest as possible. In situations where police officers
encounter flight or resistance they need not announce their authority or the existence of the warrant
prior to making an arrest. (N.Y.S.C.P.L. Art. 120, Warrant of Arrest)
3. All arrested persons will be given their Miranda Warning. (PD 24-2 will be completed.)
4. All prisoners will be handcuffed and searched prior to being placed in a police vehicle. In those
situations where the safety of the police officer or the prisoner would be severely threatened by
remaining at the scene, a search of the prisoner will be conducted as soon thereafter as possible and
in all cases prior to booking. (Refer to Article 1.01A, Strip and Body Cavity Search Policy).
5. After a vehicle has been used to transport a prisoner the arresting officer or officer(s) assisting with
the arrest will search the prisoner compartment for weapons or evidence that may have been
discarded during transport.
6. Prisoners will be handcuffed with their hands behind their back with possible exceptions listed below.
7. In certain arrest situations prisoners may be handcuffed from the front at the arresting officer's
discretion. Examples would include an arrest involving an elderly prisoner, a physically disabled
prisoner or a pregnant prisoner.
8. An arresting officer or officer assisting with the arrest will notify headquarters of the arrest and
location of the arrest as soon as practicable after the arrest has been affected.
9. When a male officer is transporting a female prisoner, the officer will notify and broadcast his location
and destination. Prior to commencing transportation, the officer will request the correct time from
Central and give his vehicle's mileage. Upon reaching his destination the officer will notify Central and
request the correct time and give his vehicle's mileage. The officer will note the above in his
memorandum book.
10. In arrest situations where male officers arrest females the rights of privacy of the female must be
protected. If the officer feels that his safety may be endangered, he may frisk the female prisoner at
the time of arrest to locate and safeguard weapons.
11. A female officer or a female community service officer must conduct the custodial search and
detention supervision of female prisoners. No male employee (Police Officer or C.S.O.) is permitted in
the female cellblock, or any other detention area where female prisoners are detained unless
accompanied by a female employee.
12. Any person in custody, for any reason, who is ill, injured, impaired physically or mentally and in
apparent need of medical attention will be conveyed to the hospital. This includes acquiring medical
attention as soon as reasonably possible for anyone in custody complaining of or exhibiting any
symptoms of anything that may have the potential to be life threatening, for example: breathing
difficulties, chest pain, severe lethargy, head injury. The immediate mental health needs of a person
shall be based upon the reasonable cause to believe that a person, who appears to be mentally ill, is
conducting themselves in a manner which is likely to result in a serious harm to themselves or others.
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The desk officer will immediately be notified and he/she will contact the tour commander and apprise
him/her of what has occurred. The tour commander or one of his/her supervisors will then be required
to make an inquiry into the nature of the prisoner's illness or injury.
13. The Department is required to report specific incidents to the State Commission of Correction via the
corrections tab of the eJusticeNY Integrated Justice Portal. Those incidents are as described in N.Y.
Comp. Codes R. & Regs. tit. 9 § 7508.1 as inmate death; inmate injury or illness requiring
hospitalization; civil or natural emergency; or disturbance. Except in the case of an inmate death, the
report shall be made through the eJusticeNY Integrated Justice Portal within 24 hours of the
occurrence. The death of an inmate shall be reported through the eJusticeNY Integrated Justice
Portal within six hours of pronouncement of death.
14. In those situations where members of the Department working in a division other than the Police
Services Division make the arrest, the tour commander will direct a supervisor from the arresting
officer's division to make an inquiry. Where it is evident that the prisoner's illness or injury is a direct
result of police conduct, the investigating supervisor will submit a PD 37 to his/her division
commander containing all the details pertinent to the arrested person's illness or injury.
15. Upon arrival at headquarters with a prisoner, the arresting officer shall advise the desk officer of the
prisoner's presence in the building and the reason for the arrest.
16. The desk officer will review the elements of the incident leading to the arrest and will determine and
record the appropriate charge(s) in the On-Line Booking/Offender History of the Police Records
Management System. Each separate criminal event will receive its own separate arrest number.
17. If the desk officer determines that no offense or crime has been committed, the arrested person will
be immediately released pursuant to Article 140.20-4 of the Criminal Procedure Law. An entry
reflecting same will be noted in the CAD Administrative Message section of the Police Records
Management System.
18. At the time a prisoner is presented to the desk officer for booking, it is the responsibility of the
arresting officer to see that the prisoner has been thoroughly searched. The searching officer shall do
a search by hand and shall scan the prisoner’s person with the hand-held metal detector. No prisoner
shall be lodged in the cellblock or holding pen in possession of any personal property other than
clothing. Outer clothing, belts, suspenders, neckties, shoelaces, and similar accessories will be
removed. Prior to being lodged in the cellblock and holding pen, all prisoners will be walked through
the magnetometer. An exception to this rule is when there are multiple prisoners brought in at one
time, such as during a jail detail, and it is necessary to put them in the holding pen first. The officer
will then still be responsible for hand searching, using the hand-held metal detector and walking the
prisoner through the magnetometer at the appropriate time and before the prisoner is placed in the
cell block.
19. The arresting officer will take custody of the prisoner’s personal property. The arresting officer will
complete and sign the prisoner property receipt, PD 53B and ensure that the prisoner also signs the
receipt. All personal property taken from a prisoner will be stored in the prisoner property lockers.
20. If a prisoner refuses to sign the receipt, the officer will note the refusal on the line for the prisoner's
signature and initial the note.
21. Upon release the officer returning personal property to a prisoner will ensure that the prisoner signs
the release section of the PD 53B, acknowledging all money and property have been returned. If a
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prisoner refuses to sign the release section, the officer will note this refusal on the release section
and initial the note.
22. All evidence or contraband removed from a prisoner will be brought to the property clerk, and
documented in the Evidence and Found Property application of the computer system. During those
hours when the property clerk is unavailable, the evidence or contraband will be documented in the
Evidence and Found Property application of the computer system, tagged with a property number
(PD 18 number) provided by the computer, and placed in the desk safe. It is the Desk Officer’s
responsibility to see that this procedure is properly observed.
23. The desk officer will enter all required arrest information into the On-Line Booking application of the
computer system. An entry documenting the basic information on the arrest, -arresting officer, arrest
number, incident number, arrest name, date of birth, address and charge, will also be made in the Police
Administrative Log application.
24. The arrest of an individual for an offense or crime not committed in New Rochelle shall be recorded in the
On-Line Booking System as detained for the authority concerned.
25. Whenever an arrest is made for or by another authority, as provided for in the preceding paragraph, the
prisoner will be recorded as Detained. This can be accomplished by entering "X" in the "D Arrest" field,
and the name of the other agency in the "D Agency" field.
26. A booking sheet will be generated for every arrest. The booking sheet will be deposited in the Records
Unit box at the Desk.
27. All prisoners to be incarcerated in the cellblocks will also be evaluated for suicide risk pursuant to Article
1.03.
28. As part of the booking procedure and prior to the release of any prisoner, the Desk Officer will check
the local warrant file in order to ascertain if there are any outstanding warrants for the prisoner.
29. The desk officer will also direct the NYSPIN operator to make a warrant inquiry through NYSPIN for
such prisoner in order to determine if any other authority wants him/her.
30. All persons who are arrested for printable offenses as described in Article 160 of the Criminal
Procedure Law will be brought to the Forensic Unit and processed for fingerprints and mug shots.
31. The desk officer will ensure that all persons charged with printable offenses are processed prior to
being released.
32. On those occasions when trained fingerprint personnel are not on duty and the defendant is a local
resident, or an out-of-town resident whose identity has been established to the satisfaction of the
desk officer, or whose identity has been confirmed by a reputable person, the defendant may be
released prior to being printed and photographed.
33. When a prisoner is released without having been processed, the prisoner will be instructed to report
to the Forensic Unit for processing on the date he/she is scheduled to return for his/her court
appearance. The desk officer will note a memo of same in the Arrest Record under the prisoner’s
entry.
34. The taking of fingerprints is mandatory in the following arrest situations: (N.Y.S.C.P.L. Art.160.10)
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Any felony
A misdemeanor defined in the penal law
Loitering for the purpose of engaging in prostitution as described in subdivision 2 of section
240.37 of the Penal Law
Loitering for the purpose of engaging in deviate sexual intercourse or behavior as defined in
subdivision 3 of section 240.35 of the penal law
A misdemeanor defined outside the penal law, which would constitute a felony if such person had
a previous judgement of conviction for a crime. These include:
ABC LAW
Section 152 (Sale of illicit alcoholic beverage)
Section 154 (Premises used for manufacture or storage of illicit alcoholic beverage)
ELECTION LAW
Article 17 (Violation of elective franchise)
GENERAL BUSINESS LAW
Section 354 (Examination of witnesses and preliminary injunction)
SOCIAL SERVICES LAW
Section 374.6
TAX LAW
Section 481 (Sale, possession, transportation of unstamped or unlawfully stamped cigarettes)
VEHICLE & TRAFFIC LAW
Section 392A (Sale of false or fraudulent license, certificate of registration or number plate)
Section 1192 subd. 2, 3, and 4. (Driving while intoxicated or driving while ability impaired)
MISCELLANEOUS
In addition to the above, a police officer who makes an arrest for any offense either with or
without a warrant may take or cause to be taken the fingerprints of such arrested person if such
police officer:
•
•
•

Is unable to ascertain such person's identity.
Reasonably suspects that the identification given by such person is not accurate.
Reasonably suspects that such person is being sought by law enforcement officials for the
commission of some other offense.

35. Pre-arraignment bail will not be set by the Police Department.
36. In accordance with Article 150 of the N.Y.S. Criminal Procedure Law, a desk officer must issue an
appearance ticket on all misdemeanors and “E” felonies unless it is a “qualifying offense” or is one of
the exceptions noted in the attached “Bail Cheat Sheet” from the Westchester County District
Attorney’s Office, last revised December 2020.
37. When an individual is arrested in this jurisdiction for an offense for which they can be released and
there is an outstanding warrant for that person's arrest from another jurisdiction, the desk officer will
have that authority notified and release the individual to the other authority.
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38. When there are multiple defendants from the same incident, the desk officer will issue appearance
tickets returnable on the same date for all defendants.
39. If a prisoner is incarcerated in the cellblock his/her name will also be entered in the Prisoners Daily Log
PD 23A.
40. On or before the first day of February of each year, the Staff Services Division Commander shall submit
a report to the State Commission of Correction of the total number of male and female prisoners detained
during the preceding calendar year.
41. Plans and specifications for the construction or renovation of detention facilities must be submitted for
review to the State Commission of Correction.
42. Approval of the State Commission of Correction must be obtained before a construction or renovation
project is advertised for bids. If it is not contemplated that a bidding procedure is to be followed, approval
must be obtained before any construction or renovation is undertaken.
43. The Staff Services Commander is aware that the facility may apply to the State Commission of
Correction for a variance to requirements of N.Y. Comp. Codes R. & Regs. tit. 9 § 7512.3 when:
• Compliance with a specific rule or regulation cannot be achieved by the effective date of such rule or
regulation;
• Due to a temporary condition or situation, compliance with a specific rule or regulation cannot be
achieved; or
• Compliance is to be achieved in a manner other than that which is specified in a rule or regulation
until such time as compliance with such specific rule or regulation can be achieved.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of the Department to conduct strip searches and body cavity
searches following an arrest, only when legally permissible and in accordance with established
guidelines set forth in this policy.
DEFINITIONS
Strip Search: Any search of an individual requiring the removal of some or all clothing to permit
the visual inspection of any or all skin surfaces including genital areas, breast and buttocks.
Body Cavity Search: Any search involving not only visual inspection of skin surfaces but the
internal physical examination of body cavities and, in some instances, organs such as the
stomach cavity.
PROCEDURES
1. Strip Searches
1.1 Individuals arrested will not be subject to strip searches unless the arresting officer has
articulable, reasonable suspicion to believe that the individual is concealing contraband or
weapons. Reasonable suspicion may be based upon, but not limited to the following:
• The arrestee’s actions/demeanor
• The circumstances surrounding the arrest
• Previous incidents in which the arrestee concealed contraband or
weapons.
• Detection of suspicious objects beneath the arrestee’s clothing during a
search incident to arrest.
1.2 Where articulable, reasonable suspicion exists, the arresting officer will request authorization
from a supervisor prior to conducting a strip search.
1.3 Strip searches in locations other than headquarters may be conducted only under exigent
circumstances and with the explicit approval of a supervisor.
1.4 When authorized by a supervisor, strip searches may be conducted in accordance with the
following guidelines:
•
•
•
•

In conformance with Department procedures as specified in section 1.5
of this policy.
In a room(s) specifically authorized for this purpose.
By the fewest number of personnel necessary and only by those of the
same sex.
Under conditions that provide privacy and ensure the dignity of the
arrestee.

1.5 When a strip search is justified, it must be accomplished in a reasonable manner. It cannot
be performed in an abusive manner or one that disregards the basic precepts of human
dignity. Members are advised that a strip search is a visual inspection that should not involve
touching in any manner, with the exception of hair. Members should never remove anything
from or violate a body orifice. The following steps will be adhered to when conducting a strip
search.
•

For officer safety, a thorough, routine search of the arrestee should be
conducted prior to the strip search.
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The arrestee should be instructed to remove one article of clothing at a
time. The officer should thoroughly inspect each article of clothing after it
has been removed.
Once all articles of clothing are removed and inspected, a thorough
visual inspection of the arrestee should be conducted. The visual
inspection will be conducted in a systematic manner, beginning from the
top of the head and working down to the soles of the feet. The visual
inspection will include hair, mouth, ears, nostrils, underarms, groin area,
and between toes. A flashlight may be used to aid with the visual
inspection. When conducting a visual inspection of the buttocks, the
arrestee should be instructed to lean forward and spread the cheeks of
his/her buttocks. It may be necessary to instruct a female arrestee to
raise or separate her breasts so that a complete visual inspection can be
made. Similarly, obese arrestees may need to lift fat so that an adequate
visual inspection may be performed.
Extra attention should be given to the visual inspection of bandages,
casts or prosthetic devices.

1.6 If a strip search is conducted, the arresting officer will include the following in the incident
report:
• The specific, articulable reasons why the strip search was conducted.
• The name of the supervisor who authorized the search
• Time and place of the search
• Those present during the search
• Any weapons, evidence or contraband found during the search.
• Location on arrestee where weapon, contraband or evidence was found.
2. Body Cavity Search
When considering whether probable cause exists to seek a warrant for a body cavity
search, it should be recognized that a body cavity search is highly invasive. This type of
search is reasonable only where the suspected offense is of a serious nature and/or
poses a threat to the safety of officers or others and/or the security of the department’s
detention operations. In cases where the arrestee’s health may be endangered, the
primary concern will be to obtain immediate medical attention for the arrestee, and
recovery of evidence will be secondary.
2.1 Should visual examination of an arrestee during a strip search and/or other information lead
an officer to believe that an arrestee is concealing a weapon or contraband within a body
cavity, the arresting officer will immediately notify a supervisor. The supervisor will
determine whether probable cause exists for a body cavity search, and if so, the supervisor
will direct a member of the Criminal Investigations Division to prepare a search warrant. If
the search warrant is issued, a physician at a medical facility will conduct the body cavity
search.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of the Department to comply with New York State Executive Law, as
well as other legal directives, to collect and submit a DNA sample from those offenders required
to provide same.
DEFINITIONS
NYS Executive Law Article 49-B, Section 995-c(3) – Requires individuals who have been
convicted and sentenced of certain designated offenses to provide a DNA sample for inclusion in
the State DNA Databank.

PROCEDURES
1. DNA Collection/Submission
1.1 In addition to the provision in the NYS Executive Law as cited above, the Assistant District
Attorney may direct a defendant to submit a DNA sample.
1.2 As a condition of the defendant’s conditional discharge, the defendant will be required to
respond to the Forensic Unit with an attorney and submit a DNA sample.
1.3 An Assistant District Attorney will accompany the defendant and his/her attorney and
confirm that a member of the Forensic Unit is available to take the DNA sample.
1.4 The DNA sample will be taken by a member of the Forensic Unit using the New York State
Division of Criminal Justice DNA Specimen Package.
1.5 The defendant will supply the DNA sample by using the pre-packaged foam-tipped
applicator as per the directions that accompany the package.
1.6 The defendant will also submit their left and right index fingerprint on the submission form.
1.7 Once the package is completed, a member of the Forensics Unit will mail it to the New York
State Police Investigations Center in the envelope that accompanies the package.
1.8 The green copy of the submission form will be retained by the New Rochelle Police
Department (submitting agency) and secured in the Forensic Unit’s DNA Submission File.
1.9 The member of the Forensic Unit responsible for the DNA submission will advise the
Assistant District Attorney’s Office that the submission was conducted successfully.
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POLICY: This Department is responsible for the safety and security of persons detained in its cellblocks.
Members of the Department assigned to positions of responsibility for the cellblocks will monitor
conditions therein, and ensure that safety and security are properly maintained.
DEFINITIONS
Prisoners Daily Log (PD 23A): Logs located in the male and female cellblocks used to document the
activities of prisoners in the cellblock.
Jail Roster (PD 23): A desk record consisting of roster pages on a clipboard recording the admission,
detention, and release of prisoners.
PROCEDURES
1. Cellblock Inspections
1.1

The desk employee will conduct regular inspections of the cellblocks by actual visits to cells and
detention rooms, at intervals not to exceed 30-minutes.

1.2

Prisoners apparently under the influence of drugs, alcohol, or suffering from emotional distress
will be identified as "Active Supervision Prisoners," and checked at 15-minute intervals. If
camera monitored cells are available, Active Supervision Prisoners may be lodged in them.
Prisoners lodged in camera monitored cells need only be inspected every 30 minutes. The use
of cameras to visually monitor an area in which prisoners are detained is approved only as an
adjunct to actual physical supervisory visits by police department personnel and shall not be
considered as a substitute for such visits.

1.3

Prisoners retain certain minimal privacy rights, such as not being viewed by officers of the other
gender while using the toilet, showering, and dressing, absent exigent circumstances.
Therefore, only a person of the same gender as the prisoner may view or have viewing access
to the camera monitor.

1.4

Prisoners identified as suicide risks pursuant to Article 1.03 of this chapter will be given constant
personal supervision. Constant personal supervision shall mean uninterrupted, personal visual
observation from a vantage point that provides a clear view of the prisoner, and sufficient
proximity to afford the ability to intervene in any situation that threatens the health or safety of
the prisoner. Further, constant supervision must be maintained when an unruly prisoner who
poses a danger to safety, life or property must be restrained with handcuffs or shackles.

1.5

Female community service officers will be assigned to direct supervision of female prisoners in
the female cellblock and will provide supervision as provided in items 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 above.

1.6

Members of the Department escorting prisoners to and from the cellblocks will be alert to, and
attend to any unusual conditions in the cellblocks. They will also record their activity in the
cellblock in the appropriate prisoner log. No firearms or ammunition are permitted in the
cellblocks or any other detention area. Service weapons and ammunition will be secured in the
gun lockers in the sally port prior to entering the booking area. Further, the Desk Officer will
secure his/her service weapon prior to entering the booking area.

1.7

The desk officer is immediately responsible for conditions in the cellblock and will ensure that
the appropriate inspections and assignments are properly made. The desk officer will also make
a personal inspection of the cellblock at least once during each tour of duty. Locks on cell doors
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and security doors, locking devices and the security aspects of detention type windows and
screens shall be checked to ensure that they are in proper condition. An entry will be made in
the Miscellaneous Daily Bulletin of the computer system documenting this inspection and
conditions observed. Any unusual conditions or maintenance needs will also be noted on Desk
Information Sheet, PD 60.
1.8

The tour commander will be notified of any serious condition in the cellblocks, and will see that
appropriate action is taken.

1.9

The Staff Services Division will review documentation on conditions in the cellblock, conduct its
own inspection at least once a week, and maintain a log documenting maintenance needs, any
defects in security aspects, and action taken to address such needs.

1.10 No firearms or ammunition are permitted in the cellblocks or any detention area. Weapons and
ammunition must be placed in the gun lockers in the sallyport or in the Forensic Unit prior to
entering the detention or booking area.
2. Prisoner and Cellblock Maintenance
2.1

The cellblocks are to be kept in a clean and sanitary condition at all times. The building
custodial staff will be immediately apprised if maintenance is required.

2.2

Prisoners are to be provided with an adequate supply of paper drinking cups, paper towels, and
toilet paper. A supply of soap and blankets will be maintained and distributed, when necessary,
with the authorization of the Desk Officer. Tampons and sanitary napkins shall be made
available to all female prisoners at department’s expense. The department shall maintain a
sufficient supply of tampons and sanitary napkins, which shall be stored, dispensed and
disposed of in a sanitary manner.

2.3

Prisoners detained over a mealtime (0700-0900, 1100-1300 or 1700-1900) will be provided with
food from a restaurant designated by the Police Commissioner. If a prisoner refuses or fails to
eat the meal provided, such refusal will be noted next to the prisoner's name on the appropriate
page of the Prisoner's Daily Log, PD 23A. Reasonable accommodations will be made to allow
for observance of religious dietary laws or medical conditions.

2.4

Prisoners in the cellblocks will not be provided with matches, cigarettes, or food other than that
provided by the Department at mealtime. Plastic covers will be removed from drink containers
and discarded before delivery of drink containers to prisoners.

2.5

Prisoners will not be permitted reading materials or any other items other than authorized
clothing in the cellblocks.

2.6

In the event of a fire or other emergency that necessitates the immediate removal of prisoners
from the cellblock, the following procedures should be followed:
•
•
•

The Desk Officer should utilize as many Department members as necessary to assist in the
evacuation.
Every cell will be checked to ensure that no prisoner is left behind.
The prisoners should be handcuffed and walked into the
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If the

is affected by fire or emergency, the prisoners are to be secured in the
, and removed from the
. The appropriate number of officers will
standby to ensure that proper custody is maintained.

3. Prisoner Illness or Injury
3.1

Members of the Department will notify the desk officer of any prisoner reporting or appearing to
be ill or injured.

3.2

Upon receiving a report of prisoner illness or injury, the desk officer will investigate and decide if
medical attention is required.

3.3

If the desk officer determines that medical attention is required, he/she will have the prisoner
transported to Montefiore New Rochelle Hospital for treatment.

3.4

Prisoner is treated and released by Montefiore New Rochelle Hospital will be transported back to
Headquarters and returned to the cellblock.

3.5

If the attending physician determines that the prisoner requires hospitalization, the officer with
custody of a prisoner will notify his/her Supervisor, and ask the attending physician to contact the
Medical Director at Correctional Health,
. The attending physician may also need to call
the Westchester County Medical Center Transfer Center at
. If the Medical Director is
unavailable, the County Jail booking supervisor should be contacted at
.

3.6

The above County Jail personnel will notify the attending physician at the Westchester County
Medical Center Emergency Room of the situation, and this physician will contact the attending
physician at Sound Shore Medical Center for approval of admission to the County Medical Center.

3.7

When admission is approved, this Department will provide for appropriate transport of the prisoner
to the Westchester County Medical Center.

3.8

The Jail Booking Office will be notified at
as soon as the prisoner is in transit; and, once
the prisoner is admitted to the Westchester County Medical Center, the Jail will dispatch correction
officers to assume custody of the prisoner.

3.9

Medications shall be dispensed to prisoners only when authorized or prescribed by a physician,
and with the express permission of the Desk Officer.

4. Prisoner Deaths and Suicide Attempts
4.1

The Police Commissioner and the commander of the Staff Services Division will be notified
immediately of any prisoner death in the cellblocks. A detective and the Internal Affairs supervisor
will be notified and respond to investigate.

4.2

The Commission of Correction must also be notified of a prisoner death within six hours of the
pronouncement of such death. This must be accomplished by completion of the Commission's
M187 report and telefax of the report to Commission of Correction at
. If the
commander of the Staff Services Division is unavailable, the tour commander will ensure that this
report is properly completed and transmitted.
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4.3

The Police Commissioner and the commander of the Staff Services Division will also be notified of
any suicide attempt where death appears likely, and a detective and the Internal Affairs supervisor
will be notified and respond to investigate.

4.4

In cases of suicide attempts where it appears the victim will survive, an officer from the duty tour
and the tour commander will investigate and file appropriate reports. The Internal Affairs Officer will
also be notified on his/her next tour of duty and initiate has own investigation. Copies of all reports
will be forwarded to the commander of the Staff Services Division as soon as possible.

5. Prisoners Daily Log
5.1

An individual prisoner log (PD 23A) will be maintained for each prisoner. Whenever a new
prisoner is lodged in the cellblock, the Desk Employee will prepare an individual log page (PD
23A) for that new prisoner, and complete the heading listing the prisoner’s name, date and time
of lodging, and the cell assignment.

5.2

Female community service officers performing police matron functions will be responsible for
maintenance of the Female Prisoners Daily Log in the female cellblock.

5.3

All cellblock inspections will be listed in chronological order on the log. At the time of inspection,
the prisoner’s activity (such as, but not limited to, standing, sitting, sleeping, eating) will be
noted in the appropriate column. The use of “Ditto” marks is not allowed.

5.4

When a prisoner is temporarily removed for a court appearance, processing, interrogation, etc.,
an entry will be made indicating the time out, destination, and time returned along with the
officer's signature.

5.5

All events related to each prisoner must be recorded on the log. A notation must be made
whenever a prisoner is visited by his/her attorney, fed, bailed, transferred or released.

5.6

Prisoners requiring “active supervision” (15-minute inspections) will have the identification
“active” entered in parenthesis next to their names. The activity and status of these prisoners
will be accounted for every 15 minutes. The use of “Ditto” marks is not allowed.

5.7

After a prisoner is bailed, released or transferred, the completed prisoner log page will be
placed in the released prisoner folder.

6. Jail Roster
6.1

The desk officer will enter the names of all prisoners, the date and time of confinement, their cell
assignments, and charges against them on the Jail Roster at the time of confinement.

6.2

The desk officer will also enter the prisoner's time of exit and the nature of the disposition (such
as transferred to County Jail) at the time they leave.

7. Visitation
7.1

Prisoners incarcerated in the cellblock will not be allowed visitors other than attorneys or PreTrial Services employees at the direction of the court. The tour commander may permit a family
member or civilian to visit a prisoner; however, such visit will be supervised by a police
supervisor and an entry identifying the prisoner visited, person making the visit and length of
visit will be recorded into the CAD Administrative Message records application.
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7.2

Department members wishing to interview a prisoner incarcerated in the cellblock must first
obtain the permission of the desk officer.

7.3

Department members wishing to visit a prisoner must first obtain permission from the tour
commander.
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POLICY: It is the policy of this Department to ensure the safety, security, and general welfare of prisoners
in its custody. In compliance with this policy, officers involved in the handling of prisoners will make every
effort to identify those prisoners who might be suicidal, or affected by other mental problems potentially
endangering their physical health; and, to take necessary precautions to ensure the safety of such
prisoners. The procedures of this order and the Suicide Prevention Screening Guidelines form are
designed to assist members of this Department in accomplishing these objectives.
PROCEDURE
1. Procedure for Booking and Screening Prisoners
1.1

The desk officer will screen each prisoner prior to initial cell assignment in an effort to determine
if that prisoner might be a suicide risk. This screening will include:
•

Questioning of involved officers regarding their observations of the prisoner for unusual
statements or behavior that might indicate a suicide risk.

•

Personal examination of the prisoner’s property for medication or any other indication that
the prisoner might be under psychiatric care.

•

Questioning of the prisoner and recording of his/her answers and the desk officer's
observations as provided for on the screening form with particular attention to questions
1,8,9,11 and 16.

2. Procedure for Maintaining the Screening Form and Prisoners in Detention
2.1

The desk officer shall monitor all prisoners currently detained in department jail cells and
maintain a file of screening forms on those prisoners currently detained accordingly.

2.2

The Suicide Screening Form is constructed and is to be completed in triplicate.

2.3

General instructions for the completion of the form appear on the back of each copy of the form.

2.4

As provided in the form, the desk officer shall notify the tour commander if a prisoner records a
score of 8 or more ``Yes'' responses; or regardless of score, “Yes” responses to any of the
following questions: 1, 8, 9, 11, or 16. Upon such notification the tour commander shall order
that a prisoner recording such scores be designated a suicide risk.

2.5

The desk officer shall also confer with the tour commander, if, for any other reason, he/she
suspects that a prisoner might be suicidal or experiencing any other serious mental health
problems. In these cases, the tour commander will evaluate the information available and make
his/her own determination as to whether or not a prisoner should be designated a suicide risk

2.6

The designation of a prisoner as a suicide risk will be reflected by the entry of “Designated Risk”
at the top of the General Comments column of the screening form.

2.7

The tour commander shall ensure that designated suicide risk prisoners are given constant
supervision. Video camera surveillance cannot be used as a substitute for actual constant
supervision of a suicide risk.

2.8

The desk officer should also alert the tour commander if a prisoner appears to be under the
influence of drugs or alcohol, or suffering from less serious mental health problems or emotional
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distress. The tour commander should direct Active Supervision (personal checks every 15
minutes). If an Active Supervision prisoner can be placed in a camera modified cell, only regular
30-minute inspections need be conducted.
2.9

The desk officer should also alert the tour commander if a prisoner appears to be under the
influence of drugs or alcohol, or suffering from less serious mental health problems or emotional
distress. The tour commander should direct Active Supervision (personal checks every 15
minutes) of such prisoner.

2.10 If a prisoner's status relative to the screening form cannot be determined due to language
difficulties, lack of complete consciousness, or significant intoxication, such prisoner will be
given constant supervision until such time as effective communication can be established and
an accurate determination made.
2.11 If, at any time during custody, a prisoner’s condition, behavior or circumstances change relative
to the screening form; such changes shall be reflected on the form; and the time of the change
along with an explanation shall be noted in the comment’s column of the form. If such change,
changes, or series of changes constitute or result in a change in designation, this should be
noted appropriately in the comments column.
2.12 Desk officers shall notify their reliefs of any “Designated Risk" prisoners in custody. Desk
officers reporting for duty shall check the screening form file at the desk and familiarize
themselves with the backgrounds of all prisoners in custody.
3. Release and Transfer of Prisoners
3.1

Upon release or transfer of a prisoner from New Rochelle Police custody the desk officer shall
provide for the proper communication of information on the screening form.

3.2

Upon transfer of a prisoner to another agency the white and yellow copies of the screening form
will be forwarded to the Records Unit. The Records Unit will maintain White copies on all
prisoners. The yellow copies on “Designated Risk” prisoners will be secured by the Records
Unit for a file on such prisoners to be kept at the desk for future reference. The pink copy will be
transferred with the prisoner. The desk officer will also direct transporting officers to segregate
and maintain constant supervision of any “Designated Risk” prisoners during transport.

3.3

Prior to release from custody a “Designated Risk” prisoner will be reevaluated relative to the
screening form. If the prisoner’s behavior or conditions have changed; such changes and any
consequent change in designation will be reflected on the form in the comment’s column.
Before any “Designated Risk” prisoner is released, the tour commander will review the form,
evaluate the prisoner and determine if the prisoner might be a danger to himself/herself or
others after release. If the tour commander determines that he/she might be such a danger; or if
the prisoner's response to question 9 remains in the “Yes” column, the tour commander will
notify Crisis Intervention Services of the prisoner's condition and be guided by their directions. If
Crisis Intervention Services advises that it will respond to evaluate the prisoner, the prisoner will
not be released until the Crisis Team has responded. Upon the Crisis Team's arrival, the
prisoner will be released, and accommodations made for the team to conduct its evaluation. If
the Crisis Team authorizes commitment, the pink copy of the screening form will be turned over
to the Crisis Team. If the person is released, the pink copy will be destroyed.
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POLICY: State and local law enforcement officials are legally bound to comply with United States treaty
obligations concerning the arrest and detention of foreign nationals in this country. It is the policy of the
Department and the duty of its members to recognize these obligations and comply with all pertinent
directives and guidelines issued by the United States Department of State.
PROCEDURE
1. Arrest of Foreign Nationals Generally
1.1 Whenever an officer arrests or otherwise substantially detains a foreign national, he/she shall
promptly inform the detainee of his/her right to have his government informed of such event. If
the detainee asks to exercise this right, the officer or one of his/her supervisors shall immediately
notify the appropriate foreign consulate or embassy. The United States Department of State
Security Office or the United States UN Mission can be contacted for the telephone numbers of
the various consulates and embassies.
1.2 In cases where special agreements with certain countries require it, notification must be made,
whether the foreign national detainee consents to it or not. If a detainee waives his/her rights to
notification, the United States UN Mission or State Department Security should be contacted to
determine if the detainee is affected by one of these agreements; and notification is to be made
if required.
1.3 All contacts and notifications should be included in an officer's report on an incident of this type.
1.4 If he/she desires to do so, the detainee shall be allowed to converse by telephone with his/her
consular representative as soon as possible, and shall also be allowed one physical visit by one
consular representative.
1.5 A foreign consulate shall not be allowed to arrange visitation, representation, or release of a
detainee who expressly opposes these actions.
2. Arrest of Persons in the Diplomatic Community
2.1 Diplomatic immunity for police purposes generally relates to freedom from arrest or detention.
2.2 An officer may not arrest or incarcerate any person who has been granted diplomatic immunity,
and may detain such person only long enough to verify his/her diplomatic status. The unlawful
imprisonment of a foreign official could lead to serious federal criminal charges.
2.3 The diplomatic community is divided into several categories. The application and extent of
diplomatic immunity is dependent on the category of the individual and the circumstances
surrounding an incident. The diplomatic community is divided, and is extended diplomatic
immunity as follows:
Diplomatic Agents. The head of a mission, members of the mission's diplomatic staff, and
members of their immediate families (with the exception of family members who are also United
States citizens) are entitled to complete immunity from arrest or incarceration.
Non-Diplomatic Administrative Staff and Security Personnel. Personnel, administrative officials,
clerical staff, messengers and their immediate families are entitled to the same immunity from
arrest or incarceration as diplomatic agents.
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Service Staff. Chauffeurs and domestic staff who perform their duties at the mission are entitled
to diplomatic immunity only when they are performing their official duties. Members of their
families are not entitled to diplomatic immunity.
Private Servants. A servant privately employed by a member of a diplomatic mission is not
entitled to any diplomatic immunity.
3. Issuance of Traffic Summons and Parking Summons
3.1 A diplomat will not be issued a summons for a traffic infraction. If a traffic infraction is observed
and a diplomat is involved, once his/her identity is ascertained, the investigating officer will
release such person. The officer will file an incident report regarding the incident and will include
in the report the diplomat's pedigree and the nation to which he/she is attached.
3.2 Parking violation summonses will not be issued to vehicles bearing diplomatic license plates.
3.3 For more information on foreign nationals and diplomatic immunity, or questions on the status of
an individual or particular incident, contact the United States Department of State Security Office
or the United States Mission to the United Nations.
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POLICY: It is the duty and responsibility of an arresting officer to ensure that the appropriate charges are
filed with the city court prior to the defendant’s arraignment. In those cases where the complainant is to
file the charges the officer will clearly explain the procedure and inform him of the date and time to
appear. This fact will then be noted on the Incident Report. Failure to file charges prior to the defendant's
appearance in court places the officer and this department in jeopardy of civil liability and will result in
disciplinary action.
PROCEDURE
The following guidelines have been established concerning who should file charges in arrest situations
and when the charges should be filed:
1. Charge
1.1 Felonies
•

The arresting officer should sign all complaints.

1.2 Misdemeanors-Shop Lifting
•

The store guard or employee who witnessed the larceny should sign the complaint.

1.3 Misdemeanors-Criminal Possession Stolen Property
•

The person who observed the defendant in possession of the stolen property should sign the
complaint (this is usually the police officer). In cases of stolen property the police officer
should obtain an owner's deposition from the complainant. Furthermore, when an owner's
deposition is obtained it must either be notarized or sworn before a Commissioner of Deeds.

1.4 Misdemeanor-Assault
•

Either the officer or the victim may sign the complaint. If the officer chooses to sign the
complaint then he should obtain a precise and comprehensive written statement from the
victim.

1.5 Misdemeanor-Criminal Mischief
•

If the officer witnessed the defendant committing the criminal mischief, he should obtain an
owner's deposition and file charges. If the victim (property owner) witnessed the defendant
committing the criminal mischief, the victim should file the charge.

1.6 Misdemeanor-Criminal Trespass
•

The person who witnessed the trespass should file the charge. For example, if the officer
sees the defendant trespassing on private property the officer should sign the complaint and
obtain an owner's deposition from the property owner or agent.
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1.7 Misdemeanor-Miscellaneous
This is a judgement decision; however,
•

If the police officer directs the victim or the witness to file the charge, the officer must clearly
state so in his report.

•

If the police officer files the charge, he should obtain the appropriate deposition and/or
statement.

1.8 Violations-Harassment, Disorderly Conduct
•

The arrest must be based on direct knowledge, therefore, the person or officer who signs
the complaint must have witnessed the violation.

1.9 In all cases where the arresting officer directs a civilian to file the accusatory instrument, the
officer will advise the complainant to appear at the district attorney's office at 0930 hours on the
next business day. As previously stated, this information will be reflected in the officer's incident
report.
2. Duties of Arresting Officers And Desk Officers Regarding the Filing of Charges and the Setting of
Return Dates on Defendants Who Have Been Released on Bail or ROR
2.1 When an arrest is made and the defendant is released on bail or ROR, the return date will be the
next Monday through Friday, except holidays, when the arresting officer is working a day duty. In
instances where the arresting officer does not work day duty tours, but does work duty tours
when the district attorney's office is open, the return date will be made for a date, Monday
through Friday, subsequent to the next duty tour the arresting officer has that will permit him to
file the charges with the district attorney. Officers assigned to work the first tour will file with the
district attorney on the next available morning when that office is open for business. It will be the
responsibility of the desk officer to obtain this information from the arresting officer at the time
the booking is made.
2.2 In those cases where an arrest results in detention, although the defendant is eligible for
prearraignment bail or ROR, the arresting officer will contact the duty desk officer by telephone
prior to 0700 hours on the next court date to ascertain if the defendant has been released. If the
defendant is still in custody, the officer will respond at 0900 hours to the district attorney's Office
to file the appropriate charges. If the officer is working a tour that begins at 1000 hours he will
respond to the district attorney's office at the beginning of his tour at 1000 hours
2.3 In cases where the defendant is not eligible for bail and is placed in overnight detention, the
officer will respond to the district attorney's office on the next court date at 0900 hours. to file the
appropriate charges. If the officer is working a tour of duty that begins at 1000 hours he will
respond to the district attorney's office at the beginning of his tour at 1000 hours.
2.4 In all instances, the arresting officer will be held accountable that he has appeared at the district
attorney's office to file charges on or before the scheduled arraignment date. In addition, it will be
the responsibility of the desk officer who releases a prisoner to set an appropriate return date
that falls on a date when the court is in session and the arresting officer is either working a day
duty tour or has had an opportunity on a previous duty tour to file the charges with the district
attorney.
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2.5 Where multiple arrests are the result of the same incident, only one officer acting on information
and belief will file the accusatory information with the District Attorney. For example, an officer
makes a vehicle and traffic stop. He is assisted by another officer and in the ensuing
investigation it is discovered that the both the operator and passenger(s) have violated various
criminal laws. The officers effect multiple arrests and at the time of booking split the arrests. In
this situation, only one officer will file charges. The practice of having each officer file for his
defendant is prohibited. If one arrest is for a violation and another for a crime, the officer taking
the violation arrest will also file on the criminal arrest. Arresting officers and desk officers will be
held accountable and subject to discipline for any violation of this section.
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POLICY: It is the policy of this Department to properly investigate all complaints and to take appropriate
police action when necessary. Complainants will not be referred to the office of the district attorney or to
the City Court in order to obtain Orders of Protection or Arrest Warrants. Complainants will only be
referred to the district attorney’s office when an arrest of an offender has been affected and it is
necessary to have the complainant sign the accusatory instrument.
PROCEDURE
In those cases where one person alleges that he is the victim of a crime or offense committed by another
person, it is the duty of the investigating officer to determine if an arrest can be made or if some other
remedy should be sought. When handling these types of investigations officers will observe the following
guidelines:
1. If the offender is at the scene and there is sufficient evidence to warrant an arrest then an arrest will
be made.
2. If, after conducting his investigation, the officer determines that there is insufficient evidence to
warrant an arrest then the officer will advise the complainant of that reality.
3. If the offender has left the scene and there is sufficient evidence to indicate that a crime has occurred,
the investigating officer will notify headquarters so that a local alarm can be broadcast for the arrest of
the offender.
4. When the offender has left the scene and there is sufficient evidence to warrant an arrest, the officer
will note same in his report and request that the case be forwarded to the Criminal Investigations
Division for follow-up.
5. When the offender has left the scene and the investigating officer is unable to determine whether an
arrest should or should not be made, the case will be referred to the Criminal Investigations Division
for follow-up.
6. Whenever an arrest is not made at the scene and the case is referred to the Criminal Investigations
Division, the investigating officer should advise the complainant of that referral.
7. Under no circumstances will complainants be referred to the office of the district attorney to obtain
Orders of Protection. An Order of Protection (Art.530.13. N.Y.S.C.P.L.) is issued by the court after the
district attorney has filed a formal charge with the court. As such, the arrest must occur before an
Order of Protection can be obtained. Complainants must be advised of the foregoing by the
investigating officer.
8. Where there is insufficient evidence to sustain a criminal charge, the investigating officer will, if
possible, refer the parties involved to other governmental agencies capable of providing assistance.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to gather valuable and useful intelligence information
concerning past or present criminal activity.
PROCEDURE
1. All prisoners will be debriefed upon arrest.
2. Prisoners will be debriefed only after first being advised of their constitutional rights.
3. Arresting officers will first question the subject about the present crime for which the subject was
arrested prior to debriefing about other criminal activity.
4. All debriefings must be uniformly documented on a prisoner-debriefing sheet (PD 120). If a prisoner
refuses to cooperate in the debriefing process, this fact will be reported in the remarks section of the
sheet.
5. Generally, the arresting officer will conduct the debriefing. However, when a detective is available and
the subject has been arrested for one of the following enumerated crimes, the desk officer will direct
that the debriefing process be completed by a detective:
Auto Theft
Bias Crime
Burglary
Firearms

Larceny (Except Shoplifting)
Possession of Stolen Property
Possession/Sale Controlled Substances
Robbery

6. Members of the Department are reminded that they are not authorized to negotiate or make promises
relative to prosecution or adjudication in exchange for information.
7. Should the occasion arise when there are no detectives on duty, and a debriefing is yielding
significant information concerning a crime of a serious nature, the desk officer will notify a detective
supervisor who may authorize a recall.
8. Completed debriefing sheets will be attached to the incident report and forwarded to the Records
Unit. Debriefing sheets reflecting positive information will be copied and forwarded to the Criminal
Investigations Division commander who after review will in turn forward to the appropriate
investigative unit.
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POLICY: It is the policy of this Department to not inquire about an individual’s immigration status unless it
is necessary to investigate criminal activity by that individual. Anyone in custody will be granted all
constitutional protections afforded him or her under the New York State and United States Constitutions
and shall be notified immediately of the receipt of an Immigration and Customs Enforcement Agency
detainer by the Department.
PROCEDURE
1. Judicial Warrant
1.1 This is a warrant issued by an Article III federal judge or a federal magistrate judge that
authorizes federal immigration authorities to take into custody the person who is the subject of
the warrant.
1.2 This warrant shall be treated as any other criminal warrant and the Desk Supervisor shall have
the issuing agency notified and will ascertain an estimated time of arrival at headquarters, when
they will take the prisoner into their custody. The estimated time of arrival should be a
reasonable amount of time under the circumstances.
2. Civil Immigration Warrant, Administrative Warrant, or an Immigration Detainer (Collectively known as
“Immigration Detainers”)
2.1 Members of the Department shall not detain or transfer an individual based upon an Immigration
Detainer from Federal Immigration Authorities, unless accompained by a Judicial Warrant.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to investigate all motor vehicle accidents involving
personal injury, hit and run, DWI related accidents and damage to city property.
DEFINITION
Motor Vehicle Accident: A motor vehicle accident is any unintended event that results in injury, death or
property damage attributable directly or indirectly to the motion of a motor vehicle or its load.
PROCEDURE
The following general procedures are established for the purpose of responding to and investigating
motor vehicle accidents:
1. Response
1.1

Patrol Unit or Conditions Unit personnel will respond to and investigate the following motor
vehicle accidents:
•
•
•
•

1.2

Property damage
DWI related
Hit and run
Personal injury

Accident investigators assigned to the Traffic Unit will respond to and investigate the following
motor vehicle accidents:
•
•
•
•

Fatal
Life threatening
City vehicle and/or city property
Any other accident at the direction of a supervisor

1.3

A police supervisor will respond to all accidents.

1.4

The Traffic Unit commander or the Traffic Unit supervisor will respond to all fatal and life
threatening accidents.

2. Recall
2.1

If a fatal accident or an accident involving life-threatening injuries occurs and there is no
accident investigator on duty, the Traffic Unit commander or the Traffic Unit supervisor will be
notified and an accident investigator will be recalled to investigate the accident.

3. Investigation
3.1

At the scene of any motor vehicle accident officers will:

• Clear and control the flow of vehicular traffic
• Prevent any breach of the peace, i.e., assaults, disorderly conduct, etc.
• Verify that vehicle operators possess valid license, registration and insurance
• Verify vehicles conform to all equipment requirements
• Strictly enforce license, registration, insurance and equipment violations
• Tow vehicles pursuant to Department procedures
• Provide operators with accident information exchange form (PD 4)
3.2 Personal injury, fatal, hit and run with a follow-up, city property and DWI related accident
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investigations will be recorded on a Police Accident Report, DMV-104A in accordance with the
New York State Department of Motor Vehicles Police Accident Report Manual.
3.3

Property damage only accidents, excluding those in which an arrest is made and those
specified in 3.2, will be recorded on an event report. The cause of the accident will not be
investigated and information will be limited to the following:
•
•
•
•
•

3.4

Date, day, and time of accident
Identification of the operators, vehicles and insurance companies
Vehicle towed (if police tow)
Location of accident
Summonses or arrests

All fatal, serious injury and city vehicle or property accidents will be:
•
•
•

Photographed
Diagrammed
Typewritten when completed by an accident investigator

3.5

All attempts will be made to preserve and maintain fatal and life threatening injury accident
scenes prior to the arrival of an accident investigator. If evidence must be moved, a chalk mark
or chalk outline will be made at that location.

3.6

Officers investigating hit and run accidents will make all possible attempts during their tour of
duty to locate the operator or vehicle that left the scene.

3.7

A report will not be taken on past property damage accidents in which there was a mutual
exchange of information. Any person reporting such auto accident will be issued form MV-104
and advised of Department of Motor Vehicles reporting procedures.

3.8

Personal injury accidents may be reported to the Department anytime within five (5) days of the
accident occurrence.

3.9

If personal injury is reported to the Department from a previously reported property damage
accident, the Department will accept the report if it is received within five days of the original
accident. An officer will complete a supplementary accident report.

3.10 A Truck and Bus Supplemental Police Accident Report, Department of Motor Vehicles Form
MV-104S, will be completed by the investigating officer when at least one of the vehicles
involved in an accident meets the conditions outlined in the New York State Truck and Bus
Supplemental Police Accident Report Manual.
3.11 Officers investigating an accident involving an on-duty police officer or fire fighter operating a
police or fire vehicle will also complete a Report of Motor Vehicle Accident Police Line of Duty
Accident, Department of Motor Vehicles Form MV 104L. The signature box at the bottom of the
form will be left blank.
3.12 If the investigating officer believes a civilian motorist’s driving abilities require review a Police
Agency Request for Driver Review, Department of Motor Vehicles Form DS-5, should be
completed and attached to the accident report.
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3.13 The operator of a motor vehicle involved in a vehicular accident which results in death or
serious physical injury to other than the operator will be asked to take an alco-sensor breath
screening field test in accordance with Vehicle and Traffic Law section 1194(1)(b). This request
is in addition to any standard field sobriety tests performed by an officer.
3.14 Officers investigating vehicular accidents involving death or serious physical injury will not issue
any summonses (simplified traffic informations) to the operator for any Vehicle and Traffic Law
infraction or misdemeanor or file any other charge until either the branch Office District Attorney
or the duty District Attorney has been notified and approves of the Charges.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to strictly enforce all violations of the Vehicle and Traffic
Law governing the operation of motor vehicles while the operator is under the influence of alcohol and or
impaired by drugs.
DEFINITIONS
Operating a Motor Vehicle While Under the Influence of Alcohol or Drugs: Article 31, section 1192 of the
Vehicle and Traffic Law defines:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Driving while ability impaired by the consumption of alcohol
Driving while intoxicated (chemical analysis)
Driving while intoxicated (observation)
Driving while ability by drugs. (List contained in section 3306 of Public Health Law)
Commercial motor vehicles: per se-Level I
Commercial motor vehicles: per se-Level II

Operation must occur on a public highway, a private road open to public motor vehicle traffic, or a parking
lot. A parking lot is defined as any area or areas of private property, including a driveway, near or
contiguous to and provided in connection with premises and used as a means of access to and egress
from a public highway to such premises and having a capacity for the parking of four or more vehicles.
This does not apply to any area or areas of private property on which is situated a one or two family
residence.
PROCEDURE
The following procedures will be followed in all DWI, and DWAI/Drug investigations and arrests:
1. An officer must have reasonable cause to believe that the driver of a motor vehicle is intoxicated by
alcohol or impaired by drugs before he can lawfully arrest. Reasonable cause shall be determined by
viewing the totality of circumstances surrounding the incident which, when taken together, indicate
that the operator of the motor vehicle was driving in violation of section 1192 of the Vehicle and
Traffic Law. Such circumstances may include but are not limited to any of the following conditions:
•

The driver's inability to operate the vehicle.

•

Observation of the driver’s appearance, and ability to stand, walk and talk.

•

Odor of an alcoholic beverage on the driver's breath and any presence of alcohol or drugs in the
vehicle.

•

Driver's alertness and ability to understand.

•

Driver's attitude and judgement.

•

Results of any field sobriety tests given.

•

If accident related, the results of the accident investigation.

•

The results of a breath-screening test (AIco-Sensor), section 1194 of the Vehicle and Traffic Law
extends to the police officer the legal right to request a suspected drunk driver to submit to a
preliminary breath test to determine intoxication. This test may be given to a person operating a
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motor vehicle that has been involved in an accident or operated in violation of any provisions of
the Vehicle and Traffic Law. Although non-evidential, the preliminary breath test provides a digital
reading to indicate whether the driver is above or below the legal limit of blood alcohol content.
This information is used by the police officer to help decide whether there is reasonable cause to
arrest for DWI, but the BAC reading will not be entered in the incident report. The report will
indicate whether or not the reading was positive for alcohol. The Alco-Sensor will be used in
accordance with the operating procedures found on the back of the instrument. Officers
designated by the Traffic Unit commander will carry Alco-Sensors on patrol.
2. When an officer effects an arrest for an 1192 violation he will advise the individual that he is under
arrest for DWI (VTL 1192.3) or DWAI/Drugs (1192.4) Note however that the results of a chemical test
may necessitate a different charge.
3. The officer will impound the defendant’s vehicle and arrange for a duty tow to remove it from the
scene. Under no circumstances will the defendant be allowed to drive his vehicle after being placed
under arrest for violation of section 1192, subdivision 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. However, if there is another
person present with the defendant and that person is not under the influence of alcohol and or drugs
and has a valid driver's license for that class of vehicle and is willing to assume responsibility for the
vehicle, such person may remove the vehicle from the scene provided such person has the owner's
permission.
4. Transport the defendant to police headquarters.
5. The arresting officer will read verbatim from the DWI/DWAI Warning Card (PD 24-3) to the defendant.
The warning card, also printed in Spanish (PD 24-3), contains the standard refusal warning as
prescribed by the Division of Criminal Justice Services. The warning card will be signed by both the
arresting officer and the witnessing officer after it has been read to the defendant. Following the
reading of the warning by the arresting officer, the defendant must answer either, “Yes" or "No." If the
defendant answers “No”, the arresting officer will read from the DWI/DWAI Warning Card two
additional times within twenty minutes. If the defendant refuses to acknowledge the warnings, his
silence will be deemed as a refusal to take the chemical test.
NOTE: If the need arises for the arresting officer to administer an alternative chemical test, the arresting
officer must read verbatim from the DWI/DWAI Warning Card prior to administering the alternative
chemical test.
6. If the defendant answers “Yes” and consents to take a chemical test and it is suspected that he is
under the influence of alcohol, a DataMaster test will be administered to determine his blood alcohol
content. (The chemical test for blood alcohol content on all driving while intoxicated or impaired
arrests will be the DataMaster; except when the DataMaster is not available or the health of the
defendant indicates the use of a blood or urine test.) The arresting officer should witness the testing
of the defendant and, as a rule, should not administer the test. The test must be given no later than
two hours after the time of the arrest or after a positive breath-screening test. The test will be
conducted in the following manner:
6.1 Bring the defendant to the room where the test is going to be given. No hand held transmitters
(portable radios) are permitted in the room where the DataMaster is administered. Radios will be
turned in at the front police desk for safekeeping.
6.2 Check the defendant’s mouth for a foreign substance. There have been incidents where it has
been challenged that the wearing of dentures by the defendant at the time of testing causes
ethanol (alcohol) to be trapped and held within the mouth cavity thereby contributing to the blood
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alcohol reading. In order to prevent this from happening, the arresting officer will ask the
defendant if he or she is wearing dentures. If the defendant answers in the affirmative, the officer
will advise him or her that dentures may hold residual alcohol which, if present, could lead to an
erroneous blood alcohol reading. The defendant will then be asked to remove the dentures from
his or her mouth prior to taking the test. Should the defendant refuse to remove the dentures, the
arresting officer will have the defendant rinse his or her mouth thoroughly before taking the
breath test. NOTE WELL, THAT THE FAILURE OF THE DEFENDANT TO REMOVE THE
DENTURES DOES NOT IN ITSELF ESTABLISH GROUNDS FOR A REFUSAL TO SUBMIT
TO A CHEMICAL TEST.
6.3 The defendant must be observed for twenty minutes prior to taking the chemical test for breath.
Make certain that the defendant does not eat, drink, or smoke during this time period.
Furthermore, should the defendant vomit during the twenty-minute time period, the officer will
have to observe the defendant for an additional twenty minutes commencing after the defendant
vomited.
6.4 Fill out the Alcohol Influence Report Form.
6.5 At the conclusion of the twenty-minute observation period administer the breath test. A certified
breath test operator who possesses a valid permit issued by the New York State Department of
Health must give the breath test (DataMaster). The certified breath test operator must also
complete the operational checklist for the DataMaster.
7. Breath testing methods must meet the following criteria:
7.1 Breath sample shall be collected within two hours of the time of arrest or positive screening test
7.2 The instrument must be purged immediately preceding both the testing of each subject and the
analysis reference sample
7.3 The result of the analysis of a suitable reference sample must agree with the reference sample
value within the limits of plus or minus .01 per cent weight per volume. This analysis shall
immediately follow the analysis of the breath of the defendant and shall be recorded
7.4 Results of an analysis of breath for alcohol shall be expressed in terms of per cent weight per
volume to the second decimal place as found; for example, 0.23 per cent
7.5 Proper and adequate records of operations and known value solution shall be maintained by this
agency
8. Once each week calibration tests will be conducted on the breath testing machines. A qualified
operator, designated by the commander of the Traffic Unit, will conduct the tests.
8.1 Three consecutive tests will be conducted using a known value solution/reference sample.
8.2 The calibration test record form indicating the three test results will be filled in following each test
and a log book entry made.
8.3 The DataMaster will also be calibrated on a semi-annual basis by the New York State Bureau for
Municipal Police.
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8.4 It will be the responsibility of the commander of the Traffic Unit to see that the known value
solution in the simulator is replaced at least once each month
8.5 It will be the responsibility of the commander of the Traffic Unit to see that Radio Frequency
Interference (RFI) tests are conducted and documented according to the procedures set forth by
the Department of Criminal Justice Services
9. If the defendant consents to take a chemical test and it is suspected that he is under the influence of
drugs only, a urine sample will be obtained. A urine sample may also be obtained in situations where
it is impractical to administer a DataMaster test or if the testing equipment is out of service.
9.1 When an arresting officer requests a urine test, the urine specimen will be collected and
packaged in accordance with the instructions contained in the Westchester County Urine
Specimen Collection Kit.
9.2 When a urine specimen is collected two specimens must be collected at least thirty minutes
apart and both samples must be obtained within the two-hour limit after the defendant has been
arrested or after a positive screening test. There should be a minimum of two ounces taken for
each sample.
9.3 The arresting officer should witness the defendant give all samples of urine. Urine samples will
be treated as evidence and an evidence number will be assigned. Urine samples will be
refrigerated as soon as possible. Urine samples will be placed in the refrigerator in the evidence
room and held there until they are brought to the laboratory for analysis. A record of the chain of
evidence will be maintained. The appropriate entries will be made in the evidence log.
10. The withdrawal of a defendant’s blood in order to determine alcohol or drug content will be performed
in cases where the defendant is unconscious or where the court orders a compulsory chemical test or
where it is impractical to administer a DataMaster or urine test. A compulsory chemical test arises
in cases concerning the operation of a motor vehicle where a person other than the operator is killed
or seriously injured, and the operator of the vehicle is unconscious or refuses to consent to a chemical test.
10.1 The need for a court order does not apply to an unconscious defendant in a DWI arrest where no
one has been killed or seriously injured. In these cases the police officer may direct that a
sample of the defendant’s blood be taken since section 1194 of the Vehicle and Traffic Law
states that any person who operates a motor vehicle in New York State is deemed to have given
his consent to submit to a chemical test of his breath, blood, or saliva in order to determine the
drug or alcohol content of his blood. However, New York State Court of Appeals decisions have
held that a court order is needed to draw blood from an unconscious defendant in order to use
the blood results as evidence in criminal prosecution for vehicular assault or vehicular homicide
as defined in the Penal Law.
11. The application for a court order to compel a defendant to submit to a chemical test must be based
upon reasonable cause that:
•

The person to be compelled was the operator of a motor vehicle; and

•

In the course of such operation, a person, other than the person to be compelled, was either
killed or suffered a serious physical injury as defined in the Penal Law, section 10:00; and
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Either the person to be compelled operated the vehicle in violation of any subdivision of
Vehicle and Traffic Law, section 1192, or a breath test administered by a police officer in
accordance with Vehicle and Traffic Law, section 1194, indicates that alcohol has been
consumed; and
The person to be compelled has been placed under lawful arrest; and
The person to be compelled has either refused to submit to a chemical test requested in
accordance with the provisions of section 1194 of the Vehicle and Traffic Law, or is unable to
give his consent to such test.

12. The application for a court order may be made to any Supreme Court Justice or County Court Judge
in the judicial district in which the incident occurred. Such application may be made by phone or in
person.
13. If the order is granted the applicant must prepare a written order containing the following:
•

The name of the issuing judge or justice.

•

The name of the applicant.

•

The date and time the order was issued.

•

A direction that the defendant submit to a chemical test to determine the alcohol or drug content
of his blood.

•

A direction for the withdrawal of a sample of the defendant’s blood in accordance with the section
1194 of the Vehicle and Traffic Law.

•

The signature of the judge or justice if issued in person or the signature of the applicant if issued
orally.

14. Standardized application packages are kept on file in the DWI cabinet and are to be used when a
court order is required. When making application for a court order, the Westchester County Police will
be contacted to ascertain the availability of a Supreme Court or County Court Justice. The Duty ADA
will also be contacted. Once a compulsory order is obtained, the blood sample will be collected even
if the two-hour time frame has expired.
15. Blood samples will be collected, labeled and packaged in accordance with the instructions in the
blood collection kit. Blood samples will be collected in both vacutainer collection tubes contained in
the blood collection kit. If a blood is to be withdrawn with consent, the defendant will be transported to
Sound Shore Medical Center Emergency Room for the procedure. Only those persons authorized in
section 1194 of the VTL can withdraw a defendant’s blood. A defendant’s blood may be withdrawn at
a different hospital in those situations where it is impractical to have the test performed at Sound
Shore Medical Center or when because of medical necessity the defendant is undergoing treatment
at a different hospital.
16. The person drawing the blood will initial the vacutainer in the presence of the police officer who
requested the test. Only the test tubes supplied in the blood collection kit will be used by this
department to collect blood test samples. Blood samples will be handled as evidence and an
evidence number will be assigned. Blood samples will be placed in the refrigerator in the evidence
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room and held there until they are brought to the laboratory for analysis. A record of the chain of
evidence will be maintained and the appropriate entries in the evidence log recorded.
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17. Test by A Private Physician
17.1 A defendant is entitled to have his own physician take a blood or urine sample in order to
determine the alcohol content of his blood. This will be done at the defendant's expense and only
after the defendant has submitted to a chemical test designated by the investigating officer.
18. Presence of an Attorney
18.1 If the defendant desires to discuss with his attorney whether or not to submit to a breath, blood,
or urine test, the investigating officer should find out the name of the attorney and either let the
defendant talk to the attorney on the telephone or tell the attorney that the defendant wishes to
see him regarding submitting to the requested test. The officer must inform the attorney of the
two-hour time limit. Should the defendant or his attorney engage in conduct, which prevents the
test from being performed within the two-hour limit, the defendant will be treated in the manner
reserved for persons who refuse to submit to a chemical test. (All parties concerned should be
kept informed of when the two-hour time limit will expire.)
19. In all DWI cases, the investigating officer will complete and file a supporting deposition together with
the incident or accident report. Standardized DWI supporting depositions are furnished by the
Westchester County District Attorneys Office.
20. If blood alcohol level obtained as a result of a chemical breath test is .06 - .07 and the officer does not
suspect drug impairment, the individual will be charged only with 1192.1 of the VTL, Driving While
Ability Impaired, a violation. The individual will not be fingerprinted or photographed. If the blood
alcohol level obtained as a result of a chemical breath test is .08 - .17 and the officer does not
suspect drug impairment, the individual will be charged with 1192.2 of the VTL, Driving While
Intoxicated; Per Se, a misdemeanor. If the blood alcohol level obtained as a result of a chemical
breath test is .18 or more and the officer does not suspect drug impairment, the individual will be
charged with 1192.2A of the VTL, Aggravated Driving While Intoxicated; Per Se, a misdemeanor. If a
blood alcohol level obtained as a result of a chemical breath test is .05 or less and the officer
does not suspect drug impairment, the individual will be released from custody.
21. If a defendant is operating a Commercial Motor vehicle as defined in VTL 501 or a vehicle registrable
under schedule F of subdivision 7 of VTL 401 and the results of the DataMaster test is .04  .06 the
defendant will be charged with 1192.5, a violation. If the defendant is operating a commercial motor
vehicle and the result of the DataMaster is .07 the defendant will be charged with 1192.6, a
misdemeanor.
22. When a person is arrested and charged with any level of felony DWI the individual WILL NOT BE
ISSUED THE MOTORIST COPY of the ticket. The entire ticket, including the motorist copy, will be
handed in with the incident or accident report and forwarded to the Records Unit. The arresting officer
must then file a felony complaint with the court charging the subject with the aforementioned sections
of the Vehicle and Traffic Law.
23. When a person is charged with 1192 offense and subsequently bailed, the return date will be THE
NEXT DAY when the court is in session.
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24. Court Appearances
24.1 The arresting officer shall be prepared to produce the following forms and certificates:
• Information(s)-Uniform Traffic Tickets
• DWI refusal form, if applicable
• Physical condition report
• Operational checklist
• Calibration test record
• Breath test operator certification
• Department of Health permit
• DWI warning card, PD 24-3
• Supporting deposition
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POLICY: It is the policy of this Department to strictly enforce the Vehicle and Traffic Law.
DEFINITION
Uniform Traffic Ticket: The Uniform Traffic Ticket is issued by the State of New York and conforms to
standards set by the Department of Motor Vehicles. The Uniform Traffic Ticket, commonly referred to as a
"Summons", is issued in books of twenty (20). Each summons contains the original plus four copies. The
motorist's copy (Yellow) is the fourth copy and will be issued to the motorist. All other copies will be
placed in the summons safe at the police desk at the end of the tour.
All coded information required on the summons is readily found on the cardboard cover sheet of the
summons book. Listed on the backside of the cover sheet is a log individually listing summons by date of
issuance. The Department of Motor Vehicles does not mandate that this log be filled out, thus its use is
optional.
PROCEDURE
1. Books of summonses will be dispensed by the Records Unit, Monday through Friday from 0830 to
1630 hours. It will be the responsibility of each individual officer to be properly equipped with a
sufficient supply of summonses on each tour. Officers are responsible for verifying that they have
each summons assigned to them.
2. Summonses will be written according to the following guidelines:
2.1

A ball-point pen with black or dark blue ink will be used to fill out the summons

2.2

Officers will legibly print all required information on the face of the summons

2.3

Summonses will be accurately and completely filled out; ( Improperly written summonses are
returned by the Department of Motor Vehicles)

2.4

The verbal description of the violation must coincide with the statutory section and subsection of
the Vehicle and Traffic Law cited

3. When conducting a traffic stop, officers will conduct themselves in the following manner:
3.1

A traffic stop will only be made when the officer reasonably suspects that the motorist has
committed a traffic offense. Emergency lights will be activated, and, if necessary to attract the
violator’s attention, the siren will be activated. In instances where the officer feels his safety is at
risk, he may make initial verbal contact with the operator by using the PA system. (Use of the
PA system should not be used for routine traffic stops.)

3.2

Whenever an officer makes a vehicle stop, he will notify the police dispatcher and advise him of
his location, the reason for the stop, and the plate number of the vehicle stopped. This
notification must be made prior to exiting the police vehicle.

3.3

After exiting the police vehicle, the officer should carefully approach the violator's vehicle.
A visual inspection of the rear seat of the violator's vehicle should be made
before approaching the operator. The officer should then take up a position at the rear of the
driver’s door post and initiate contact with the vehicle operator.
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3.4

The officer will advise the vehicle operator of the reason for the stop and ask him for his driver’s
license, registration, and insurance card. The officer will ask the violator to hand him the
requested documents and will not reach into the vehicle to accept them.

3.5

An officer will be courteous and professional in his conversation with the violator. He will not
scold or lecture the violator. Verbal Judo will be employed by the officer. The objective of traffic
enforcement is to improve the driving performance of the motoring public. The focus of the stop
should be the offense committed by the violator. Conduct on the officer’s part that is less than
professional suggests that the offense committed was not against the Vehicle and Traffic Law
but was a personal affront to the officer and, as such, may lead the violator to feel that he is a
victim and not an offender.

3.6

When a ticket is issued, the officer will explain the violation to the motorist and will tell the
motorist when the ticket is returnable to the court. The motorist will also be given a schedule of
fines.

3.7

After completing the stop the officer should not leave the scene until the violator has left.

4. Unlicensed motorists who cannot provide positive identification will be arrested and required to post
bail.
5. Motorists who commit misdemeanors defined in the VTL will be arrested and required to post a
minimum bail of $100.00. In those situations where an arrest is not practical (i.e. motorist
hospitalized) or there are extenuating circumstances, a supervisor may authorize the issuance of a
summons in lieu of an arrest. This exception does not apply to DWI or DWAI offenses.
6. Whenever a motorist is arrested and charged with a VTL offense, the arrest number will be recorded
in the upper right hand corner of the summons on the line above the box for the First Name. This
number will be preceded by “NRPD.”
7. Officers will only check the box marked commercial vehicle located next to the date of birth box if the
vehicle is a commercial vehicle as defined in ( VTL 501).
8. Officers will complete the Section marked “Officer’s Notes” prior to turning in the summons. Accurate
notes will assist the officer who may have to later testify at trial.
9. The minimum return date for a summons other than DWI or DWAI is two weeks.
10. No motorist will be allowed to continue to drive a motor vehicle once the officer determines that the
motorist is not properly licensed to drive or properly licensed to operate the class of vehicle the
motorist is operating. In this situation the vehicle will either be released to a properly licensed driver or
impounded.
11. Officers must record the six digit US Department of Transportation number (USDOT ) of the
responsible motor carrier responsible for the vehicle’s load on tickets issued to drivers of commercial
motor vehicles. A space is provided to record this number on the left hand side of the uniform traffic
ticket adjacent to the affirmation. If an officer is unable to locate the USDOT# he will enter the default
number of six zeroes. The USDOT# can be located on the side of the vehicle, rental/lease
agreements, driver’s log, or shipping papers.
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12. If a motorist is issued a summons for a felony VTL charge, the officer will not issue the motorist copy.
Instead he will submit all copies of the summons to the court and file a felony complaint.
13. If an officer voids a summons, he will advise his supervisor and submit the voided summons along
with a PD 37A explaining the reason for the void to the Traffic Unit commander or in his absence, the
traffic sergeant. The PD37A will be co-signed by the officer’s supervisor.
14. When a plainclothes officer in an unmarked vehicle effects a routine traffic stop, he will request that a
uniformed officer in a marked radio car respond to the scene. This will eliminate any questions about
the identity of a plain clothes officer.
15. DWI checkpoints will not be conducted without the authorization of the tour commander, PACT
commander or Special Operations Unit Commander or Traffic Unit Commander. A supervisor will be
present at all times during the checkpoint. Cars will not be stopped in a random manner. A
predetermined method, every third car for example, will be used.
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POLICY: It is the policy of the Department to enforce all violations of law observed or reported. Except
when on an assigned detail, no Uniform Officer shall walk or ride past any parking violation without taking
proper police action.
DEFINITION
Parking Violation Summonses: Parking Violation Summonses are distributed by the New Rochelle City
Court and conform to standards required of Appearance Tickets as defined in Article 150 of the New York
State Criminal Procedure Law.
Automated Parking Violation Summonses: Automated Parking Violation Summonses are computer
generated summonses produced by a Hand Held Ticket Machine. They conform to the standards
required of Appearance Tickets as defined in Article 150 of the New York State Criminal Procedure Law.
PROCEDURE
1. Summonses may be obtained from the Records Unit of the Staff Services Division, Monday through
Friday from 0830 to 1630 hours. The summonses are packed 25 in a book with each summons
containing an original and two copies. When an officer issues a parking summons, he will give the
hard copy to the violator or place it on the violator's vehicle. At the end of the tour the white and
yellow copies will be turned in and placed in the summons safe at the police desk. It is the
responsibility of each individual officer to see that he is equipped with a sufficient number of
summonses on each tour.
2. Summons Guidelines
2.1 A ballpoint pen with black or dark blue ink will be used to fill out the summons.
2.2 All entries on the face of the summons will be printed in block letters and the issuing officer will
write out the full address in the Location box, the entire violation as stated on the posted sign in
the Violation box, spell out and not abbreviate the vehicle's color in the Vehicle Color box and
legibly write his signature
2.3 Standard time will be used instead of military time
2.4 Depending upon assignment the following enforcement section numbers will be used by issuing
officers, 100-Patrol, 200-PACT/CIU, 300-Traffic, 400-CID, and 700-CSO
2.5 Summonses should be made returnable 21 days from date of issuance, but not on Saturdays,
Sundays, Wednesdays, or legal holidays.
2.6 If an officer voids a summons, he will advise his supervisor and submit all three copies of the
voided summons, or the Automated Parking Summons along with an email explaining the
reason for the void to the Traffic Unit Commander or in his absence, the traffic sergeant. The
officer will cc his/her supervisor.
3. Automated Summons Guidelines
3.1

Community Service Officers assigned to Street Duty and officers assigned to sectors will be
equipped with the Hand Held Ticket Machines. If available any CSO or officer may use a Hand
Held Ticket Machine.
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3.2 All CSO’s and officers using a Hand Held Ticket Machine will log in to the device as soon as
possible.
3.3 Automated Summonses will be filled out using the same guidelines for Parking Violation
Summonses outlined in Article 2.04 Section 2 of The Manual of Procedure.
3.4 At the completion of his/her Tour of Duty, members of the Department using a Hand Held Ticket
Machine will be required to download the information stored in the Hand Held Machine to
the computer located at the front desk.
3.5 At the completion of his/her Tour of Duty, members of the Department using a Hand Held
Ticket Machine will be required to ensure that the Hand Held Ticket Machine, and it’s
accompanying printer are properly connected to their chargers.
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POLICY: In order to facilitate the free flow of traffic on public streets, to remove hazards, assist motorists,
and to enforce state and local laws, this Department will remove from public streets, and where
appropriate, private property, motor vehicles that are abandoned, disabled, unregistered, parked in highly
restricted areas, used in crimes or of an evidentiary value to an official investigation. Whenever a vehicle
is impounded, it will be towed. At no time will an impounded vehicle be operated by an employee of this
Department.
DEFINITIONS
Emergency Vehicle Tow: An emergency vehicle tow occurs when a vehicle is:
•

Parked on a public street in a hazardous manner or in a highly restricted location, i.e., fire zone,
tow-away zone, blocked driveway.

•

Vehicle is parked or abandoned on any highway or public parking lot within the city during a
snowstorm, flood, fire or other public emergency which affect that portion of the highway or parking
lot.

•

Recovered stolen vehicle.

•

Vehicle is involved in an accident where the driver or owner is not at the scene or is incapable of
making a decision or refuses to have the vehicle moved.

Non-Emergency Vehicle Tow: A non-emergency tow occurs when an abandoned vehicle is parked on a
public street. A vehicle is considered abandoned when it is:
•

Mechanically inoperable (Section 312-65 of the New Rochelle City Code).

•

Unregistered or improperly registered (Section 401a-402.4 of the Vehicle and Traffic Law).

•

Legally parked in excess of 48 consecutive hours without being moved (Section 312 -65 of the New
Rochelle City Code).

•

Scofflaw Vehicles (Section 312-65 of the New Rochelle City Code)

PROCEDURE
The following vehicle tow procedures will be observed in all emergency and nonemergency tow incidents:
1. Tow Authorization
1.1

No vehicle may be towed without the authorization of a field supervisor.

1.2

When an employee is assigned to an emergency vehicle tow, he will first determine if the
vehicle is stolen. If the vehicle is not stolen, the proper summons will be issued and Central will
be notified to dispatch the authorized tow service pursuant to the city contract. Vehicles will be
towed to the approved storage facility of the contracted tow service.

1.3

Vehicles requiring brake or specialized mechanical tests will be brought to the City Yard. At the
direction of a supervisor, vehicles, which are evidence in certain crimes, may be towed and
secured at HQ.
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2. Recovered Stolen Vehicles
2.1

When an employee is assigned to an emergency vehicle tow involving the recovery of a stolen
vehicle, he will initiate a NYSPIN alarm either canceling the File 1 pertaining to the vehicle, if the
alarm originated with this agency, or send a vehicle locate to the agency that initiated the alarm.

2.2

In the event that the alarm cannot be canceled due to the NYSPIN computer being down, the
vehicle is NOT to be released until the NYSPIN alarm is canceled. If the File 1 alarm cannot be
canceled for any other reason, or proper notification cannot be made to the owner of the vehicle
or his representative, the following procedures must be completed:

2.3

The tour commander will inform his relief tour commander of all matters pending concerning the
case. The relief tour commander will then assume responsibility for assigning a member of his
team to follow through on the investigation.

2.4

Employees assigned to these investigations will file their reports prior to the end of their tour. If
the cancellation has not been made, and/or the owner is not notified, the officer will clearly
indicate this in his report. In those cases, the police report will be personally delivered to the
Desk Officer and the foregoing fact brought to his attention for his disposition.

3. Vehicle Accidents
3.1 When a vehicle is involved in an accident and the operator is not at the scene or is incapable of
making a decision or refuses to have the vehicle moved, the investigating officer will request a
duty tow and have the vehicle towed.
3.2 When a vehicle is involved in an accident and cannot be driven from the scene, the investigating
officer will inform the vehicle owner or operator that he may notify the tow service of his choice
in order to remove the vehicle or he may request that the officer notify the duty tow service.
When the vehicle operator requests the duty tow service, the tow will be specified as an
"owner's request”, and the subject of billing is a matter between the vehicle owner and the tow
service. These vehicles are not entered in the tow log and the investigating officer will not sign
the tow receipt.
4. Vehicles Impounded for Violations of Law
4.1 Whenever a vehicle is impounded for a violation of the Vehicle and Traffic Law or because it
was involved in some form of criminal activity and is to be held as evidence, the term “Police
Hold” will be entered in the Impound Module of the CAD/RMS as well as the reason for the hold
in the space designated for officer's note.
5. Abandoned and Mechanically Inoperable Vehicles
When an employee is assigned to a non-emergency tow of an abandoned or mechanically inoperable
vehicle, the following procedures must be completed:
5.1

Check to see if vehicle is stolen.

5.2

Contact owner, if possible, and request that vehicle be moved.

5.3

Issue any appropriate summons.
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Request authorization for duty tow service to respond and tow vehicle to the appropriate
storage facility.

6. Unregistered or Improperly Registered Vehicles
When an employee is assigned to a non-emergency tow of an unregistered or improperly registered
vehicle, the following procedures must be completed:
6.1

Check to see if the vehicle is stolen.

6.2

Issue summons for violation of Section 401.a or 402.4 of the Vehicle and Traffic Law.

6.3

Request authorization for duty tow service to respond and tow vehicle to the appropriate
storage facility.

7. Vehicle Parked in Excess of 48 Hours
When an employee is assigned to a non-emergency tow of a vehicle parked in excess of 48
consecutive hours without being moved, the following procedures must be completed:
7.1

Check to see if the vehicle is stolen.

7.2

Interview complainant and obtain necessary information regarding the vehicle.

7.3

Contact owner, if possible, and direct that the vehicle be moved.

7.4

Place a yellow vertical crayon mark on the side of the front vehicle tire and the roadway so that
it can be determined if the vehicle is eventually moved.

7.5

Complete a “Notice of Violation” form and securely place it on the driver's side of the vehicle's
windshield.

7.6

Complete and submit the required field report. Verify and state in the report that the vehicle was
legally parked for more than 48 consecutive hours without being moved.

7.7

Forty-eight (48) hours after the Notice of Violation is issued, return to the incident location to see
if the vehicle has been moved. If the vehicle has not been moved request authorization for a
duty tow and have the vehicle towed to the appropriate storage facility. Issue a parking
summons for violation of Section 312-44 of the New Rochelle City Code.

7.8

If the 48 hour period terminates on a weekend or holiday, the required tow shall occur on the
following Monday or next regular business day.

8. Vehicle Impounded for Brake Test
8.1 Whenever an officer develops reasonable cause to believe that a motor vehicle was operated
with inadequate brakes upon a public highway, the vehicle will be impounded and towed to the
Municipal Garage.
8.2 A request for a brake test (PD 7) will be completed and forwarded to the Traffic Unit
Commander, and one copy placed on the dashboard of the impounded vehicle. Upon
completion of the test the officer requesting such test will be notified of the results. Should the
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test confirm the inadequacy of the vehicle’s brakes, a uniform traffic summons will be issued to
the operator for a violation of section 375-1 of the Vehicle and Traffic Law.
9. Scofflaw Vehicles
Vehicles that have amassed five or more unpaid parking tickets issued in the City of New Rochelle
shall be booted or towed, according to the following guidelines:
9.1 The investigating officer will confirm the Scofflaw status with the Scofflaw database stored in
the front desk computer in Headquarters. In addition, the receipt folder maintained at the front
desk will be checked. This is to insure that the subject vehicle has not been recently booted or
impounded and redeemed before court clearance.
9.2 A supervisor will respond to the location and depending upon the number of unpaid parking
summonses will authorize the booting or tow and impounding of the vehicle. After a vehicle has
amassed five or more unpaid parking summonses, it will be booted. After a vehicle has
amassed ten or more unpaid parking summonses, it will be towed and impounded.
9.3

The authorized tow service company, pursuant to the city contract, will be dispatched to perform
the booting (and subsequent boot removal) or towing services.

9.4 In the event the vehicle is booted, a “Booting Sticker” will be placed on the front driver’s side
door window of the booted vehicle.
9.5 The vehicle information will be entered in the Computer Tow Records. The “status field” will be
marked “BOOTED.”
9.6 The officer will make and entry into the “Booted Vehicle Log,” indicating the location, time, and
date of the booted vehicle. The “Booted Vehicle Log” will be maintained at the front desk and
checked by the Desk Officer during his/her tour of duty to ensure that booted vehicles are
impounded after 24 hours have elapsed.
9.7 The booted vehicle will remain at it’s location until:
• The Scofflaw fines have been paid or clearance is given by the City Court
(or)
• If after 24 hours, the vehicle has not been claimed the vehicle will be towed and impounded.
The normal tow procedures outlined in Section 1 of this Article will be followed. When the
vehicle is redeemed, the booting fee will be waived, and the usual tow and storage fees will
be in effect.
9.8 The officer will document the incident on an incident report, and attach the Scofflaw printout
obtained from the scofflaw database.
10. Computer Tow Log Entries
10.1 Time, date, location of tow, place of storage of the towed vehicle, and the assigned incident
number.
10.2 Registered owner’s name and address.
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10.3 Whether the license plates have been removed from the vehicle or not and whether the vehicle
is a police hold or not. Information for a police hold should be entered in the box for officer’s
notes.
10.4 When the owner recovers a motor vehicle, the tow payment receipt number will be entered in
the Tow Log.

11. Removal of License Plates
11.1 License plates will be removed from towed/impounded vehicles under any of the following
circumstances:
•
•
•

The license plates are improperly displayed.
The vehicle’s registration is suspended, revoked, or expired.
The plates are to be held as evidence in a criminal case.

11.2 Department employees removing license plates will make an entry in the computer and a
property number will be assigned. The reason for the removal and the storage location of the
confiscated plates will be entered.
11.3 Confiscated plates will be placed in the desk safe. Prior to placing the plates in the safe, the
investigating officer will affix a tag to the plates, which will include the date, report number,
time, and property number.
11.4 Confiscated plates will be removed from the desk safe on a daily basis by the Property Clerk
and held for a period of 30 days. Unclaimed plates remaining past 30 days will be destroyed.
11.5 The Traffic Unit Commander will forward a listing of destroyed plates to the
Department of Motor Vehicles.

12 Recovery of Vehicle by the Owner
12.1 The owner of a vehicle may claim his towed vehicle by appearing at the police department and
paying the required tow and storage charges. He or she will receive a payment receipt that will
permit him to recover his vehicle at the private or city storage facilities.
12.2 In the case of a booted vehicle, the tow service contracted will respond to remove the boot.
12.3 The payment of tow fees will be made at the Records Unit. If records is closed, the
Desk Officer must accept the payment.
12.4 If the person recovering the vehicle is someone other than the vehicle owner, such person
must have a notarized letter from the owner authorizing the release of the vehicle to that
designated person.
12.5 No motor vehicle will be released unless it is properly registered and the person claiming such
vehicle has a valid driver’s license and is able to produce proof of insurance for the motor
vehicle.
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12.6 Proof of insurance is not necessary if the motor vehicle is not going to be moved under it’s own
power but will be transported by a tow truck or upon another vehicle. However, the registration
for the vehicle must have been surrendered to the Department of Motor Vehicles and proof of
such surrender must be presented to the police department prior to releasing the vehicle.
13. Recovery of Scofflaw Vehicle
When the owner of a scofflaw vehicle appears at headquarters to redeem the vehicle, the Desk Officer
will ensure that all the parking fines, and tow charges are paid.
13.1 When the City Court is open, ALL persons will be directed there to pay any parking fines and to
obtain the appropriate release forms.
13.2 When the City Court is closed:
•

The Desk Officer will collect the entire unpaid parking summons amount owed as
indicated in the Scofflaw database.

•

Only cash will be accepted as payment, and a computer printout from the Scofflaw database
will be used as a receipt for payment. One copy of this receipt will be given to the redeemer.
Another copy of the receipt will be placed in an envelope along with the cash received, and
placed in the hopper safe. The appropriate entry will be made in the safe logbook.

•

A Booting Fee or Tow Fee with the appropriate storage fees will also be collected. A Tow
Receipt will be used for these fees and the procedure outlined in Article 2.05, Section 12 will
be followed.

•

Copies of all receipts will be given to the redeemer. The redeemer must be referred to the
City Court to confirm proper credit for payment and that Scofflaw status has been properly
cleared. Copies will also be maintained in a receipt folder stored at the front desk.

14. NYSPIN Entry
14.1 Vehicle and Traffic Law (424) requires the entry of impounded vehicles in the New York
Statewide Police Information Network (NYSPIN). The Ordinance Officer will forward a list of
impounded vehicles, which have not been recovered, to a NYSPIN operator who will enter
them into NYSPIN. Before releasing a vehicle the desk officer or records room employee
releasing the vehicle will check to see if the vehicle has been entered into NYSPIN and
remove the entry.
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POLICY: In order to safeguard personal property contained in impounded vehicles, an inventory will be
conducted in all instances where a vehicle is towed or impounded.
PROCEDURE
1. Vehicles Subject to an Inventory of Personal Property
•

Any vehicle impounded during a Vehicle and Traffic arrest.

•

Any vehicle impounded in accordance with parking and tow away procedures.

•

Any vehicle impounded deemed to be abandoned.

•

Any vehicle impounded in connection with a criminal arrest or investigation.

•

Any vehicle impounded for safekeeping.

•

Any vehicle impounded as a result of a motor vehicle accident.

2. Areas of Inspection
2.1 Areas of inspection of an impounded vehicle for personal property will be limited to:
•
•
•

The interior of the vehicle
Glove box, center console, door pockets
Trunk area

3. Inspection and Use of the Vehicle Inventory Form, PD 53C
3.1 A Vehicle Inventory Form (PD 53C) will be filed in every case in which a vehicle is impounded or
towed. Only personal property will be listed, i.e., clothing, packages, briefcases, etc. It is not
necessary to list vehicle equipment such as spare tires, car jacks, etc. If no personal property is
observed or found, "No Personal Property" should be noted on the PD 53C.
3.2 Vehicles impounded during a vehicle and traffic arrest will require an on scene inventory by the
assigned officer prior to the towing of the vehicle. If an on scene inventory is not practical, the
inventory should be done as soon as possible. Items of personal property will be listed on the PD
53C.
4. Vehicles Impounded in Accordance with Parking, Tow Away or Abandoned Procedures
4.1 If the vehicle is locked and secured, the tow truck operator will unlock the vehicle.
4.2 If the vehicle is unlocked, an inspection of areas open to inspection will be made i.e., interior
glove box, etc., and a PD 53C will be filed.
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5. Vehicles Impounded in Connection with a Criminal Arrest or Investigation
5.1 If a vehicle is to be towed to a storage facility, the officer prior to the towing of the vehicle will
make an on-scene inventory of the vehicle. If an on scene inventory is not practical, the
inventory should be done as soon as possible.
5.2 If the vehicle is to be conveyed to this department pending investigation, an inventory of the
vehicle will be made as soon as practicable.
5.3 Vehicles impounded as the result of a motor vehicle accident or held for safekeeping will be
subject to an on scene inventory to be made by the assigned officer prior to the towing of the
vehicle. If an on scene inventory is not practical, the inventory should be made as soon as
possible
6. Safeguarding of Personal Property Found During a Vehicle Inventory
6.1 Property found during an inventory search, that by its nature or value should be safeguarded, will
be conveyed to headquarters. The officer will then complete a PD 18 and attach it to the
property, log it in the PD 53 and turn it over to the Desk Officer to be placed in the desk safe.
During business hours of the Records Unit, property will be conveyed directly to the Records
Unit.
6.2 If property is seized, it will be noted on the PD 53C.
6.3 Personal property will be released upon request to the owner, unless it was possessed illegally
or is of an evidentiary nature.
7. Sealed and Locked Containers
7.1 Sealed and locked containers will not be forced open unless the investigating officer has
reasonable cause to believe that the item which is locked or sealed contains property which is
illegally possessed. If reasonable cause does exist, the officer will obtain a search warrant for
the container prior to opening it.
NOTE: This applies to locked and sealed containers which can only be opened by force thereby
causing physical damage to the container. In circumstances where a container is locked but a
key is available to open the container. it is permissible to unlock same for the inventory process.
8. Seizure of Property Deemed to be Evidence or Contraband
8.1 Any property seized during a vehicle inventory that is deemed to be evidence or contraband will
be entered on the PD 53C and processed under existing guidelines for seizure of contraband or
evidence.
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POLICY: It is the responsibility of this Department to effect the safe and efficient movement of traffic in
this city. This Department will ensure that all mechanical traffic control devices are functioning properly.
DEFINITIONS
Minor Problems
• Only one signal display
visible/operational
• Twisted signal head
• Cracked Lenses
• Non-operating pedestrian phase
• One lamp out

Major Problems
• Signal stuck in cycle
•
•
•
•
•

Complete outage
Red out (single control)
Signal knocked to ground
Signal on flash when it should be cycling
Signal displays conflicting green indications

PROCEDURE
It is the direct responsibility and duty of every department member to notify the Communications Unit
whenever a defective traffic signal is observed. The following actions will be taken whenever a report of a
defective traffic signal is made to this Department:
1. Upon receiving a report of a defective traffic signal, Communications Unit personnel will notify the
desk officer who in turn will dispatch a supervisor to determine the scope of the problem. Problems
that may be encountered can be divided into either Minor Problems or Major Problems.
2. After noting the problem, the supervisor will direct that an incident report be filed with the following
information:
•
•
•

Description of the problem
What agency will repair the signal (traffic engineering or the designated electrical contractor)
The measures enacted to safeguard the intersection

3. From Monday to Friday during the hours of 0700 to 1530, Traffic Engineering will be notified for any
problem that develops. At all other times, whenever a major problem occurs and the public safety is
jeopardized, the designated electrical contractor will be notified.
4. Prior to the response of the repair crews, the supervisor at the scene will take the appropriate
measures to ensure that the intersection is IMMEDIATELY and CONTINUOUSLY safeguarded
4.1 Safeguard measures may include:
• Establishment of a manned fixed post until other precautions are effected.
• Placing the signal in the flashing mode.
• Use of portable stop signs.
5. Whenever the designated electrical contractor is notified to perform emergency repairs, the
supervisor of Traffic Engineering will be called and advised of the situation. A message will be left on
the voicemail at the Traffic Engineering Office.
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6. The listing for the designated electrical contractor and the supervisor of Traffic Engineering will be
kept at the Complaint Desk. It will be the responsibility of the Traffic Unit Commander to ensure this
list is current.
7. Supervisors are directed to be especially alert when problems occur at locations that are classified as
single control intersections. Because there is only one traffic signal light, an immediate hazard can
develop.
8. The traffic signal control cabinet should NOT be opened. The signal should only be placed in the
flash mode by using the police door on the front of the cabinet.
9. In the event of neighborhood power loss affecting traffic signal operation, Con Edison should be
notified. Contractor should only be contacted if traffic signal does not return to cycle upon restoration
of full power. The Intersection should be safeguarded as indicated in section 4.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to actively monitor the flow of vehicular and pedestrian
traffic through the streets of the city and when necessary to assign personnel to traffic posts in order to
facilitate the safe and efficient movement of such traffic.
PROCEDURE
The main purpose of traffic control is to regulate and supervise the safe movement of pedestrian and
vehicular traffic. In order to achieve this objective, members of the Department assigned to traffic posts
will observe all of the following guidelines:
1. Traffic officers will take up a position in the middle of the intersection or as near thereto as possible
and shall direct traffic by using both hand signals and whistle. These directions shall be delivered in a
calm and deliberate manner and rapid hand movements, excessive whistle blowing and verbal
directions will be avoided.
2. Traffic officers will not hold conversations with anyone except in the line of duty and then only as
briefly as possible.
3. Traffic officers will always be on the alert to assist aged, infirm, or incapacitated individuals in their
efforts to cross the street.
4. Traffic officers will prohibit double parking and correct other parking problems in the vicinity of their
post.
5. When assigned to a traffic post the traffic officer will be equipped with:
•
•
•

Whistle
White gloves
Reflective vest

6. Additionally, when the officer is wearing a raincoat it will be worn with the high visibility yellow side
out.
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POLICY: In order to ensure the safe crossing of school children going to and coming from school, specific
traffic locations will be designated by the Police Commissioner as “School Crossings.” This Department
will monitor children crossing at these locations.
DEFINITION
School Crossing Guard: Civilian part time employee employed during the school year to direct children at
an assigned school crossing during hours when children are entering and leaving school.
Designated School Crossing Hours: School Crossings are in effect every day that the schools are in
session. When covered by a School Crossing Guard the post will be covered during the following hours
unless otherwise noted:
0745 − 0900
1430 − 1545
When covered by a Police Officer or Community Service Officer the post will be covered during the
following hours unless otherwise noted:
0745 – 0845
1500 - 1530
PROCEDURE
1. A School Crossing Guard will be assigned to each designated crossing. When the assigned guard is
unable to report for duty, the desk officer will assign a supernumerary to the crossing. In the event a
supernumerary cannot be assigned to the crossing, the desk officer will assign a community service
officer. In the event a community service officer is unavailable the desk officer will assign a police
officer.
2. School crossing guards shall position themselves in such a manner that they are readily observed.
When crossing children the guard will stand in the street until the children have crossed.
3. School crossing guards are not responsible for traffic direction at their posts. Their sole function is to
see that the children at their crossing are safely escorted across the street.
4. School crossing guards will instruct younger children concerning the proper place and precautions to
be taken when crossing the street.
5. School crossing guards shall be quiet, civil, and orderly in their conduct and deportment. They shall at
all times refrain from the use of harsh or insolent language, but shall act, when required, with fairness
and energy.
6. Except in extreme emergencies, guards shall not leave their assigned crossings without first notifying
either the desk officer or a police supervisor. Guards will also stand at their posts during the active
crossing times. Guards will not engage in conversations with anyone unless they are duty related and
then only as briefly as possible.
7. Guards will notify headquarters (ring on) each time they arrive at their crossing. Dispatchers will note
this information on the ring sheet.
8. Community service officers and police officers assigned to school crossings will, in addition to the
duties assigned to school crossing guards, be responsible for the proper direction of traffic at their
posts.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to keep the public highways of the City of New Rochelle
free of abandoned vehicles.
PROCEDURE
Whenever a police officer or a community service officer impounds a vehicle, it will be towed to a
Department storage facility. An incident report will be filed and an entry made in the Tow Log The status
of vehicles impounded by the Department will be monitored by the abandoned vehicle officer and the
clerical processes performed relative to identifying vehicle owners or taking ownership of the vehicles by
the city will be the responsibility of that officer.
1. Duties of the Abandoned Vehicle Officer Relative to Determining Vehicle Ownership
1.1 If an abandoned vehicle has no number plate affixed and its wholesale value is less than
$750.00, the title to such vehicle vests immediately with the City of New Rochelle.
1.2 If an abandoned vehicle has a number plate or a wholesale value in excess of $750.00,
notification must be made to the last registered owner or lienholder advising him that if the
vehicle is not claimed it will be junked or sold at public auction.
1.3 When conducting an investigation into the ownership of a vehicle, the abandoned vehicle officer
will:
•

Review the incident report filed when the Department impounded the vehicle.

•

Examine and photograph each vehicle to determine its value and condition.

•

Prepare a Vehicle Fact Sheet (PD 103A).

•

File an Acquisition Card (PD 103B).

•

Send out a registered letter to the last registered owner or lienholder (PD 103C).

•

Create an individual case file for each vehicle.

2. Disposition of Acquired Vehicle in the City’s Custody Claimed by Owner
2.1 No vehicle will be returned to an owner until all towing and storage fees have been paid. When
appropriate, a summons will be issued. The abandoned vehicle officer will file the case and no
further administrative action will be performed.
3. Unclaimed Vehicles Sold for Scrap
3.1 Vehicles that are determined to be junk based on their age and condition will be sold to the scrap
dealer under contract with the City. When a vehicle is sold as scrap the abandoned vehicle
officer will:
•

Prepare a DMV form 907A, known as a Salvage Certificate. This form serves as
documentation to DMV that an abandoned vehicle was acquired by the City and sold as
scrap. The form is filed in triplicate and the original copy is given to the scrap dealer, the
second copy along with the acquisition card is sent to DMV and the third copy is placed in
the individual case file.
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Prepare a list of all vehicles sold to the scrap dealer and forward it to the Finance
Department on a monthly basis

4. Unclaimed Vehicles Sold at Auction
4.1 Vehicles that are determined to be salable will be held for auction. The Finance Department will
administer all auctions. The duties of the Abandoned Vehicle Officer consist of:
4.2 Prepare a list of all auctionable vehicles and forward it to the Finance Department on a monthly
basis.
4.3 Complete an acquisition card and fact sheet for each vehicle on the auction list. (PD 103A
103B).
4.4 Mark each auction vehicle with a reference number for identification purposes on the auction
date.
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POLICY: The In-Car Digital Video Recording Systems have proven to be a valuable asset in
gathering recorded evidence for the prosecution of criminal and traffic offenses. The In-Car Video
equipment shall be used for furthering officer safety, training, assessment of officer performance,
and defense of complaints against personnel.
Any images/audio recordings identified in this policy are property of the New Rochelle Police
Department. Any release, copying, or dissemination of any portion is strictly prohibited without
the express written consent of the Commissioner of Police or his designee.
PROCEDURE:
1. General Operating Procedures:
1.1 The video equipment is the responsibility of the officer assigned to the vehicle, and shall
be operated in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.
•

At the beginning of a tour, the officer shall log into the Digital Video Recording
System using his/her login and password.

•

The officer shall attach the wireless transmitter to his/her belt or place same in a
pocket with the microphone attached to the outer most garment.

•

At the completion of the tour the officer will log out of the system and leave the
wireless transmitter in the vehicle.

1.2 Equipment shall be checked for proper operation at the beginning of each tour. The
officer shall ensure that:
•

The camera is positioned and adjusted to record events.

•

The system is not deactivated until the enforcement action is completed.

•

The wireless transmitter is activated with the microphone attached in order to provide
the audio recording associated with the video images.

•

In the event of equipment failure or defect, the officer shall document same in his
memo book and advise his supervisor immediately.

•

The supervisor shall notify a member of Technical Services and the PSD Executive
Officer directly or via email immediately.

1.3 To record all Motor Vehicle stops:
•

Routine Traffic Violations: recording shall commence from the point of activating the
police vehicle’s emergency lights, and continue during the entire stop, concluding as
the violator drives away.

•

Suspected DWI: recording shall commence from the point where the officer first
suspects erratic driving, and concluding when the suspect is removed from the patrol
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vehicle in the Sally Port. When safety permits, the field sobriety tests administered
by the officer shall be included in the recording.
•

Accident Scene: at the direction of a supervisor, where the recording of a scene will
assist in the investigation.

1.4 Non-traffic situation:

2

•

Where the use of the recording device will aid in the documentation of an incident.

•

In the transportation of a member of the opposite sex or a juvenile, the camera shall
remain on until the subject is removed from the vehicle.

•

In the transportation of unruly, disorderly subjects, the camera shall remain on until
the subject is removed from the vehicle.

System Management:
2.1 No copies of images/audio shall be made without authorization from the Police
Commissioner or his designee.
2.2 Images/audio shall remain in storage for 120 days.
2.3 Images/audio containing information that may have evidentiary value shall remain in
storage until the case is adjudicated.

3

Supervisory Responsibilities
3.1 Supervisors whose subordinates are operating the in-car systems shall ensure that the
officers follow established procedures for the use and maintenance of the equipment.
3.2 Supervisors should use the system as a tool when investigating complaints against
members of the department.
3.3 The Internal Affairs Officer will at the end of each month contact the City’s Law
Department to ensure that there is no pending litigation which would require holding any
images/audio past 120 days.
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POLICY: This policy is intended to provide officers with instructions on when and how to use
body-worn cameras (BWC’s). The BWC’s shall be used for furthering officer safety, training,
assessment of officer performance, defense of complaints against personnel, and to reliably
record their contacts with the public.
Any images/audio recordings identified in this policy are property of the New Rochelle Police
Department. Any release, copying, or dissemination of any portion is strictly prohibited without the
express written consent of the Commissioner of Police or his/her designee. This is to include any
recorded media from Evidence.com.
DEFINITIONS:
Body Worn Camera (BWC): Camera system designed to be worn by police officers in order to
capture digital multimedia evidence.
Data: All digital and/or analog recordings, to include but not be limited to audio, video,
photographs, and their associated metadata. Metadata includes any digital identifiers that are
captured as part of the actual recording including, but not limited to, date/time, GPS coordinates,
and labeling.
Buffering Mode: The BWC continuously loops a video recording for up to 30 seconds before the
recording is started by the officer. While buffering, video only (no audio) is being recorded.
Operational Readiness: A BWC that is powered on, has adequate battery life, has adequate
storage, is properly affixed to the officer’s uniform, and is in Buffering Mode.
Event Mode: When a BWC is activated and recording audio and video.
Department Administrator: A member, or members, of the Department appointed by the Police
Commissioner who has full access to, and user rights within the data storage system. This
member, or members, can assign and track equipment, control passwords, oversee repairs,
delete non-evidentiary recordings, conduct audits and act as a liaison with the BWC company.
Axon Docking Station: A unit used to upload all Data stored in/on a BWC to Evidence.com.
The Docking Station also recharges the BWC. The evidence transfer manager automatically
transfers all stored media to Evidence.com.
Evidence.com (aka Axon Evidence): An online, cloud-based digital media storage repository. All
media is stored in a highly secure environment, accessible only by authorized personnel.
Axon Respond: Provides real-time alerts, real- time location, and live streaming of critical
incidents. Capabilities are accessible from Evidence.com and are permission driven. Information
accessible location and streaming real time alerts, (Gun shot, weapon draw, taser activation).
Signal Sidearm: A sensor that attaches to the holster of an officer and activates nearby axon
cameras that are powered on when an officer draws their pistol.
Auto Tagging: The Axon Auto-Tagging service automates the extraction of critical metadata
from CAD and RMS systems and the addition of the metadata to officer-recorded video-evidence
files in Evidence.com.
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PROCEDURE:
1. General Operating Procedures:
1.1 Personnel - The following members shall be equipped with BWC’s in a position on their
body that shall be determined by the Commissioner of Police or his/her designee.
•
•
•

All uniformed members, from the rank of Lieutenant to Patrol Officer, assigned to
patrol duties.
All members assigned to Special Duty Details.
Any other members of the Department designated by the Police Commissioner
or his/her designee.

1.2 Administration - This agency has adopted the use of the BWC to accomplish several
objectives. The primary objectives are as follows:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

BWC’s attempt to allow for enhanced, accurate documentation of police-public
contacts, arrests, and critical incidents. They also serve to enhance the accuracy
of officer reports and testimony in court.
Audio and video recordings also enhance this agency’s ability to review probable
cause for arrest, officer and suspect interaction, and evidence for investigative
and prosecutorial purposes and to provide additional information for officer
evaluation and training.
The BWC may also be useful in documenting crime and accident scenes or other
events that include the confiscation and documentation of evidence or
contraband.
To reduce unreasonable or false complaints made against officers during the
course of their police duties.
Mitigation of potentially confrontational interactions between the police and the
public.
Documentation and preservation of statements, events, critical incidents, arrests
and other enforcement and/or investigative related duties.
Improved resolution of civilian complaints.

1.3 When and How to Use the BWC
•

The BWC will be properly affixed upon the officer’s uniform at the beginning of
the shift in accordance with the manufacturer’s guidelines.

•

In order to record all situations required by this policy, the officer must maintain
the BWC in a constant state of operational readiness.

•

It is not the intent of this policy to describe EVERY possible circumstance where
a BWC should be placed in Event Mode. However, officers shall place the BWC
in Event Mode in certain situations (as soon as practical and safe), including, but
not limited to:
o All calls for service.
o On all subject stops and vehicle stops.
o Advising an individual of Miranda rights.
o Transport of suspects, prisoners or witnesses.
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Adversarial interactions with a civilian.
Every time Enforcement action is taken.
Execution of search and arrest warrants.
When they observe unlawful conduct or activity.
Discretion to notify an individual that they are being recorded will rest
with the officer at the scene. The BWC shall remain activated in event
mode until the event is completed in order to ensure the integrity of the
recording unless the contact moves into an area restricted by this policy
(see section 1.4).

•

When an officer fails to activate the BWC, fails to record the entire contact, or
prematurely concludes, the officer shall document same in his/her memo book
noting the reason Event Mode was not used, was interrupted, or was prematurely
concluded, and advise his/her supervisor immediately. If that officer is a
Lieutenant, they will send an email to the Division Commander.

•

Officer’s may stop recording at the request of a complainant, victim or witness
when the situation is of sensitive nature or if the recording of the incident will
prevent a complainant, victim or witness from giving necessary information for
police service. Such request should be verbally stated on the BWC recording
before stopping the recording and will be documented in the report narrative.

•

If deactivation of a BWC is necessary (e.g., personal break) the officer will
document the reason that the BWC has been deactivated in the form of a
recorded announcement on the BWC prior to deactivation.

1.4 Procedures for BWC Use
•

Police personnel shall use only BWCs issued by this department. The BWC
equipment and all data, images, video, and metadata captured, recorded, or
otherwise produced by the equipment is the sole property of this agency. The
use of personal video recorders is not authorized.

•

Only those officers who have been trained are authorized to use the BWC.

•

At the start of their tour, officers shall inspect and ensure their Axon Body
Camera is functioning properly.

•

Officers should alert other members that the BWC has been placed in Event
Mode.

•

In the event that the BWC fails to operate or is defective, the officer shall
document same in his/her memo book and advise his/her Supervisor
immediately. The Supervisor shall notify a member of Technical Services and the
Department Administrator via email immediately, make a Defective Equipment
Administrative entry, and issue a “spare/replacement” BWC.

•

When an officer has been issued a “spare/replacement” BWC, the Supervisor
assigning that “spare/replacement” shall make an administrative entry indicating
the “spare/replacement” BWC number and to whom it was assigned.
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•

Officers shall not, alter, erase, duplicate, copy, share, or otherwise distribute in
any manner BWC Data/recordings without prior written authorization and
approval of the Commissioner of Police or his/her designee.

•

Officers are encouraged to inform their supervisor of any recordings that may be
of value for training purposes.

•

Requests for deletion of portions of the recordings (e.g., in the event of a
personal recording) must be submitted in writing via e-mail and approved by their
Division’s Commanding Officer or his/her designee. Approved deletion requests
will then be forwarded to the Department Administrator for deletion who will
confirm if the request is in accordance with state record retention laws prior to
deleting. All requests and final decisions shall be kept on file. The Department
Administrator will notify the requesting officer if the request is denied and the
reason for such denial.

•

Officers will be permitted to review BWC recordings of an incident in which they
were involved for purposes of:
o Conducting a criminal investigation, writing a report or testifying.
o Assisting in the officer’s professional development.

•

An officer may review video footage prior to making a statement, being
interviewed, or testifying about any recorded incident. The officer shall have the
option of reviewing video footage in the presence of the officer’s labor
representative in those circumstances where the law provides for such
representation (such as disciplinary matters).

•

The review of BWC recordings shall not cause unnecessary delay in the
submission of reports or in answering questions as part of a disciplinary
investigation.

1.5 Prohibited BWC Usage - BWC's shall be used only in conjunction with official law
enforcement duties. The BWC shall not generally be used to record:
•
•
•
•

Communications with other police personnel without their permission.
Encounters with undercover officers or confidential informants.
When on break or otherwise engaged in personal activities.
In any location where individuals have a reasonable expectation of privacy, such
as a restroom or locker room.

2. Supervisory Responsibilities
•
•

Supervisors who are assigned a BWC will wear it in accordance to this policy.
Supervisory personnel shall ensure that officers equipped with BWC devices
utilize them in accordance with policy and procedures defined herein.
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POLICY: It is the policy of the City of New Rochelle Police Department to have all recorded Body
Worn Camera (BWC) Data, which has been determined to hold evidentiary value in criminal, civil
or administrative cases, stored and maintained at Evidence.com in accordance with departmental
policy and procedures and the New York State Departmental Local Government Schedule (LGS1) regarding record retention.
All BWC Data, shall include but not be limited to images, sound, and metadata, identified in this
policy are property of the New Rochelle Police Department. Any release, copying, or
dissemination of any portion is strictly prohibited without the express written consent of the
Commissioner of Police or his/her designee. This is to include any recorded media from
Evidence.com.
PROCEDURE:
1. Data Upload
1.1. Officers shall place their BWC in the Axon Docking Station at the end of each shift, for
re-charging and uploading Data to Evidence.com. Re-charging and uploading shall be
in accordance with the manufacturer’s operational instructions and the policy and
procedures of the New Rochelle Police Department.
1.2. BWC Data shall only be uploaded to Evidence.com.
2. Categorizing BWC Data
2.1. Officers shall Categorize their uploaded Data, during or prior to the end of their shift, with
the appropriate information.
2.2. “Tags” are labels officers may apply to portions of uploaded Data, that aid in finding
specific occurrences more easily later.
2.3. In order to properly categorize uploaded BWC Data, officers may view it in accordance
with Chapter 2, Article 2.12, Section 1.4 of this Manual.
3. Data Storage and Retention
Storage
3.1. All recorded Body Worn Camera (BWC) Data will be stored and maintained at
Evidence.com.
3.2. All captured recorded BWC Data will be uploaded using the Axon Docking Station.
3.3. All BWC Data files shall be securely uploaded no later than the end of each shift.
3.4. All BWC Data that has been determined to hold evidentiary value in criminal, civil or
administrative cases will be held in accordance with departmental policy and
procedures, and the Retention and Disposition Schedule for New York Local
Government Records (LGS-1) Section 185.15, 8NYCRR (Appendix L).
3.5. All access to BWC Data (images, sounds, and metadata) must be specifically authorized
by the Commissioner of Police or his/her designee. All access is to be audited to ensure
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that only authorized users are accessing the data for legitimate and authorized
purposes.
3.6. Files should be securely stored in accordance with state records retention laws and no
longer than useful for purposes of training or for use in an investigation or prosecution.
3.7. BWC Data will be stored in accordance with the Department’s record retention policy.
Retention
Retention and Disposition Schedule for New York Local Government Records
(LGS-1) Section 185.15, 8NYCRR (Appendix L)
Case investigation record for adult, juvenile offender,
youthful offender or juvenile delinquent, including but
not limited to complaint, investigation report, arrest
report, property record, court order, and disposition of
the case
NOTE: Classification of a case investigation record
should be based on the case's final disposition (the
crime or offense an individual is convicted of or
pleads to). A case may be closed if it results in
prosecution and appeals are exhausted, it results in a
settlement, it results in no arrest, or when restitution
is no longer sought. (LGS-1 §1222).
a) For homicides, suicides, arson (first, second or third
degree), missing persons (until located), aggravated
sexual assault (first degree), course of sexual conduct
against a child (first degree), active warrants, and
stolen or missing firearms (until recovered or
destroyed):
b) For all felonies except those covered by parts "a" and
"c", and fatalities other than homicides:
c) For fourth degree arson and non-fatal (including
vehicular) accidents:
d) For misdemeanor:
e) When offense involved was a violation or traffic
infraction:
f) When investigation reveals no offense has been
committed by adult:
g) When individual involved was a juvenile and no arrest
was made, or no offense was committed:
h) Domestic incident report, created pursuant to Section
140.10(5), Criminal Procedure Law, when case
investigation record is created:
i)

For sexual offenses against a child as defined by the
Child Victims Act, excluding sexual offenses in part "a"
above:
Video or audio recordings of booking or arrest
processing (LGS-1 §1278).

RETENTION PERIOD

Permanent

25 years after case closed.
10 years after case closed
5 years after case closed
1 year after case closed
5 years
1 year after individual
attains age 18
Retain 4 years or as long
as rest of case
investigation, whichever is
longer
0 after child attains age 55

RETENTION PERIOD
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3 years, but not until any
individual has attained age
21, and not until 1 year
after any litigation or
criminal proceedings have
concluded.
3 years, but not until any
individual has attained age
21.
RETENTION PERIOD

Retain as long as the case
investigation to which the
recording relates is
retained.
6 months

3.8. Data that is subject to an Internal Affairs, District Attorney, or Attorney General
Investigation, that has the potential to be the subject of future litigation of administrative
proceedings, shall be copied and retained indefinitely. Upon conclusion of the
proceeding, after any appeals have been exhausted the Data may be destroyed.
3.9. Data that is the subject of a Civilian Complaint shall be kept until the complaint is
resolved or for at least 3 (three) years, whichever is longer.

4. Release of BWC Data
4.1. All BWC Data captured, recorded, otherwise produced or identified in this policy are
property of the New Rochelle Police Department. Any release, copying, or
dissemination of any portion is strictly prohibited without the express written consent of
the Commissioner of Police or his/her designee.
4.2. The release of BWC Data to any person shall be made in accordance with New
Rochelle Police Department Policy and Procedures, and pursuant to requirements as
established by operation of applicable law, including but not limited to, the New York
State Freedom of Information Law (“F.O.I.L.”), Article 6 (Sections 84-90) of the NYS
Public Officers Law, and the approval of the Commissioner of Police or his/her designee.
4.3. Requests from the Westchester County District Attorney will be made by subpoena or a
confirmed e-mail address. The requesting Assistant District Attorney will be given the
option to use the prosecutor’s component of Evidence.com or receive the requested
recording on a CD or DVD.
4.4. Recordings that are not be released to the public are those involving open
investigations, sex crime victims, juvenile arrests, and other exceptions as per New York
State F.O.I.L. requirements. Exceptions will only be made with the authorization of the
Commissioner of Police or his/her designee.
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4.5. Prior to the release of any recording, the Department Administrator or his/her designee
will review and redact images in accordance with New York State F.O.I.L.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to monitor specified intersections with the Traffic Control
Signal Photo Violation Monitoring System. This system has been designed to reduce motor vehicle
accidents caused by the operators’ failure to obey traffic signals.
PROCEDURE
1. General Operating Procedures
1.1

An initial review of the photos will be done by the Private Contractor and if a violation is
detected, the Private Contractor will secure the name and address of the registered owner of
the violating vehicle.

1.2

Upon confirmation of the information, the Private Contractor will forward the data to the New
Rochelle Police Department.

1.3

The first image shows the violating vehicle in front of the designated stop bar and the
illuminated red light, demonstrating that the vehicle had not entered the intersection before the
red light changed.

1.4

The second image shows the violator in the middle of the intersection with the red light
illuminated, providing further evidence of the red light violation.

1.5

A close-up of the violating vehicle’s license plate obtained from one of these two high-resolution
images is used to verify the vehicle’s owner as well as additional evidence. The image of the
characters on the license plate must be clear enough to read.

1.6

Subsequent to receipt of the name and address of the registered owner of the violator vehicle, a
designated Police Officer must review and approve, or reject, the violation within five business
days of receipt from the Private Contractor.

1.7

The Private Contractor will mail a Notice of Liability to the registered owner of the violating
vehicle within two business days of approval.

1.8

All images are subject to review by a designated Supervisor.

1.9

The designated Police Officer and/or Supervisor may be required to testify at future court
proceedings if the Notice of Liability is disputed.

1.10 The Private Contractor’s personnel will provide expert witness testimony, as needed and as
requested in advance of a scheduled hearing date.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to make and properly maintain a record of all police
investigations, other police services rendered to the public, and other administrative activities performed
by this by this Department. The form and extent of documentation will be determined by the nature of the
activity or event.
DEFINITIONS
CAD Event Entry: The initial documentation of a police service event into the Department’s computer
records.
CAD Event Module: The Department’s computer application designed and designated for the initial
recording and entry of police service activity into Department records for the dispatch and documentation
of such service.
Event Report: A report generated from the initial CAD incident entry, and serves as the Department’s
complete documentation for all incidents other than crimes, auto accidents, boating accidents,
snowmobile accidents, Domestic Incidents or incidents resulting in arrest.
Incident Report: The Division of Criminal Justice Services Standardized Incident Report (DCJS 3205).
This report must be used to document all crimes, penal law violations, or any other incident (other than
auto accidents, boating accidents, snowmobile accidents and domestic incidents) that results or has the
potential to result in an arrest. This report can be generated via the Department computer application
through the case module or hand written.
Accident Report: The Department of Motor Vehicles report form, more specifically defined in Chapter Two
of this Manual.
Domestic Incident Report: The Division of Criminal Justice Services report form (DCJS 3221) more
specifically defined in Chapter Four of this manual.
Supplemental Incident Report: The Division of Criminal Justice Services Standardized Supplemental
Incident Report (DCJS 3206), or the Detective narrative found in the computerized case module.
Administrative Events: Documented administrative activity of the Department.
PROCEDURE
1. All requests for police service or department initiated service to the public will be entered in the
Department’s CAD System at the time that the service is requested or initiated.
2. Upon receipt of a request for police service or notification of unit initiated service the Communications
Unit Operator will enter all necessary and available information received into the CAD terminal at his
or her workstation. This information will include all available call identification data and additional
notes necessary for an accurate transmission of the call. At the completion of entry the Operator will
enter [Do] the incident into the Department’s CAD system for initial recording of the incident and
dispatch.
3. Upon receipt of the call on his or her CAD terminal the dispatcher will locate and enter police unit(s)
to service the call, dispatch such unit(s), and enter those units into the CAD system. The dispatcher
will monitor the call and units assigned, recording their progress (dispatched, on location and clear)
and add additional information on the call necessary for appropriate documentation.
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4. Upon completion of the call, the unit responsible for its disposition will notify the Communications Unit
that the call has been completed, its disposition, and of any other information necessary to its
accurate recording. The officer responsible for the report will document his/her actions by clicking the
add button and entering a narrative. Additionally, the reporting officer will add the names of all
pertinent persons into the database by using the “involved people” (F6) button.
5. The event module in the Total Computer records management system will be used to record and
provide the complete documentation of the majority of calls for service. The exceptions are: all
crimes, any incident that results in arrest, all motor vehicle accidents, and all domestic incidents.
6. A motor vehicle accident will be more extensively documented, when necessary pursuant to Article
2.01 of this manual, on a Police Accident Report (DMV-104A).
7. A boating accident will be more extensively documented, when necessary pursuant to Chapter Five,
Article 5.34 of this Manual, on a Boating Accident Report.
8. A snowmobile accident will be more extensively documented on a Snowmobile Accident Report.
9. A domestic incident will be documented more extensively on a Domestic Incident Report (DCJS3221).
10. All other requests for police service or unit initiated action serving the public will be documented on a
Standardized Incident Report pursuant to Articles 3.02 and 3.02A of this manual.
11. All administrative activity performed by, or occurring within, this department will be documented in the
Administrative Messages Log of the department computer system.
12. When an order of protection is served, a hardcopy of the event report must be printed and left at the
teletype station for review. When an entry is made into the N.Y.S. Order of Protection Registry, the
teletype operator will document this fact by adding to the narrative section of the event report.
13. Incidents involving the recovery of stolen property (recovered stolen auto) require that a N.Y.S.
Incident Report be filed, even if no arrest is made.
14. If an incident is originally reported in the event module, and at a later time, additional information is
developed to change the incident classification (example – a dispute is reported but later is deemed
to be an assault) the officer conducting the follow-up will ensure that a case number is generated and
the N.Y.S. Incident Report is filed.
15. All incidents completely documented in the event module will be closed out as “serviced via CAD”.
The disposition “NRT” will no longer be used.
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POLICY: The standard report for the documentation of additional information on police incidents or
services, except those incidents or services requiring documentation on a different from as specified in
Article 3.01, will be documented on the New York State Standardized Incident Report and the New York
State Standardized Supplemental Incident Report. A complete listing of incident types, including those
used for administrative purposes can be found in the “event” drop down menu of the Total Enforcement
Records Management System.
PROCEDURE
Only a black/dark blue ballpoint pen or a typewriter will be used to fill out the Incident Report and
Supplemental Incident Report.
If not typed, all entries, except for the narrative portion, will be neatly printed. All entries will be clear,
complete, and accurate. The supervisor of assigned police units/ reporting employees is responsible for
the review, accuracy, clarity, and completeness of all reports.
Each section of the Incident Report and Supplemental Incident Report has been assigned a box number.
All employees will observe the instructions provided by the New York State Standardized Incident Report
Instructions.
Miscellaneous Notes:
In EMS cases, the deceased or injured party is the complainant. In addition, in Mental Disorder cases, the
subject being treated is the complainant.
In alarm cases, the home or business owner, or business will be the complainant whether or not they are
interviewed. A key holder will be listed as a Person with Knowledge.
In cases initiated by members of this department, New Rochelle Police Department will be the
complainant.
In Personal Welfare cases, the caller will be the complainant and the person being investigated will be a
Person with Knowledge.
Enter the Incident Number in Box Number 5 “Case No.”
Enter the Event Number in Box Number 6 “Incident No.”
Instruction number 16 - refer to New Rochelle Police Department Manual of Procedure, Chapter Three,
Article 3.03 for proper Incident types.
Enter PD18 number in descriptive column of box 58.
For each suspect, arrested person, missing person or victim, pedigree must be completed on a separate
Incident Report.
For right hand column boxes 1-13, enter “Y’ for yes, enter “X” for no.
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Additional Points to Remember:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

.

Are all copies of this report legible?
Did you secure the premise? If not, who did?
Did you advise the victim about the N.Y.S. Crime Victims Compensation Board?
Did you provide a Victim's Assistance Card?
Was the victim advised of his/her Rights of Election?
Has the Tow Log been checked?
Has the Property Inventory Sheet been completed?
Has the MV78-B been issued?
Have the proper animal bite forms been completed?
Have all unclear statements been qualified in the narrative?
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POLICY: All reports written by members of this Department will accurately reflect the information obtained
during the investigation and will contain a detailed description of all persons and property where such
description is a necessary component of the investigation.
PROCEDURE
The ability to accurately describe persons and things is a fundamental element of a sound report. The
Field Reporting Description Guide contains a list of those subjects officers routinely have to describe in
written reports.
HOW TO DESCRIBE PERSONS
SEX: M or F
RACE APPEARANCE: Enter one letter from the following list:
W
B
H
I
C
J
O

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

White
Black
Hispanic
Indian, American
Chinese
Japanese
All others (includes Asian Indians, Eskimos, Filipinos, Indonesians, Koreans, Polynesians, and other
non-whites

If possible, when using "O", enter more specific ethnic information elsewhere in the report
AGE: Span of ages may be used if exact age is not known, such as 25-30, 16-19, etc. Do not use
phrases such as 21+.
COMPLEXION: Use positive terms, such as olive, ruddy, dark brown, pimply, tan, light brown, fair,
freckled, black, pale, pock-marked, etc. Use any accurate description. This list does not contain all
authorized words.
HEIGHT: Obtain by comparison with yourself or another person present. Write as 5’10" or estimate as
6’1”- 6’3”.
WEIGHT: Obtain by comparison with yourself or another person present. Write as 160 or estimate
170-185.
HAIR: Include color and type, such as straight, kinky, curly, wavy, natural, processed, etc. Describe as
greasy, dry, messy, etc. Note condition of baldness as frontal, thinning, etc. Indicate length and type of
haircut.
EYES: Color and description, such as blue with heavy eyebrows, black, almond shaped, etc. If glasses
worn, describe.
BEARD and MOUSTACHE: State if clean-shaven. Describe beard or mustache.
PECULIARITIES: What is unusual about subject, such as amputations, scars, gold teeth, speech
impediment, accent, deformities, nervous movements, etc.
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CLOTHING: List description from head to foot, outer clothing to inner clothing. Example: Brown hat,
brown plaid sport coat, brown shirt, red T-shirt, brown trousers.
HOW TO DESCRIBE VEHICLES: All reports requiring a vehicle description shall be recorded as follows:
YEAR:

Record the last two digits of the vehicle's year of manufacture.

MAKE:

Record the vehicle make.

MODEL: Record the vehicle model.
EXAMPLES:

Make

Model

Chevrolet

Caprice
Camaro
Corvette

Toyota

Corolla
Camry
Land Cruiser

BODY TYPE: Record the type of vehicle. Body types shall be recorded by abbreviation in the following
order of preference:
SW
CV
PL
VN

-

Station Wagon
Convertible
Panel
Van

SP
BS
MC
2D
4D
MOP

-

Sports Car
Bus
Motorcycle
2 Door
4 Door
Moped

VEHICLE COLORS: Use this information whenever describing vehicle colors on any Department report
form, teletype, or telegram.
•
•
•

Use three letters to describe each color
List no more than two colors
List colors from top to bottom or front to back

All colors should be designated as one of the following:
Beige
Black
Blue
Light Blue
Dark Blue
Bronze
Brown
Cream
Gold
Green
Light Green
Dark Green

-

BGE
BLK
BLU
LBL
DBL
BRZ
BRO
CRM
GLD
GRN
LGR
DGR

Gray
Lavender
Maroon
Orange
Pink
Purple
Red
Silver
Tan
Turquoise
White
Yellow

-

GRY
LAV
MAR
ONG
PNK
PLE
RED
SIL
TAN
TQR
WHI
YEL
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HOW TO DESCRIBE OTHER PROPERTY: Give name of article to be described. On all articles listed, no
matter what they may be, always show the maker's or brand name, serial and model numbers, size and
color and value. Show any initials or other marks of identification that may have been added after
purchase of articles. If the owner is not sure of value, give approximate value.
EXAMPLES:
BICYCLE: Give name, size, kind of seat, brake, tires, baskets, horns, lights, etc. Indicate color and serial
number if known.
GUNS: Show maker's name, caliber or gauge, color of metal, serial numbers, type of handles or stocks,
any marks, inscriptions or initials. State whether revolver, automatic pistol, rifle or shotgun. If shotgun,
give number of barrels. Under description of guns may be shown holsters, cartridge belts, cartridges, etc.
HOW TO DESCRIBE JEWELRY: After giving name and value of the article to be described, include the
following whenever it is part of the description:
Color(s) and kind(s) of metal(s)
Number, kind, color, and size of stones
Type of mounting, such as filigree, plain, engraved, etc.
Type of setting, such as basket, Tiffany, sunken, box, etc.
Inscriptions, dates, engravings, initials, serial numbers, and jewelers markings
HOW TO VALUE STOLEN PROPERTY: The value of stolen property, as listed in the Case Report, will
be described as follows:
Use fair market value for articles that are subject to depreciation because of wear and tear, age, or other
factors, which cause the value to decrease with use.
Use cost to the merchant (wholesale cost) of goods stolen from retail establishments, warehouses, etc. In
other words, use the dollar value representing the actual cash loss to the victim without any markup or
profit added.
Use victim’s evaluation of items such as jewelry, watches, and other similar goods, which decrease in
value only slightly or not at all with use or age.
Use replacement cost or actual cash to victim for new or almost new clothes, auto accessories, bicycles,
etc.
When the victim obviously exaggerates the value of stolen property for insurance or other purposes,
common sense and good judgement will dictate a fair value to be placed on the stolen items by the
reporting officer.
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POLICY: Every complaint/incident handled by this Department will be assigned an incident number, and
properly recorded pursuant to Article 3.01 of this Manual.
DEFINITIONS
Dispatching Procedures Chart: Specifies the police units that are responsible for responding and
servicing a police incident; what unit is responsible for the investigation and disposition of a police
incident; and when specialists in evidence collection or accident investigation should also be dispatched.
PROCEDURE
The Dispatching Procedures Chart is separated into four columns: Reported Incident/Assignment, Units
Dispatched, Evidence Specialist Dispatched, and Accident Specialist Dispatched. All assignments will be
made in accordance with the following guidelines:
1. Reported Incident/Assignment
1.1

This column contains a listing of incidents generally reported to the Department. When filing an
IR or SIR these designations will be entered in the Incident Type box.

2. Units Dispatched
2.1

This column designates the police units that will be IMMEDIATELY DISPATCHED by the ERS
Operator for every reported incident/assignment. Accordingly, the designated units are
responsible for the proper disposition of the assigned incident.

2.2

During their hours of availability and at the request of the assigned police units, special units
such as the Critical Incident Unit and K-9 Unit will respond to reported incidents and provide
assistance.

2.3

If a police unit, other than Police Services Division, is the designated unit and is NOT available
at the time the incident is reported to the Department, a Police Services Division unit will be
dispatched immediately. Thereafter, the designated unit will be directed to respond to the
incident immediately upon availability.

2.4

If an evidence specialist, accident specialist or any other specialized unit or service is not on
duty at the time of a reported incident, the Division Commander responsible for that service or
supervisor acting in his place will determine if that service is required immediately and, if so,
authorize a recall.

2.5

Unless the supervisor in charge at the scene of an incident directs otherwise, the first unit
dispatched to the incident is responsible for any initial documentation of an incident on its
appropriate field report.

2.6

Units designated with an asterisk (*) are those responsible for the proper completion of
investigation and servicing of the incident and any supplemental documentation of the incident.

2.7

Assisting police units will note their activities in their PD-84As, but need not submit any
additional documentation to an incident unless directed to do so by a supervisor.
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3. Evidence Collection Personnel Dispatched
3.1

This column directs the immediate dispatching of evidence collection personnel for selected
reported incidents, i.e.,
ECP DISPATCHED
Homicide Yes

3.2

Whenever the assigned police unit believes, and, with the approval of his field supervisor, that
the preliminary investigation of a reported incident may be substantially assisted by the skills of
evidence collection personnel; or there is substantial physical evidence that is directly related to
the criminal act or the potential identification and apprehension of the offender.
•

3.3

An evidence collection personnel will be dispatched.

The optional dispatching of evidence specialists for selected reported incidents, i.e.,
ECP DISPATCHED
Robbery-Armed OPT

4. Accident Specialist Dispatched
4.1

This column directs the immediate dispatching of accident specialists for selected reported
incidents, i.e.,
ACCIDENT SPECIALIST DISPATCHED
Accident Fatality Yes

4.2

The optional dispatching of accident specialists for selected reported incidents, i.e.,
ACCIDENT SPECIALIST DISPATCHED
Driving While Intoxicated OPT

DISPATCHING PROCEDURES CHART
Reported Incident/Assignment

Units Dispatched

ECP Dispatched

AI Dispatched

* Denotes unit responsible for preparing the report.
Homicide
Manslaughter
Death-Suspicious Circumstances
Death-Unexpected**
**

PSD-GIU*
PSD-GIU*
PSD-GIU*
PSD-GIU*

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

An Unexpected Death is a death which occurs in a public place, or when an apparently healthy
person dies, or when death is the result of an accident, other than traffic related.
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Units Dispatched

Death-Unattended***

PSD*

***
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ECP Dispatched
Opt

An Unattended Death is when a sick or elderly person dies and there is no doctor to sign the
death certificate.

Death-Ordinary
Suicide
Suicide-Attempted (Death Imminent)

PSD*
PSD-GIU*
PSD-GIU*

Opt
Yes
Yes

Rape/Sodomy
Sex Offense-Miscellaneous
Robbery-Serious Injury
Robbery-Armed
Robbery-Unarmed
Robbery****

PSD-GIU*
PSD-GIU*
PSD-GIU*
PSD*
PSD*
PSD-GIU*

Yes
Yes
Yes
Opt
Opt
Yes

****

Bank robberies or when large sums of money or negotiable paper or precious metals taken

Assault-Gun
Assault-Knife
Assault-Other Dangerous Weapon
Assault-Serious Injury
Assault-Fists, Feet, etc.
Threats, Harassment

PSD-GIU*
PSD*
PSD*
PSD-GIU*
PSD*
PSD*

Prevent Breach of Peace

PSD*

Arson

PSD-GIU*

Shots Fired

PSD*

Weapons
Explosive Devices*****
Bomb Threats*****

PSD*
PSD-GIU*
PSD*

*****

Yes
Opt
Opt
Yes
Opt
Opt

Yes

Opt
Yes
Opt

Critical Incident Unit will be the primary responding unit when on duty

Aircraft, Chemical Accidents

PSD-GIU*

Labor Disputes*****

PSD*

*****

AI Dispatched

Yes

Critical Incident Unit will be the primary responding unit when on duty

Bribery
Extortion, Coercion
Forgery, Fraud

GIU*
GIU*
GIU*

Opt

Counterfeiting

PSD*

Opt

Recovered Stolen Vehicle

PSD*
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Reported Incident/Assignment

Units Dispatched

ECP Dispatched

Recovered Stolen Property
Stolen Property (Sale-Possession)
Found Property
Lost Property
Criminal Mischief

PSD*
PSD*
PSD*
PSD*
PSD*

Miscellaneous Vice Offenses
Prostitution
Liquor Law Violations
Gambling

PSD-SIU*
PSD-SIU*
PSD-SIU*
PSD-SIU*

Public Lewdness

PSD*

Alarm-Commercial, Residential,
Vehicle
Burglary Commercial

PSD*
PSD*

Opt

Burglary Residential
Trespass

PSD*
PSD*

Opt

Auto Theft
Unlawful Use of Automobile

PSD*
PSD*

Special Investigations by Order of
Police Commissioner

CID*

Fugitive Arrests/Arrests Pursuant to
Other Authority

CID*

Kidnapping
Missing, Lost, Runaway Adults

PSD-GIU*
PSD*

Drugs-Miscellaneous
Controlled Substance-Sales
Controlled Substance –Possession
Use

PSD-SIU*
PSD*-SIU*
PSD*-SIU*

Public Intoxication
Loitering
Disorderly Conduct
Suspicious Persons
Suspicious Vehicles
Prowler

PSD*
PSD*
PSD*
PSD*
PSD*
PSD*

Domestic Disputes
Disputes-Others

PSD*
PSD*

Abused, Neglected Children
Missing, Lost or Runaway Children

PSD-PACT*
PSD*-PACT*

Yes

Yes

AI Dispatched
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Reported Incident/Assignment

Units Dispatched

Driving While Intoxicated (DWI)Alcohol, Drugs

PSD*

Yes

Accident-PDO
Accident-Injuries, City Property, Hit
and Run with Follow-Up, DWI
Accident- Auto Pedestrian
Accident-Fatal
Accident-Police Vehicles
(AI not on duty)

PSD*
PSD*

Yes

PSD-AI*

Yes

Hazardous Conditions

PSD*

City Code Violations-Miscellaneous
Dog Running at Large
Barking Dog
Failure to Remove Animal Feces
Drinking in Public
Noise-Unnecessary
Garbage Violations
Urinating in Public
Park Curfew Violation
Littering
Peddling without Permit
Graffiti

PSD*
PSD*
PSD*
PSD*
PSD*
PSD*
PSD*
PSD*
PSD*
PSD*
PSD*
PSD*

Parking Violations-Miscellaneous
Double Parking
Commercial Vehicle Parking

PSD*
PSD*
PSD*

Moving Violations-Miscellaneous
Speeding

PSD*
PSD*

Hazardous Conditions

PSD*

Property Security Investigations

PSD*

Miscellaneous Investigations

All Units*

Note:

ECP Dispatched

AI Dispatched

PSD-PSD Supervisor*

Miscellaneous Investigation is used only when no specific incident type covers the assignment or
when beyond a reasonable doubt the reported incident is deemed not to have occurred
Miscellaneous Investigation will not be used on calls which are gone on arrival

Mental Disorders
Personal Welfare

PSD*
PSD*

Fire Alarms
Emergency Medical

PSD*
PSD*

Jail or Custody Escape

PSD*
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Reported Incident/Assignment

Units Dispatched

Stray or Injured Animals
Animal Bites

PSD*
PSD*

Escort Security
Escort Funeral
Escort Other

PSD*
PSD*
PSD*

Police Vehicle Disabled

All Units*

Assist Boater
Navigation Hazard
Harbor Unit-Miscellaneous

PSD*
PSD*
PSD*

Warrants

All Units*

Court Process Service

All Units*

Prisoner Transport

All Units*

Official Deliveries and Pick-Ups

PSD*

Attempt (state crime)

All Units*

Prisoner Meals

All Units*

Fireworks

PSD*

Notifications

PSD*

Burial Permits

PSD*

Suspicious/Anonymous Phone Calls

PSD*

Larceny-Shoplifting
Larceny-Theft From Auto
Larceny-Theft of Auto Parts or
Accessories
Larceny-Bicycle Thefts
Larceny-Theft of Services
Larceny-Other Theft

PSD*
PSD*
PSD*

Date Effective: 01 Jan 92
Date Revised: 16 Mar 98
ECP Dispatched

AI Dispatched

PSD*
PSD*
PSD*

NOTE: In unusual circumstances, the tour commander has the discretion to activate any specialized
units not designated to be dispatched.
In any case where an arrest is made and the charge is not a special incident type, the charge will
become the incident type.
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POLICY: A police officer will be immediately dispatched upon receipt of a report of the occurrence of a
criminal offense and the responding officer will be responsible for conducting the preliminary investigation
of such offense.
PROCEDURE
1. The Preliminary Investigation is a responsibility of the Police Services Division.
2. Police efficiency is measured often by the speed and safety with which an officer responds to
requests for police services. This is especially true in criminal cases, as the opportunity to save a life
or arrest a suspect decreases with the passage of time. The field patrol units can best render these
prompt and efficient services.
3. Assigning patrol officers to conduct preliminary investigations offers additional advantages. Such
reliance upon the abilities of the patrol officer relieves detectives of time consuming tasks and permits
them to concentrate on the more specialized phase of investigations. The patrol officer is capable of
giving vital emergency medical aid to the injured, of determining if a crime has been committed, of
arresting a suspect if he is still in the vicinity, of interviewing witnesses and the complainant and of
doing the many other duties necessary to build a solid foundation from which the follow-up
investigator will start.
4. In addition, the preliminary investigation permits the police officer to acquire investigative skills and to
develop techniques of interviewing and obtaining evidence. It also acquaints the officer with the
trademarks of various criminals.
5. The Preliminary Investigation
Each criminal investigation presents the police officer with a new challenge. Consequently,
procedural steps must vary with the situation. However, each preliminary investigation requires the
performance of most, if not all, of the following tasks:
5.1 Proceed to the Scene Promptly and Safely.
•

Although demands for police services must be answered promptly, expediency must never
supersede safe driving practices. Reckless and careless driving habits endanger others and
decrease the officer’s chance of arriving at the scene of his assignment.

•

The importance of giving prompt service is especially significant in assignments of reported
crimes against the person (shooting, stabbing, and other crimes of physical violence). The
possibility is always present that the victim may die if aid is delayed.

•

The length of time required for the arrival of the police has a direct relationship to the
preservation of evidence at the crime scene. The longer the waiting period the greater
becomes the opportunity for bystanders or well meaning persons to unknowingly destroy or
contaminate evidence.

•

An excessive waiting period may also effect the availability or the reliability of witnesses.
People have a tendency to leave after the impact of the shock wears off and the excitement
subsides. Some bystanders may then realize that staying at the scene means getting
involved, while others simply depart to go about their business. Witnesses who remain are
given ample opportunity to discuss the incident and to repeat their story to interested
listeners. Each repetition presents the possibility the account will be distorted. Facts become
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interwoven with assumptions of imaginary events. It is also while awaiting the arrival of the
police that persons friendly to the criminal can prepare their alibis. The sooner the police
arrive, the less rehearsed and established will be their stories.
5.2 Render Assistance to the Injured
•

The officer's first responsibility is to the victim. He must immediately tend to the victim,
administer first aid, call for an ambulance, etc. The injured must receive the highest priority,
even if it permits the suspect to escape. Protecting and preserving a human life takes
precedence over pursuing the criminal. However, if other persons are on the scene, they
may tend to the victim to enable the officer to pursue the assailant.

5.3 Effect the Arrest of the Criminal
•

With the victim being cared for, the officer must evaluate the situation to determine if a crime
has been committed. This is accomplished by asking the complainant or victim and the
witnesses a few questions, and observing the physical traces of the criminal (forced window
or doors, tool marks, etc.). The officer should note the elements of the incident to properly
classify it. Citizens often report a theft or burglary as a robbery. A complaint of malicious
mischief or criminal damage to property may in reality be the result of an accident.

•

The officer conducting the preliminary investigation must go well beyond the simple practice
of filling in the necessary spaces of a departmental form. He cannot accept without question
anything he is told. The preliminary investigation demands more than this. The officer must
be observant and quick to recognize discrepancies or unusual behavior on the part of those
present. He tactfully but positively performs his duty.

•

He also takes action to assure the arrest of a suspect who has fled. He obtains a physical
description to inform other field units. This information includes any identifying characteristics
of the suspect's car make, model, year, number of occupants and their descriptions. The
“lookout" message also lists any detail that will assist in the recognition of the suspect,
proceeds of the crime, type of weapon used, etc.

•

The radio alert must be broadcast without delay. There are numerous instances of suspects
arrested by officers enroute to assist in the investigation. Other officers, far from the scene,
also have arrested wanted persons who had been stopped for a traffic violation or who had
been identified as a result of a prompt and complete radio broadcast.

•

In some cases the complainant may know the offender's identity and inform the police of the
suspect's intended destination or place of residence. If the offender is believed to be heading
for a particular location some distance away, the investigating officer should request
assistance. Other officers can then be dispatched either to the suspect's address or to
relieve the officer at the crime scene. The crime scene should not be left unattended.

5.4 Interview the Complainant and the Witnesses
•

Hysteria, belligerency, confusion, and shock are common at the scene of a serious crime.
Order must be restored quickly and tactfully. An effective method is to immediately separate
all the witnesses and to reassure them that the police are doing their utmost to arrest the
criminal. Such a move also will prevent the exchange of information or discussion of the
case. Repetition and listening to different versions can influence the witness to alter his own
statements to conform with the account of others.
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•

Reassuring the victim and witnesses will not only have a calming effect but will also instill
confidence in the Department. Further anxieties must not be created by implying that a
solution to the case is an impossibility or that the crime appears to be the work of a criminal
who is “running wild" in the community.

•

The purpose of the preliminary interview is to obtain as much information as quickly as
possible to determine the seriousness of the crime, to identify and locate the perpetrator,
and to broadcast an alarm. For this reason the complainant, who has come into close
physical proximity with the criminal, and who shows no reluctance to being questioned,
should be the first person interviewed. The officer must conduct this investigation with the
thought in mind that the victim has sustained emotional shock if not physical abuse. A lack of
tact, especially in sex cases, can cause the victim as much embarrassment as the crime
itself. In cases of theft, the value of the property lost must not be ridiculed and the victim
should not be berated for his carelessness. The officer’s job is to solicit the cooperation of
the complainant and the witnesses, to obtain facts which will lead to the arrest of the
criminal, not to pass critical judgement on the misfortunes of a citizen.

5.5 Maintain the Crime Scene and Protect the Evidence
•

Except where there is a need to render aid to the injured or to arrest a suspect, the actual
crime scene should not be disturbed until an examination has been made to determine the
extent of the crime scene area. This caution must be exercised to prevent disturbance or
destruction of any of the evidence. All unauthorized persons, including police officers not
assigned to the case, must be barred from the scene. The officer must apply all the
safeguards that will enable him to maintain the crime scene in its original condition while
photographs and sketches are being made and the search for evidence is being conducted.

5.6 Interrogate the Suspect
•

It is unwise and detrimental to the success of the investigation to act impulsively before facts
have been obtained. The officer conducting the preliminary investigation must establish a
pattern of procedure that will provide him with the most information in the least possible time.
For reasons already stated, the complainant is given priority, eyewitnesses are interviewed
next, and finally, the person having information of events immediately preceding the crime.
Such a systematic approach provides the officer with an insight into the crime. Armed with
this information, he can then better determine if the suspect is truthfully answering his
questions.

•

The officer conducting the preliminary investigation should delay a formal interrogation of the
suspect at the scene. The initial questioning is designed to determine particular facts
relevant to the investigation such as identity of other suspects, remarks or admissions of
guilt, etc. This information is noted and given to the follow-up investigator for his use during
the full interrogation of the suspect.

5.7 Note All Conditions, Events, and Remarks
•

The officer must begin to take notes as soon as practical. The longer he waits, the greater
becomes the danger of omitting the small but important facts. These notations must be
legible, understandable, accurate, and complete, as they will serve as the officer's official
memory. All information pertinent to the case must be recorded in the officer's notebook:
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Time of arrival on the scene
Weather conditions
Approximate time the crime was discovered
Correct identity of other officers present, etc.
•

The results of interviews, the correct identity of the witnesses, suspect, and victim or chance
remarks relevant to the case, as well as data about physical evidence found at the scene,
etc. A field sketch of the crime scene should also be included, as it will assist the officers
recalling the events of the investigation at a later date.

5.8 Arrange for the Collection of Evidence
•

All articles that are, or may be of value as evidence, must be collected. These items are
those which may indicate a crime was committed, or anything which may connect a
particular person to a crime scene (fingerprints, tools, empty moneybags, clothing, footprints,
etc.).

•

Evidence collection personnel primarily handle this phase of the investigation; however, it is
still the responsibility of the patrol officer to call for the services of the specialists. To do this,
he must be able to recognize the potential value of evidence he sees.

5.9 Report the Incident
•

The results of the investigation and other vital information must be accurately reported on
the proper departmental forms. Extreme care must be exercised since reporting can
effectively assist in the apprehension of the criminal.
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POLICY: It will be the responsibility of the police unit conducting an investigation which necessitates the
initiation or cancellation of a NYSPIN alarm to report to the Communications Unit and see that the
specified alarm is dispatched. Further, it will be the policy of this Department to comply with all NYSPIN
rules and regulations as outlined in Chapter One, Sections three and four of the NYSPIN Operating
Manual.
PROCEDURE
NYSPIN alarms will be dispatched according to the following guidelines:
1. Stolen Vehicles (File 1)
1.1 When a vehicle is reported stolen in the City, the investigating officer will initiate an investigation
into the theft. This investigation will be conducted according to the procedures outlined in Auto
Theft Investigations found in Chapter Five of this Manual. Where it is determined that the vehicle
is stolen, the Communications Unit will enter into NYSPIN/NCIC a File 1 alarm on the stolen
vehicle.
2. Recovered Stolen Vehicles (File 1)
2.1 If the vehicle was originally stolen in this jurisdiction the investigating officer will see that the
Communications Unit initiates a NYSPIN alarm canceling the File 1. The vehicle will not be
released until the alarm is canceled.
2.2 When the recovered stolen vehicle was reported stolen in a jurisdiction other than the City of
New Rochelle, the Communications Unit will send a vehicle locate to the agency that initiated the
alarm.
3. Missing Persons (File 6)
3.1 A Missing Person report will be taken by members of the Police Services Division, PACT Unit,
and the General Investigations Unit. Upon completion of the incident report a PD 8 (Missing
Person Certification Sheet) will be filed and where the criteria are met a File 6 NYSPIN alarm will
be sent. The procedure for the investigation of Missing Persons can be found in Chapter Five of
this Manual.
3.2 The procedure for the activation of the AMBER Alert program, and the appropriate NYSPIN
alarms, can be found in Chapter Five, Article 5.23A of this manual.
4. Lost/Stolen Vehicle License Plates (File 16)
4.1 Reports of lost or stolen license plates will be taken by members of the Police Services Division.
The procedure for the investigation of Lost/Stolen Vehicle License Plates can be found in
Chapter Five of this Manual. Where the criteria are met a File 16 NYSPIN alarm will be
dispatched. File 16 entries will only be made if the loss/theft occurred within the City of New
Rochelle.
5. Felony Incidents Involving Use of Deadly Force or Use of a Deadly Weapon
5.1 A NYSPIN alarm will be immediately entered for reported Felony incidents if the incident is
reported to the Department directly after it occurred and the identification/apprehension of the
suspect will be assisted by the alarm or NYSPIN message.
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5.2 The NYSPIN alarm will contain:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The type of incident
Time and location of incident
Suspect description
Suspect vehicle description and direction of flight/travel.
Nature of loss/injury
Weapon description and,
Other M.O. "descriptors”, that are known

5.3 Pursuant to Section 221 of the Executive Law of the State of New York, a NYSPIN alarm will be
entered for reported felony incidents that involve the use of Deadly Force or a Deadly Weapon if
the perpetrator has not been apprehended "Within Thirty (30) Minutes After the Complaint is
Received."
5.4 If an alarm is to be sent for any other felony not involving Deadly Force or a Deadly Weapon and
the perpetrator has not been apprehended, the alarm must be sent within Five (5) hours of the
time the complaint was received.
5.5 The File Number used for the type of felony alarm sent will depend upon the type of crime
committed.
6. Felony Incident Cancellation
6.1 A NYSPIN alarm for the specified Felony incident will be canceled after the person or persons
wanted for the crime have been arrested.
7. After completing the aforementioned duties, the assigned police units will properly complete the
appropriate field reporting form.
8. NYSPIN Alarms for lost, stolen, or recovered property other than vehicles and vehicle license plates
will be entered by the Communications Unit from the completed case report AFTER review by the
Staff Services Division.
NOTE: Information obtained through the NYSPIN computer is confidential and privileged information
and will only be used in connection with official police business. Obtaining this information for
purposes other than official business is a violation of Article 156 of the Penal Law.
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POLICY: It is the policy of this Department to collect and review for intelligence value all documented
observations of suspicious persons, vehicles and suspected unlawful activity.
DEFINITIONS
Field Intelligence Form (PD 39): A one page, multi-copy, form on which members of the Department will
record observations of suspicious persons, vehicles, and premises.
Stop and Frisk: A police officer may stop a person in a public place located within the geographical area
of such officer’s employment when he reasonably suspects that such person is committing, has
committed, or is about to commit either (a) a felony or (b) a misdemeanor defined in the penal law, and
may demand of him his name, address, and an explanation of his conduct.
When stopping a person under such circumstances a police officer reasonably suspects that he is in
danger of physical injury, he may search such person for a deadly weapon or any instrument, article, or
substance readily capable of causing serious physical injury and of a sort not ordinarily carried in public
places by law abiding citizens. If he finds such a weapon or instrument or any other property, possession
of which he reasonably believes may constitute the commission of a crime, he may take it and keep it
until the completion of the questioning, at which time he shall either return it, if lawfully possessed, or
arrest such person. (NYS CPL 140.50)
Handcuffing an individual during a temporary detention is generally considered an arrest unless
exceptional circumstances exist. If an individual is handcuffed during a temporary detention, the officer
must have clear, articulable reasons for doing so, and these reasons should be documented in the
incident report and/or PD-39.
Suspected Unlawful Activity: The activities of persons, persons operating or sitting in vehicles or the
location of unoccupied vehicles, or the manner in which premises are used or designed may all be
indications of suspected unlawful activity:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Persons running or seemingly fleeing from something
Persons carrying unusual items at night
Loitering in an area for protracted periods
Persons who appear unfamiliar with their environment or out of place under existing circumstances
Vehicles that appear to be fleeing or taking evasive action
Vehicle operators who appear lost or unfamiliar with area
Vehicles that fit the description of one used in a crime
Building where unusual security measures are taken
Premises where there is an unusually large volume of pedestrian or vehicular traffic and there is no
legitimate business therein to justify the activity

PROCEDURE
1. Members of the Department will file a PD 39 in every instance of suspected unlawful activity.
2. When a police officer engages in a Stop and Frisk the officer will file a PD 39.
3. Completed PD 39's will be submitted at the end of each tour and signed by a supervisor. Completed
(PD 39)'s will be forwarded to the Records Unit on the next business day.
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4. One copy of the PD 39 will be forwarded to the Criminal Investigation Division Commander for review.
After reviewing the PD 39, the Criminal Investigations Division commander will forward it to the
appropriate detective unit.
5. Each detective unit supervisor will review all information for its intelligence value and maintain a unit
file.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to accept reports over the telephone for lost property and
misdemeanor property crimes.
PROCEDURE
1. When a complainant wishes to report any of the following incidents the Communications Unit officer
receiving the call will advise the complainant that the complaint can be taken over the telephone:
•
•
•

Lost property
Criminal mischief to property
Larcenies

2. The Communications Unit officer will then interview the complainant and ascertain if any of the
following conditions exist:
•
•
•
•

The complainant is potentially or actually injured
The suspect is identifiably described or may be apprehended
Physical evidence is retrievable
The reported crime has just occurred

3. When one of the above conditions exists, a police officer will be dispatched. When none of the above
conditions exists, the call will be forwarded to the desk employee and the desk employee will file the
incident report. If a complainant insists on being interviewed by a police officer, one will be
dispatched.
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POLICY: It shall be the policy of this Department to respond to every report of domestic violence and to
consider domestic violence as conduct that shall be investigated, as would any other offense. Dispute
mediation will not be used as a substitute for appropriate criminal proceedings in domestic violence
cases. Department members shall protect victims of domestic violence and provide them with support
through a combination of law enforcement and community services. The Department will further promote
officer safety by ensuring that officers are fully prepared to respond to and effectively deal with domestic
violence calls for service.
Crimes committed between family or household members are serious events. This is true regardless of
the relationships or living arrangements of those involved. The purpose of this policy is to prescribe a
course of action which members of this Department shall follow in response to domestic incidents that will
enforce the law while also serving to intervene and prevent future incidents of violence.
DEFINITIONS
Domestic Incident: Any dispute, violence, or report of an offense between individuals within a family or
household where police intervention is requested. A domestic incident is not necessarily a violation of
law.
Members of the Same Family or Household: Defined as such by the Family Court Act and the Criminal
Procedure law in that they:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Are Legally Married to One Another
Were Formally Married to One Another
Are Related by Blood
Are Related by Marriage
Have a Child in Common Regardless of Whether they were Married or Lived Together at Any
Time
Are currently living together, or have previously lived together, in a significant intimate
relationship, including same-sex couples, to the extent that such relationship can be readily
discerned.
Are currently or have been involved in a significant intimate relationship, including same-sex
couples, to the extent that such relationship can be readily discerned.

Domestic Violence: Occurs when a family or household member commits or attempts to commit any of
the following which are designated as Family Offenses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attempted Assault Second Degree and Third Degree
Assault in the Second Degree and Third Degree
Reckless Endangerment First Degree and Second Degree
Menacing Second Degree and Third Degree
Disorderly Conduct (Including, for Family Court Purposes Only, Disorderly Conduct Not in a Public
Place)
Harassment First Degree and Second Degree
Aggravated Harassment Second Degree
Stalking First Degree – Fourth Degree
Criminal Mischief First Degree – Fourth Degree
Sexual Misconduct
Forcible Touching
Sexual Abuse in the Third Degree
Sexual abuse in the second degree as set forth in subdivision one of section 130.60 of the penal law
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Strangulation First Degree and Second Degree
Criminal Obstruction of Breathing or Blood Circulation
Identity Theft in the First – Third Degree
Grand Larceny in the Fourth Degree (See exceptions in 3.4 of this Chapter.)
Grand larceny in the third degree or coercion in the second degree as set forth in subdivisions one,
two and three of section 135.60 of the penal law between spouses or former spouses, or between
parent and child or between members of the same family or household except that if the respondent
would not be criminally responsible by reason of age pursuant to section 30.00 of the penal law.

Criminal Court Jurisdiction: Offenses such as attempted murder, kidnapping, rape, unlawful
imprisonment, coercion, arson or criminal mischief against another household/family member. In addition,
threats or acts of violence against the victim or others, or damaged property or harm to pets may in some
circumstances form the basis of the offenses of tampering with a witness or intimidating a victim or
witness. The criminal courts have exclusive jurisdiction over these types of offenses.
Coercive acts or conduct which, though non-criminal in nature, serve to instill fear of physical harm or
property damage. Such a pattern may involve abusive language, physical or verbal threats of damage to
jointly held marital property, or acts which violate the terms of an order of protection issued by the Family,
Criminal or Supreme Courts.
Concurrent Jurisdiction: Exists when different courts have jurisdiction over the same matter. A victim of a
Family Offense may elect to proceed in either a civil or criminal court or in both. Criminal courts and the
Family Court have concurrent jurisdiction when:
1. A designated Family Offense is alleged to have been committed, and
2. A family/household relationship exists, and
3. The alleged offender is 16 years of age or older.
(If either of the first two conditions is not met, a victim may only proceed in a criminal court for
legal relief)
PROCEDURES
1. Dispatch Procedures
1.1

A domestic incident call will be given the same priority and prompt response as any other call
for service. Staff assigned to communication functions will, whenever practicable, dispatch at
least two officers.

1.2

Upon receipt of a domestic incident call, staff assigned to communication functions will, along
with information normally gathered, make every effort to determine and relay the following
information to the responding officers:
•

Whether the suspect is present and, if not, the suspect’s description and possible
whereabouts.

•

Whether weapons or dangerous instruments are involved or known to be at the location or if
any other threats exist (e.g., dogs).

•

Whether medical assistance is needed at the scene.
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•

Whether the suspect or victim is under the influence of drugs or alcohol.

•

Whether there are children present.

•

Whether the victim has a current protective or restraining order.

•

Complaint history at that location.

•

Identity of caller (i.e., victim, neighbor, child).

1.3

The computerized registry for orders should be checked prior to the arrival of officers to inform
them of any current order of protection and its terms and conditions.

1.4

Police response to a domestic incident complaint shall not be canceled based solely upon a
follow-up call requesting such cancellation. However, the responding officers shall be advised of
the request for informational purposes, and directed to continue their response.

1.5

A domestic incident call shall not be recoded (e.g., barking dog, harassment, loud music)
without a supervisor’s review. All calls dispatched as domestic incidents shall require
completion of the Standardized Domestic Incident Form, even if the investigation indicates that
no domestic incident occurred.
2. Responding Officer Procedures
2.1

A domestic incident call signifies people are in need of help, and shall be responded to as
quickly and safely as circumstances permit.

2.2

Upon arrival at the scene, officers should be alert to sounds coming from the location to identify
what is transpiring, and wait for backup officers when appropriate.

2.3

Restore order by gaining control of the situation and separating the involved parties.

2.4

Take control of all weapons used or threatened to be used in the incident.

2.5

Locate and visually check all occupants of the location to verify their safety and well being.

2.6

Assess the need for medical attention and request that any required assistance be dispatched.

2.7

Interview all available parties and witnesses, separately if practicable.

2.8

After all interviews have been conducted, determine whether an offense has been committed;
whether an arrest should be made, and whether other action should be taken. If an arrest is
made, advise the victim that release of the suspect can occur at any time so that the victim can
take desired safety precautions.

2.9

Advise the victim of the availability of shelter and other victim services in the community, and
provide the victim with a copy of the Victim Rights Notice. If necessary, read the Victim Rights
Notice to the victim.

2.10 Collect and record potential evidence, including spontaneous utterances by parties or
witnesses. Where appropriate, canvass the area for witnesses; take photographs of injuries
and/or property damage in accordance with Department policies.
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2.11 Complete the Standard Domestic Incident Report Form and any other reports necessary to fully
document the officer’s response, whether or not an offense was committed or an arrest is made.
Provide the victim with a copy of the victim rights notice form at the scene. If a written
statement is to be taken, the statement form provided with the Domestic Incident report will be
used.
2.12 If the officer has probable cause to believe a crime has been committed, the officer will attempt
to locate and arrest a suspect who has left the scene without unnecessary delay by conducting
a search of the immediate area, obtaining information from the victim and witnesses that will aid
in apprehending the suspect, and continuing the investigation as necessary, or referring the
matter to the proper unit for follow-up investigation and arrest or warrant application.
2.13 If the search for the offender is unsuccessful and the victim has elected to remain at the scene,
advise the victim to call the Department if the offender returns.
2.14 Responding officers at the scene of a domestic incident shall provide the following assistance to
victims and, where appropriate, the children or other family or household members:
2.15 Advise all involved parties about the serious nature of domestic violence, its potential for
escalation, and of legal and social assistance available.
2.16 Assess the immediate safety and welfare of the children.
2.17 Remain at the scene until satisfied that the immediate threat of violence has passed or all
appropriate options to protect and assist the victim have been exhausted.
2.18 Provide the victim with referral information regarding domestic violence shelters and services.
2.19 Assist in arranging for transportation or take the victim and family or household members to a
place of safety.
3. Officer Arrest Procedures
3.1

All warrantless arrests shall be made in conformance with section 140.10 of the Criminal
Procedure Law and applicable Department policy and procedure. It is the responsibility of all
officers to be thoroughly familiar with and guide their actions in accordance with CPL 140.10
and Department policy and procedure.

3.2

In all domestic incidents where a law has been violated, in addition to enforcing the law, the
objective is to protect the victim. The victim should not be informed about or requested to make
a civilian arrest when the officer may make a lawful warrantless arrest. The purpose of this
policy is to take the burden of an arrest decision away from the victim, who may be ill-prepared
to undertake it due to social, economic, psychological or other pressures and constraints. Even
if the victim actively intercedes and requests that no arrest be made, a lawful warrantless arrest
based on probable cause shall be made in accordance with CPL 140.10.

3.3

In the following specific circumstances, without attempting to reconcile the parties or mediate,
an arrest shall be made when the officer has probable cause to believe that the following
violations have occurred;

3.4

Any felony against a member of the same family or household (except certain forms of Grand
Larceny 4th  Penal Law 155.30 [3], [4], [9] or [10].
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3.5

Any misdemeanor constituting a Family Offense.

3.6

A violation of an order of protection committed through the failure of the persons to whom it was
directed to comply with a “stay away” provision of such order, or through the commission of a
Family Offense. The order must be one issued pursuant to sections 240 or 252 of the Domestic
Relations Law; Articles 4, 5, 6 or 8 of the Family Court Act; or section 530.12 of the Criminal
Procedure Law, and it must have been duly served, or the person to whom it was directed has
actual knowledge of it because he or she was present in court when the order was issued.

3.7

Officers are reminded that there is no requirement that a crime (felony or misdemeanor) must
occur in the officer’s presence to authorize an arrest. A lawful warrantless arrest may, and often
is, founded upon factors other than the officer’s direct observations. They include, but are not
limited to, factors such as visible physical injury, property damage, signs of disruption at the
scene, or statements made by the victim, children or other witnesses.

3.8

When an officer has probable cause and is required to effect an arrest under this policy, the
following examples are not valid reasons for failing to adhere to such policy:
•
•
•
•

There may be financial consequences caused by an arrest
The complaint has made prior frequent calls
The involved parties appear to be impaired by alcohol or drugs
The offender gives verbal assurance that he or she will not harm the victim

4. Cross Complaints
4.1

Officers are not required to arrest both parties when physical force was used against each
other, but shall attempt to learn which party may have lawfully used physical force in
accordance with Article 35 of the Penal Law.

5. Civilian Arrests
5.1

When the officer lacks legal authority to make a warrantless arrest, the victim should be
informed of the opportunity to make a civilian arrest. The officer as provided for in this policy,
however, shall not use such an arrest, as a substitute for an authorized arrest.

5.2

In all arrests, other than civilian arrests, the officer shall emphasize to the victim and the alleged
offender that the criminal action is being initiated by the State and not the victim.

6. Family Offense Arrest Processing
6.1

Officers will provide victims of a Family Offense with the following information:
•

That there is concurrent jurisdiction with respect to family offenses in both Family Court and
the criminal courts. Victims of family offenses may proceed in either or both the Family and
Criminal courts.

•

That a Family Court proceeding is a civil proceeding for purposes of attempting to stop the
violence, end the family disruption, and obtain protection.

•

That a proceeding in the criminal courts is for the purpose of prosecuting the alleged
offender and can result in a criminal conviction of the offender.
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•

That a proceeding subject to the provisions of Section 812 of the Family Court Act is initiated
at the time of the filing of a petition, not at the time of arrest or request for arrest (when
Family court is not in session a criminal court may issue a Family Court Order of Protection).

•

That an arrest may precede the initiation of a Family Court or a criminal court proceeding,
but an arrest is not a requirement for commencing either proceeding. The arrest of an
alleged offender shall be made under circumstances described in subdivision four of section
140.10 of the Criminal Procedure Law.

6.2

When a victim wishes to proceed in a criminal court, provide advice that the victim is not
required to be present at arraignment. If an order of protection is desired, the court should be
advised of such request.

6.3

Booking procedures, fingerprinting and photographing shall conform to current Department
procedures and section 160.10 of the Criminal Procedure Law.

7. Non-Family Offenses Arrest Processing
7.1

7.2

7.3

Offenses that are not designated Family Offenses, but which occur in domestic incident
situations cannot be handled in Family Court. Criminal courts have exclusive jurisdiction over
these acts (e.g., murder or attempted murder, criminal possession of a weapon, rape, unlawful
imprisonment).
Booking procedures, fingerprinting and photographing shall conform to current Department
procedures and section 160.10 of the Criminal Procedure Law.
Although the violation of an order of protection is not a designated Family Offense, the Family
Court has concurrent jurisdiction to enforce such an order when issued by it.

8. Orders Of Protection
The following policy shall be followed in the enforcement of an order of protection:
8.1

The on-scene officer shall make an evaluation of the facts and circumstances surrounding the
incident.

8.2

A lawful warrantless arrest may be made based on probable cause even though the protected
person may be unable to present a valid copy of the order, but the officer shall attempt to verify
the existence and terms of the order through Department records or NYSPIN. However, if the
order is not produced or its existence cannot be verified, the officer should proceed as though
an order of protection does not exist.

8.3

Where an officer receives a complaint from a protected person or has an independent basis to
believe that an order of protection has been violated, and has probable cause to believe that the
terms of such order have been violated, an arrest shall be made for the appropriate degree of
criminal contempt regardless of whether the prohibited conduct occurred in the officer’s
presence. A copy of the order of protection shall be attached to the court accusatory instrument.

8.4

If an arrest is made for violating an order of protection, the officer should attempt to obtain a
deposition stating that the terms of the order were violated and a description of the behavior
constituting the alleged offense.

8.5

In instances where the conduct prohibited by the order of protection is also constituting another
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offense, the offender shall be charged with violation of the order of protection (e.g. criminal
contempt) and the independent offense.
8.6

In any case where an arrest has been made for violation of a criminal court order of protection,
it is advisable for the protected person to be present at arraignment.

9. Out-of-State Orders
9.1

Orders of Protection issued in another State shall be given full-faith and credit in New York.
When an officer is presented with an order of protection issued in a state other that New York or
by a tribal court, the officer shall attempt to determine its validity, similar to assessment of a
New York order. Unless clearly invalid, an out-of-state order will be presumed to be valid, and
shall be enforced in the criminal court with jurisdiction over the acts constituting the offense.

9.2

If the validity of the out-of-state order is in question, the officer should arrest for a substantive
charge if warranted, rather than for a violation of the order.

10. Firearms
10.1 Upon arresting an individual who is licensed to carry, possess, repair, or dispose of firearms,
the arresting officer will confiscate the license and all weapons. Notify the arraignment court
that the alleged offender is so licensed and also advise the court of the licensing authority and
county of issuance.
10.2 If in the investigating officers’ judgment, legally possessed weapons are deemed to create a
risk of violence or injury, they will be confiscated for safekeeping.
10.3 If the individual from which the weapons were confiscated has a valid pistol permit, the permit
will be confiscated and the licensing authority will be notified.
10.4 If a current order of protection exists, a gun holder is prohibited from possessing a firearm
(handgun/long gun), pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 922 (g) (8). In such cases, confiscate any pistol
permit and guns.
Appearance Tickets And Bail
10.5 Following an on-scene arrest for a crime arising from a domestic incident, the officer shall
remove the alleged offender from the scene and complete pre-arraignment booking procedures
in accordance with Department policy and section 160.10 of the Criminal Procedure Law.
10.6 Officers shall not assure victims that an arrested individual will remain in custody overnight
because of the provisions of this policy. Such assurances to the victim might influence decisions
regarding safety precautions that the victim may take.
11. Domestic Incident Report Form
11.1 All Domestic Incidents will be documented on a Domestic Incident Report, DCJS-3221-6/2005.
The information required for completion of the report is specifically identified on the report form
subject to the following additional instructions.
11.2 The Department's ORI number is NY0590400.
11.3 Incident Types identified in Article 3.03 of the Manual of Procedure should be used to identify
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the incident in the "Offenses and OP section."
11.4 The "Any Injuries-Describe" box requires a coded entry:
Code
N
ABB
PII
SL
LT
U
OMI
AMI
UNK
OTH

Meaning
None
Apparent Broken Bones
Possible Internal Injuries
Severe Lacerations
Loss of Teeth
Unconscious
Other Major Injury
Apparent Minor Injury
Unknown
Other (Describe in the narrative)

11.5 The victim's copy of the report itself will be available to the victim, and the victim will be advised
that this copy will be available at the Records Unit after 9:00 a.m. on the next business day.

12. Resources
12.1 The following services are also available for persons involved in domestic incidents:
Resource

Telephone

Community Resources Coordinator
Statewide Hotline

Pace Women’s Justice Center
The Northern Westchester Shelter Inc.
My Sisters’ Place
Domestic Violence Unit, Westchester County D.A.
Protective Services for Adults

13. Additional Functions
13.1 The Department will maintain a current listing of agencies that provide aid to victims of domestic
violence. Officers will refer to these agencies when appropriate.
13.2 Officers will arrange for the transport and accommodation of victims of domestic violence and
their children at available shelters or other places of safety, or will assist in making such
arrangements.
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13.3 Where victims of domestic violence are incapacitated by physical, mental or emotional
impairments, officers will consult with Adult Protective Services and assist, where appropriate, in
supportive interventions.
13.4 Officers and communications personnel should be trained on an ongoing basis in this policy, the
problem of domestic violence, the applicable statutes concerning domestic violence and the
criminalization trend to reduce domestic violence.
13.5 The Department shall designate specific personnel to periodically review the adequacy of this
policy, assess and enforce compliance with its provisions by Department personnel, and make
recommendations to the head of the Department of any indicated revisions deemed necessary
to improve or enhance the implementation of this policy.
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Policy: It will be the policy of this Department to fully investigate every complaint of Domestic
Violence lodged against a police officer or peace officer as defined in the New York State
Criminal Procedure Law.
Procedure: In addition to the guidelines contained in Article 4.01 of this manual, the following
steps will be taken in Domestic Violence investigations involving police officers or peace officers:
1. When a police officer from this Department is involved in a domestic incident that requires
police intervention and the incident occurs within the confines of the City of New Rochelle, a
police supervisor will be dispatched to the scene along with the investigating police officers. A
PD 37 will be filed by the responding supervisor and forwarded to the involved officer’s division
commander.
2. When a police officer from this Department is involved in a domestic incident that requires
police intervention and the incident occurs outside of the City of New Rochelle, the officer will
immediately notify the tour commander on duty and advise him of the incident. Upon receipt
of this information, the tour commander will notify the responding police agency and obtain all
pertinent information relating to the incident. A PD 37 will be filed by the tour commander and
forwarded to the involved officer’s division commander.
3. If the officer involved incident results in the officer being arrested, the Internal Affairs Unit
officer will be notified and will respond to the command where the incident occurred and an
internal investigation of the officer’s conduct will be initiated. The involved officer’s division
commander will also be notified and may also respond to the incident after assessing the
available facts and determining if his involvement in the immediate internal investigation is
necessary.
4. If a domestic incident involving a police officer or peace officer from another jurisdiction occurs
within the city of New Rochelle, a supervisor will be dispatched to the scene along with the
investigating officers. If the complaint necessitates the filing of the incident on a Standardized
Domestic Incident Form as dictated by Article 4.01, the supervisory officer who responded to
the incident will notify the involved officer’s command of the incident.
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Policy: This addition to the New Rochelle Police Department Domestic Violence policy is
designed to establish protocol and implement the use of the Lethality Assessment Program (LAP)
at domestic violence calls for service. It is the policy of the New Rochelle Police Department to
use the Lethality Assessment at the scene of an Intimate Partner domestic violence incident to
identify victims of domestic violence in potentially lethal situations, and follow the established
criteria to place those victims in immediate and direct contact with a domestic violence service
program hotline advocate. Officers administering the Lethality Assessment shall ask the victim
the Lethality Screen questions and, when a victim is assessed as being in High-Danger, call the
High-Risk Hotline to speak to an advocate solely for the purposes of safety planning and an
introduction to advocacy.
Definitions:
Intimate Partners: Intimate partners are persons who are, or have been involved, in an intimate
relationship who:
1. Are married, separated, or divorced;
2. Live or have lived together;
3. Have children in common; or
4. Date, or have dated, but do not live, or never have lived together.
Intimate Partner Violence: Domestic violence between intimate partners.
Lethality Screen: The evidence-based field instrument used by trained practitioners to assess a
person who is a victim of intimate partner violence for his/her risk of being killed by an intimate
partner. The form is titled Domestic Violence Lethality Screen, in English, PD 128, and in
Spanish, PD 128S.
High Danger: A term used for a victim who has been assessed through use of the LAP and
Lethality Screen as being at the greatest risk of being killed. The victim is said to be at HighDanger.
Procedure: In addition to the guidelines contained in Articles 4.01 and 4.01A of this manual, the
following steps will be taken in Domestic Violence investigations involving an intimate partner:
1. Response
1.1 In addition to the procedures outlined in the Department Policy regarding Domestic
Incidents, the responding officer shall complete the Lethality Screen when he/she
responds to a domestic violence complaint involving intimate parties and one or more of
the following conditions exist:
A. There is reason to believe an assault or an act that constitutes domestic violence has
occurred, whether or not there is an arrest.
B. There is a belief or sense on the part of the responding officer that once the victim is
no longer in the care or presence of the responding officer the potential for assault or
danger is high.
C. Repeated calls for domestic violence complaints at the same location or involving the
same parties.
D. The responding officer believes one should be administered based on his/her
experience and training and instinct.
E. A Domestic Incident Report will be completed and there is an intimate partner
relationship regardless of the commission of a crime.
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2. Lethality Screen Questions
2.1 Advise the victim in a positive, supportive tone that she/he will be asked a series of
questions to help the officer determine the immediate potential for danger to the victim.
2.2 Administer the Lethality Screen outside the presence, hearing and awareness of the
abusive partner. If children are present, every effort should be made to not have the
children present when the questions are asked.
2.3 Ask the questions in the order they are listed on the form and in the manner in which they
are written.
2.4 Ask all the questions in assessing the victim. The more questions the victim responds to
positively, the clearer and more immediate the potential for danger is to the victim.
2.5 While it may not be possible, every attempt should be made to ask the questions to the
victim and if there is any clarity needed, officers should pause to offer the clarity to obtain
an accurate answer.
3. Assessing the Responses to the Lethality Questions: High Danger
3.1 A single “yes” or positive response by the victim to questions #1, 2 or 3 reflects a HighDanger situation and automatically triggers the hotline call. Officers shall still ask the
remaining questions, as they will help the officer gather a more comprehensive
understanding of the victim’s situation before calling the hotline. Doing so will also allow
the victim to assimilate lethality predictors that indicate that she/he is at risk of being
killed by her/his intimate partner. It will also allow the advocate on the hotline to perform
safety planning based on the totality of the screening and circumstances surrounding the
high risk.
3.2 If the victim gives negative responses to questions #1-3, but positive responses to four or
more of questions #4 thru 11, this reflects a High-Danger situation and triggers the hotline
call.
3.3 “No” or negative responses to all of the assessment questions, or positive responses to
less than four of questions #4 thru 11, may still trigger the hotline call if the responding
officer believes it is appropriate. The officer should ask the victim the following question:
“Is there anything else that worries you about your safety? If yes, what worries you?”
The response to the question may aid the officer in his/her assessment.
3.4 The officer may also assess a victim as High-Danger if the officer believes it is
appropriate when:
A. The victim declines to answer all the questions on the Lethality Screen, or
B. The victim does not answer one or several of the questions so that the victim does
not respond “yes” to enough questions to be assessed as High-Danger according to
protocol.
C. If the victim’s responses do not reflect High-Danger, but the officer’s “read” of the
situation indicates High-Danger, the officer should make the hotline call.
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4. Assessing the Responses to the Lethality Questions: Non-High Danger
4.1 If the victim is not assessed as High-Danger after the Lethality Screen is completed, the
officer shall:
A. Advise the victim that “domestic violence is dangerous and sometimes fatal.”
B. Inform the victim to watch for the signs listed in the assessment because they may
convey to the victim that she/he is at an increased level of danger.
C. Refer the victim to the department’s LAP representative assigned to the Criminal
Investigations Unit. The officer should volunteer to call the hotline for the victim if the
victim would like to speak with the hotline. If the victim agrees, the officer does not
need to remain on the scene during the victim-advocate conversation in the NONHIGH DANGER scenario.
D. Provide the victim with the case number, the officer’s contact information or the
number of another agency contact if the officer would not be available, in case the
victim wants to talk further or needs help.
5. High-Danger Victims and the Hotline Call
5.1 If a High-Danger assessment is made the hotline call shall be implemented as follows:
A. Advise the victim that her/his situation has indicated to the officer that the victim is at
an increased level of danger, and that people in the victim’s situation have been
killed or seriously injured. Convey this information in an understanding manner but
do not minimize the risk of the situation and the value of the information.
B. Advise the victim that you would like to call the Westchester County High Risk hotline
and invite the victim to speak with a hotline advocate. In communicating with the
victim, be encouraging and supportive.
5.2 If the victim initially declines to speak with the hotline advocate, the officer shall:
A. Tell the victim that the officer will still contact the domestic violence hotline to receive
guidance on how to proceed with the situation and offer the safety planning based on
the totality of the circumstances and the responses to the LAP screening tool;
B. Tell the victim that she/he may decline to speak with the hotline, but that the officer
would like the victim to reconsider speaking with the hotline advocate; and
C. While the officer is still on the phone with the hotline advocate, the officer asks the
victim if she/he has reconsidered and would now like to speak with the hotline
advocate.
D. If the victim continues to decline to speak with the hotline advocate the officer should
do the same thing, he/she would do for a victim who was not assessed as HighDanger, including conveying information that the hotline advocate has suggested
about safety planning and requesting a safe phone number for an advocate to follow
up with the victim.
5.3 If the victim agrees to speak with a hotline advocate:
A. The officer shall call the Westchester County Domestic Violence High Risk Team
through the Westchester Medical Center LAP line at
, introduce
him/herself, and advise the hotline advocate that he/she has made a High Danger
assessment. The officer shall provide responses to a brief set of questions prompted
by the hotline advocate.
B. During the conversation between the hotline advocate and the victim, the officer shall
stay on the scene and allow the victim privacy while she/he speaks with the hotline.
C. At the appropriate time during the conversation between the victim and the hotline
advocate, the hotline advocate will ask to speak with the officer to conclude the call.
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D. The officer shall be guided by the discussion with the hotline advocate for further
assistance. Officers shall provide reasonable assistance to the victim if help is
requested, such as transporting the victim to a safe place, with supervisory approval.
6. Completed Lethality Screens
6.1 Officers who have completed Lethality Screens shall submit them by the end of the
officer’s shift.
6.2 The approving supervisor shall make the necessary notifications via inter-departmental email of any assessment that has triggered any advocate contact. This will allow officers
that respond to the same address in the future to be aware of the high danger
assessment.
6.3 The Lethality Screen will be forwarded to the Criminal Investigations Division for follow up
by the LAP agency representative.
7. LAP Agency Representative
7.1 The designated LAP Agency representative shall:
A. Maintain a file of all Lethality Screens.
B. Generally, oversee and monitor the progress of the LAP.
C. Serve as a liaison, communicate, and meet with participating LAP agency
representatives and agencies.
D. Facilitate training.
8. Training
8.1 LAP training shall be provided by LAP-trained staff to all new officers before the
conclusion of their probationary period.
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POLICY: This Department will comply with and process all Criminal and Family Court Orders of
Protection in accordance the provisions the Family Protection and Domestic Violence Intervention Act of
1994.
DEFINITIONS
Order of Protection: A Family or Criminal Court order setting forth reasonable conditions of behavior to be
observed by a petitioner or respondent for the duration of such order.
Order of Protection Registry: The NYSPIN on-line computerized registry of Orders of Protection.
PROCEDURE
1.

This Department will accept, immediately process; and, if requested, immediately attempt to
serve all valid Criminal or Family Court orders properly delivered to the Police Desk or Records
Unit.

2.

If the bearer of the Order advises that he or she has or will arrange for service of the Order, this
Department will enter the police copy of the Order into its records system for future reference and
response. If the Records Unit is open for business, the bearer of the Order will be directed to
deliver the police copy of the Order to that Unit for processing. If the Records Unit is closed the
Desk will accept the police copy of the Order and place it at the end of the Orders of Protection
file at the Desk for immediate temporary reference. Records Unit staff will retrieve such copies
and process them during regular Records Unit hours.

3.

If the bearer requests service by this Department, reasonable effort will be made to accomplish
service as soon as possible.

4.

During those hours when the Records Unit is open for business, the bearer of the Order will be
directed to that Unit. Records Unit staff will enter reference information on the Order into the
Department computer system, and immediately return the Order to the Desk. Records Unit staff
will file the police copy of the Order into the Orders of Protection file at the Desk and deliver the
respondent's copy and Affidavit of Service to the desk supervisor for immediate action.

5.

During those hours when the Records Unit is closed, the Desk will accept the Order. The desk
supervisor will place the police copy of the Order at the end of the Orders of Protection file
(Records Unit staff will retrieve this copy during Records business hours, process it and return it
to the Desk file). The Desk will also take immediate action on the Order.

6.

After processing as provided above, the police sector unit responsible for patrol of the area of the
respondent's address will be dispatched as soon as possible to attempt service. The details and
results of this attempt will be documented on an Incident Report. If service is accomplished, the
Affidavit of Service and Incident Report will be returned to the Desk immediately. If the attempt to
serve is unsuccessful, the reporting officer will retain the Order in the sector car, attempt service
later if possible, and advise his/her relief if the Order is still in the sector car at the end of the tour.
All sector patrol personnel will advise their reliefs of all outstanding Orders in their cars at the end
of their tours. When service is finally accomplished, a new Incident Report will be generated
documenting service.

7.

Upon receipt of an Incident Report documenting completed service of an Order of Protection, the
desk supervisor will direct that record of this service be entered into the Registry of Orders of
Protection in the NYSPIN System. Alarm entry information will be added to the incident report and
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the Affidavit of Service and complete Incident Report forwarded to the Records Unit according to
standard operating procedure.
If NYSPIN will not accept entry of this record, documentation of this failure to accept will be added
to the narrative of the report. The report will be retained by the Communications Unit and entered
as soon as possible. Communications officers will be responsible for administering such
unentered reports.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to work in cooperation with the Child Protective Services
and the District Attorney’s office in all cases involving the physical or sexual abuse of a child.
DEFINITIONS
Emergency Situations: These involve situations in which Child Protective Services receives reports of
suspected severe physical abuse or an apparent one-time forcible rape of a child by a parent, guardian,
or caretaker or where the Child Protective Services worker anticipates danger to his/her own safety.
Non-Emergency Situations: These cases are situations where there has been a Child Protective Services
report which describes a history of ongoing sexual or physical abuse of a child by a parent, guardian, or
caretaker as distinguished from the isolated emergency situations. Note that these Child Protective
Services reports are often characterized by a lack of detail and, as such, serve only to initiate an
investigation and are in no way to serve as a basis themselves for the filing of a criminal charge.
PROCEDURE
In order to bring about a coordinated effort among Child Protective Services, the police, and the District
Attorney, the following procedures will be observed in all Emergency and Non-Emergency situations:
1. Emergency Situation
1.1 When Child Protective makes notification to the Department Services that an emergency
situation exists, the police response will be immediate and the appropriate police units will be
dispatched to assist with the investigation.
1.2 The police and the Child Protective Services will then develop a coordinated intervention
strategy for the handling of the case. Particular attention needs to be given to securing the safety
of the child-victim as well as other children in the family based upon information obtained at the
initial on scene interviews. Child Protective Services and the police will respond to these
emergency situations together and every effort should be made to coordinate the joint
intervention. If, however, the police are unable to respond immediately in a given situation, the
Child Protective Services worker will respond on his or her own.
1.3 The initial on-the-scene interview with the child-victim is to be conducted by the Child Protective
Services worker and the police. Each interview should be handled on a case by case basis. If it
is determined that the child-victim is reluctant to speak with both a police officer and the Child
Protective Services worker, then the parties should determine who, in light of the circumstances
of a particular situation, can more effectively conduct the interview. If one party conducts the
initial interview with the child, any information obtained will be shared with the other party and a
decision made as to whom should interview the alleged perpetrator, any other children in the
household and obtain medical information.
1.4 In emergency situations, any physical evidence should be collected and secured by the police.
Discovery of evidence which tends to support the allegations of abuse should be shared with the
Child Protective Services worker as soon as results are available in order to aid the Child
Protective Services’ investigation and Family Court process where appropriate.

1.5 Note, that upon Child Protective Services' receipt of the report of suspected abuse, the central
Child Protective Services office (White Plains) will notify the Domestic Violence and Child Abuse
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Bureau (DV/CAB) and the Homicide Bureau of the District Attorney's office in a child death
situation. Any subsequent interviews by the District Attorney in preparation for Grand Jury or trial
will be on notice to the County Attorney’s office. Should the County Attorney's office seek to be
present at the interview, efforts will be made to coordinate same.
2. Non-Emergency Situation
2.1 An immediate police response is not necessary in non-emergency situations. Usually, Child
Protective Services will notify the police upon receipt of the information and advise that a Child
Protective Services worker has been dispatched to the scene (usually the home) to interview the
child-victim, any other children in the household, the parents, and the alleged perpetrator(s).
Thus, where there is no apparent evidence of present injury to the child victim, the appropriate
police response is to be within a reasonable time of the Child Protective Services' call (within 24
hours), as distinguished from an immediate police response in the case of an emergency
situation. The reason that these initial interviews are to be conducted by Child Protective
Services is so that the Child Protective Services worker can secure information as to make a
decision regarding the immediate safety of the child/children. Additionally, the nature of these
non-emergency cases is such that generally there is no physical evidence to be secured and, as
such, there is no need for immediate police response. Often in these cases the principal
evidence consists of the child's description of the perpetrator's behavior, as well as statements
and/or admissions by the perpetrator himself. Accordingly, it has been observed in these
situations that a perpetrator is more willing to speak about the incident with a Child Protective
Services worker than a police officer. This occurs since the perpetrator feels less threatened with
the repercussions of the disclosure because the emphasis at this point is on securing the safety
of the child/ children.
2.2 The Child Protective Services worker will inform the police of the outcome of the initial interviews
so that the police may begin their own investigation, if warranted. The local Child Protective
Services district office will likewise inform the Domestic Violence and Child Abuse Bureau of the
outcome of the initial interviews. An Assistant District Attorney of the Domestic Violence and
Child Abuse Bureau will next interview the child/children in an attempt to decide whether or not a
criminal prosecution is warranted. This is only in the cases where no arrest has yet been made.
2.3 Should there be evidence that warrants the filing of a criminal charge, the police will interview the
child subsequent to the Child Protective Services interview and prior to the filing of a criminal
charge. This interview should be conducted on notice to the District Attorney so that efforts to
interview the child are coordinated, thus effectively reducing the number of child interviews. In
accordance with this objective, efforts should be made to have the child-victim brought to the
District Attorney's office (Domestic Violence and Child Abuse Bureau) for the coordinated
interview by the police and Assistant District Attorney handling the case.
2.4 In both emergency and non-emergency situations it is essential that the agencies involved (Child
Protective Services, police, and DA) cooperate with one another so that the number of interviews
the child-victim is subjected to are kept to a minimum.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to investigate all complaints of child abuse and neglect
and, where appropriate, to take the necessary measures to protect the life and health of abused and
neglected children.
DEFINITIONS
Form DSS-2221-A: New York State Department of Social Services form the filing of which is mandated by
Section 415 of the Social Services Law in all cases of suspected child abuse and maltreatment. (Forms
are located at the complaint desk.)
Child Abuse: An "Abused Child" is a child less than sixteen years of age whose parent or other person
legally responsible for his care:
•
•
•

Inflicts or allows to be inflicted upon the child serious physical injury; or
Creates or allows to be created a substantial risk of physical injury; or
Commits or allows to be committed against the child a sexual offense as defined in the Penal Law.
(NYS FCA 1012)

Neglected Child: A 'Neglected Child" is a child less than eighteen years of age who has had serious
physical injury inflicted upon him by other than accidental means; or a child less than eighteen years of
age whose physical, mental, or emotional condition has been impaired or is in danger of becoming
impaired as a result of the failure of his parent or other person legally responsible for his care to exercise
a minimum degree of care:
•
•
•
•
•
•

In supplying the child with adequate food, clothing, shelter, education, medical, surgical care, though
financially able to do so or offered financial or other reasonable means to do so; or
In providing the child with proper supervision or guardianship; or
By unreasonable inflicting, or allowing to be inflicted, harm or a substantial risk thereof, including the
infliction of excessive corporal punishment; or
By using a drug or drugs; or
By using alcoholic beverages to the extent that he loses self-control of his actions; or
By any other acts of a similarly serious nature requiring the aid of the Family Court.

Temporary Removal with Consent: A police officer may remove a child from the place where he is
residing with the written consent of his parent or other person legally responsible for his care, if the child
is an abused or neglected child as defined in the Family Court Act.
Emergency Removal: A police officer shall take all necessary measures to protect a child's life or health,
including, when appropriate, taking or keeping a child in protective custody without the consent of his
parent or legal guardian when there is reasonable cause to believe that the child is in such circumstances
or condition that his continuing in said place of residence or in the care and custody of the parent or
person legally responsible for the child's care presents an imminent danger to the child's life or health and
there is not time enough to file for a temporary order of removal from the Family Court.
PROCEDURE
There are many situations where a police officer may become aware of a child that is abused or
neglected and no notice of abuse or neglect has been made to the Statewide Central Register of Child
Abuse and Maltreatment. In such situations the officer will initiate a report to the statewide registry and
take whatever appropriate police action is needed to safeguard the child and lead to a resolution of the
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problem. Officers investigating incidents involving abused or neglected children will observe the following
guidelines:
1. Reporting Procedures
1.1

Reports of suspected child abuse or neglect will be made immediately by telephone
and in writing within 48 hours after such oral report has been made. Written report
will be made on form DSS-2221-A (Written report will be forwarded to the local child protective
service).

2. Securing Evidence
2.1

In cases where physical trauma is visible on the body of a child victim, the investigating officer
will have photographs of the injury taken. If medically indicated, the investigating officer will also
have a radiological examination performed on the child.

3. Taking a Child Into Protective Custody
3.1

In Circumstances where an officer believes a child is abused or neglected, the officer may take
the child into custody with the consent of the child's parent or legal guardian. Where the parent
or guardian refuses to give such consent and the officer feels the child is in “Imminent Danger",
he may take the child into protective custody without the parent or guardian's consent. The
examples below may constitute imminent danger and may call for the emergency removal of a
child:
•

The maltreatment in the home, present or potential, is such that a child could suffer
permanent danger to body or mind if left there.

•

Although a child is in immediate need of medical or psychiatric care, the parents refuse to
obtain it.

•

A child's physical and/or emotional damage is such that the child needs an extremely
supportive environment in which to recuperate and it is assessed that the child's home
would be inadequate.

•

Evidence suggests that the parents are torturing the child or systematically resorting to
physical force that bears no relation to reasonable discipline.

•

The physical environment of the home presents an immediate threat to the health and
safety of the child.

•

Evidence suggests that parental anger and discomfort with the investigation will be directed
toward the child in the form of severe retaliation against him or her.

•

Evidence suggests that the parent's physical condition presents a threat to the child.

•

The family has a history of keeping the child at home and away from peers, school, or other
outsiders.

•

The parent, parents or legal guardian abandons the child.
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4. Actions to be Taken After an Emergency Removal is Effected
4.1

If a decision is made to effect an emergency removal, the Child Protective Service will be
immediately notified at

4.2

If the child is in need of immediate medical attention, he/she will be brought to the emergency
room.

4.3

If the child is not in need of immediate medical attention, he/she will be brought to headquarters
and taken to the PACT Unit, if it is open, or to another part of the building that is isolated from
the general public.

4.4

Upon the arrival of the CPS representative the child will be placed in his/her custody for
placement.

5. Mandatory Reporting of Deaths
5.1

If there is reasonable cause to suspect that a child died as a result of abuse or maltreatment,
notification will be made to the office of the Medical Examiner and an autopsy will be requested.
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POLICY: Notification will be made to school authorities and prior approval received before a member of
this Department enters a school to remove or interview a student. A Police Supervisor will be notified.
Parental/Guardian consent will also be obtained before a student less than eighteen years of age is
interviewed or removed from a school facility.
PROCEDURE
1. Removing a Student from School
1.1

Where it becomes necessary in the course of an investigation to remove a student who is
eighteen years or older from a school or school grounds, the investigating officer will first
receive the approval of the school principal before removing the student.

2. Interviewing a Student at the School
2.1

Where it becomes necessary in the course of an investigation to interview a student who is
eighteen years or older at his/her school, the investigating officer will first receive the approval
of a parent/guardian and the school principal before conducting the interview.

3. Removing a Student less than Eighteen Years of Age from School
3.1

If a student is less than eighteen years of age, the investigating officer must first obtain the
consent of that student's parent/guardian before proceeding to the school. If the consent is
granted then the officer will proceed as in section one.

4. Interviewing a Student Less than Eighteen Years of Age at the School
4.1

If a student is under the age of Eighteen years, the investigating officer must first obtain the
consent of that student's parent/guardian before proceeding to the school. If the consent is
granted then the officer will proceed as in section two.

5. Interrogation and Taking of Statements from Juveniles
5.1

Members of the Department will not interrogate or take statements from juveniles (under
eighteen years of age) without first obtaining the consent of the juvenile's parent/guardian. No
statements shall be signed by a juvenile without the prior approval of the juvenile’s
parent/guardian.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of the Department to enforce the laws of the State of New York and to arrest
juveniles when they have committed a criminal act proscribed by law. It will also be the policy of the
Department to ensure that juveniles are accorded the same constitutional safeguards afforded
to adults and when taken into custody are segregated from adult prisoners and the general public. The
identity of an individual arrested as a juvenile will not be released to the press or the general public.
DEFINITIONS
Designated Felony: An act which, if done by an adult, would be a crime as defined in the Family Court
Act, section 301.2(8) and variously affecting persons 13, 14, and 15 years of age. Since these persons
are also juvenile delinquents, actions involving a designated felony are handled by the County Attorney.
Infancy: A defense described in the Penal Law that states that a person less than 18 years of age is not
criminally responsible for his conduct.
Juvenile Delinquent (JD): A person over 7 and less than 18 years of age, who, having committed an act
that would constitute a crime if committed by an adult, (a) is not criminally responsible for such conduct by
reason of infancy, or (b) is the defendant in an action ordered removed from a criminal court to the family
court pursuant to article 725 of the CPL. Juveniles, less than 16 years of age, cannot be charged with
a violation. The County Attorney or Corporation Counsel handles actions against juvenile delinquents. In
addition, refer to Penal Law section 265.05.
Juvenile Offenders (JO): The District Attorney, in the “Youth Part” of Criminal Court, prosecutes Juvenile
Offenders. A Juvenile Delinquent becomes a Juvenile Offender when he commits any of the following
crimes and is:
13, 14, or 15 years of age:

Murder 2nd Degree, PL. 1 25.25 subd. 1 & 2

14 and 15 years of age:

Murder 2nd Degree, PL.1 25.25 subd. 1, 2, & 3
Att. Murder 2nd Degree, PL. 125.25, subd. 1 & 2
Manslaughter 1st Degree, PL. 125.20
Assault 1st. Degree, PL. 120.10, subd. 1 & 2
Rape 1st Degree, PL.130.35, subd. 1 & 2
Sodomy 1st Degree, PL.130.50, subd. 1 & 2
Aggravated Sexual Abuse, PL. 130.70
Att. Kidnapping or Kidnapping 1st Degree, PL. 135.25
Burglary 1st Degree, PL.140.30
Burglary 2nd Degree, PL.140.25, subd. 1
Arson 1st Degree, PL.150.20
Arson 2nd Degree, PL.150.15
Robbery 1st Degree, PL.160.15
Robbery 2nd Degree, PL. 1 60.10, subd. 2
Criminal Poss. Weapon 2nd Degree on School Grounds, PL 265.03
Criminal Poss. Weapon 3rd Degree on School Grounds, PL 265.02, subd. 4

Adolescent Offender (AO): The District Attorney, in the “Youth Part” of Criminal Court, prosecutes
Adolescent Offenders that are 16 and 17 years of age that commit a felony level crime.
Designated Felony: A juvenile is identified as a Designated Felon when he/she is:
• Arrested for an A or B felony and is 11 or 12 years of age; or
• Arrested for an A, B, or C felony and is 13, 14, or 15 years of age.
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Person In Need of Supervision (PINS): A person less than 18 years of age who is truant or incorrigible, or
who is ungovernable or habitually disobedient and beyond the lawful control of a parent or other authority,
or who is in unlawful possession of 25 grams or more of marijuana (Section 221.05 NYS Penal Law) and
is deemed to be in need of supervision or treatment as prescribed by the family court. A juvenile deemed
as a PINS maybe handcuffed but cannot be placed in secured custody. When dealing with a PINS
warrant during non-court hours, contact
at
or
to obtain
further direction.
Secure Detention (Defined by Federal Guidelines): Pursuant to Federal guidelines, “a secure detention or
confinement status has occurred within a jail or lockup facility when a juvenile is physically detained or
confined in a locked room, set of rooms, or a cell that is designated, set aside or used for the specific
purpose of securely detaining persons who are in law enforcement custody. Secure detention or
confinement may result either from being placed in such a room or enclose and/or from being physically
secured to a cuffing rail or other stationary object.”
Non-Secure Custody (Defined by Federal Guidelines): A juvenile may be in law enforcement custody and,
therefore, not free to leave or depart from the presence of a law enforcement officer or at liberty to leave
the premises of a law enforcement facility, but not be in secure detention or confinement status. The
following police criteria, if satisfied, will constitute non-secure custody of a juvenile in a building that
houses an adult jail or lockup: The area(s) where the juvenile is held is an unlocked multipurpose area,
such as a lobby, office, or interrogation room not designed for secure detention. The juvenile is not
physically secured to a cuffing rail or other stationary object during the period of custody in the facility.
The use of the area(s) is limited to providing non-secure custody only long enough and for the purposes
of identification, investigation, processing, release to parents, or arranging transfer to an appropriate
juvenile facility or to court.
PROCEDURE
The following procedures will be observed in all incidents involving the arrest of juveniles:
1. Juveniles who are arrested and taken into custody may be transported in any department vehicle.
Juveniles who have been arrested, especially if combative or the suspected of a violent crime, should
be handcuffed. The arresting officer may use discretion regarding the handcuffing on an arrested
juvenile for non-violent crimes. Juveniles taken into custody for PINS should not be handcuffed
unless they are combative. An officer will always handcuff a juvenile if the officer feels the juvenile is
a risk to his/her own safety or the safety of others. The use of restraints on a juvenile of any kind,
including, but not limited to handcuffs will be documented in the officer’s report and the reasons for
restraints.
2. When a juvenile is taken into custody, he/she will be brought to headquarters and taken to the PACT
Unit. (The Chief Administrative Judge for the Family Court has designated the PACT/Youth Affairs
Unit a proper facility for holding, questioning, and booking of juveniles). Areas in headquarters that
are used to process juveniles must, at all times, be “Sight and Sound” separated. In addition,
Department members will provide constant visual supervision of the juvenile and a female
officer/CSO will be present during visual supervision if the juvenile is a female and/or their transport to
the appropriate destination. Juveniles, who have not reached their seventeenth birthday, are not to be
lodged in the adult cellblock, or placed in any other adult detention area. The Juvenile Holding Cell
will be used for secure detention within HQ and the “Prisoner Daily Log” (Form 23A) will be
maintained and completed until the juvenile is either released or transported. In addition, while in
custody within the PACT/Youth Affairs Unit, video surveillance will be activated.
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3. Upon arrival at police headquarters, or sooner if possible, a parent or a legal guardian of the arrested
juvenile will be immediately notified of the arrest and his/her presence at headquarters will be
requested. If the juvenile is from a group home, the Counselor or Supervisor of the home acts as
guardian.
4. A juvenile arrested as a JD, JO or AO is entitled to the same constitutional rights as an adult. The
juvenile and his/her parent or guardian must be advised of the juvenile's legal rights prior to any
questioning. Constitutional rights can only be waived by both the juvenile and the parent or guardian.
(PD 24-2 will be completed.)
5. Secure detention occurs when an officer determines that a juvenile taken into custody as an accused
criminal-type offender (JD, JO or AO) must be placed in a locked room. Juveniles in custody may not
be handcuffed to a cuffing rail or other stationary object at any time. Multiple non-violent juveniles
may be placed in the juvenile holding cell together but only by same gender.
6. Secure detention is permissible for up to six (6) hours. Once a juvenile is placed in secure detention
(federal definition), the six (6) hour time limit begins and continues until the juvenile leaves the facility,
regardless of whether the juvenile was in secure detention for 20 minutes or the entire six (6) hours.
This six (6) hour "grace period" begins to run when the juvenile enters a secure detention status and
ends six hours later.
7. As of 10/01/2018, the six-hour time limit is waived with regards to an AO/JO who commits any A, B, C
or D felony for the purpose of the next accessible Magistrate for arraignment at Woodfield Cottage
after hours. The arresting officer, or an officer with direct knowledge, will complete the arrest report,
attach 3 copies of the subsequent “Felony Youth Information” and, if possible, the AO/JO’s Criminal
History Report. The arresting officer will then transport the AO/JO to either the “Youth Part” during
normal court hours or Woodfield Cottage after hours. The completed arrest report (including
statements), and all relevant documentation described above will accompany the AO/JO to the
appropriate destination.
8. Family Court Regular Business Hours are Monday – Friday, 9:00AM – 5:00PM. AO/JO’s will be
brought to the “Youth Part” after completion of the arrest report and processing. JD’s will be issued a
Juvenile Appearance Ticket and released to his/her parent/guardian unless otherwise deemed
necessary for an offense that might result in an Order of Protection. In the event a JD must be
brought to Family Court under this circumstance, the County Attorney will be advised of the JD’s need
for a Pre-Petition Detention Application (PPD). The County Attorney’s Office number is
.
9.

The “After-Hours” AO/JO Arraignment schedule is as follows:
Monday – Friday: 8:00 PM to 12:00 AM
Saturdays, Sundays and Court Designated Holidays: 9:00 AM to 1:00 PM AND 8:00 PM to 12:00 AM
Once at Family Court or Woodfield Cottage, officers will remain for the duration of the arraignment. If
the parents are present, the officers will not be required to transport the juvenile or the
parent/guardian to any other destination. If the parent/guardian is not present, the juvenile cannot be
released and must remain in custody of Family Court or Woodfield Cottage.
After the arrest of an AO/JO “After Hours” the AO/JO will remain in custody in the PACT/Youth Affairs
Unit until which time the next accessible Magistrate is available. While in custody, the AO/JO will be
under continuous watch by two officers with at least one being a female if the AO/JO is female. PACT
video surveillance will also be activated and a “Video Request” event requested.
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10. Permission to question or take a statement from an arrested juvenile or a juvenile witness must be
first be granted by the juvenile and the parent/guardian and should take place in the presence of the
parent/guardian. Written statements should include notice of the parent/guardian’s presence.
11. All questioning of juveniles who are suspected of committing a felony will be recorded and a “Video
Request” event requested.
12. When possible, if a female juvenile is to be questioned, a female officer or female Community Service
Officer will be present regardless of the parent/guardian’s gender.
13. A parent or legal guardian can waive his/her right to be present during questioning of, or the taking of
a statement from, a juvenile by completing the “Consent to Interview Juvenile Waiver Form” (PD-28).
14. The juvenile, parent/guardian, and the officer taking the statement should sign the statement.
15. Juvenile Delinquent Booking
15.1 When booking a Juvenile, aged 7-17, the juvenile will not be brought to the booking desk. No
exceptions to this rule will be allowed. The booking procedure and subsequent release or
detention of the juvenile will be done according to the below guidelines.
15.2 Juvenile pedigree and charges will be entered in the computer as a juvenile.
15.3 If a juvenile is 11 or 12 years of age and has been charged with a class A or B felony the
juvenile will be fingerprinted and photographed. (DO NOT PRINT/PHOTOGRAPH ATTEMPT at
‘B”)
15.4 If a juvenile is 13, 14 or 15 years of age and has been charged with any felony (Class A, B, C, D
or E) the juvenile will be fingerprinted and photographed. (DO NOT PRINT/PHOTOGRAPH
ATTEMPT at ‘E”)
15.5 If a Juvenile is 16 or 17 years of age, and commits a Penal Law misdemeanor, he/she will not
be fingerprinted or photographed except for Vehicle and Traffic Law misdemeanors or felonies.

15.6 If a juvenile, 7-12 years of age, is arrested for a felony, the juvenile will be brought to the
PACT/Youth Affairs Unit for appropriate processing. Once the processing is completed, the
decision to bring the juvenile directly to Family Court, to a secure detention or to issue a
Juvenile Appearance Ticket will be made after conferring with the County Attorney’s Office.
15.7 If a juvenile is arrested for a designated felony and the Family Court is not in session, then the
decision to place the juvenile in a youth facility or to release him/her on a Juvenile Appearance
Ticket will be made by the booking supervisor or the Youth Officer. In cases where a juvenile
appears likely to continue to commit criminal acts, engage in violent behavior, or run away, it
would be advisable to request placement in a youth facility pending the juvenile's appearance in
Family Court.
15.8 If a juvenile is accused of a DWI/DWAI offense, a parent/guardian should be immediately
notified of the arrest. DWI/DWAI procedures will be followed as written in Chapter Two, Article
2.02 of this Manual with the exception that the DWI room and subsequent Datamaster test will
be “Sight and Sound” clear of adults and any relevant interview and booking will be conducted
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in the PACT/Youth Affairs Unit. A parent/guardian is not required to be present during
DWI/DWAI testing procedures including the issuance of “Field Sobriety Tests” and “Datamaster”
testing.
15.9 If the decision is to place the juvenile in a youth facility, the Department must transport the
juvenile to and from the facility. The Department will be responsible for the pick-up and transport
of the juvenile and the delivery of all required reports to the appropriate court.
15.10If the juvenile has been arrested for a designated felony and a decision is made to release
him/her, then he/she may be released to a parent/guardian or a person at least 21 years of age
with the permission of the parent/guardian and verification of that person’s correct name,
address, and date of birth. The Juvenile Appearance Ticket will be made returnable within 72
hours of the arrest excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and Court designated Holidays.
15.11Three copies of the Juvenile Appearance Ticket will be completed. One copy will be attached to
the juvenile arrest report, one copy will be given to the juvenile, and one copy will be given to
the parent/guardian or other approved person taking custody of the juvenile.
15.12When a juvenile, 7-17 years of age, is arrested for a crime and such crime is not a designated
felony; the juvenile will be released to his/her parent/guardian, or a person at least 21 years of
age with the permission of the parent/guardian and verification of that person’s correct name,
address, and date of birth. The Juvenile Appearance Ticket will be issued returnable to the
appropriate venue as described in Section 16 of this Article. Prior to such release, the juvenile's
correct name, address and date of birth will be verified. The Juvenile Appearance Ticket will be
made returnable on a Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday, no less than 7 days and no more than
14 days from the date of the arrest, excluding Saturdays, Sundays and Court designated
Holidays.
15.13An AO may be issued a Juvenile Appearance Ticket only for E Felony Offenses. That
Appearance Ticket must be returnable to the “Youth Part” of Westchester County/Superior
Court, White Plains, NY. The court date will be set for the following Thursday proceeding the
arrest, which court is in session, for 2:00PM.
15.14When a juvenile has committed a designated felony offense and the taking of fingerprints is
required, the prints will be taken before the juvenile is released. The booking area will be made
“Sight and Sound” free of adults during fingerprint/photo processing.
16. Juvenile Court Jurisdiction
16.1 When a juvenile commits an offense, the prosecution will take place in the following competent
venues:
YOUTH PART of the Westchester County/Superior Court, White Plains, NY (Family Court
Judges and Criminal Court Rules):
- All felonies by 16 and 17-year-olds and non-violent felony Vehicle and Traffic Law
offenses.
- All 13 – 15-year-old JO’s.
FAMILY COURT (Family Court Judges and Family Court Rules):
- All offenses by 7 – 17-year-olds start in Family Court (Except AO/JO offenses and
misdemeanor Vehicle and Traffic law offensives which are to be processed in local Criminal
Court.)
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LOCAL CRIMINAL COURT:
- All Violations (e.g., Harassment, Disorderly Conduct) by 16 and 17-year-olds.
- All Vehicle and Traffic Law Violations and Infractions by 16 and 17-year-olds.
- All Local Infractions (e.g., City Codes) by 16 and 17-year-olds.
17. Youth Forms:
A. JUVENILE APPEARANCE TICKET / JUVENILE DELINQUENT (JD) (PD96B):
Issued when a juvenile is arrested and released to a parent/guardian with a pending court
appearance for Juvenile Delinquents.
B. JUVENILE APPEARANCE TICKET - JUVENILE / ADOLESCENT OFFENDER:
Issued when a juvenile is arrested and released to a parent/guardian with a pending court
appearance as a JO or AO.
C. WOODFIELD COTTAGE INTAKE FORM (REQUEST FOR SECURE DETENTION):
This two-page document must be filled out and accompany the arrested juvenile to
Woodfield Cottage.
D. NYS JUVENILE DETENTION RISK ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT (DRAI):
This two-page document must be filled out and accompany the arrested juvenile as a
“Request for Detention of Alleged Delinquent/Designated Felon after Court Hours” to
secure detention at Woodfield Cottage.
E. PARENTAL CONSENT TO INTERVIEW JUVENILE FORM (PD28):
Filled out when permission is granted, by a parent or legal guardian, to interview a
juvenile without the parent or legal guardian being present. The parent or legal guardian
must sign this form and the form must be attached to the juvenile report.
F. FELONY INFORMATION COMPLAINT INSTRUMENT (YOUTH PART):
To be filled out when an AO/JO is arrested for a felony
G. RECOGNIZANCE TO PRODUCE CHILD (NYS Form 7-1):
Filled out when a parent or legal guardian agrees to produce a juvenile to the
Westchester Department of Probation to provide diversion services for incorrigible
juveniles. One to be issued to the parent/legal guardian and one copy must be forwarded
to Youth Officers for issuance to Department of Probation.
H. WESTCHESTER COUNTY PROBATION JUVENILE DELINQUENT INTAKE FORM:
To be filled out and attached with juvenile arrest report when forwarding juvenile arrest
report to the Westchester County Probation office.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to investigate all reported assaults and to
establish guidelines for the initial response to and investigation of this crime.
DEFINITION
Assault: An assault occurs when a person intentionally or recklessly causes a physical injury or
serious physical injury to another person. An assault can also occur when a person acts with
criminal negligence and causes injury to another person by means of a deadly weapon or
dangerous instrument. Assault is defined in Article 120 of the Penal Law.
Investigating officers should be mindful of the fact that in order to have an assault the victim must
be, at least, in "Substantial Pain" or have received a physical injury. Merely shoving or slapping
someone would, in most cases, satisfy the requirements for harassment (PL.240.26) but not
assault. There are many ways in which the crime of assault can be committed, and, prior to
charging someone with a degree of this crime, the arresting officer should refer to Article 120 of
the Penal Law and determine that the elements of the crime needed to satisfy a specific degree
of assault do exist.
PROCEDURE
The Police Services Division has the primary responsibility for responding to all assault
complaints, and the initial investigation should follow the guidelines established for conducting the
Preliminary Investigation. The following should be done in assault investigations:
1. Response
1.1

Respond to the scene quickly and safely.

1.2

Determine if an assault has occurred.

1.3

If necessary, obtain medical treatment for the injured.

1.4

If possible, locate and apprehend the suspect.

1.5

Locate and identity witnesses to the incident.

1.6

Convey victim, witnesses and suspect to the proper facility, i.e., headquarters, hospital,
for continuing investigation.

2. Investigation
2.1

Interview the victim and any witnesses. These individuals should be kept separate from
one another in order to prevent one party from influencing the other party's recollection
of the incident.

2.2

If the victim knows his assailant or the suspect has been apprehended and identified by
the victim, a written statement should be taken from the victim concerning such
identification.

2.3

If a witness knows the identity of the assailant or the suspect has been apprehended
and identified by the witness, a written statement should be taken concerning such
identification.
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2.4

Take photographs of the victim’s injuries.

2.5

Photographs of the crime scene should be taken where the victim has received a
serious physical injury. All physical evidence will be collected and properly labeled and
inventoried. When detectives are assigned to the investigation, they will be responsible
for managing the evidence collection.

2.6

If the injury is of a serious nature and the type of assault necessitates the immediate
assignment of detective personnel, the officers conducting the preliminary investigation
should refrain from taking any written statements. In these situations detective
personnel will obtain the written statements. The officers conducting the preliminary
investigation will, however, note in their supplemental reports whatever pertinent
information they obtained from these sources.

2.7

When an officer responds to an assault complaint involving mutual combatants and
minor physical injuries, he will have to make a decision at the scene whether to effect
an arrest or not. The investigating officer should attempt to identify the initial aggressor
and should also determine if either of the parties had a duty to retreat.

2.8

The practice of arresting both parties involved in the assault on one another's cross
complaint, or of separating combatants, and then referring them to the District Attorney
or the Criminal Investigations Division in order to resolve the dispute, or have charges
preferred against one another, is improper. The officer at the scene is in the best
position to evaluate the situation and take effective police action. If the fight occurred in
a public place, both combatants can be charged with disorderly conduct.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to investigate all reported arsons and to establish
guidelines for the initial response to and investigation of this crime.
DEFINITION
Arson: Arson occurs when a person unlawfully damages a building or a motor vehicle by starting a fire or
causing an explosion. Arson is defined in Article 150 of the Penal Law.
The crime of arson is one of the most difficult to investigate and the fire or explosion often destroys the
evidence of the crime. A person may commit arson for a number of reasons, some of those reasons are:
•
•
•
•
•

Insurance Fraud
Revenge
Intimidation
Cover Up Another Crime
Gratification

The crime of arson is usually not determined until the fire has been extinguished and the fire department
arson investigators have identified the cause and origin of the fire. If the fire or explosion is declared
arson or suspicious in nature, the police department will conduct an investigation and attempt to identify
and apprehend the person or persons responsible for causing it.
PROCEDURE
The initial police response to arson will normally originate as a response to a fire or explosion. In such
emergencies it is the function of the police department to direct traffic and exercise crowd control so that
the fire department and other emergency personnel can perform their duties without interruption or delay.
The following procedures will be observed in arson investigations:
1. Response
1.1

Respond to the scene safely and quickly.

1.2

Park police vehicles where they will not present a hazard or obstruct firefighting operations.

1.3

Establish control of traffic and any crowds that have formed so they do not interfere with the
activities of the Fire Department and other emergency personnel at the scene.

1.4

The individual who called in the alarm or discovered the fire should be interviewed and the
interview documented.

1.5

Police personnel assisting at the scene of a fire or explosion should carefully observe the crowd
gathered at the scene and make note of any person who seems excited or unusually interested
in the fire or explosion. Such person(s) should be identified and any pertinent information
obtained from them should be documented.

1.6

If the duty Deputy Fire Chief deems the incident suspicious, he will initiate an investigation by
calling to the scene a fire department arson investigator. If the fire department investigator
determines the incident to be arson, he will notify the police supervisor in charge of police
operations at the scene of his findings and request that a criminal investigation be initiated and
personnel assigned to collect evidence.
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If a General Investigations Unit detective is on duty, the police supervisor in charge of
operations at the scene will have the detective respond to the scene to assist with the
investigation. If there is no General Investigations Unit detective on duty, one will be recalled to
duty if the fire or explosion causes one or more of the following to exist:
•
•
•
•

Loss of Life
Serious injury
Suspects (Necessitating interrogation or immediate follow-up.)
The fire in and of Itself is exceptional or highly unusual, e.g., substantial damage to property

1.8

Evidence collection at an arson scene will be performed in conjunction with fire department
arson investigators. Only police personnel previously designated by the Commander of the
Criminal Investigations Division will be assigned to evidence collection. If there are no
employees on duty capable of performing evidence collection, one will be recalled.

1.9

Whenever a fire or explosion is declared arson, a crime scene will be established and a police
officer posted until such time as the police and fire investigators have completed their crime
scene investigation.

1.10 The release of the crime scene does not relieve the Department’s responsibility for
safeguarding the building or vehicle damaged by the fire or explosion. In instances where the
crime scene is released, the supervisor at the scene will confer with the victim, if she or he is
available, and determine what steps need to be taken to secure the victim's property. If the
victim is not available, the supervisor will assess the situation and do what is necessary to
safeguard the victim’s property. This will usually result in the continuation of the fixed post.
1.11 If the subject of the arson is a vehicle, it will be towed to the police compound.
2. Investigation
2.1

Interview the first officers on the scene and obtain whatever information they have relative to the
directives outlined above in Arson Response.

2.2

Conduct a thorough canvass of the area in an attempt to locate and identify all other witnesses
or persons with knowledge.

2.3

If the fire is still burning the following tasks should be performed:
•

Record the color of the smoke emanating from the fire since the color of the smoke is often
a useful indicator in determining the nature of burning substances and accelerants.

•

Record the color of the flame. The color of the flame can also provide indications of the heat
or intensity of the fire and the type of combustible substances present.

•

Record the location of the flames emanating from the building. If the flames appear to be
coming from different areas of the building, there is a strong chance that they are originating
from separate sources. A series of unrelated fires set in a building would be indicative of
arson.

•

Photographs of the fire in progress should be taken.
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• Photographs of the spectators in the area should be taken for later review.
Victims, witnesses and spectators are all potential sources of information. The exhibition of
unusual conduct, on the part of any of these persons, should not be overlooked. Any person
whose conduct or appearance appears out of the ordinary should be identified and interviewed.
For example, take notice of:
•

Persons who appear too concerned about the incident, or too critical about the performance
of the fire or police departments.

•

Persons who appear overly brave, overly helpful, or overly curious.

•

Persons whose manner of dress does not fit the time of fire. If the fire occurred during
sleeping hours and most of the victims or spectators appear to have dressed in a hurry and
are not fully clothed, investigators should take notice of persons who are fully clothed.
Similarly, investigators should take notice of persons whose clothing is fire damaged or of
persons who have suffered injuries as a result of the fire. Such persons should be
interviewed and the explanations given for their respective conditions investigated and
documented.

Investigative tasks to be performed after the fire has been extinguished and the scene is open
for inspection:
•

The exterior of the building should be photographed.

•

The exterior of the building should be inspected for evidence of a break, particularly if it is
normally locked during the period in which the fire took place.

•

The area immediately outside the perimeter of the building should be examined for
evidentiary traces and clues.

•

Entrance should be made into the premises and an inspection conducted to find the point of
origin. Witnesses to the fire and persons with knowledge about the building where the fire
occurred should be interviewed relative to this point. The path of the fire should also be
followed and special attention paid to those areas where the burn damage appears the
most intense. Special attention should also be paid to areas where there appears to be a
presence of flammable substances. (New Rochelle Fire Department arson investigators will
determine cause and origin.)

•

If the premises is equipped with a sprinkler system or an alarm system, the investigating
officer should have a qualified technician examine the system to see if it is functioning
properly or has been tampered with.

•

The collection and preservation of evidence at the scene is the responsibility of the police
department. This includes evidence identified by the fire department arson investigator.

The occupants, owners and employees of the damaged premises should be interviewed.
Depending upon the type of structure and the purpose to which it is put there are a number of
questions which should be asked of the aforementioned individuals and a number of
observations which should be made by investigating officers:
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•
•

If the building was unoccupied when the fire broke out, who was the last person to leave the
building?
If the building was occupied, who was on the premises when the fire broke out?
How many keyholders are there to the building, suite, or apartment where the fire occurred?

•

Are there ongoing disputes between various tenants?

•

Are there ongoing landlord tenant disputes?

•

Is the neighborhood deteriorating and has the value of the building decreased?

•

Do drug addicts, vagrants or other unsavory persons loiter in the building?

•

Is the building in a state of disrepair?

•

Is the owner behind in his mortgage payments?

•

Is a tenant in arrears in his rent payments?

•

Are there pets in the structure? And, if so, were they removed on the day of the fire?

•

Is there a record of prior fires or other hazards that could have caused a fire?

•

Does it appear that a fire was set to cover up another crime?

•

Is the fire victim insured against his losses?

•

If the building was broken into was the alarm or power supply disconnected?

•

Have fire doors been left open?

•

Does the overall appearance of the interior of the premises or the inventory of the business,
which occupies the premises, suggest a successful business or a dead or dying business?

•

Is the type of inventory present in a premises consistent with the type of business being
operated at that premises?

•

Is the building owner or tenant operating a business from such premises having financial
difficulties?

•

Were valuable pieces of equipment or inventory removed from the premises prior to the
fire?

•

Would the land on which the building sits have greater value and marketability if the building
wasn't there?

•

Have any of the tenants recently had their leases expire and been subjected to substantial
rent increases?

•

Has an employer in the building been experiencing problems with past or present
employees who may be described as bitter, disgruntled, vengeful, etc.
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Is anyone responsible for security at the building?

2.12 Inquiries such as the ones listed above should be made in every case of arson or a suspicious
fire and should be made with the intent of revealing a motive for the crime and identifying the
individuals responsible for the crime.
2.13 The same guidelines that apply to the investigation of building arsons can also be applied, with
some obvious modifications, to the investigation of motor vehicle arsons.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to investigate every reported burglary and to establish
guidelines for the initial response to and investigation of this crime.
DEFINITION
Burglary: Burglary may be described as entering or remaining unlawfully within a building or dwelling with
the intent to commit a crime therein. In most cases the intended crime is larceny. Burglary is defined in
Article 140 of the Penal Law.
Burglaries may be classified as either residential or commercial.
A residential burglary is any burglary of a building-apartment house, rooming house, watercraft, single or
multi-family dwelling where persons permanently reside.
A commercial burglary is a burglary of any building that is not classified as a residential building; these
would include retail stores, office buildings, schools, government buildings, churches, factories,
warehouses, enclosed trailers, etc.
PROCEDURE
The initial response to a burglary complaint will depend upon whether the complaint was received as an
alarm or report of a burglary in progress, or a past burglary. The number of units assigned to the
complaint will depend upon what type of complaint was received, i.e.. burglary in progress at a
warehouse, private residence, etc., and the availability of personnel. It will be the responsibility of the tour
commander or supervisor to see that sufficient personnel are routed to the scene of a reported burglary.
1. Response
1.1

Alarm or Report of Burglary in Progress

1.2

Units detailed to an alarm of or report of a burglary in progress will respond to the incident
location as quickly and safely as possible. If a K-9 Unit is on duty and in service, it will respond
along with assigned units.

1.3

Units responding to a burglary in progress should not use their sirens and should avoid the use
of their overhead lights in the proximity of the incident location.

1.4

If safety permits, units should extinguish their headlights as they make their immediate
approach. It is also suggested that in instances where responding units must utilize their
spotlights to locate the proper street number, they illuminate street numbers on the opposite
side of the street from the incident location.

1.5

1.6

Upon arrival at the incident location, officers should check the premises for evidence of forced
entry and for any other access to the interior of the premises.

1.7

If the premises appear to be secure, officers will attempt to notify the owner or a keyholder to
the premises to gain entry and check the interior of the premises. If notification is unsuccessful
officers will advise that the premise appears secure and resume patrol. If notification is
successful the officer will inspect the premises with the owner or keyholder.
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1.8

If officers locate evidence of a forced entry or other access or discover evidence of an
unauthorized entry in the inspection of an apparently secure premises, they will immediately
notify headquarters, request additional units and secure the perimeter to the best of their ability.
It is suggested that two officers position themselves at opposite corners of a building so that all
four sides of the building can be observed.

1.9

Upon the discovery of an apparent burglary a supervisor should take charge of the incident,
direct that the initial responding units secure the perimeter and respond to the incident location
along with an appropriate number of units to secure and conduct a search of the premises.

2. Search of Premises
2.1

Entry should be made at the point where the break was discovered. If the K-9 Unit is on duty it
should be at the scene and the police dog should conduct the initial search. If the K-9 Unit is not
available or the K-9 has searched the premises with negative results, the responding officers
will conduct a search of the premises. Ideally, it will be conducted from
. The search should be methodical and every conceivable place where someone
could hide should be checked. Care should also be taken so as not to alter or contaminate the
crime scene.

2.2

If a suspect is located he or she should be immediately secured.

2.3

The fact that one or more suspects are apprehended at the incident location or fleeing the
scene does not mean that all suspects have been apprehended. Perimeter security and search
of the premises should be continued until the building has been completely searched and
secured.

2.4

If a burglary is discovered, a crime scene will be established. Criminal Investigations Division
personnel or other qualified evidence collection personnel, designated by the commander of the
Criminal Investigations Division, will be detailed to the incident location to process the crime
scene. If no qualified personnel are on duty to process the scene, the supervisor at the scene
will either request that a detective supervisor be notified to authorize the activation of evidence
collection personnel or have the crime scene held until one is on duty.

2.5

In some instances it will appear that there is no evidence at the scene, and, as such, no need
for evidence collection personnel. When qualified evidence collection personnel are on duty,
they will be called to the scene before it is released. When none are on duty, the decision not to
recall evidence collection personnel or to hold the crime scene until one is on duty will be made
by the supervisor at the scene, and the reasons therefore should be noted in the investigating
officer's report.

2.6

Upon completion of the premises search, the supervisor in charge will direct an appropriate
number of units to canvass the area for witnesses, persons with knowledge, and to check
adjacent buildings for evidence of additional burglaries or attempted burglaries. All other units
will be directed to resume patrol.

2.7

If on duty, Property Theft Unit detectives will be notified and. if available, will respond to the
scene to continue the investigation.

2.8

Upon completion of the search and crime scene processing, the premises will be secured.
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3. Report of a Past Burglary
3.1

Units detailed to the report of a past burglary will respond to the incident location as quickly and
safely as possible. If a K-9 Unit is on duty and in service, it will respond with assigned units. The
first units arriving at the scene should secure the perimeter. Subsequent units should locate the
owner of the premises or other individuals reporting the event and briefly interview same as to
the details of the discovery.

3.2

After securing the perimeter, units should conduct a search of the premises in the same manner
as they would for a burglary in progress. The search should be made in a careful manner and
the officers should try not to alter or contaminate the crime scene.

3.3

Criminal Investigations Division personnel or other qualified evidence collection personnel,
designated by the commander of the Criminal Investigations Division, will be detailed to the
incident location to process the crime scene. If such personnel are not on duty, the supervisor at
the scene will either request that a detective supervisor be notified to authorize the activation of
evidence collection personnel or have the crime scene held until one is on duty.

3.4

In some instances it will appear that there is no evidence at the scene, and, as such, no need
for evidence collection. When qualified evidence collection personnel are on duty, they will be
called to the scene before it is released. When none are on duty, the decision not to recall
someone to conduct evidence collection or to hold the crime scene until one is on duty will be
made by the supervisor at the scene and the reasons therefore will be noted in the investigating
officer's report

3.5

Upon completion of the premises search, the supervisor at the scene will direct an appropriate
number of units to canvass the area for witnesses, persons with knowledge, and to check
adjacent buildings for evidence of additional burglaries or attempted burglaries. All other units
will be directed to resume patrol.

3.6

If on duty, PTU detectives will be notified and, if available, will respond to continue the
investigation.

3.7

Upon completion of the search and crime scene processing, the premises will be secured.

4. Investigation
4.1

The objective of the investigation is to identify the individual(s) responsible for committing the
burglary. This objective is met by locating and identifying all victims, witnesses, persons with
knowledge, and all evidence that will link the suspect with the crime and lead to his arrest and
conviction. Officers conducting the burglary investigation should establish a crime scene,
conduct a search for suspects and evidence and interview all persons who may have
information concerning the burglary. Interview the complainant and all other persons with
knowledge. Try and obtain answers to the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When did the crime occur?
Was the building locked?
How was entry made?
How much damage was done to the building when effecting entry?
Who discovered the crime?
Is there any evidence?
Who found evidence?
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Where was evidence located?
Who owns building?
Who besides the owner has access to building?
What property was taken?
Is the value or the amount of property taken unusual for that location?
Was the property taken from a secret hiding place?
Did the burglar engage in unusual behavior at the scene such as lighting a fire, defecating,
or eating the complainants food?
Has the complainant or other persons observed anyone strange in the area lately?
Has the complainant received unusual phone calls or encountered strange people ringing
doorbells?

4.2

Canvass the immediate area in an attempt to locate witnesses. In residential neighborhoods this
includes houses that back up to the house that was burglarized.

4.3

Obtain from the complainant as complete a list as possible of the property stolen and issue a
Stolen Property Inventory Work Sheet (PD 43).

4.4

Advise the victim about security.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to investigate every homicide that occurs within the city
and to establish guidelines for the initial response to and investigation of this crime.
DEFINITIONS
Homicide: A homicide is conduct that causes the death of a person, or of an unborn child with which a
female has been pregnant for more than 24 weeks. Homicide is defined in Article 125 of the Penal Law.
Dying Declaration: A Dying Declaration can only be used at trial if the declarant died. In order to obtain a
declaration that will be legally admissible at trial certain conditions must be satisfied:
•
•
•
•
•

The victim must believe that he or she is going to die.
The victim must have no hope of recovery.
The declaration must describe the circumstances that brought about his/her condition and ultimate
death.
The declarant must die
The declarant must have been competent and rational.

A Dying Declaration should answer these questions:
•
•
•
•
•

What is your name?
Where do you live?
Do you now believe that you are going to die?
Have you any hope of recovery?
How did it happen?

PROCEDURE
The objective of every homicide investigation is to develop and obtain sufficient evidence to support the
arrest and prosecution of the person responsible for taking the victim's life. In order to achieve this goal
investigators must be able to identify the murderer and establish the precise facts of the victim's death.
This requires a careful and detailed handling of every facet of the investigation from the time it is reported
until the case is brought before a court of law.
1. Response
1.1

There are a number of specific tasks that must be performed by the first units to arrive at the
scene of a homicide. The order in which these tasks are performed can be affected by a variety
of factors, for example:
•
•
•
•

Is the victim still alive?
Has the victim been removed from the scene?
Is the suspect still at the scene?
Has the victim been dead for a prolonged period of time?

Therefore, officers responding to the report of a homicide will observe the following
guidelines with the understanding that they are guidelines and depending upon the
situation need not be performed in the order in which they appear.
1.2

Upon the report of a homicide to Central or upon the report of a homicide from a unit in the field,
the Department member receiving such report will immediately notify the desk officer. The desk
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officer will then notify the tour commander and ensure that sufficient personnel are detailed to
the incident scene.
1.3

The desk officer will also see that the following notifications are made when a homicide has
occurred:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Police Commissioner
Deputy Police Commissioner
ClD Commander
GIU Supervisor
Medical Examiner
Duty Assistant District Attorney

1.4

Units detailed to the scene of a homicide will respond as safely and quickly as possible.

1.5

First units detailed to the scene of a homicide should make a record of:
•
•
•
•

The exact time the call was received
Type of call broadcasted
Exact time of arrival at the scene
Who was present at the scene when officers arrived

1.6

The primary responsibility of the first officer on the scene is to aid the injured. This takes
precedence over apprehending a fleeing suspect, establishing a crime scene, or interviewing
witnesses. The first officer on the scene should view the victim. If no medical personnel are
present the officer should check to see if the victim is still alive. If any signs of life exist, the
officer should summon an ambulance and administer first aid. Signs of life can be detected by
checking the victim's breathing, pulse, and reflex actions.

1.7

If the victim is removed from the scene by ambulance, an officer must accompany the victim to
the hospital. If death is imminent the officer should attempt to obtain a dying declaration. Also, if
the victim’s clothing is removed at the hospital, the accompanying officer will take custody of
such clothing and deliver it to Forensic Unit personnel.

1.8

Alterations made to the crime scene by persons checking the victim for signs of life or
administering first aid, should be recorded in the field report.

2. Apprehend the Suspect
2.1

When circumstances indicate that the suspect may still be at or in the vicinity of the crime
scene, the supervisor at the scene should assign the appropriate personnel to conduct a search
for the suspect.

2.2

This search should be limited to one for the suspect and should not be for evidence.
Furthermore, while making such a search every effort should be made to preserve the crime
scene.

3. Protect the Crime Scene
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The supervisor at the scene will assign the appropriate personnel to establish a perimeter
control of the scene in order to prevent the crime scene from becoming contaminated or
unauthorized persons from entering it.
The supervisor at the scene will assign an officer to maintain a crime scene log. That officer will
record the names, titles, time of arrival and departure of all persons at the crime scene.

4. Identify Witnesses and Victims
4.1

Obtain sufficient information to determine the nature of the incident. Separate these individuals
and request that they remain at the scene until they can be interviewed by investigative
personnel.

4.2

All personnel at the scene of a homicide must be mindful of the importance of physical evidence
and the necessity for preserving the scene. Personnel at the scene of a homicide should not:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.3

Drink, smoke, or eat inside the crime scene
Touch areas where possibility of evidence exists
Pick up and examine weapons or other evidence
Flush toilets, or run water into sinks or tubs
Open or close windows or doors
Open or close shades or drapes
Turn lights on or off
Unnecessarily touch or move the decedent's body
Remove bindings or weapons from the decedent's body
Cover up or cleanse the decedent's body
Use telephones at the crime scene

Maintain the scene until relieved by competent authority.

5. Supervisor's Duties
5.1

The first supervisor at the scene of a homicide will take charge of the preliminary investigation
and direct the activities of subordinate officers at the scene until relieved by a superior officer or
until the investigation has been turned over to detective personnel.

6. Investigation
6.1

The investigative phase of a homicide begins with the initial report of the crime. A successful
investigation is the product of a coordinated effort by all of the personnel involved and every
officer who responds to the scene of a homicide should file a report indicating whatever action
he or she took. An effective investigation is one in which evidence is competently handled, the
witnesses are intelligently interviewed, the suspect, if willing, is effectively interrogated, all
logical leads are properly developed, and the case is comprehensively, clearly, and accurately
reported.

6.2

Arrest of the Suspect at the Scene: If a suspect is located at the scene he should be searched
for weapons, handcuffed, and immediately removed from the scene and brought to
headquarters.

7. Arrest of Suspect Away from the Scene
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7.1

If the suspect is apprehended away from the scene he should be searched for weapons,
handcuffed and brought to headquarters. A suspect arrested away from the scene should not
be brought back to the crime scene. If show up identifications have to be made, do not make
them at the crime scene.

7.2

When a suspect is taken into custody he will be given his Miranda Warning. If officers other than
the detective charged with conducting the primary investigation make the arrest, such personnel
will not question the suspect about the crime nor hold any other conversation with him. The
arresting officer and any other officers present should, however, record any spontaneous
remarks made by the suspect.

7.3

The suspect should not be allowed to wash or use the bathroom until he has been interviewed
by the detectives conducting the primary investigation, and they have had an opportunity to
recover evidence that may be on the person of the suspect.

7.4

Arresting officers should also observe and record the behavior of the suspect, e.g. nervousness,
sweating, indifference to present situation, and any other behavior which appears unusual.

8. Examination of the Crime Scene
8.1

In most instances the first officer on the scene will confront a situation where the victim is
already dead and the suspect has left the scene or is unknown. In such circumstances the
officer's responsibility is to PRESERVE the SCENE. Preserving the scene means keeping it
free from contamination and in the same state it was when the death occurred and the murderer
was at the scene. Therefore, it is imperative that all personnel assigned to the investigation
ensure that the crime scene is protected and the investigation is properly handled:

8.2

If Central has not been alerted to the fact that a homicide has occurred, make the notification.
Such notification should be made by telephone to the desk officer. Under no circumstances
should a telephone at the crime scene be used. If no phone is available then a radio broadcast
should be made. The incident should be broadcast as a 10-19, suspicious, and the presence of
a supervisor and detectives should be requested.

8.3

The first officers at the scene should conduct a visual inspection of the scene. Careful attention
should be paid to the physical condition of the room. If indoors, whether doors are locked or
unlocked, windows open or closed, shades up or down, drapes and curtains open or closed, or
if there are strange odors in the room, or the victim’s body is in an unusual or unnatural position.
After making the inspection the supervisor in charge of the scene should determine the general
area of the crime scene. Once this is done a perimeter control of the crime scene should be
established and an officer posted to protect the crime scene and maintain the crime scene log.
No one should be allowed inside the crime scene without proper authority. This includes other
officers. An exception to this occurs when it is necessary to allow a physician or EMT personnel
into the scene in order to administer to the victim. In these situations the officer will accompany
the medical personnel into the crime scene to prevent any unnecessary contamination or
alteration of evidence.

8.4

Upon the arrival of the detectives and the Medical Examiner, the officer protecting the crime
scene will yield responsibility for who goes into the crime scene to the detective supervisor. The
officer will remain at the scene, continue the log and note the names, titles, and times of all
persons authorized by the detective supervisor to enter the scene. No one will be allowed into
the crime scene without the authorization of the detective supervisor or one of his superiors
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8.5

Upon being relieved from the crime scene, the officer should indicate in his incident report the
time he was relieved and the name of the officer who relieved him. If the crime scene is
released, the officer must note in the report who authorized release of the scene.

8.6

Officers assigned to the primary investigation should not enter the crime scene until it has been
photographed and processed by Forensic Unit personnel. Further more, personnel should not
move or examine the decedent’s body until it has been photographed and the Medical Examiner
has responded to the scene and conducted his preliminary examination.

9. Interviews with Witnesses and Victims
9.1

Separate all victims and witnesses. Do not allow them to exchange information with one
another.

9.2

Investigating officers should obtain the full names, addresses, dates of birth, telephone
numbers, and places of employment of all witnesses and victims.

9.3

All persons who were present at the crime scene before the first officer arrived should be
identified and interviewed. These persons should be asked if they touched anything inside of
the crime scene or in any way altered the crime scene.

9.4

A detailed account of the crime should be obtained from every witness and victim. Investigating
officers should have these persons verbally describe the suspects route and actions. Have
victims and witnesses describe any items or locations which would have evidentiary value.

9.5

If statements are to be taken from witnesses and/or victims, they should be taken by detective
personnel. These statements should be typewritten and three copies made. The individual
giving the statement should sign each copy.

10. Establishing Witness Credibility
10.1 In order for a witness to be credible investigating officers should receive satisfactory answers to
the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Was the witness conscious at the time of the crime?
Was the witness under the influence of alcohol or drugs?
How did the witness happen to be in a position to see, hear, or otherwise perceive the
crime?
If the witness was in transit during the crime, where was the witness coming from or going?
What was the witness doing at the exact time of the crime?
Was the witness distracted at any time while perceiving the crime?
Does the witness have a reputation for being a truthful person?
Does the witness have a bias or prejudice against the suspect or a motive for revenge?
What effect would existing physical conditions such as weather, lighting, visibility, etc. have
had on the witness' perception of the crime?
Does the witness suffer from any physical impairment that would have affected his ability to
perceive the crime?

11. Filing of Police Reports
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11.1 All personnel assigned to the initial response to a homicide should file their reports prior to the
completion of their tour of duty.
11.2 The initial report filed by the detective assigned as the case officer should present a brief
synopsis of the case. All other reports should be filed in a timely fashion as the case
progresses. The narrative portion of these reports should be written in chronological order and
should answer the questions of who, what, where, when, how, and why. The report should be
an objective statement of the detective's findings and should include only facts and not his
opinions.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to investigate all reported robberies and to establish
guidelines for the initial response to and investigation of this crime.
DEFINITION
Robbery: Robbery is the unlawful taking of property from another against his will by means of actual or
implied force. A person forcibly steals property and commits robbery when, in the course of committing a
larceny, he uses or threatens the immediate use of physical force upon another person. Robbery is
defined in Article 160 of the Penal Law.
PROCEDURE
The use of proper procedures in responding to a report of a robbery is critical. The lives of innocent
people and police officers may depend upon the way in which armed criminals are initially confronted.
Minimizing risk and maximizing the use of available resources are the core of safe and effective police
activities during response to a robbery or a robbery alarm.
1. Response
1.1

Assigned police units should always respond to a robbery by the most direct route.

1.2

Always respond to a robbery without the use of the siren; overhead lights should be used to
safely facilitate movement through congested streets. Turn the overhead lights off before
reaching the scene of the robbery so that suspects will not be alerted to the arrival of the police.

1.3

Observe and note any potential fleeing suspects or suspected vehicles.

1.4

When near the scene of the robbery, look for possible “lookouts”, or additional suspects in
vehicles parked in front of or the proximity of the robbery.

2. Robbery Occurring Inside of Premises
2.1

Never park a police vehicle in front of the building where the robbery is allegedly occurring.

In many cases, a
surprised, fleeing suspect has fired at unsuspecting police vehicles at the point of their first
arrival.
2.2

After parking the police vehicle approach the robbery scene safely and with concealment.

2.3

From a concealed position, attempt to verify whether the robbery is still in progress.

2.4

If the robbery, inside of premises, is still in progress, responding officers should maintain a
concealed position and notify Central about:
•
•
•

The exact location of the robbery.
The exact locations of reporting officers.
The number of other persons, i.e., customers, employees, etc., in the building together with
their activities.
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Furthermore, immediately direct other responding units to concealed and safe points for the
purpose of properly controlling the escape of the suspects. Responding officers should not enter
the building during the robbery. If the suspects attempt to barricade themselves, seize
hostages, or negotiate their escape with police units, a supervisor will command and properly
control all police activity until the arrival of higher police authority. Report this information
immediately and clearly to Central.

3. Robbery Occurring Outdoors
3.1

If the robbery is occurring out of doors and is still in progress upon the responding officers
arrival, such officers will have to quickly size up the situation and decide what plan of action to
take. For example:
•

In the case of a strong arm robbery responding officers would most likely directly approach
the suspects and employ the tactics necessary to take them into custody.

•

If the suspects are armed with firearms or other deadly weapons, responding officers
should take cover, advise Central of the situation, and order the suspects to lay down their
weapons and surrender. The safety and welfare of the victim(s) cannot be overlooked and
any exercise of deadly physical force must be in accordance with Departmental Rules and
Regulations regarding the use of force.

4. Robbery Scene
4.1

If, in either circumstance, premises or street robberies, the suspects attempt to escape, every
effort to properly and to safely apprehend them will be completed.

4.2

When officers arrive at the scene of a reported past robbery they will immediately attempt to
ascertain:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What type of criminal act was actually committed
The actual time of occurrence
A detailed description of the suspect
The direction of travel of the suspect
A detailed description of the suspect's vehicle
The type and amount of property/currency stolen and how it was carried

This information should be immediately reported to Central
5. Investigation
5.1

Interview the victims and any witnesses. These individuals should be kept separate from one
another in order to prevent one party from influencing the other party's recollection of the
incident.

5.2

If the robbery occurred in an enclosed area, e.g., store, apartment, bank, etc. establish a crime
scene and request evidence collection personnel be detailed to the scene. If no qualified
personnel are on duty to process the scene, the supervisor at the scene will either request that
a detective supervisor be notified to authorize the activation of evidence collection personnel or
have the crime scene held until one is on duty. If the robbery occurred outdoors, do not
establish crime scene or request evidence collection personnel unless there is discernible
evidence at the scene.
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5.3

Canvass the area of the robbery for witnesses and persons with knowledge.

5.4

Obtain as complete a description as possible of the suspect(s) from victims or witnesses. Bring
the victims and witnesses to headquarters and have them view pictures of offenders in mug
books and stand up files.

5.5

If the victim knows his assailant or the suspect has been apprehended and identified by the
victim, a written statement should be taken from the victim concerning such identification.

5.6

If a witness knows the identity of the assailant or the suspect has been apprehended and
identified by the witness, a written statement should be taken concerning such identification.

5.7

Compare the M.O. in the robbery to those used in past robberies and ascertain if a pattern
exists. Include this information in the incident report and disseminate it accordingly.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to investigate all reported sex crimes and to establish
guidelines for the initial response to and investigation of these crimes.
DEFINITION
Sex Crimes: The crimes of Rape, Sodomy, Sexual Abuse, Aggravated Sexual Abuse and Sexual
Misconduct comprise the list of sex crimes. The type of act, age of the victim or mental capacity of the
victim and whether force was used or not are all elements of sex crimes which define the type of conduct
proscribed and seriousness of the offense committed. Sex Offenses are defined in Article 130 of the
Penal Law.
PROCEDURE
Officers should understand that the sexual assault of another is one of the most loathsome and disturbing
crimes that can be committed. Victims are often traumatized by their ordeal and are under a great deal of
psychological stress. Victims may exhibit behavior which is hysterical, belligerent or uncooperative, and
the expression of emotions such as fear, anger and anxiety is common.
The officer conducting the initial interview of the sex crime victim must realize that unstable behavior on
the part of the victim can be expected from someone who has been sexually violated and is not unusual.
In order to effectively handle the victim and elicit vital information the investigating officer must treat the
victim in a sensitive manner and must act with patience, tact, and understanding. Every effort must be
made to assure the victim that she is safe and she is not at fault.
1. Response
1.1

Respond to the scene quickly and safely.

1.2

Locate the victim. Aid the victim and obtain necessary medical attention.

1.3

If possible locate and apprehend the suspect.

1.4

Establish a crime scene.

1.5

Locate and identify witnesses to the incident.

1.6

Convey the victim, witnesses and suspect to the proper facility, ie. headquarters, hospital, for
continuing investigation.

2. Investigation
2.1

Interview the victim in order to obtain a description of the suspect and what happened. The
interview must take place in a "Private Setting." (A private setting shall mean an enclosed room
from which the occupants are not visible or otherwise identifiable, and whose conversations
cannot be heard from outside such room. New York State Executive Law 642-2-a).

2.2

Officers conducting the preliminary investigation should limit their questions to the type of crime
committed, the suspect's identity and description, the suspect's M.O., the location of the incident
and the location of evidence. They should avoid asking the victim to give a detailed account of
the actual assault. That aspect of the interview will be conducted by the detectives assigned to
the investigation. Officers should be aware that it is often painful for the victim to recount her
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experience numerous times. Therefore the interview of the victim should be limited to these
questions:
•
•

What type of sexual assault was committed?
What did the suspect look like and was there anything unusual about him/her?

•

What did the suspect touch and where exactly did the incident occur?

2.3

Broadcast a description and wanted bulletin for the suspect if his identity is known and such
broadcast may hasten his arrest.

2.4

Notify duty detectives and evidence collection personnel in Rape and Sodomy cases, and
Sexual Abuse cases where applicable.

2.5

Arrange for a prompt medical examination of the victim. The victim should be transported
Montefiore New Rochelle Hospital. Emergency Room personnel will then contact a hospital staff
gynecologist to conduct the examination.

2.6

In cases involving child victims, a medical doctor who has been specially trained in this area
should conduct the examination. St. Joseph's Hospital in Yonkers and the Westchester County
Medical Center have specialists trained in this area. The Montefiore New Rochelle Hospital staff
gynecologist should be advised of those resources prior to examining a child victim. In unusual
cases the staff gynecologist may arrange to have the child examined by a specialist at one of
those noted hospitals. When a specialist is not available, the staff gynecologist will conduct the
examination.

2.7

Advise the victim not to wash or douche.

2.8

Safeguard any of the victim's clothing or other materials that may contain semen stains,
bloodstains, or other trace evidence and turn over to evidence collection personnel.

2.9

Conduct a thorough search of the crime scene for evidence. Evidence should be collected by
evidence collection personnel and should not be handled by anyone else.

2.10 Conduct a canvass of the area for witnesses.
2.11 If an arrest is made at the scene or within a short time after the crime occurred,
Do not allow the suspect to go to the bathroom or wash until all evidence has
been removed from his/her person.
2.12 The incident report filed by the first officer on the scene or the first officer to interview the victim
should include a description of the victim’s appearance and condition at the time she was first
encountered.
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2.13 Provide the victim with the name, address, and telephone of the nearest Rape Crisis Center.
This information is listed on PD 105 and can be found at the Complaint Desk.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of the Department to comply with all Federal and New York State
Statutes governing sex offender registration and community notification.
BACKGROUND: The New York State Sex Offender Registration Act (1996) requires convicted
sex offenders to register with the Department of Criminal Justice Services (D.C.J.S.) for a period
of at least 20 years for level I offenders, and for life in the cases of level II and level III offenders.
This law also provides that each convicted sex offender be assigned a risk level which in turn
governs what information, if any, may be released to the public. Basically, the law puts into effect
three ways for the public to access sex offender information:
1) The establishment of a 800 telephone number;
2) The establishment of a D.C.J.S. internet site;
3) Affirmative community notification whereby the local police department notifies “entities
with vulnerable populations.”
DEFINITIONS:
Level I registrant: Low risk; local police department is notified that the offender resides in the
community. However, no affirmative community notification is authorized.
Level II registrant: Moderate risk; local police department is notified that the offender resides in
the community, and may release relevant information which may include the offender’s name,
photograph, exact address, background information on the crime committed, and any restrictions
imposed on the offender.
Level III registrant: Substantial risk; local police department is notified that the offender resides in
the community, and may release relevant information which may include the offender’s name,
photograph, exact address, background information on the crime committed, and any restrictions
imposed on offender

PROCEDURE:
1. General
1.1 Sex offender notices received by the Department will be forwarded to the Staff Services
Commander who will ensure entry of this information into the sex offender file of the
Department’s centralized computer records.
1.2 A copy of the individual sex offender notice will be forwarded to the General Investigations
Unit where a duplicate file will be maintained. Any sex offender notice sent to the
Department in error will be forwarded to the agency having proper jurisdiction.
1.3 Citizens requesting sex offender information may be referred to the D.C J.S. 800 telephone
number (1-800-262-3257) to determine whether a specific person is a registered sex
offender, or to the D.C.J.S. internet site (http://www.criminaljustice.ny.gov/nsor/) or our Police
Department page on the City of New Rochelle’s internet site (http://www.newrochelleny.com)
where there is a link to the D.C.J.S. Sex Offender Registry.
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2. Sex Offender Address Verification and Compliance
2.1 By law, a level III registrant is obligated to personally verify his address with the local police
department every 90 days. Upon notice from D.C.J.S. that a level III offender has taken up
residence in the city, the General Investigations Unit Commander will be notified, and in turn
assign a Detective to verify the registrant’s address and subsequent compliance. The G.I.U.
Commander will maintain a log to facilitate the recording of compliance. If an investigation
reveals a non-compliance offense, appropriate enforcement (either summary arrest or the
issuance of an arrest warrant) will be initiated. All compliance investigations will be
documented on the standard N.Y.S. police incident report.
2.2 Level I and level II registrants must verify their address with D.C.J.S. annually. The
Department will be notified by D.C.J.S. if the registrant fails to carry out this obligation, and
upon receipt of a notice of non-compliance, the G.I.U. Commander will assign a Detective to
conduct an investigation, and initiate appropriate enforcement.
2.3 Registrants appearing at the front desk who wish to report a change of address will be
referred to the General Investigations Unit where a Detective will be assigned to verify the
change of address, and report such change to D.C.J.S via form D.C.J.S. # 3231.
2.4 If a sex offender from another state presents himself to the front desk in order to comply with
the provisions of the N.Y.S. Sex Offender Act, he will be referred to the General
Investigations Unit where a Detective will be assigned to contact D.C.J.S. to facilitate
registration.

3. Affirmative Community Notification
3.1 Once annually, a list of all level II and level III offenders will be mailed to each household in
the City. The list will provide as much information about each offender as allowed for by law.
3.2 In certain instances where the presence of a sex offender poses a substantial and immediate
risk to a vulnerable population, the Police Commissioner may authorize affirmative
community notification by whatever means including door to door neighborhood notification, a
targeted mailing, or a mass telephone communication.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department that officers conducting criminal investigations will
retain whatever notes they take and be prepared to produce them upon the request of the District
Attorney or the court.
DEFINITION
People v. Rosario and People v. Wallace: The rule of law established by these two cases is that
All notes or memo book entries made by a police officer in a criminal matter must be
preserved and made available to the defendant. The fact that a police officer may have
recorded his notes verbatim into a subsequent police report prior to the destruction of the notes
does not justify the inability to produce the notes for future proceedings.
PROCEDURE
The failure to retain notes and memo book entries made in the course of criminal investigations
could be deemed prejudicial to a defendant and result in the eventual dismissal of such cases by
the court. Therefore, officers will record all notes taken in criminal cases in their memo books* or
in a bound or spiral notebook. Furthermore, notes recorded will be maintained until the final
disposition of the criminal case to which they refer.
This does not preclude rules established in the Rules and Regulations regarding the
maintenance of the memo book.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department that officers will operate official vehicles in a careful and
prudent manner, and shall at all times give the highest priority to the safety and welfare of the general
public.
DEFINITION
Hot Pursuit: Hot pursuit is one of the most dangerous tasks police officers are asked to perform. Death or
permanent injury to police officers and/or citizens can result without warning.
Hot pursuit is defined as an active attempt by a law enforcement officer, on duty, in a police radio car,
using audio and visual equipment, to apprehend the occupants of a moving vehicle who are resisting
apprehension by maintaining or increasing speed or by ignoring the police officer's attempt to stop such
vehicle.
PROCEDURE
Whenever a pursuit decision is made, the safety of all concerned must be considered. It is important that
an officer's decision making weigh the seriousness of the offense committed against the hazards present
to the health and welfare of the citizens who might be affected by the chase. Even after an appropriate
pursuit is initiated, a continuous balancing of the seriousness of the crime versus public safety is
mandatory. The Department expects an officer to terminate his involvement in hot pursuit whenever the
risks to his own safety and the safety of others outweighs the danger to the community if the suspect is
not apprehended.

1. Hot Pursuit Guidelines
1.1

Only marked radio cars equipped with activated audio and visual emergency equipment (siren
and red lights) are to enter into hot pursuit. Further, it will be the individual police officer's duty to
be reasonably sure his vehicle is mechanically sound before entering into hot pursuit.

1.2

Police vehicles not so equipped (unmarked cars, motorcycles, etc.) should attempt to maintain
visual contact with the fleeing vehicle without excessive speed, radio all relevant information to
the Communications Unit and request immediate assistance.

1.3

Upon initiation of a hot pursuit, the police officer(s) involved shall immediately notify the
Communications Unit of:
•
•
•
•
•

1.4

The fact that he is in hot pursuit.
The reason for pursuing (offense committed)
The location and direction of travel
The vehicle description (plate number if known)
Any other relevant information

The driver of an authorized emergency vehicle (radio car) may proceed past a steady red
signal, a flashing red signal, or a stop sign, but only after slowing down as may be necessary for
safe operation. The pursuing officer shall not enter the intersection until other vehicles entering
or approaching the intersection have yielded the right of way. Also, in order to enhance his
safety, the driver should be updating the pursuit with the Communications Unit as much as
possible.
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1.5

The pursuing officer(s) shall terminate a hot pursuit at any time if, in his judgment, the risks of
injuries/accidents outweigh the seriousness of the incident.

1.6

No pursuing officer(s) will be criticized for calling off a pursuit under such conditions.

1.7

No radio car is to enter a hot pursuit that was initiated by another unit unless advised to do so
by the Communications Unit. The Communications Unit will control all radio car positions via
radio. If a radio car is advised to enter into pursuit, said car is to report that he is using his audio
and visual emergency equipment. No more than one radio car shall be in direct pursuit at any
given time.

1.8

All hot pursuits for offenses classified as Violations under the Penal Law, violations of the
Vehicle and Traffic Law, and local ordinances shall be terminated
.

1.9

During a hot pursuit, the dispatcher is to be directly supervised by the desk officer.

1.10 Immediately upon receiving information of a hot pursuit, the Communications Unit is to assume
control for the activities of the pursuit and shall clear that channel of other transmissions.
1.11 The Communications Unit has the authority to cancel all unnecessary patrol units out of pursuit.
Furthermore, the Communications Unit has the authority to call off a pursuit altogether.
1.12 Tour commanders and/or tour supervisors have the responsibility to monitor the pursuit and
terminate at any point.
1.13 Intentional ramming of a radio car into the pursued vehicle is NOT AUTHORIZED.
1.14 When a pursuit continues beyond the city limits, the Communications Unit will notify all other
jurisdictions such pursuit may enter. The Police Hot Line will be utilized for such notification
when the pursuit is within Westchester County or into Greenwich Connecticut. If the pursuit is
into New York City, the Communications Unit will notify the appropriate precinct. (A list of New
York City precinct numbers and Westchester County Police Department numbers is maintained
at the complaint desk.)
The aforementioned procedures shall not relieve the driver of an authorized emergency
vehicle from the duty to drive with due regard for the safety of all persons, nor shall such
provisions protect the driver from the consequences of his reckless disregard for the
safety of others.
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POLICY: Members of this Department will operate Department vehicles in a safe and prudent
manner. The use of a Department vehicle as an emergency vehicle is only permitted in situations
where the operator of the vehicle is responding to an actual emergency. The primary concern of
an officer involved in an emergency response must be the safety of other motorists, pedestrians,
and fellow officers.
DEFINITIONS
Authorized Emergency Vehicle: The driver of an authorized emergency vehicle, and only when
involved in an emergency operation, may exercise the privileges set forth in section 1104 of the
Vehicle and Traffic Law. That section states in part:
•

The driver of an emergency vehicle may proceed past a steady red signal, a flashing red
signal or a stop sign, but only after slowing down as may be necessary for safe operation;

•

The driver of an emergency vehicle may exceed the maximum speed limits so long as he
does not endanger life or property.

Emergency Response: An emergency response occurs when a situation exists which
necessitates police being dispatched to the scene as quickly as possible. The following
occurrences would require an emergency response:
•

Any apparent threat to life, or danger of serious physical injury, or major property damage.

•

Any serious felony crime that just occurred and the logical probability exists that a suspect
near the scene or in the area may be apprehended.

•

Any serious injury or illness that may result in substantial personal harm if emergency
assistance is delayed. This includes personal injury motor vehicle accidents.

Liability and Responsibility: The operation of police vehicles under emergency circumstances
creates a great potential of injury to the police officer(s) and the general public. New York State
Law does not relieve the operator of an emergency vehicle from driving with due regard for the
safety of all persons. Operators of emergency vehicles may be held liable for negligence resulting
therefrom. Under no circumstances is an officer protected from the consequences of failing to
exercise reasonable care and diligence in the operation of an emergency vehicle.
PROCEDURE
The Department’s Emergency Response Policy is designed in part to achieve a safe, expeditious
response to emergency situations. Rapid vehicle response is often necessary to get police
presence to an incident scene. Therefore, policy controls cannot be so rigid as to impede field
operations. When responding to an Emergency Response officers will observe the following
guidelines:
1. Response to Incidents
1.1

Many calls for police service do not require an expedited response unless additional
information is available to either Communications personnel or to field officers that an
expedited response is necessary to prevent loss of life or serious injury. Unless
compelling or exceptional circumstances exist, calls for services which do not satisfy
the criteria established by the definition for Emergency Response will be handled by
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normal response. However, if the Communications operator receives additional
information warranting an emergency response, the dispatcher will provide the information to the units responding. Similarly, if an officer responding to an incident has
information based on his knowledge of a crime pattern in that sector, weapons present
at the scene, or a familiarity with a suspect's modus operandi, etc., the officer shall
advise the Communications Unit of the information that warrants an emergency
response.
2. Tactics for Response
2.1

Lights and siren should both nominally be activated during responses to major
disturbances and serious injury situations. Because of the potentially unsettling effects
on the victims of a cardiac attack, the siren should be deactivated several blocks away
from the scene.

2.2

Lights and sirens may be seen and heard from distances up to one mile. During
response to "in-progress" felonies, the siren should be used as little as possible. The
obvious exception would be an assault situation where the sound of an oncoming siren
may have the beneficial effect of causing an assailant to break off his attack. In a silent
emergency response, officers should avoid coming into sight of the premises until the
last moment. Lights should be deactivated before entering the line of sight.

3. Assisting a Primary Unit
3.1

Only police vehicles specifically dispatched are authorized to respond in an Emergency
Response mode. All other assisting units must get authorization from the
Communications Unit before operating in an Emergency Response mode.

4. Safe Vehicle Operation
4.1

Officers responding to an emergency situation must never lose sight of their
responsibility to get to the incident scene quickly and safely. If an officer responding to
an emergency situation gets into an accident while enroute such officer not only defeats
his original purpose, that being to get to the scene safely, but also creates a second
emergency situation whereby the Department has two situations to contend with
instead of one, and the ability to render effective service is possibly diminished.

4.2

Therefore, any officer operating an emergency vehicle will not enter into an intersection
without first slowing down and making certain that other vehicles entering or
approaching the intersection have yielded the right of way. Officers will employ the
same tactics when turning or crossing double yellow lines.

Response Codes are contained in Chapter Seven, Article 7.01 of this Manual.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to respond to and investigate every report of a bomb
threat or related incident.
DEFINITIONS
Bomb Threats: A bomb threat is defined as any threat received by the Department that a bomb or
explosive device is set or will be set to explode.
Related Incident: Any incident involving an explosion wherein probable cause exists that it resulted from a
bomb or explosive device, or any incident wherein a bomb, explosive device or explosive material is
found.
Suspicious Package: Any package, based on the totality of the circumstances, which may not belong in
the environment in which it has been located. Furthermore, any action or circumstance that makes the
package suspicious e.g. packages that are witnessed to have been purposely abandoned, backpacks or
bags left in a secure area, and items that by their mere existence cannot be logically explained. Other
variables to consider when attempting to determine whether or not a package is suspicious: package is
emitting or oozing a liquid substance; package is emitting a humming or other sound; package has some
type of battery or other source for electrical ignition.
Unattended Packages/Items: Any item, which when looking at the totality of the circumstances, would
normally be present in the environment in which the item was found e.g. a briefcase left in a conference
room or a beverage cooler at a football game.
PROCEDURE
The following guidelines will be observed when conducting an investigation of a bomb threat or related
incident:
1. Threat Categories
1.1

Bomb Threats and Related Incidents can be divided into four categories:
•
•
•
•

Bomb Threats-General
Bomb Threats-Schools
Bomb or Explosive Device/Material/Suspicious Package
Explosions Believed to be Caused by Bomb or Explosive Device/Material

2. Bomb Threats-General
2.1

Upon receipt of a bomb threat, the dispatcher or desk officer will immediately notify the Tour
Commander, Special Operations Commander and the Critical Incident Unit sergeant.

2.2

The Tour Commander, Special Operations Commander or Critical Incident Unit sergeant will be
in charge of the area in which the bomb threat is located.

2.3

The Tour Commander, Special Operations Commander or the Critical Incident Unit sergeant will
immediately confer with the person in charge of the premises or areas threatened to determine
whether the premises or areas threatened should be evacuated.

2.4

If the bomb threat caller has stated a time that the device will go off, the search will not
commence until
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2.5

If sufficient time permits, before the stated time of detonation, a search MAY be permitted, but
must be

2.6

The officer in charge, keeping in mind the above safeguards, will direct a thorough search of the
area to determine if the threat is a hoax or locate the explosive device.

2.7

The Fire Department will dispatch an engine to all bomb threats. They will assist in a search
upon a request to the Deputy Chief in charge.

2.8

The Explosive Detection Canine may be used to assist in the search.

2.9

If a bomb or explosive device/material/suspicious package is located, the procedure outlined in
section 3 of this article will be followed.

3. Bomb Threats-Schools
3.1

All safeguards stated under “Bomb Threats-General” will apply. In addition, the Department will
be guided by the following procedures set forth by the Board of Education:

3.2

When a bomb threat call is received by the police dispatcher in reference to a school, the ERS
Operator will immediately notify the school principal and dispatch the Tour Commander, Special
Operations Commander or Critical Incident Unit sergeant.

3.3

When a bomb threat is received through the school, the school principal will notify the ERS
Operator. The Tour Commander, Special Operations Commander or Critical Incident Unit
sergeant will be immediately dispatched.

3.4

When the threat indicates a detonation will occur in a short time, the Tour Commander, Special
Operations Commander or Critical Incident Unit sergeant will confer with school officials

3.5

time
of detonation. The decision to conduct the evacuation will be made by school authorities.
3.6 The Explosive Detection Canine may be used to assist in the search.
3.7 If the threat does not indicate any specific time, the Tour Commander, Special Operations
Commander or Critical Incident Unit sergeant will confer with school officials to determine
whether the building should be evacuated. T

4. Bomb or Explosive Device/Material Found/Suspicious Package/Unattended Item/Package
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4.1

The officer in charge shall make a determination as to whether the package is a
suspicious/explosive device or an unattended item/package, and this information will be relayed
to the Westchester County Department of Public Safety Bomb Disposal Unit if they are to be
contacted. The Departments’ Canine may be utilized as per Section 5 of this Article.

4.2

The officer in charge will assume responsibility to direct the evacuation of personnel and
establish scene security. After the scene is secure, no one but the Bomb Disposal Squad
(Westchester County Department of Public Safety) personnel will be permitted on the scene.

4.3

The Bomb Disposal Unit of the Westchester County Department of Public Safety will be utilized.
They can be reached 24 hours a day at County PD headquarters.

4.4

The area will be secured until such time as the device is deactivated or removed.

4.5

The commander in charge of the Criminal Investigations Division will be notified.

5. Explosions Believed to be Caused by a Bomb or Explosive Device/Material
5.1

The scene will be safeguarded to preserve all evidence.

5.2

The commander in charge of the Criminal Investigations Division will be notified.

5.3

Upon their arrival at the scene, the Detectives will assume responsibility for the investigation.

6. Canine Explosive Detection Guidelines
6.1

A distinction will be made by the officer in charge or Canine Handler as to whether or not the
item is suspicious or unattended.

6.2

Suspicious packages will not be searched by Canine. The Bomb Disposal Unit of the
Westchester County Department of Public Safety will be utilized. A safe perimeter will be
established and all necessary evacuations will be made. The Canine may be used to check for
secondary devices in the area that is to be used as an Incident Command Post.

6.3

If an unattended item is checked and is negative for indications by the Canine it may be
removed at the discretion of the Canine Handler. If the Canine makes an indication on the item
the procedures specified in Section 3 will be followed.

6.4

The Canine may be used to perform a cursory check of an area where an event of notable
importance is taking place e.g. a political dignitary is present, a sporting event, parade, large
gatherings, etc.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to respond to all reports of fire in the City. Police units at
the scene of a fire will be responsible for the control of pedestrian and vehicular traffic and in extreme
emergencies to assist with the evacuation or rescue of endangered persons.
PROCEDURE
Upon responding to a report of fire or discovering a fire the following guidelines will be observed:
1. Responding to a Report of Fire
1.1

Respond to the scene quickly and safely.

1.2

Establish control of all vehicular and pedestrian traffic in the vicinity of the fire so that such traffic
does not interfere with the activities of the Fire Department and other emergency personnel at
the scene.

1.3

Police personnel assisting at the fire scene should carefully observe the crowd gathered there
and make note of any person who seems excited or unusually interested in the fire. Such
person(s) should be identified and interviewed. This information should be documented in the
incident report.

1.4

The individual who called in the alarm or discovered the fire should be interviewed and the
interview documented in the incident report.

1.5

The police unit conducting the investigation should obtain the name of the senior Fire
Department officer in charge of fire fighting operations at the scene. Such information should be
documented in the incident report.

1.6

Police units should remain at the scene until all fire fighting operations have concluded and the
Fire Department has left the scene.

2. Duties to be Performed When a Police Unit Discovers a Building on Fire
2.1

Notify Central of the exact location and nature of the fire.

2.2

Park your vehicle where it will not obstruct Fire Department operations.

2.3

Ascertain from neighbors or surviving occupants of the building if there are any more occupants
in the building and, if there are any, what their exact location is.

2.4

Do Not Enter the Building. Police officers should not enter burning buildings in order to effect
the rescue of persons trapped inside. This is the function and responsibility of the Fire
Department. However, in an emergency situation where the Fire Department is not on the
scene, and a life is threatened, the entering of a burning building by police personnel would be
permissible. This, however, is the exception and not the rule, and the decision to enter the
building must be predicated on the fact that if an immediate rescue effort is not made the person
in peril will perish.

2.5

If a decision is made to enter the premise, use stairs to reach the reported fire location. DO
NOT use elevator.

3. Duties to be Performed When a Police Unit Discovers a Vehicle on Fire
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3.1

Notify Central of the exact location and nature of the fire.

3.2

If people are still in the vehicle, attempt to rescue them.

3.3

Attempt to extinguish the fire with the dry chemical extinguisher.

3.4

When the fire is under the car and close to the gas tank, no attempt should be made by the
officer to extinguish the fire.

3.5

Clear the area of all pedestrian and vehicular traffic.

3.6

Always stand to the side of a vehicle. If bumpers or gas tank explode, it is safer to be at the side
than in the front or rear. Also, if opening a car door, stay low and to the side. An explosive
atmosphere can exist inside the vehicle.
NOTE: A vehicle fire is a bomb any way you look at it. There is even more danger if the vehicle
has hydraulic type bumpers. Heat from the fire may cause the oil in the absorber system to
explode; throwing bits and pieces with the effect of a hand grenade.

4. Safeguarding the Scene after the Fire Has Been Extinguished
4.1

Once the fire has been extinguished the fire department will leave the scene and the
responsibility for protecting the property of the fire victim will initially rest with the police
department. In these instances the supervisor at the scene will confer with the victim, if he or
she is available, and determine what steps need to be taken to secure the victim's property. If
the victim is not available, the supervisor will assess the situation and do what is necessary to
safeguard the victim's property. In either case this will normally result with the establishment of
a fixed post for scene security.

4.2

The establishment of a fixed post for security will also be necessary in situations where the
property damaged in the fire presents a hazard. This post will be maintained until the hazard is
corrected or removed.

4.3

If the property damaged in the fire is a motor vehicle, the supervisor at the scene will have the
vehicle removed to the police compound or to another location designated by the victim. If the
vehicle is being classified as evidence then the supervisor will have it towed to the police
compound.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to enlist the assistance of the Fire Department in emergency
operations where the assistance of that Department is required.
PROCEDURE
1. The Fire Department Communications Center (60 Control) will be notified immediately in the event of any
of the following occurrences.
1.1

Any report of fire, sparks, smoke, odor of smoke, gas, odor of gas, or explosion. This includes
reports of fires extinguished by civilians.

1.2

Any report or discovery of an explosive device or hazardous material.

1.3

Emergencies such as building collapses, industrial accidents, transportation accidents, jammed
elevators; persons trapped or entangled in any fashion, hazardous material leaks, spills, or
escaping vapors.

1.4

All ordinary requests for emergency medical service, including aide to invalids.

1.5

Any report of a motor vehicle accident in which personal injury is reported or likely.

1.6

The Fire Department is available to respond where emergency medical assistance is required at
the scene of other police incidents such as violent crimes, riots, and other public disturbances. In
such events, however, Fire Department assistance will be requested only at the direction of a
police supervisor, and Fire Department Communications will be advised of the nature of the
incident and conditions at the scene.

1.7

The Fire Department will not be notified on simple ambulance transports, unless the request is
related to a need for immediate medical attention, and ambulance service is unavailable; or, the
ambulance crew specifically requests Fire Department assistance.

2. Protocol
The following command protocol will be observed when Police and Fire Department services are
required at the scene of an emergency:
2.1

The Fire Department will command all fire scenes. The Fire Department officer in charge will direct
all fire fighting and fire rescue operations. Police Department personnel at the scene will be
responsible for traffic and crowd control, and will assist with other operations only at the request of
the Fire Department. All police vehicles will be parked in such a manner as not to obstruct Fire
Department operations. Police Department members will be guided by the procedure described in
Article 5.11 of the New Rochelle Police Department Manual of Procedure.

2.2

The Police Department will be in command of all crime scenes. The Fire Department will be notified
and will respond to all crime scenes where personal injury is involved. Fire Department personnel,
however, will maintain a reasonable distance from the crime scene and will not enter the crime
scene unless directed to do so by the police officer in charge.

2.3

The Police Department will be in command at the scenes of all motor vehicle accidents. The Fire
Department will be notified and will respond to all personal injury accidents and provide emergency
medical and extrication services as required. Police Department personnel will acknowledge the
Fire Department's responsibility to assist with emergency medical service, possible extrication and
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hazard abatement, and accommodate the delivery of such service. Fire Department personnel
will recognize the Police Department's responsibility to control vehicular and pedestrian traffic at the
scene and cooperate with police efforts to control such traffic.
2.4

The Police Department will be in command at the scene of all bomb threats. The Fire Department
will be notified and will provide response to bomb threats. Responding Fire Department Units,
however, will remain out of the immediate target area unless fire fighting or other fire rescue
services are required.

2.5

Both the Police and Fire Departments will respond to reports of structural collapses. The Fire
Department will be in command and be responsible for evaluating the situation and requesting
the assistance of other agencies and authorities as necessary. The Police Department will be
responsible for traffic control, crowd control and area security. The Police Department will also
assist with the identification of victims at the scene, notifications, and other administrative and
communications functions as necessary. The Police Mobile Precinct may be activated to serve
as the police command center.

2.6

Both the Police and Fire Departments will respond to reports involving hazardous materials. If a
potentially hazardous material is located, the Fire Department will take command of the situation.
Police units will assist as requested. In responding to and/or assisting with an incident involving
hazardous materials, police personnel should be cognizant of the potential danger involved, and
maintain cautious distance from the suspected material.

2.7

Both the Police Department and the Fire Department will respond to water rescues on the Long
Island Sound and its tributaries and provide emergency services as necessary and appropriate.
The Police Department will be in command of and responsible for water rescues on Long Island
Sound and its tributaries. The Fire Department will be in command of and responsible for water
rescues on the City's inland waters (lakes, reservoir, etc.), and for ice rescues on all waters.
Each Department will cooperate with and assist the other as requested and appropriate in all
such rescues. In the event an extended under water search becomes necessary, the police dive
team supervisor will command such search, and Fire Department dive personnel will assist as
requested.

2.8

If the duty Deputy Fire Chief deems a fire suspicious, he will order a Fire Department arson
investigator to the scene to investigate. If the Fire Department arson investigator determines the
fire to be suspicious; he will notify the police supervisor in charge of police operations at the
scene, and the police supervisor will notify the Police Department's Criminal Investigation
Division. Police detectives will conduct the criminal investigation of arson and all information
and the appropriate release thereof will be managed by the Police Department.
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POLICY: It is the policy of this Department to maintain a neutral position in Labor-Management Disputes.
The Department will intervene in disputes when it is necessary to preserve the peace, or ensure
compliance with the laws of the City, County, or State.
PROCEDURE
Police Units dispatched to the site of a labor-management dispute will observe the following guidelines:
1. Response
1.1

When on duty only Critical Incident Unit personnel shall respond to complaints regarding
employee strike activity or labor disputes. When no Critical Incident Unit personnel are on duty,
patrol team personnel will be assigned. A supervisor, together with the appropriate manpower,
shall respond to all complaints that relate to the aforementioned activity. The supervisor at the
scene will advise both sidesmanagement/laborthat the police position is neutral and that
the police are at the scene to ensure that:
•
•
•
•

No property is damaged
Streets and sidewalks are not blocked
Entrances and exits to lawful businesses are not blocked
Rights of uninvolved employees or the public are not violated

2. Picket Lines
2.1

Picket lines should generally be limited to public property. Pickets should not be allowed to
block vehicular or pedestrian traffic. Attempts to obstruct ingress or egress to the strike site will
be met with strict enforcement under the direct supervision of a supervisor. During these
circumstances, pickets shall be formally warned to disperse and permit persons and vehicles to
enter and exit the property. If they do not disperse, pickets shall be arrested under Section
240.20 subdivision 5 of the New York State Penal Law (Intent to cause public inconvenience by
obstructing vehicular or pedestrian traffic).

2.2

Police units shall not unnecessarily park or loiter in the direct proximity of picket lines, employee
strike sites, and related private property.

2.3

The Commander of the Special Operations Unit is responsible for the placement of barricades,
parking prohibitions, and other related equipment at the scene of a labor management dispute
where picket lines have been established and such equipment is needed to ensure public safety
and compliance with local ordinances.

3. Private Property
3.1

The right to strike and the right to public assembly does not entitle demonstrators to trespass on
private property. When ordering demonstrators from private property, officers should be
diplomatic and clearly explain that trespass is a violation of law. Officers must not appear to be
agents of the property owner in these situations.

3.2

Some contractual agreements between labor and management allow for labor activity on
management's property. However, in some disputes management may choose not to honor the
contract and will request that unauthorized persons be removed from the property or arrested
for trespass. In these situations labor must be advised that contractual agreements do not
abridge the Penal Law and that the property rights of the property owner must be honored.
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Unauthorized personnel will be escorted from the premises and labor will be advised to seek
civil remedies for breach of contract.
4. Demeanor
4.1

Avoid all appearances of sympathy for either side.

4.2

Be diplomatic but avoid lengthy discussions of the issues.

4.3

Explain that their purpose at the scene is to keep order.

4.4

Do not accept food, drink, or shelter from either party in a dispute.

4.5

All complaints about the conduct of police employees shall be referred to the Internal Affairs
Unit. Instances of alleged misconduct that are deemed extremely serious will immediately be
brought to the attention of the Police Commissioner.

5. Arrests
5.1

Misdemeanor complaints between private persons that are reported to the Department but not
witnessed by police personnel should be referred to the Criminal Investigations Division for
further follow-up.

5.2

Except for felony complaints, no summary arrests shall be effected during this kind of situation
unless directed by a supervisor.

5.3

Where complaints of trespass are made at the site of a strike, the complainant shall be referred
to the Criminal Investigations Division for further follow-up. If the complainant does not know the
trespassers, the alleged trespassers shall be identified. Police units at the scene will attempt to
secure the names and addresses of such trespassers.

5.4

In all cases of arrest or serious incidents, the Police Commissioner shall be immediately
notified.

6. Court Orders
6.1

When either side in a Labor-Management dispute produces a court order and requests that it be
enforced, the supervisor at the scene will see that such request is documented but will not
enforce the directives of such court order without first obtaining the authority of the Police
Commissioner.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to respond to all disasters or major emergencies
occurring within the city and to implement a plan of action which will render aid to the injured, safeguard
life and property, minimize the disruption of traffic and maintain access to homes, schools, and
businesses. The Department will coordinate such response with other Police, Fire, Medical, Military, Civil,
or Relief agencies whose assistance at the incident location is also required.
DEFINITION
Disaster: A disaster or major emergency may be defined as any event which imperils life and property
and requires more than routine police action, equipment, and personnel. Examples of such events are:
•
•
•
•
•

Aircraft Accidents
Boating Accidents with Fatalities
Train Accidents
Hazardous Chemical Spills
Major Fires and Explosions

PROCEDURE
1. Response
1.1

Respond to the scene safely and quickly. Upon arrival at the scene park police vehicles in a
safe position where they will not interfere with other emergency vehicles which may be called to
the scene.

1.2

The first officer at the scene should determine what has occurred and advise Central of the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

Type of emergency
Location and most direct means of response
Locate injured persons
Advise Central of number and type of injuries.
What other emergency personnel are needed, e.g., Ambulance, Rescue Unit, Fire
Apparatus, Tow Truck, Utility Company, etc.

2. Supervisory Responsibility
2.1

Supervisory personnel assigned to the incident scene will ensure that sufficient personnel are
detailed to the incident location in order to take control of the scene.

2.2

Establish a perimeter control of the incident scene to allow for a free flow of emergency vehicles
and personnel to enter and exit the scene and to prevent unauthorized persons or vehicles from
entering the scene.

2.3

Establish a command post. The mobile precinct will be used as the command post. The
command post should be located near the scene, but not within the perimeter control area.

2.4

Establish control of communications. All communications to the field, from the field, to
headquarters and from headquarters must go through the command post.
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2.5

Establish a staging area, not within the perimeter of the incident scene, where emergency
personnel and equipment can muster to await orders. It must be noted that in the event of major
emergency more emergency personnel than are needed may respond to the scene and, as
such, strict control must be exercised over who enters the incident scene. The number of
personnel utilized should be proportionate to the need. Furthermore, personnel from volunteer
organizations should be identified and placed in a separate staging area.

2.6

If necessary, establish an area to treat the injured and to conduct other emergency medical
operations.

2.7

Establish a Press Area convenient to the command post but outside of the perimeter control
area.

3. Desk Officer Responsibility
3.1

It will be the Desk Officers responsibility to make notifications to other agencies, for example:
•

Aircraft AccidentNotify the Federal Aviation Administration, JFK International Airport

•

Boat AccidentNotify Coast Guard, Willets Point, Fort Totten, Queens, New York

•

Train AccidentNotify Metro North Police

•

Vehicle Accidents involving the spillage of hazardous materialsNotify the Fire Department
and the Department of Transportation Regional Office for Hazardous Material

4. Police personnel at the scene of a disaster or major emergency have as their primary responsibility
crowd control, traffic control, and scene security. The responsibility for normal rescue operations
should be carried out by those agencies that are specially equipped for the incident that has occurred.
5. When an accident occurs as a result of the operation of a vehicle or machine, the operator of the
vehicle or machine should be located and identified. In the case of a train or aircraft accident the
entire crew should be located and detained until investigators from the respective agencies
responsible for conducting the investigation have arrived at the scene.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department that a viable Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP) be
established and maintained to ensure high levels of service quality and availability. The COOP is to
ensure that the Department will be able to continue to perform its essential functions and meet its primary
mission during emergencies and/or major disruptions to normal departmental functions and processes. It
is also a policy of the Department to protect life, information, and property, in that order.

PROCEDURE
1. Essential Functions
1.1

Essential functions are those organizational functions that should be sustained for as long as
possible during any circumstance. The Department recognizes the following functions in order
to fulfill its core mission:
•
•
•

Law Enforcement
Administration
Emergency Services

2. Chain of Command
2.1

Members of the Department will follow the chain of command, which is:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.2

Police Commissioner
Deputy Police Commissioner
Captain
Lieutenant
Sergeant
Police Officer

If the normal chain of command is disrupted than notifications shall be made to the next person
in the chain of command.

3. Continuity of Facilities
3.1

The New Rochelle Police Department back up radio system is located in the Office of
Emergency Management (OEM) at
and will be called the Emergency
Operations Center (EOC).

3.2

In the event that the EOC must be activated because of complete radio failure, or need to move
from Police Headquarters, the proceeding guidelines should be followed.

3.3

The Staff Services Division Commander, another Captain, the Deputy Commissioner or the
Commissioner, must be notified first to authorize the activation of the EOC.

3.4

Contact VERIZON 911 at
Lines to the following numbers:
number is

Advise VERIZON to transfer the departmental 911
. If asked for by VERIZON, our PSAP
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3.5

Westchester County Department of Public Safety should be notified of the situation. Contact
should also be made to the County 911 coordinator, John Chirico at 9
or
He, or anyone in his position, can give assistance with any transferring of phone lines or
problems that may arise.

3.6

Our Administrative Phone Line, 654-2300, can be transferred to
above.

3.7

The OEM can be accessed thru a set of keys in the key box by the desk supervisor in the
Communications Unit. The keys open the Fire Department door on
or the
steel
and then the OEM door. The Staff Services
Commander also has a set of keys, and there is a set in the Communications Coordinators
office if necessary. Custodians can only give access to the building, not the actual OEM room.
The key code if necessary is
written on back of key tag.

3.8

At the station in the EOC, there is a dispatch radio, two phones for 911
another
phone
and a computer with all necessary programs to operate our station. There are
additional phones in the EOC, which can be used if necessary. There are instructions for the
radio, along with a street index in the desk drawer.

3.9

In the transition period from leaving HQ’s to the EOC, the radio at the Supervisor’s desk can be
used to transmit. Set the Channel to NRPD Main – coverage may be limited.

, using the same as

3.10 If the problem necessitating the move to the EOC is radio related, Goosetown Communications
should be notified at
, which is a 24/7 emergency number. If the problem is Phone
lines, then advise VERIZON when they are called.
3.11 In the event that there is a power failure affecting the radio system, and there is no need to
leave Police Headquarters, the following steps should be taken:
•

When power fails at Headquarters, the backup generators should turn on in a few
seconds.
repeater has not lost power, then it will just
be a matter of rebooting the computers. The CENTRACOM/ Radio computer password
is
for dispatch stations and
for the supervisor computer. Use the
virtual keyboard after clicking onto the desktop icon and choosing which log on.

•

The VESTA / 911 systems may shut off completely, which means the computer
underneath the workstation will have to be turned on, then just log on as usual.

•

If the K building does loose power, then there are several options:


Switch from MAIN to STANDBY on the radio system, thus utilizing the repeater at
. There should be very little if any loss
in transmission range doing
has a backup generator.



The VERTEX radio located at the supervisor's desk area- NRPD MAIN -can be
used. Range may be limited in some of the upper north end areas.



A last resort would be to use the EOC radio at
procedures at the beginning of this section should be followed.

4. Vital Records Management

and the
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4.1

There are two (2) types of vital records: those that support daily operations and those that are
mandated to be maintained by state code or local ordinance. Emergency Operating Records
may include activity reports, incident reports and other documentation as Rights and Interests
Records may also include incident reports, complaint forms and other documentation.

4.2

Vital records are retained for backup on a nightly basis and are stored off site on a weekly
basis.

4.3

If during the operation of this COOP, the departmental computer system is operational then it
shall be used and maintained.

4.4

If during the operation of this COOP, the departmental computer system is not operational then
the tour commander shall direct that vital records made by hand are retained for later
documentation to the departmental computer system.

5. Recovery
5.1

The Police Commissioner or his designee shall advise when this COOP is deactivated and, if
necessary, when members shall return to Police Headquarters.

5.2

Any member observing damaged equipment shall report such to his/her supervisor.

6. Training and Review
6.1

All members of the Department are to familiarize themselves with this plan

6.2

This plan shall be reviewed at least once during each period of accreditation to ensure the plan
is sound and current.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to respond to all reported medical emergencies and to
render aid and assistance to the sick and injured.
DEFINITION
Emergency Medical Service: Emergency Medical Service (EMS) occurs whenever a member of the
Department aids another person who is sick or injured. (Excludes persons injured in traffic accidents.)
PROCEDURE
The Department’s function when handling Emergency Medical Service complaints is to offer assistance to
the sick and injured. The following guidelines will be observed when responding to and investigating
Emergency Medical Service complaints
1. Response
1.1

Officers directed to respond to Emergency Medical Service complaints should do so
expeditiously and safely. Upon arrival at the scene the investigating officer must assess the
situation and take the action needed to stabilize the reported condition. Such action may
include:

1.2

Summon an ambulance if one is needed. Sick or injured persons will not be conveyed in
Department vehicles unless supervisory approval has been obtained or it is an emergency and
no ambulance is available.

1.3

Offer immediate first aid in emergency situations, CPR, Heimlich Maneuver, etc. The rendering
of first aid should be in accordance with the officer's training.

1.4

Notification to complainant’s doctor, relative or friend.

1.5

No police response is required for a routine EMS at a nursing home. The call taker will make an
inquiry as to the circumstances surrounding the event to determine if the event is an illness and
not an injury. Examples of a routine EMS would be difficulty breathing, feeling ill, dizziness or
any other condition lacking an injury or some other aggravating factor.

2. Investigation
2.1

In Emergency Medical Service incidents the person who is sick or injured is the complainant.
The complainant's full name, residence, date of birth, sex, and phone number must be obtained
by the investigating officer along with a full account of the attendant circumstances of the
sickness or injury. In injury cases the officer should obtain the full name, residence, date of
birth, sex, and phone number of any witness to the incident which caused the injury. An event
report is not required for a routine EMS at a residence when all of the following criteria are met:
• Complainant is conscious and properly identified
• No other police services or notification required
• No dependent adults or uncared for children in household
• No other investigation is needed
• Ambulance is responding, and will not transport complainant to hospital. If the
complainant is transported, the investigating officer must complete an incident report.

2.2

When an injury occurs on the street or in any public place under the jurisdiction of the city and
there are contributing conditions such as a broken sidewalk, snow or ice on the sidewalk, an
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excavation, a hole in the street, etc., the investigating officer will give a detailed description of
such contributing factor in his report. The officer will also file a PD 52 in accordance with the
directives set forth in Chapter 5, Article 5.16 of this Manual dealing with City Cases.
2.3

If a complainant in an Emergency Medical Service incident is brought to the hospital for
treatment or to a private physician for treatment, the investigating officer shall obtain the
attending physician's name and his diagnosis of the sickness or injury. This information will be
included in the officer’s report. If the complainant refuses medical attention the officer will note it
in his report.

2.4

If a complainant in an Emergency Medical Service incident is brought to the hospital and dies
shortly after his arrival there, the investigating officer shall obtain the name of the physician who
made the pronouncement of death, the time of death, and where possible, the cause of death.
This information will be included in the officer's report.

2.5

When describing a sickness or an injury, reporting officers should use simple terms easily
understood by the average person. Technical medical terms will be avoided.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of the Department to render lifesaving aid to persons suffering from
cardiac arrest. To enhance rescue efforts, the Department shall equip (when possible) and train
al sworn members, attending In-Service Training, in the use of automated external defibrillators
(AED).
DEFINITIONS
AED: A self-testing battery operated automated external defibrillator machine. The Department
utilizes both the Cardiac Science AED as well as the Lifepak 1000 AED.
Chain of Survival: A guideline designed to improve the survival of sudden cardiac arrest.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Early notification and dispatch of emergency responders including Advanced Life Support.
Early cardio-pulmonary resuscitation to provide circulation and respiration to the victim.
Early defibrillation to return the heart to normal rhythm.
Advanced cardiac life support provided by ALS at the scene, and later at the hospital.

Sudden Cardiac Death: An electrical malfunction of the heart which shuts down its ability to pump
blood to the body, and if left untreated will result in death in a matter of minutes.
Ventricular Fibrillation: A condition in which the heart no longer pumps blood rhythmically but
merely “quivers”.
PROCEDURE
1. Dispatch and response procedures.
1.1 Article 5.14 shall be followed in regards to an EMS call for service.
1.2 If upon receipt of an EMS call it is determined that a possible cardiac incident exists, the
dispatcher shall notify the proper unit equipped with an AED. A secondary unit should also
be dispatched.
1.3 Upon arrival at the scene, the responding unit will bring both an oxygen unit and AED into
the incident location.
1.4 Upon finding the victim, the officer shall conduct a scene survey and then a primary survey
of the victim using the proper personal protective equipment. The officer shall advise the
dispatcher of the findings so that the responding EMS agency may be advised.
1.5 Should the primary survey indicate NO PULSE, perform necessary CPR and attach the
AED to the victim to begin the defibrillation process. NOTE: If the victim is wet or has been
pulled from the water, prior to “shocking” the victim should be dried as much as possible
and if necessary their clothes removed.
1.6 Follow prompts provided by the AED.
1.7 Continue CPR and other lifesaving techniques as needed.
1.8 Victim care should be turned over to the responding EMS personnel after advising them of
the care that you provided, including the use of the AED.
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1.9 An administrative log entry should be made using the “AED Used” event type.
1.10 Upon leaving the scene, advise the dispatcher and return to headquarters. In addition to
the incident report, prepare the AED report (PD 55A). The Medical Director and AED
Administrator will review a copy of the incident report and PD 55A.
2. AED Machine
2.1 Upon returning to headquarters, the assigned officer to the EMS call shall secure the AED
in the desk safe, and an administrative log entry shall be made. Notification will also be left
for the AED Administrator along with a copy of the incident report and PD 55A.
2.2 The AED shall not be used again until the information has been retrieved from it by the
AED Administrator.
2.3 Upon receipt that an AED was used, the AED Administrator shall remove the AED from the
desk safe and download the data from the internal memory of the AED by the use of a PC.
2.4 The AED Administrator shall print out a copy of this data and file an SIR to the original
report. The AED Administrator will then erase the internal memory of the AED and perform
the necessary steps so that it may be returned to service.
3. AED Precautions
3.1 If the victim is less than 8 years old or weighs less than 55 pounds, the infant/child pads
should be used.
3.2 If the victim has an implanted pacemaker and an AED is used, place the electrode at least 1
inch away from the pacemaker, not over it.
3.3 Do not use the AED in wet environments such as swimming pools, pool decks, while
exposed to rain, etc.
3.4 The AED is susceptible to radio frequency interference. Do not use a portable radio or cell
phone within 3 feet of the victim when the AED is in use.
3.5 Vibration or movement of the victim may cause improper analysis of the data. The victim
must be motionless when the AED is in use. The AED may not be used in a moving vehicle.
3.6 To avoid possible explosion or fire hazard, do not use the AED in close proximity to
flammable materials, and exercise caution when operating the unit near free flowing oxygen.
3.7 Do not touch the victim while the AED is analyzing.
3.8 The AED poses a serious shock hazard to rescuers and bystanders. Prior to pressing the
“SHOCK” button to deliver the shock, the officer shall announce in a loud voice “I’m clear,
you’re clear, everyone clear” and then visually check to ensure no one is in contact or in
close proximity to the victim.
4. AED Preparation, Transportation and Storage
4.1 The AED’s have been labeled numerically and will be assigned accordingly. At the
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beginning of each tour, the assigned officer shall check the AED’s readiness by opening the
case, confirming that the display indicates a green light on the Cardiac Science AED or
displays “OK” on the Lifepak 1000 AED and ensuring that there is a sealed envelope with a
back-up set of electrodes, along with the black bag containing a pair of shears, a pocket
mask, a razor, nitrile gloves, an antiseptic towelette and a 4X4. Complete the PD 55.

4.2 The AED will operate properly when the ambient temperature is between 32 degrees F
and 122 degrees F. Therefore, the AED must be kept inside the passenger compartment
of any police vehicle that it is assigned to during patrol. The AED does not need to be
removed from its case to be used.
4.3 When a vehicle is taken out of service, the AED shall be removed from the vehicle and
stored in the black storage cabinet in the communications unit.
5. AED Maintenance and Troubleshooting
5.1 The AED is ready for rescue when the “status indicator” displays green on the Cardiac
Science AED or displays “OK” on the Lifepak 1000 AED. The green “status
indicator” or “OK’ indicator means that the AED has conducted self-tests, which verify that
the battery has adequate charge, the electrodes are properly connected and the integrity of
the internal components has been confirmed.
5.2 When the “status indicator” displays red with a black “X” on the Cardiac Science AED or a
red wrench symbol on the Lifepak 1000 AED, the AED may not be used for a
rescue. Open the lid to the AED (Cardiac Science Only) to examine the diagnostics panel
for other indicators:
•
•
•
•
•

If the red “Service” indicator is lit, maintenance must be performed by the AED
manufacturer. Attach a label indicating that the unit is out of service and place the unit in
the black storage cabinet in the communications unit.
If the red “electrodes” indicator is lit, connect the electrodes or rerplace with a new pair.
If the “replace!” battery status indicator is red, the battery is low and should be replaced
with a new battery. A spare battery will be kept in the black cabinet in the
communications unit.
If no other indicators are lit on the diagnostics panel, the battery is completely depleted
and should be replaced with a new battery.
An administrative log entry shall be made for any of these conditions and the AED
administrator shall be advised.

5.3 The Cardiac Science AED conducts its daily self-test and if it determines that maintenance
is required, an audible maintenance indicator will be heard. This indicator sounds a twotoned beep every thirty seconds when maintenance is required and continues until the lid
is
opened or all battery power has been depleted. When this indicator sounds, inspect the
diagnostic panel as specified above. The Lifepak 1000 AED will display the red wrench
symbol if battery power has been depleted.
6. Training
6.1 All sworn Department members attending In-Service Training shall receive training in CPR
and the use of AED’s. The American Red Cross and/or the American Heart Association
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according to their guidelines shall certify this training. Only trained members shall be permitted to
use AED’s.
7. AED Program Annual Review
7.1 An annual review of the AED program shall be conducted by the Medical Director, AED
administrator and the Training Director. This annual review shall be documented by the
AED administrator.
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POLICY: The purpose of this policy is to establish broad guidelines and regulations governing the utilization
of naloxone by trained department personnel. The objective is to treat and reduce injuries and fatalities due
to opioid-involved overdoses when law enforcement is the first to arrive at the scene of a suspected
overdose. The Department Opioid Overdose and Intranasal Naloxone Training Program will be
administered by a medical prescriber approved by the Westchester County Department of Health.
Department personnel may possess and administer naloxone if they have been trained consistent with New
York State Public Health Law §3309 and the regulations in §80.138 of Title 10 of the New York Codes, Rules
and Regulations. The New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services and the New York State
Department of Health training curriculum meet this standard. New York State Public Health Law §3309
provides protection for non-medical individuals from liability when administering naloxone to reverse an opioid
overdose. Under the Good Samaritan 911 Law, if an overdose or life threatening emergency exists, and
health care for this condition is sought in good faith, the “Good Samaritan” or victim shall not be charged or
prosecuted for a controlled substance or marihuana offense, or possession of alcohol or drug paraphernalia.
It should be noted that the immunity from being charged and prosecuted does not apply to drug offenses
involving sales for consideration or other benefit or gain, or class A-1 drug felonies.
DEFINITIONS
Opioid: A medication or drug that is derived from the opium poppy or that mimics the effect of an opiate.
Opiate drugs are narcotic sedatives that depress activity of the central nervous system; these will reduce
pain, induce sleep, and in overdose, will cause people to stop breathing. First responders often encounter
opiates in the form of morphine, methadone, codeine, heroin, fentanyl, oxycodone (Oxycontin, Percocet) and
hydrocodone (Vicodin).
Naloxone: A prescription medication that can be used to reverse the effects of an opiate overdose.
Specifically, it displaces opioids from the receptors in the brain that control the central nervous system and
respiratory system. It is marketed under various trademarks, including Narcan.
Overdose Rescue Kit: The kit contains two prefilled luer-lock syringes, without needles, each containing
2mg of naloxone in 2ml of solution, and within their manufacturer assigned expiration dates; and two mucosal
atomizer device (MAD) tips, compatible with standard luer-lock syringes.
PROCEDURES
1. The Department’s Health and Safety Officer will be the coordinator for the naloxone administration
program, and will assure the supply, integrity and expiration dates of the Overdose Rescue Kits.
1.1

All members carrying the Overdose Rescue Kits will be trained in the use of naloxone.

1.2

Refresher training will occur every two years.

1.3

The Training Unit will maintain naloxone training records.

2.1

Officers will request an ambulance to respond to the scene where the aided is in a potential
overdose state. Article 5.14 shall be followed in regards to an EMS call for service.

2.2.

Officers should use universal precautions and protections from blood borne pathogens and
communicable diseases when administering naloxone.

2.2

Officers will determine need for treatment with naloxone by evaluating the aided: if the aided is

2.
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unresponsive with decreased or absent respirators they should administer naloxone following the
established training guidelines.
2.3

Once the assessment of the aided is complete; which should include, but may not be limited to
determining unresponsiveness and other indicators of opioid involved overdose, each officer will
administer the medication from the Overdose Rescue Kit following the established training
guidelines.

2.4

Officers will use proper tactics when administering naloxone; aided individuals who are revived
from an opioid overdose may regain consciousness in an agitated and combative state and may
exhibit symptoms associated with withdrawal.

2.5

Following the administration of Naloxone, CPR and other First Aid will be provided, if appropriate.
Naloxone is not a substitute for CPR.

2.6

Officers will remain at the scene until EMS personnel arrive and transport the aided.

2.7

Officers will inform EMS personnel upon their arrival that naloxone has been administered.

2.8

Officers will document the incident according to department policy and complete a New York State
Public Safety Naloxone Quality Improvement Usage Report, which will be forwarded to the Health
and Safety Officer for review and submission to the New York State Department of Health.

3. Maintenance/Replacement of Naloxone

3.1

Overdose Rescue Kits will be carried in a manner consistent with proper storage guidelines for
temperature and sunlight exposure.

3.2

Used, lost, damaged, or expired Overdose Rescue Kits will be replaced by the Health and Safety
Officer.

3.3

Expired naloxone will be maintained by the department for use in training or properly disposed of
by the Health and Safety Officer.
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POLICY: Members of this Department will respond to and investigate every incident of death reported to
this Department.
DEFINITIONS
Ordinary Death: This occurs when a person dies of natural causes and there is a doctor available to sign
the death certificate.
Unattended Death: This is a death which occurs when a person dies of natural causes and there is no
doctor to sign the death certificate.
Unexpected Death: This is a death, which occurs in a public place, or when an apparently healthy person
dies, or when death is the result of an accident other than traffic related.
Suicide: This is a death in which the deceased intentionally kills himself.
Suspicious Death: This occurs when there are circumstances surrounding a death reported as natural,
which suggest that the deceased died as a result of an accident, suicide, or foul play.
Public Administrator: A public official, appointed by the chief judge of the Surrogate Court, responsible for
marshaling and identifying the assets of individuals who have died and have not left behind a Will and
have no known family or blood relatives.
PROCEDURE
The duties and responsibilities of the Department concerning death investigations vary with the type of
death encountered. Outlined below are general procedures which may be employed in any type of death
investigation and specific procedures relating to the death classifications listed in definitions.
1. General Procedures
1.1

Respond to the scene quickly and safely.

1.2

A supervisor should be dispatched to every death scene along with the assigned police unit.

1.3

Upon arrival at the scene the individual who discovered the deceased should be identified and
interviewed.

1.4

Have the deceased pronounced dead by a physician, nurse, paramedic, physician’s assistant,
medical examiner or medical examiner investigator. Depending upon the type of death, the
pronouncement can be made by the deceased's physician, the medical examiner, or other
medical personnel named above willing to make the pronouncement.

1.5

Make notification to the family of the deceased and safeguard his property. When no known
family member or blood relative is present the investigating officer should search through the
personal effects of the deceased in an attempt to locate the names, addresses and phone
numbers of such persons. If no such persons are located a search of the deceased's residence
should be made for a Will. If a Will is located the attorney whose name appears on the back
cover of the document should be notified and advised of the death. If no Will is found then the
unit responsible for conducting the investigation should request that the Public Administrator be
notified and requested to respond to the scene. If the Public Administrator cannot respond, the
investigating officer will secure all valuables such as cash, jewelry, bank books, safe deposit
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keys, etc., and remove them from the residence. These items should be brought to
headquarters and turned over to the Property Clerk. If the Property Clerk's office is closed, the
property will be placed in the Desk Safe. A PD 18 will be filed for all property taken into police
custody. Under no circumstances are assets to be released to non-family members (inlaws/relatives by marriage) or second cousins.
1.6

Premises should be secured, possibly with a padlock; or if it is an apartment building, the
superintendent should be requested to change the tumbler, and the keys should be placed with
the police department. The Public Administrator's Office will pay the expenses incurred by
changing the locks.

1.7

It is also very important in cases where there are no known family or blood relatives to
determine if the deceased owns a motor vehicle. If one is found then it should be impounded
immediately in order to protect the estate from having the vehicle stolen, vandalized, or involved
in a criminal act. The Public Administrator’s Office will pay the expenses incurred by towing and
storing the vehicle.

2. Specific Responses
2.1

2.2

Ordinary Death
•

Obtain the pedigree of the deceased.

•

Obtain the name of the doctor who will sign the death certificate.

•

Obtain the time of death and the cause of death.

•

Obtain the name of the authorized medical person who made the prouncement.

•

Include all of the noted information in the incident report.

Unattended Death
•

Identify and interview the person(s) who found the deceased.

•

Interview family members and/or friends concerning the medical history of the deceased
and if deceased had been under a doctor's care.

•

Make a visual examination of the deceased for any signs of fresh wounds, which would be
inconsistent with death by natural causes. Should any such wounds be discovered, e.g.,
knife wounds bullet wounds, etc., establish a crime scene and follow the guidelines set forth
in the Homicide Investigation procedure.

•

Notify the Medical Examiner and advise him of the death. The Medical Examiner will want
to know the name, date of birth, address, and physical description of the deceased and a
description of the death scene. The individual making the notification should be prepared to
answer those questions. If the Medical Examiner is going to respond to the scene to take
the body, an officer must remain at the scene until the Medical Examiner has arrived. If the
Medical Examiner is not going to respond to the scene and, instead, directs that a funeral
home be contacted to pick up the body, the officer may leave provided that a family
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member is present. (This is known as a ME Hold and the family should choose the funeral
home. If they're unavailable, the Medical Examiner should choose the home.)

2.3

•

If the Medical Examiner agrees to come to the scene, the death pronouncement will be
made by the Medical Examiner. If the Medical Examiner is not responding and the case is a
ME Hold, the investigating officer must make arrangements to have a death pronouncement
made as specified in section 1.4. The officer should record the name of the individual who
made the pronouncement and the time.

•

In all unattended death cases the Medical Examiner will sign the death certificate.

Unexpected Death
•

Locate the person who reported the death and any witnesses to the death. If the deceased
has been removed from the incident scene to the hospital, an officer will be dispatched to
the scene to locate witnesses and persons with knowledge, and a second officer will be
dispatched to the hospital to stay with the body until the Medical Examiner has been notified
and the events leading up to the death have been ascertained.

•

Determine if the death meets the criteria established for an unexpected death. If so, the
supervisor at the scene should request a General Investigations Unit detective and
evidence collection personnel. If a General Investigations Unit detective is not on duty the
supervisor at the scene will have one recalled to duty to conduct the investigation. If no
evidence collection personnel are on duty, the supervisor at the scene will request that a
detective supervisor be notified to authorize the activation of one.

•

In the case of an accident or any other incident where evidence exists, the investigating
officer should secure the scene and safeguard any evidence. The scene should be
maintained until the investigation is completed.

•

Notify the Medical Examiner and apprise him of what has occurred. If the body is in a public
place and has not been removed from the scene, it will be covered with a sheet and held at
the scene pending the direction of the Medical Examiner.

•

If the Medical Examiner is going to respond to the scene, he will make the pronouncement
of death. If the Medical Examiner is not going to respond to the scene, the investigating
officer must make arrangements to have a death pronouncement made as specified in
section 1.4.

•

When the Medical Examiner directs that a funeral home pick up the body, the investigating
officer will direct the family of the deceased to choose a home. If the family is unavailable
the Medical Examiner will choose the home.

•

Detectives assigned to the investigation will follow the general guidelines outlined in
Homicide Investigation. Detectives are responsible for preparing the incident report and
should as a result of the investigation have documented and verified all of the information
and events which brought about the deceased’s death.
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Suicide
•

Locate the person who reported the death, the person who found the deceased and any
witnesses to the death or persons with knowledge.

•

Upon arrival verify if a suicide has occurred. If so, establish a crime scene as outlined in
Article 5.04, Homicide Investigation. Do not touch the deceased and if any bindings are
around the body do not loosen them. If the death weapon is at the scene, safeguard it but
do not touch it. Similarly, if a note is found at the scene, safeguard it but do not touch it.
Evidence collection personnel will handle all evidence.

•

If the body was removed from the scene by ambulance to the hospital, a police unit will be
dispatched to the hospital to remain with the body until the Medical Examiner has
responded to take the body.

•

Notify headquarters and request that a General Investigations Unit detective and evidence
collection personnel be detailed to the scene. If no General Investigations Unit detective is
on duty, the supervisor at the scene will have one recalled to duty to conduct the
investigation. If no evidence collection personnel are on duty, the supervisor at the scene
will request that a detective supervisor be notified to authorize the activation of one.

•

Detectives assigned to the case will treat a suicide as a homicide and will follow the
procedures outlined in Article 5.04, Homicide Investigation.

Suspicious Death
•

Locate the person who reported the death, the person who found the deceased and any
witnesses to the death.

•

Safeguard the scene. If foul play is suspected, a crime scene should be established.

•

Request a General Investigations Unit detective and evidence collection personnel. If a
General Investigations Unit detective is not on duty, the supervisor at the scene will have
one recalled to duty. If evidence collection personnel are not on duty, the supervisor at the
scene will request that a detective supervisor be notified to authorize the activation of one.

•

Notify the Medical Examiner and apprise him of what has occurred.

•

Detectives assigned to the case should initially treat a suspicious death as a homicide and
should conduct the investigation as outlined in Article 5.04, Homicide Investigation. The
investigation should proceed in that direction until proven otherwise.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to investigate all accidents and incidents that may be
classified as City Cases.
DEFINITION
City Case: A City Case is defined as any accident or EMS wherein a person is killed, injured, becomes
sick, or property is damaged under circumstances that may involve civil action against the City of New
Rochelle. City cases arising from traffic accidents will be handled in accordance with the Department's
Accident Report Investigation Procedure, Chapter 2, Article 2.01 of this Manual.
PROCEDURE
The investigation of City Cases and the documentation of observed hazards will be conducted in the
following manner:
1. When a person is injured on public property and there is evidence of a contributory condition, e.g.,
defective pavement, defective sidewalk, defective curb, etc. the Department of Public Works will be
so advised by the desk officer and this action will be recorded in the investigating officers report.
2. A Report of Conditions (PD 52) will be prepared in duplicate by the investigating officer and forwarded
to the appropriate city department responsible for correcting the noted condition.
3. Members of the Department will report all serious pavement defects, defective sidewalks, defective
curbs, sunken excavations, etc. when observed and will file a PD 52 where applicable.
4. When an observed condition appears to constitute a serious hazard to vehicular or pedestrian traffic,
the investigating officer will take the necessary measures to protect and safeguard the hazard until it
is corrected.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to respond to all incidents of reported mental disorders or
emotionally disturbed persons and to cooperate with other government agencies in attending to
individuals in need of psychiatric services.
DEFENITIONS
Mental Illness: A mental disease or mental condition which is manifested by a disorder or disturbance in
behavior, feeling, thinking or judgement to such an extent that the person afflicted requires care and
treatment.
Emotionally Disturbed Person (EDP): A person who appears to be mentally ill or temporarily deranged
and is conducting himself in a manner which a police officer reasonably believes is likely to result in
serious harm to himself or others.
Zone of Safety: The distance to be maintained between a violent or armed emotionally disturbed person
and responding police officers. This distance should be greater than the effective range of the weapon
(other than a firearm), and it may vary with the situation (e.g., type of weapon possessed, condition of the
Emotionally Disturbed Person, surrounding area etc.). A minimum distance of 20 feet is recommended.
An attempt will be made to maintain the “zone of safety” if the Emotionally Disturbed Person does not
remain stationary.
PROCEDURE
1. Mental Illness
1.1

Police officers are authorized to take into custody any person who appears to be mentally ill and
conducting himself in a manner that is likely to result in physical harm. When confronted with
such a situation officers will exercise this authority according to the following guidelines:
•

Upon confronting an individual reportedly affected by a mental disorder, an officer will
evaluate the individual and determine if he or she is in need of psychiatric service.

•

If an officer concludes that an individual is in need of psychiatric services, he will first
attempt to identify and locate a member of that individual's family or other person suitable to
act as guardian and enlist them to assume custody of the individual and responsibility for
his or her welfare.

•

If an officer is successful in enlisting assistance from a private source, as noted above, he
will record the identity of that source and the nature of the assistance rendered in his report,
notify headquarters of his actions, and resume patrol.

•

If an officer is unable to secure assistance from a private source or if an officer concludes
that an individual is beyond the control of such source and a danger to himself or others,
the officer will notify headquarters and transport the individual to Montefiore Mount Vernon
Hospital.

•

St. Vincent’s Westchester can also be utilized as a secondary option. If St. Vincent’s
Westchester is utilized, the officer will have headquarters notify St. Vincent’s and the
Procedure for Accessing Psychiatric Evaluation will be initiated (See appendix A of this
procedure).

.
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2. Emotionally Disturbed Person
2.1

Police officers are authorized to take into protective custody individuals who are apparently
mentally ill or emotionally disturbed and engaging in conduct that is likely to result in serious
physical injury to themselves or others.

2.2

Upon arrival at the scene, assess the situation as to the threat of immediate serious physical
injury to the Emotionally Disturbed Person, other persons present, or members of the
Department. Take cover, utilize protective shield if available and request a supervisor and
additional personnel if necessary.

2.3

If the emotionally disturbed person’s actions constitute immediate threat of serious physical
injury or death to himself or others, officers must take reasonable measures to terminate or
prevent such behavior. Deadly physical force will be used only as a last resort to protect the life
of persons or officers present. Damaging property would not necessarily constitute an
immediate threat of serious physical injury or death.

2.4

If the emotionally disturbed person is unarmed and not violent, officers will follow the guidelines
outlined in section 1 of this procedure.

2.5

If the emotionally disturbed person’s actions do not constitute an immediate threat of serious
physical injury or death to himself or others but appears violent and out of control and a threat of
himself or others, officers will attempt to isolate and contain the Emotionally Disturbed Person
while maintaining a Zone of Safety until the arrival of a supervisor and Critical Incident Unit
personnel. If the Emotionally Disturbed Person is unarmed, officers will attempt to take same
into custody. The supervising officer at the scene may authorize the use of non-lethal weapons
to assist in taking the Emotionally Disturbed Person into custody.

2.6

If the Emotionally Disturbed Person is armed and uncooperative but contained, the following
notifications and requests to respond to the scene should be initiated:
•
•
•
•
•

2.7

Critical Incident Unit personnel dispatched to scene, recall if necessary
Notify Police Services Division commander
Dispatch Special Operations Unit commander, recall if necessary
Contact Crisis Intervention Services and request their assistance
Depending on situation, consider recalling hostage team/crisis team negotiator

The ranking patrol supervisor on scene is in command and will coordinate police operations
until relieved by the Police Services Division commander, another division commander or the
Special Operations Unit commander. If the mentally ill individual or the Emotionally Disturbed
Person is contained and is believed to be armed and violent but due to containment poses no
immediate threat of danger to any person, no additional action will be taken without the
authorization of a division commander, the Special Operation Unit commander, or higher
authority present at the scene.
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APPENDIX A
Saint Vincent’s of Westchester, Harrison, New York Procedure for Accessing Psychiatric Evaluation
PROCEDURE
1. Police receive complaint of person in need of psychiatric assistance
2. Officer responds to scene and decides there is a suspicion of mental illness and a suspicion that
danger may exist without treatment.
3. Officer notifies police supervisor and advises of situation. Supervisor notifies St. Vincent’s at the
and according to the time of day and day of the week, speaks with either a referral
representative or an administrative coordinator.
4. Officer/supervisor provides the referral representative or administrative coordinator with the patient’s
name and the particulars of the situation.
5. Representative/coordinator notifies psychiatrist. Psychiatrist hears story and completes 9.45
transportation form and faxes form to police station.
6. Officer transports patient to St. Vincent’s or officer remains on scene until ambulance arrives and
assists patient into ambulance.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to investigate every report of an animal bite and to
investigate other complaints where the activity of animals creates a public concern.
DEFINITIONS
Animal Referral Report (PD 52A): A Department form filed in animal complaint cases which indicates type
of incident reported and type of activity taken by the investigating officer. The investigating officer
completes the form in duplicate and a copy is sent to the Humane Society.
Notice of Confinement (PD 52B): A Department form issued to the owner of a warm-blooded animal that
has bitten a human being. The notice on this form directs the animal owner to confine the animal for a
period of 10 days from the date of the bite. This form will be filed in triplicate and the original will be given
to the animal's owner. A copy will be attached to the incident report and the other copy forwarded to the
Health Department. Bureau of
Public Health Protection Report of Animal Bite Form: Standardized form issued by the Westchester
County Department of Health which must be filed in all animal bite cases where the victim does not
receive medical treatment. This form is a blue 5" x 3 ½ " self addressed post card and is to be completed
by the Staff Services Division and forwarded to the Department of Health.
Dangerous Dog Complaint Form (DL 41): Standardized form issued by the New York State Department
of Agriculture and Markets which must be filed in all dog bite cases and/or in cases in which a dog is
reported to be dangerous under Article 7, Chapter 121 of the New York State Department of Agriculture
and Markets law. This form will be filed in triplicate. The original and one copy will be filed with the
incident report, and the remaining copy will be issued to the complainant.
Dangerous Dog: New York State Department of Agriculture and Markets Law Article 7, Paragraph 108
defines a dangerous dog as any dog which (a) without justification attacks a person and causes physical
injury or death, or (b) poses a serious and unjustified imminent threat of harm to one or more persons, or
(c) without justification attacks a service dog, guide dog or hearing dog and causes physical injury or
death.
Dog Control Officer (DCO): The Traffic Unit Commander.
Humane Society: An agency under contract to the city and responsible for providing the following
services:
•

Seize and impound all unlicensed or untagged dogs.

•

Seize and impound all dogs, whether licensed or not, which are running at large.

•

Provide and maintain a shelter or pound for seized dogs, and for lost strayed or homeless dogs.

•

Provide an emergency response, seven days a week, twenty-four hours a day, to attend to any
injured or trapped animal or animal posing a threat of injury to a human being. Such response will be
made upon the request of the Police Department.

Emergency Notification: Emergency notification is made for an injured animal in a public place, a trapped
animal in a public place, a vicious animal when injury to a human being is likely, and when a stray or wild
animal has bitten a human being and such animal has been caught
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Non-Emergency Notification: Non-emergency notification is made for a lost or missing animal, dog at
large, and unidentified animals in bite cases.
PROCEDURE
Officers investigating animal bite cases or other animal complaints will observe the following guidelines:
1. Animal Bites−When a person is bitten by a dog, cat or other warm blooded animal and a report is
made to the police department the investigating officer will:
1.1

Render aid to the injured person. If the injury is minor and the complainant refuses medical
attention, the investigating officer should urge the complainant to consult with his/her private
physician and not to let the injury go unnoticed.

1.2

Determine if the animal has an owner. If the animal has an owner, interview such person and
obtain all information regarding the animal's history of vaccinations. If the animal is warm
blooded, issue its owner a PD 52B and advise the owner that the animal must be confined for a
period of 10 days. Furthermore, if the animal dies, becomes paralyzed, foams at the mouth or
exhibits abnormal changes in personality or temperament during the period of confinement, the
owner must notify the county health department.

1.3

In cases where an animal has bitten a person and it becomes necessary to destroy the animal,
care should be taken not to injure the animal’s head as the brain tissue is needed for rabies
diagnosis.

1.4

If the animal is a dog, determine if the dog is licensed. If the dog is unlicensed, issue a
summons for violation of Chapter 89, article 7 of the City Code.

1.5

If the animal is a stray or wild animal and has been caught, the Humane Society should be
notified and their assistance at the scene requested. The animal will be turned over to the
Humane Society and they will be responsible for the animal's confinement or disposal.

1.6

If the animal has an owner and was running at large at the time the incident occurred, the owner
should be issued a summons for violation of Chapter 89, Article 1 of the City Code.

1.7

In all cases of a dog bite, whether or not an injury occurs, the investigating officer shall provide
the complainant with a DL 41 in triplicate. The complainant will be advised to complete the DL
41 should they desire judicial review of the complaint. The complainant will be advised that the
completed DL 41 should be returned to the Records Unit, and the investigating officer shall
complete an incident report.

1.8

Members of the Department who observe a “dangerous dog” shall file an incident report and a
DL 41 in triplicate. Under this provision, the member of the Department shall be the
complainant.

1.9

Cases in which the investigating officer receives a report of a “dangerous dog”, but does not
observe vicious or threatening behavior, the DL 41 shall be issued to the complainant. The
complainant will be advised to complete the DL 41 should they desire judicial review of the
complaint. The complainant will be advised that the completed DL 41 should be returned to the
Records Unit, and the investigating officer shall complete an incident report.
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1.10 The Staff Services Division will forward a copy of the incident report, as well as the original and
two copies of the DL 41 to the Traffic Unit Commander. After review, the DL 41 may be
forwarded to the city court at the discretion of the DCO.

2.

Injured Animals
2.1

If an animal is injured and it has no owner or the owner cannot be located, the investigating
officer should notify Central and request that the Humane Society be notified and dispatched to
the scene. The officer should not touch the animal and should safeguard the area to prevent
further injury and await the arrival of the Humane Society.

2.2

If an animal is injured and its owner is present or can be located, such owner is responsible for
the care of the animal.

3. Trapped Animals
3.1

If an animal is trapped in a public place, the investigating officer will notify Central and request
that the Humane Society be dispatched to the scene. While awaiting the arrival of the Humane
Society the officer will safeguard the scene.

3.2

If an animal is trapped on private property, it is the property owner's responsibility to contact a
trapper or an exterminator to remove the animal. However, if the animal* is running loose inside
the living quarters of a private residence and poses a threat to the occupants, the Humane
Society will respond.

3.3

The Humane Society will not respond for pests such as Rats, Mice or Bats. In the case of rats
and mice the owner should set out poisons and traps, and in the case of bats the owner should
close off the room the bat is in and open the windows.

3.4

When an animal is acting vicious and poses a threat of injury to a human being, the
investigating officer should notify Central and request that the Humane Society be dispatched to
the scene. The Humane Society will respond to such situations whether on public or private
property.

3.5

When a report of a lost or missing animal is taken, the investigating officer will obtain an
accurate description of the animal and include same in the incident report.

3.6

When a report of dogs at large is taken, the investigating officer will obtain an accurate
description of the dog(s) and include same in the incident report.

3.7

When an animal has bitten a person and has not been caught, the investigating officer will
obtain an accurate description of the animal and, if possible, the location of the animal's habitat.

4. In all animal bite cases or other animal complaint cases, excluding barking dogs, the investigating
officer will file an incident report and a PD52A.
5. The Staff Services Division will forward a copy of each PD 52A and its accompanying incident report
to the Humane Society.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to respond to all calls regarding apparently rabid animals
on public or private property.
DEFINITIONS
Rabies: Rabies is a viral infection that affects the nervous system of mammals. It is usually transmitted by
an infected animal's bite. The incubation period, the period between exposure to the disease and onset of
symptoms, ranges from two weeks to many months. Like other viral infections, rabies does not respond to
antibiotic treatment. It is almost always fatal once symptoms occur. These symptoms may include
behavior changes, like unusual aggressiveness or paralysis (frequently beginning in the hind legs or
throat of an animal). Prompt vaccination following a bite can prevent rabies in humans. Periodic
vaccination in dogs, cats and livestock, prior to exposure, can also protect these animals against the
disease.
Compulsory Anti-Rabies Vaccination: All dogs within the County of Westchester, six months of age or
over, are to be vaccinated to prevent rabies. (LWC, Sec.696.01). All cats within the County of
Westchester, three months of age or over, are to be vaccinated to prevent rabies. (LWC, Sec.696.01)
•

The Laws of Westchester County, Section 696.01 provide a number of circumstances under which
vaccination is not mandatory. Refer to section of law for full list of exemptions.

Suspect Rabid Animal: A suspect rabid animal is defined as any wild animal (including raccoons, skunks,
foxes, woodchucks, bats etc.) and domestic animals that are behaving abnormally or appear ill. A
description of this condition is as follows: A nocturnal animal active during the day (a raccoon sleeping in
a tree does not fit this criterion), an animal that appears paralyzed, an animal that has a stumbling gait or
is walking in circles, an animal that bites at everything, (including inanimate objects), a wild animal that
readily approaches people and/or pets, etc. Rabid bats may not display any symptoms. Rabid bats may
be grounded and found in a place where bats are not usually seen (a room in a house or on a lawn).
PROCEDURE
Officers responding to a potentially rabid animal call will observe the following guidelines:
1. Respond to the scene quickly and safely.
2. Interview the complainant and identify all persons or animals that may have had contact with the
potentially rabid animal.
3. The area where the animal is located must be secured and all members of the public should be
removed.
4. If the officer suspects that an animal is potentially rabid, he will obtain the authorization of a
supervisor to destroy the suspected rabid animal. The preferred method of destruction will be by the
Department issued .22 caliber rifle and Department issued ammunition. If, however, the animal
poses an immediate threat and is acting in a vicious and aggressive manner, the officer may request
permission to use his duty issued handgun to destroy the animal. The use of the handgun will only be
resorted to in an extreme emergency and under conditions that will pose no risk to any human being.
5. A Supervisor will respond, and authorize use of the .22. Only members trained and certified in its use
will be authorized to deploy the .22. If the .22 caliber rifle is fired, Rule 4.14 does not apply. In
addition, every effort will be made to collect the spent cartridge(s), and they should be turned in to the
Training Unit.
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6. The .22 will be fired with the Officer as close as possible to the animal, and under no circumstances
will it be fired where doing so would pose a public safety hazard; i.e. an animal in a tree, on the roof
of a shed/garage, animals where a large crowd of people are gathered. Headshots are to be avoided.
7. If there has been any contact between the animal and people or pets, the head of the animal must
NOT be damaged, because brain tissue is needed for rabies testing.
8. If there has been no contact between the animal and people or pets, the animal will be disposed of in
the following manner:
8.1

The person handling the animal must wear a double pair of rubber gloves. (These are available
at the Complaint Desk.)

8.2

The animal will be placed in a double plastic bag. (Plastic bags are available at the Complaint
Desk.)

8.3

The officer will turn the plastic bag inside out, covering his hand and forearm. The animal will
then be picked up with the hand covered by the bag.

8.4

The plastic bag will then be drawn over the animal, covering it completely. The bag will be
securely tied. The first bag will then be placed in the second bag. The officer will then remove
the first pair of gloves and place them in the second bag with the bagged animal. The second
bag will be tied securely. The second pair of gloves will then be disposed of.

8.5

The Department of Public Works will be notified and they will be responsible for the removal of
the animal. During the hours when DPW personnel are unavailable to respond to the scene, the
bagged animal remains will be placed in a trash receptacle with a secure lid and left at the
curbside for pick-up.

9. If there has been contact between the suspect animal and people or pets, the animal must be tested
for rabies. The victim of the animal bite or the owner of the domestic pet that has come into contact
with the suspected rabid animal is responsible for taking the suspected rabid animal's remains to a
veterinarian for specimen preparation.
10. The veterinarian will decapitate the animal and remove the brain. The brain will then be sent to the
Westchester County Department of Health and be tested for rabies.
11. Animal bites or contacts that represent a significant risk of transmitting rabies must be immediately
reported via telephone, to the Westchester County Department of Health at
(24 hours
a day, seven days a week).
12. The following animal encounters are considered significant risk for the transmission of rabies:
•

•

A bite or scratch from a wild animal (particularly raccoon, skunk, fox or bat) or exposure of an
open wound(s) or mucous membranes to the saliva of such animal. Bat rabies as opposed to
other strains of rabies can be transmitted without a person being aware they have been bitten or
scratched. Even in the absence of known physical contact, a bat in a residence may have had
access to:
- an unattended young child.
- a sleeping individual.
- a person under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
- a person with other sensory or mental impairment.
An unprovoked bite with a domestic species (e.g. cat, dog) of unknown vaccination status when
the animal is unlikely to be available for either testing or observation.
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13. In the case of a bat (alive or apparently dead) inside a residence, the officer will assist the
homeowner
in isolating the bat, by closing all the doors and windows in the room where the bat is found. The
homeowner should then be directed to contact a professional wildlife trapper (found under Pests in
the Yellow Pages). The homeowner should never be instructed to open a window and let
the bat escape. The professional wildlife trapper is responsible for bringing the bat to the
Westchester County Health Department for rabies testing. CIU will be detailed if working. Once
the bat is safely isolated and cannot escape, the assigned officer does not have to remain at the
residence.
12. When the homeowner is unwilling or incapable of contacting a trapper, a supervisor will respond
to
the scene. The officer will contact the Health Department 24-hour hotline
. During
business hours, the officer will speak with a representative of the Office of Disease Control.
During non-business hours, the officer will contact the 24-hour hotline and request a return call
from the on-duty administrator. In either case, the officer will advise the Health Department
representative of the situation. The Health Department may authorize sending a trapper at
County expense. If the bat is obviously dead and the Health Department will not respond or send
a trapper to remove the dead bat, the officer will follow the procedure below. If the bat is still alive
and the Health Department will not respond or send a trapper or if the live bat is in a city facility
and presents no risk, the supervisor will contact the Patrol Services Commander or Traffic Unit
Commander for authorization to hire a trapper. A list of trappers will be maintained at the desk.
13. Under exigent circumstances, it may be necessary to capture a bat and preserve it for rabies
testing. In those cases CIU will respond if working. The safest way to capture a bat is as follows:
• Put on heavy work gloves over rubber gloves.
• Turn on room lights and close the windows and closet doors.
• Wait for the bat to land.
• Place a coffee can or similar container over the bat.
• Place a heavy object such as brick or rock on top of the container.
• Slide a piece of cardboard or other rigid material under the container to trap the bat.
• Firmly hold the cardboard in place, against the top of the container, turn it right side up and
tape the cardboard firmly to the container. Do not punch any air holes into the container.
• Place the container in a red infectious material bag, seal tightly with tape and clearly mark the
bag “live bat.”
• Place the sealed bag and container with the live bat in the evidence refrigerator.
• Notify the Health Department 24-hour hotline
and arrange to have the bat picked
up for testing.
• Desk officer will make an entry in the administrative log, which notes where the bat is stored,
and the scheduled Health Department pick up time.
• When the Health Department picks up the bat an officer will be assigned to file a
supplemental incident report.
• The above procedure also applies to picking up a dead bat.
14. On all calls involving bats, the assigned officer will provide the homeowner and any other affected
persons with the Westchester County Health Department Bat Rabies Information Sheet, which
are available at the desk. This will be documented in the Incident Report.
15. An officer who has actual physical contact with a bat, whether or not a bite occurs will follow the
Infectious Disease Procedure which includes filing an Emergency Medical Report, PD 37 and
Exposure Report. In the absence of an actual bite or contact with an open wound, no hospital visit
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is necessary. The Special Operations Lieutenant will contact all officers with the results of any
Health Department tests.
16. The Records Unit is responsible for forwarding a copy of all reports involving bats to the Health
Department.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of the Department to respond to all incidents where wild animals
pose a potential or actual threat to public safety.
DEFINITIONS
Wild Animal: Any undomesticated species usually found in a natural setting. Examples would be
skunks, raccoons, deer, coyote, etc.

PROCEDURES

1.1 Upon receipt of a call for service involving a wild animal, the ERS operator will record all
available information in regard to the type of animal, its location, and its behavior or actions.
1.2 Officer will respond to the scene and determine what action if any is necessary to
safeguard
citizens and maintain safety. Appropriate action may include isolating and/or dispersing
the
animal; diverting traffic away from the animal; or in exigent circumstances euthanizing the
animal.
1.3 If an officer suspects that the animal is rabid, the procedure outlined in Chapter 5.18A will
be
followed.
1.4 Officers responding to any incident involving an animal bite, or a trapped or injured animal
will follow the procedures outlined in Chapter 5.18.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to document and investigate all bias/hate related
incidents. Where evidence of a bias/hate related crime exists, this Department will make every effort to
apprehend and prosecute the persons responsible.
DEFINITION
Bias/Hate Incident: A bias/hate incident can be defined as any unlawful act directed against a person or
group of persons because of their race,color, ancestry, gender, age, disability, religion,religious practice,
ethnic origin or sexual preference.
For purposes of this policy:
a) The term “age” means sixty years old or more;
b) The term “disability” means a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits a major life
activity.
PROCEDURE
When detailed to the scene of a bias/hate related incident, members of the Department will conduct their
investigation in accordance with the following guidelines:
Officers assigned to investigate bias/hate related incidents must be mindful that their response to and
handling of the incident is the single most important factor in the investigatory process. Victims of these
types of crimes are often traumatized, and an indifferent or casual attitude towards the crime by the police
exacerbates the victim's pain and diminishes the victim's, and possibly the community's, confidence in the
Police Department.
The commission of almost any crime contained in the Penal Law can be motivated by an underlying
hatred or prejudice towards a person or group of persons due to an association based on race,color,
ancestry, gender, age, disability, religion, ethnic origin, or sexual orientation.
1. The officer assigned to the investigation will evaluate the situation and determine if the incident is
bias/hate related or possibly bias/hate related. The mere mention of a bias/hate remark does not
make an incident bias/hate motivated, just as the absence of a remark does not make an incident
without bias/hate. Possible signs that the incident may be bias/hate related include, but are not limited
to:
• The motivation of the suspect
• Statements made by the suspect
• The presence of multiple suspects
• The display of offensive symbols, words or acts
• The possession of bias/hate literature by the suspect
• Victim is from a different racial, ethnic or religious grroup than the suspect
• Victim is the only person of a particular group present at the incident location
2. Where a determination is made which supports a conclusion that an incident is bias/hate related or
possibly bias/hate related, the investigating officer will request that a supervisor be dispatched to the
incident scene.
3. If there is sufficient evidence to warrant an arrest of the person accused of committing the bias/hate
related crime, that person will be arrested. The Department's position on this subject is one of strict
enforcement.
4. When a bias/hate incident occurs and there is physical evidence, evidence collection personnel will
be dispatched to the scene and the evidence will be collected. Where acts of criminal mischief have
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been committed and bias/hate related graffiti has been placed on personal or public property, the
supervisor at the scene will have evidence collection personnel photograph the offending matter.
When the offending matter is on public property, the supervisor at the scene will have it removed or
painted over, whichever is more expedient, as soon as possible. When the offending matter is on
private property, the supervisor will urge the property owner to remove it as soon as possible.
5. When an officer conducts a preliminary investigation of a bias/hate related incident or possible
bias/hate related incident, he will include in the report all information that indicates the incident is
bias/hate related. The narrative portion of the Incident Report should document that the victim(s) was
intentionally selected or that the act was intentionally committed because of a belief or perception
regarding such victim’s race, color, national origin, ancestry, gender, religion, religious practice, age,
disability, or sexual orientation. The specific bias/hate motivation of the suspect should be
documented.
6. Members of the Staff Services Division responsible for reviewing police reports will refer all bias/hate
related incident reports to the General Investigations Unit.
7. The General Investigations Unit is responsible for following up all bias/hate related incidents and the
supervisor of the unit will closely monitor these investigations. The General Investigations Unit
supervisor will also prepare the Division of Criminal Justice Services Monthly Bias/Hate Crime
Incident Report for those months when a bias crime has occurred.
8. Members of the Department must realize that anyone can be the victim of a bias/hate related crime
and that it is not a crime directed solely towards identifiable minorities.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to provide assistance to homeless persons and homeless
families who are in need of shelter.
PROCEDURE
When a person or family reports that they are homeless, the officer receiving the complaint will take
immediate action and make the proper referrals in order to provide such persons with shelter. These
complaints will be carried under the category of Personal Welfare and the investigating officer will include
in the incident report the identities of all persons involved for whom shelter is obtained.
Depending upon the day, time, and mental condition of the person(s) in need, referrals will be made
according to the following guidelines:
1. Homeless persons and/or families identified during the daytime hours between 0830 and 1630 hours
should be referred to the Westchester County Department of Social Services, 100 East First Street,
Mount Vernon, Telephone Number
2. Homeless persons and/or families identified in the evening hours between 1630 and 0830 hours, and
on weekends or holidays, should be referred to Emergency Housing at the Westchester County
Department of Social Services, Telephone Number
3. Homeless adults who are in need of psychiatric assessment can be referred to the Harlem Valley
Psychiatric Center at
New Rochelle, Telephone Number
Space at this
facility is limited and referral should be made by the police or by the Crisis Team at New Rochelle
Hospital.
4. The Staff Services Division will forward a copy of all Personal Welfare incident reports dealing with
the homeless to the Police Social Worker for file and possible follow up.

-
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to respond to all reported disputes and to take the action
necessary to reach a resolution of the dispute either by arrest or referral.
DEFINITIONS
Referral Services: Westchester Mediation Center of Cluster is a not-for-profit organization with offices
located in Mount Vernon, Yonkers, and Peekskill, which provides a forum for disputants to resolve
interpersonal, civil and some criminal matters without resorting to litigation.
The Center receives referrals from the District Attorneys Office, the Police Department, and the
Department of Social Services and assigns mediators to try to resolve conflicts between individuals such
as:
•
•
•
•
•

Neighborhood Disputes
Landlord Tenant Conflicts
Small Claims
Employee-Employer Disagreements
Consumer-Merchants Student Conflicts

The program is cost free and mediation session and Center records are confidential. Booklets fully
explaining the Center's services are available at the Complaint Desk.
Small Claims Court: The Small Claims court is an informal court where people can obtain legal relief for
monetary claims not exceeding $2,000. No attorney is needed and suits can only be brought for the
monetary amount of the claimant’s damages.
Anyone over 18 years of age can bring an action in Small Claims Court. Persons younger than 18 years
must have a parent or guardian file the claim for them. Corporations, partnerships, associations or
assignees cannot sue in Small Claims Court but they can be sued.
Persons wishing to file claims in Small Claims Court can do so on Friday mornings between 0930 and
1100 hours.
Domestic Violence Intervention Unit: The Domestic Violence Intervention Unit is designed to prevent the
development of serious family, personal, or criminal problems through information referral and
counseling. This program is staffed by a contracted Domestic Violence intervention Counselor assigned
to the Criminal Investigations Division of the Department.
PROCEDURE
Police Officers are regularly detailed to incidents involving disputes between people. Sometimes the
subject of the dispute is criminal in nature or a violation of the Family Court Act, and the matter can be
temporarily resolved by arresting the person who violated the law. More often, the subject of the dispute
does not involve a violation of the law and the matter cannot be resolved through arrest. In these
situations the investigating officer must realize that he has an obligation to assist the disputants in settling
their dispute, and that this assistance can most properly be rendered by identifying the problem causing
the dispute and referring the individuals involved in the dispute to the organization or government agency
where the problem can be resolved.
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Officers investigating disputes will observe the following guidelines:
1. Upon being detailed to a dispute respond quickly and safely.
2. Upon arrival at the scene identify the parties involved in the dispute. If the public peace is disturbed,
take the necessary action to restore order.
3. Separate the disputants and hear each side out. Do not take sides or become personally involved in
the dispute. If a violation of law has occurred and there is probable cause to effect an arrest and the
victim requests that an arrest be effected, the investigating officer should do so.
4. If there is no probable cause to make an arrest but one of the parties to a dispute wants the other
party arrested, the investigating officer should advise that person that the grounds for an arrest do not
exist. This is of particular significance in instances of Harassment where the officer did not witness
the incident and there are no other witnesses to the incident. These incidents become a matter of one
person's word against the other's and will not be entertained by the District Attorney.
5. Where no violation of the law exists, the parties to the dispute should be clearly advised that no crime
or offense has been committed. In these instances the officer should hear each side out and identify
the root cause of the problem. After doing so, the officer should attempt to get the disputants to
acknowledge what the problem is and to take whatever action is needed to resolve their differences.
When this is not successful or the nature of the dispute is beyond the ability or authority of the officer
to resolve, the disputants should be referred to the Westchester Mediation Center of Cluster, the
Small Claims Court, the Domestic Violence Intervention Counselor or whatever other organization or
government agencies there are available to assist the disputants with their problem.
6. Officers handling disputes will not conclude their investigations and resume patrol until peace and
order has been restored at the incident scene, and the parties involved in the dispute have been
advised of the various avenues available to them to seek redress and resolve their problems.
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POLICY: The primary objective of a police response to a critical incident is to protect life and property.
When responding to the scene of a critical incident, it will be the policy of this Department to provide the
manpower and resources needed to restore order and resolve the crisis.
DEFINITION
Critical Incident: A critical incident is defined as any situation in which the activity of others jeopardizes
the lives of innocent persons. Examples of such activity would be:
•
•
•
•
•

Person Held Hostage
Barricaded Suspect
Sniper
Riot/Disorderly Mob
Active Killing (See Manual of Procedure Chapter Five, Article 5.22D for initial response)

PROCEDURE
The primary responsibility for the management of a critical incident lies with the Police Services Division.
At the scene of a critical incident the commander of the Police Services Division will be in charge of
operations.
When a critical incident occurs, the Department must immediately initiate a response that will lead to a
resolution of the situation. Such a response may utilize the full resources of the Department, and the
following procedure outlines the specific duties expected from various units within the Department:
1. First Officer on the Scene for Incidents other than Active Killing Incidents
1.1

The first officer(s) on the scene should take action that will confine the incident to a specific
area. The purpose of a confinement area is to deny the suspect(s) freedom of movement and to
prevent an avenue of escape.

1.2

The first officer(s) on the scene should direct the arrival of back-up units to the scene. Such
direction should be conducted with the intent of establishing a tight inner perimeter area of
control.

1.3

The first officer(s) at the scene is responsible for the gathering of any information concerning
the individuals involved, physical layout of the area, number and nature of injuries, etc.
Information gathering should be done simultaneously with the establishment of the perimeter
control area.

1.4

The first officer(s) on the scene must also take measures to ensure the evacuation of all
innocent persons from the scene when there is a possibility that remaining at the scene may
endanger their safety. In some situations innocent people may be safeguarded in one place if
evacuation would create a greater risk to their safety.

2. Tour Commander’s Responsibilities
2.1

Debrief personnel who initially responded to the scene and establish an inner perimeter and an
outer perimeter.
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2.2

2.3

Ensure that sufficient personnel are assigned to the scene.

2.4

Assign police personnel to cordon off the area (barricades, ropes) and to keep the scene clear
of all unauthorized personnel.

2.5

2.6

Direct the establishment of a Command Post Log to serve as a chronology of all significant
events such as the arrival of officers and equipment to the scene, the assignment of personnel
to specific tasks, and the deployment of tactics.

2.7

Establish and maintain strict weapons discipline. Members of the Department will not fire their
weapons unless their life or the life of another is in imminent danger. Members will refrain from
any unnecessary display of weapons.

2.8

Special weapons will only be assigned to appropriately trained personnel.

2.9

Only weapons issued by the Department will be authorized at the scene of a critical incident.

2.10

2.11
.
2.12 When emergency personnel such as the Fire Department or ambulance service is needed, a
request for their presence at the scene should be made. Responding units should be directed to
the staging area. The tour commander acts as the coordinator between the Department and
outside agencies.
2.13 Request the presence of other Department units when their assistance at the scene is needed.
3. Desk Officer's Responsibilities
3.1

Notify the tour commander and advise him of the incident.

3.2

Make all appropriate notifications, e.g., Police Commissioner, Deputy Police Commissioner,
Police Services Division commander, etc.

3.3

Determine the need for special equipment. If equipment must be taken from the Armory, the
desk officer will supervise the removal of equipment and see that all the appropriate entries are
made in the CAD Administrative Log.
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3.4

If the Police Services Division commander or other competent authority indicates that off duty
personnel must be recalled to duty, the desk officer will make such notifications.

3.5

Brief and assign all off duty personnel when they report for duty. Assignments will be made at
the direction of the Command Post.

3.6

3.7

Closely monitor communications, ensure radio discipline and respond to directives from the
Command Post.

4. Responsibilities of Assigned Field Units
4.1

Follow all directives and orders issued by the Command Post.

4.2

Maintain weapons discipline. No weapon will discharged without the authorization of competent
authority. An exception will only exist where it is necessary for a member of the Department to
defend his own life or that of another person.

4.3
4.4

Remain at assigned positions and do not independently change such positions.

4.5

Field units will not engage in any independent actions unless they are in imminent danger, the
life of another is in imminent danger, or a suspect is attempting an escape.

5. Responsibilities of Non-Assigned Field Units
5.1

Patrol units not assigned to the incident scene will remain on sector. When not responding to
calls for service these units will proceed to the area of their sector that is closest to the scene.
Under these conditions patrol units will avoid using their radios other than for emergencies.

6. Off-Duty Personnel
6.1

.

6.2

7. Criminal Investigations Division Responsibilities
7.1

Criminal Investigations Division personnel will only respond to the scene upon the request of the
Police Services Division commander or other competent authority. Criminal Investigations
Division personnel have a primary responsibility:
•
•
•
•

Debriefing Witnesses
Safeguarding Evidence
Providing Available Background Information and Intelligence on Suspects
Provide A Hostage Negotiator, If One is Requested
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If Criminal Investigations Division personnel are at the scene at the development stage of a
critical incident they will withdraw from the scene as soon as uniform personnel relieve them.

8. Responsibilities of the Special Operations Unit
8.1

Critical Incident Units assigned to the Special Operations Unit will be the primary response unit
utilized to implement special tactics at serious incidents.

8.2

If patrol personnel or detective personnel are within the inner perimeter, they will be relieved by
Critical Incident Unit personnel.

8.3

9. Responsibilities of the ERS Operators
9.1

9.2

Notify the desk officer and the tour commander.

9.3

Hold the caller on the line and attempt to gain additional information. Relay information to
responding units.
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POLICE MUTUAL AID AND ASSISTANCE PLAN
The Westchester County Association of Chiefs of Police has agreed upon the following operational
procedures for use of the Hotline in activating the Police Mutual Aid and Assistance Plan:
1. To be used solely for emergencies.
2. Vital information and/or requests for assistance should be immediately disseminated on the Hotline
3. Civil disturbances and situations presenting a threat to human life will be given top priority.
4. In emergency situations requiring the actual or potential activation of the Mutual Aid and Assistance
Plan, the affected department will call for assistance in this order:
ALERT NOTIFICATION: A situation exists of serious proportions and departments within the same
zone should prepare to send the minimum pre-arranged manpower (rapid response) to the identified
location.
PRE-ZONE RESPONSE: The Westchester County Department of Public Safety will respond with
minimum manpower.
). Departments within
LEVEL ONE RESPONSE:
the same zone are requested to immediately send the minimum prearranged manpower (rapid
response) to the identified location. INSTRUCT ASSISTING DEPARTMENTS REGARDING ROUTE
TO TAKE AND WHERE TO REPORT FOR DUTY UPON ARRIVAL.
). A
LEVEL TWO RESPONSE:
second zone is being requested to send the minimum pre-arranged manpower (rapid response) to
the identified location. Note – This second zone of response will be identified by the requesting
Department after considering the geographical location of the event.
).
LEVEL THREE RESPONSE: (
Departments from all zones are requested to send the minimum pre-arranged manpower (rapid
response) to the identified location.
LEVEL FOUR RESPONSE: (
Departments from all zones are requested to send the maximum number of pre-arranged
manpower (delayed response) to the identifed location as indicated
Note – Departments within zone A, zone B and zone C are listed in Chapter Five, Article 5.22A
Appendix 2.
5. Upon transmission of a Mutual Aid Alert, all departments in the county should be prepared in the
event that additional manpower may be needed for a neighboring zone.
6. Dependent upon conditions, a requesting department need not progress through this Series of Alerts,
but can invoke whichever Alert Status is deemed necessary to the conditions existing.
7. The department requesting assistance in an emergency should identify itself by name of department
and zone number. All messages should be repeated.
8. Assisting departments should acknowledge receipt of Hot Line messages.
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9. Each department throughout the county should log every transmission.
10. Ultimately, (if necessary), the Commissioner/Sheriff will assist in obtaining resources from the State
Police and the militia.
11. The ultimate success of this Mutual Aid and Assistance Plan will depend upon the cooperation of
every department in the proper and judicious use of the aforementioned steps and procedures.
12.

13. A County Police Operations Support Unit versed in the requirements and functions of a Command
Post operation will be available to assist the requesting Police Chief. The unit can assist in the
physical set-up and manning of a command post, temporary headquarters, press center, staging
area, information area, etc.
14. The County Police Operations Support Unit can provide expertise in obtaining specialized services,
equipment and personnel from other government agencies and from private sources. Such
assistance will be obtained through the utilization of prearranged procedures, emergency service
indexes and other means.
15. The County Police Operations Support Unit can assist in coordinating quartermaster functions such
as obtaining, recording, and distributing equipment from various departments and sources.
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ZONE “A”
Municipality

Bedford
Briarcliff Manor

Buchanon

Croton-onHudson

Lewisboro
Mt. Kisco

Mt. Pleasant
New Castle

North Castle

North Salem
Ossining (Town)

Ossining
(Village)

Peekskill

Pleasantville
Pound Ridge

Telephone

Rapid
Response

Delayed
Response

Station #

Radio Frequency
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ZONE “A” Continued
Municipality

Telephone

Rapid
Response

Delayed
Response

Station #

Rapid
Response

Delayed
Response

Station #

Radio Frequency

Sleepy Hollow

Somers
Yorktown
*denotes no hotline station

ZONE “B”
Municipality

Ardsley
Dobbs Ferry
Elmsford
Greenburgh
Hastings-onHudson
Irvington

Scarsdale
Tarrytown

White Plains
Yonkers

Telephone

Radio Frequency
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ZONE “C”
Municipality

Telephone

Rapid
Response

Delayed
Response

Station #

Radio Frequency

Bronxville
Eastchester
Harrison

Larchmont

Mamaroneck (Town)

Mamaroneck (Village)

Mt. Vernon

New Rochelle

Pelham
Pelham Manor
Port Chester
Rye City
Rye Brook
SUNY Purchase

Tuckahoe

R next to frequency number means receiving frequency number only.
T next to frequency number means transmitting frequency number only.
RT next to frequency number means receiving and transmitting number
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County-Wide Participants
Municipality

Telephone

Rapid
Response

Delayed
Response

Station #

Radio
Frequency

Telephone

Rapid
Response

Delayed
Response

Station #

Radio
Frequency

Westchester
County
Department of
Public Safety
New York
State Police
Hawthorne
New York
State Police
Tarrytown
New York City
Department of
Environmental
Protection
MTA

Other
Municipality

Carmel
Greenwich
FBI
Westchester
County
DOC
Westchester
County DA
When a County-Wide participant requests assistance to this plan, they will become a member of
any zone in which they have the need for assistance.
When a County-Wide participant receives a request for assistance under this plan, they will
become a member of the zone from which the request for assistance is being made and will
respond accordingly.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to respond quickly and effectively to disasters, major
emergencies and incidents of civil disorder. The effective control of these incidents is often predicated
upon the rapid response of personnel sufficient to handle the task at hand. The Rapid Emergency
Mobilization Plan is designed to accomplish this goal.
PROCEDURE
When an incident occurs that could be categorized as a disaster, major emergency or incident of civil
disorder, the Department must immediately evaluate the situation and deploy sufficient personnel to
control the situation. The following guidelines will be observed regarding a rapid mobilization of
Department personnel. Included within the mobilization plan is the Westchester County Mutual Aid and
Assistance Plan (Appendix A).
1. Initial Response
1.1

Upon receiving a report of a disaster, major emergency, or incident of civil disorder, the sector
car and tour commander will be dispatched to the scene for the purpose of evaluating the
situation.

1.2
will respond to the scene and determine what further action should be taken. If the
decides to initiate the Rapid Emergency Mobilization Plan, he will notify the
to proceed with the authorization phase of the plan.
1.3

When the
is not on duty and reasonable attempts to contact him have
failed, the
shall make the determination of whether or not to proceed with the
authorization of the Rapid Emergency Mobilization Plan.

2. Authorization
2.1

The
shall contact one of the following in descending order for authorization to
activate the Rapid Emergency Mobilization Plan:
•
•
•

Police Commissioner
Deputy Police Commissioner
In the event that neither the Commissioner nor the Deputy Police Commissioner can be
reached, authorization will rest with the Police Services Division commander or in his
absence either the Criminal Investigations Division commander or the Staff Services
Division commander.

2.2

If no higher authority than the tour commander is on duty, or can be contacted, the Rapid
Emergency Mobilization Plan shall be activated on his authority.

2.3

Upon authorization
shall implement the plan. He shall further ensure that the
remaining personnel identified above are notified that the plan has been authorized and placed
into effect.
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3. Mobilization
3.1

3.2

In situations where large numbers of manpower will be required at the onset,
will go to a higher step and incorporate the lower step(s) in it.

3.3

The
will utilize the
and other available, nonessential, members to
conduct the call to duty of personnel. The desk officer will ensure that a log of all notifications
made or attempted is maintained.

3.4

All responding personnel will be directed as to where to report and a record will be kept of the
officers contacted.

STEP 1
1.

STEP 2
4.
.
STEP 3
5.

NOTE: ALERT NOTIFICATION - a situation exists of serious proportions and departments
within Zone C should prepare to send the prearranged manpower to the identified location.
STEP 4
7.
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STEP 5
8.

NOTE: LEVEL ONE RESPONSE - Departments within Zone C are requested to
immediately send the minimum prearranged manpower to the identified location.
STEP 6

NOTE: LEVEL TWO RESPONSE – A second zone is being requested to send the
minimumpre-arranged manpower to the identified location.
STEP 7
11

STEP 8

13.It should be noted that the
will respond upon request to provide the
following advisory and administrative functions at any state of an emergency situation.
14.Command Post Set-Up:
versed in the requirements
and functions of a Command Post operation will be available to assist. The unit can assist in the
physical set-up and manning of a command post, temporary headquarters, press area, staging
area, information area, etc.
15.Assist in obtaining specialized services, equipment and personnel from other government
agencies.
16.Assist in coordinating quartermaster functions such as obtaining, recording and distributing
equipment from various departments and sources.
4. Additional Procedures
4.1

A supervisor not at the scene of the incident will be assigned command of the
that
will be utilized as the staging point. He will maintain a running log that will list the time of arrival
of Department personnel, assisting agencies, assignments and orders issued.
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As additional supervisors become available one will be assigned to the

4.3

4.4
4.5

The commander of the Staff Services Division will ensure that an accurate and up to date roster
of all Department personnel is maintained at the
at all times.

4.6

Commanding officers are responsible that members of their command are apprised of the
contents of this procedure and its provisions are complied with.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to respond quickly and effectively to an incident of civil
disorder and to take the action necessary to protect life and property and maintain law and order. In
instances of peaceful, demonstrations every effort will be made to ensure the citizenry of their rights of
freedom of speech and freedom of assembly.
DEFINITION
Civil Disorder: A civil disorder is defined as a situation in which a crowd of people has gathered and are
collectively acting in violation of the law or are preparing to engage in unlawful activity. This behavior may
take the form of a mob rioting and looting or a group engaging in a passive/resistant demonstration.
THEORY
Prevention: Although a police department cannot, in and of itself, determine the course which events will
take, it can certainly exert substantial influence in the community it serves. It is in the area of prevention
that a department's investments will produce the highest return.
Community Relations: There is, likely, no more significant factor in preventing or responding to civil
disturbances than the quality of the relationship that exists between a police department and the
community it serves.
Police relationships with a community must be built upon a platform of clear understanding, effective
communications, and strong community involvement.
At the earliest indication of actual or potential unrest, communication with the public becomes highly
important.
The PACT Unit will develop a list of persons to be contacted and establish a liaison with the individuals.
The list shall contain the names of Public Officials, Clergy, Community Leaders and the Media.
The capability of a police department to control a civil disorder depends essentially on two factors: proper
planning and competent performance.
PROCEDURE
The following Tactical Response Plan is designed to establish general guidelines for the implementation
of action plans which will contain, control and neutralize incidents of civil disorder.
1. Intelligence
1.1

1.2

In order to rapidly assemble and equip the necessary manpower it is imperative that accurate
intelligence regarding the location, size and temperament of a crowd engaged or preparing to
engage in acts of civil disorder be obtained.
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Personnel at the initial occurrence of an incident
•
•
•

Area and location of the disturbance involved.
Knowledge of events leading to the disturbance.

•
•
•
•
•

Objective of the group causing the disturbance.
Type of disturbance.
Estimate the number of persons involved.
Attempt to communicate with leaders of the group in order to determine the cause of the
disturbance and the group's intentions.

1.4

2. Preliminary Evaluation of the Problem
2.1

Assess the situation and make a preliminary determination of what appropriate crowd control
options should be taken.

2.2

Monitor−continue to observe the group's progress and development.

2.3
2.4

.

2.5
3. Personnel Assignment
3.1

Determine the need for personnel to control the situation. Activation of personnel should be
done in accordance with Article 5.22A (Rapid Emergency Mobilization Plan) of the Manual of
Procedure and Operational Plans.

4. Controlling the Area
4.1

4.2
4.3

Article 5.22 (Response to Critical Incidents) of the Manual of Procedure outlines the logistical
considerations that must be addressed when handling emergency situations. When it appears
that an incident of civil disorder will necessitate the activation of personnel additional to those on
duty, the following tactics will be employed:
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4.4
5. Equipment
5.1

When an incident of civil disorder occurs the Department must be prepared to take enforcement
action. At the outset of an incident the commander in charge of operations will arrange for all
units on duty to respond to h
and equip themselves with

5.2

When it appears that enforcement action will be taken and a Command Post and Staging Area
have been established the desk officer, acting through the chain of command, will have the

6. Communications
6.1

6.2

6.3
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Personnel considerations may preclude the assignment of a supervisor to the communications
function at the
. In that event a police officer will be assigned to that function.

7. Deployment of Personnel
The number of personnel utilized will differ with the intensity of the disturbance.

7.1

Field Force
•

7.2

Reserve Force
•

7.3

Special Tactics Personnel

8. Tactics
8.1

8.2

The decision of what tactics to employ will be based upon the immediate nature of the
disturbance.
. The ultimate goal of
the Department is to diffuse the situation and
the participants. In achieving this
mission a great deal of flexibility must be accorded the command staff.
and
demonstrate a high degree of discipline and commitment.
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8.3

8.4

.
The command staff will have designated a commanding officer in charge of the incident scene.
All action will be taken as a result of the commanding officer's orders.

8.5

The commanding officer will initially attempt to communicate with the leaders of the group
causing the disturbance. An active attempt should be made to gain the cooperation

8.6

If the decision is made to disperse the crowd, the commanding officer should alert the crowd
that offensive action will be taken if they do not disperse.

8.7

8.8

8.9

8.10 The commanding officer at the scene should not become physically involved in the offensive
action. It is the commanding officer's role to maintain a vantage point from which he can see the
entire action.
9. Field Arrest Procedures
9.1

Arrests should be effected in a controlled, selected manner, and only with supervisory approval.

9.2

9.3

Prior to effecting a selected arrest, the squad supervisor will assign custodial, security or arrest
functions to each member. The squad member designated as the arresting officer is responsible
for filing all subsequent police reports and the accusatory instrument.

9.4

Once arrested, the prisoner will be brought to a pre-arranged location where he will be readied
for transport
. Officers assigned to the transport vehicles will perform the
following duties:
•

Search the prisoner.

•

Assume physical control and security of the prisoner.

•
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In situations involving passive/resistant demonstrators in which numerous persons have
simultaneously committed the same offense at the same location, one officer will be designated
as the arresting officer for all persons arrested.

10. Arrest Processing Procedures
10.1

10.2 Prisoners will
be brought directly to the designated
temporary holding area. Prisoners will be secured and guarded in this area.

10.3

11. Post Civil Disorder Tactics
11.1

11.2

11.3
12. Notifications
12.1 An incident of civil disorder negatively impacts on a community and resources beyond the
scope of the police department may be necessary to help restore order. The command staff will
assign a member of the Department
to act as a liaison
between the Department and other agencies, public officials, private citizens and the media. A
priority list of public officials, community leaders, clergy and the media is located at the
Complaint Desk.
12.2 Notifications will be made at the direction of the command staff.
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POLICY: It shall be the Policy of the New Rochelle Police Department to use the NYS DCJS SWAT
Team Certification Standards Guide to establish the Minimum Standards for the Critical Incident Unit. The
Critical Incident Unit shall use the Administrative Standards for Team Structure, Team Supervision, and
Team member Selection as described in the procedure.
PURPOSE: To identify the organizational standards of the Critical Incident Unit including administrative,
training, equipment, team capabilities, lines of authority, and their accountability.
PROCEDURE
1. Administrative Standards
1.1

The Critical Incident Unit is an operational entity within the Department that is comprised of
multiple tactical elements, special capabilities and Team Members that may be deployed for
specific missions.

1.2

The Critical Incident Unit will consist of a minimum of

1.3

The Critical Incident Unit will have
trained Sniper/Observers.

1.4

A roster of functional Critical Incident Unit members will be maintained in the Department
personnel management system.

1.5

The Critical Incident Unit is under the purview of the Special Operations Unit as delineated in
the Table of Organization and as such subject to the Chain of Command.

1.6

The Critical Incident Unit will come under the Command of a Lieutenant (Special Operations
Commander). This officer is designated as the Team Commander.

1.7

The Critical Incident Unit has other ranking officers as members of the team. The Team
Commander will designate these ranking officers as team leaders and will designate the
proper lines of succession in his absence.

1.8

There may be instances where a non-ranking member of the Critical Incident unit will be
designated as a Team Leader when a ranking member is unavailable at particular incidents.

1.9

In a preplanned tactical operation involving the use of the Critical Incident Unit, the Incident
Commander will have the authority to resolve any conflicting orders.

1.10

In tactical situations any other Sworn Members required to assist in the operation will come
under the command of Critical Incident Unit Team Leaders or ranking officers of the Police
Services Division.

1.11

Critical Incident Unit Team Members will be sworn members of the department who have
successfully completed the Basic Course for Police Officers or equivalent, which includes the
agency supervised field training program and their probation period with this department.

1.12

Critical Incident Unit selection/screening process will consist of the following:
•

Candidate Qualification Review

Members.

Sniper/Observer teams, each consisting of
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Physical Ability Testing
Firearms Qualifications Course
Command Staff Interview

2. Training Standards
2.1

Each member of the Critical Incident Unit is required to successfully complete a MPTC
Approved SWAT Operator Course or its equivalent before they are deployed as a functional
member of the Team.

2.2

Newly selected CRITICAL INCIDENT UNIT Team members may engage in monthly
CRITICAL INCIDENT UNIT Team Training prior to attending an initial SWAT Operator Course.
However they shall not be deployed as functional CRITICAL INCIDENT UNIT members during
preplanned tactical operations.

2.3

The “SWAT Operator Equivalency Course” may be used as an alternative to the “SWAT
Operation Course” as outlined in the DCJS directives.

2.4

Each CRITICAL INCIDENT UNIT Team Member must successfully complete “FEMA ICS100”, “FEMA ICS-200 for Single/Resources and Initial Action Incidents” and IS-700.a National
Incident Management System. (NIMS Course).

2.5

Each member of the Critical Incident Unit will successfully complete at a minimum the
approved NYS DCJS MPTC required Annual SWAT In-Service Course.

2.6

The Special Operations Commander will ensure that a SWAT In-Service Curriculum is
submitted each year to NYS DCJS MPTC.

2.7

CRITICAL INCIDENT UNIT Team Members who for any reason, are unable to successfully
complete In-Service Training for three (3) or more consecutive months must first demonstrate
firearms proficiency and be certified physically fit for duty prior to participating in an active
preplanned tactical operation.

2.8

Critical Incident Unit Members who are assigned specialty tasks that are not covered in the
Basic SWAT Program shall complete initial training in that particular specialty task.

2.9

Critical Incident Unit Team Members will complete annual training in their particular specialty
task.

2.10

Specialty Training will be documented in the respective member’s training record.

2.11

There will be an individual training record for each Critical Incident Unit Team Member,

2.12

Instructors will be compliant with the provisions of Title 9 NYCRR 6023 and Title 9 NYCRR
6024, as appropriate.

2.13

Specialty Tasks include, but are not limited to, the following:
•
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•

2.14

Critical Incident Unit Members who are assigned supervisory and command level decision
making in preplanned tactical operations are required to attend Command and Supervision
training.

2.15

CRITICAL INCIDENT UNIT Team Members designated or used as a supervisor must have
training in leadership and supervision.

2.16

Any Critical Incident Unit Members who conduct or plan CRITICAL INCIDENT UNIT training
exercises must have successfully completed FEMA IS-120a/An Introduction to Exercises and
FEMA IS-130/Exercise Evaluation and Improvement Planning Course. Such training plans
and exercises must have prior approval by the department.

2.17

Critical Incident Unit Training will be recorded and maintained Pursuant to the official
compilation of codes, rules, and regulations of the State of New York.

2.18

The Special Operations Commander will ensure all Training Records are forwarded through
proper channels to maintain compliance with Department Training Records Procedures as
well as NYS DCJS Swat Team Standards.

2.19

Critical Incident Unit Training Records will include at a minimum:
•
•
•
•
•

Lesson Plans and Course Curriculum
Class Rosters and Topics
Dates of Training and Total Hours
Instructor Names and Course Name
Student Name and Results of Training

3. Equipment Standards
3.1

An Equipment checklist will be maintained in each CRITICAL INCIDENT UNIT member’s
folder and the equipment will be inspected annually.

3.2

During preplanned tactical operations, each Critical Incident Unit Team member will, at a
minimum, be outfitted with the following equipment:
•
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All Team equipment will be in the Department Annual Inventory.

4. Team Capabilities and Operations
4.1

The Commissioner, or his designee, may authorize the use of the Critical Incident Unit for any
preplanned tactical operation.

4.2

The Special Operations Commander will ensure a written Operational Plan will be prepared
prior to a preplanned tactical operation.

4.3

The Tactical Operational Plan may be part of a larger Operational Plan, in such incidents the
Special Operations Commander will consult with the Division Commander to ensure all of the
Departments needs are met.

4.4

In emergency situations the operational plan may be completed as soon as practical.

4.5

The Special Operations Commander or his designee will provide a briefing and Operational
Plan for Command Review prior to any Basic Entry Operation.

4.6

The Operational Plan will be approved by the Commissioner or his designee.

4.7

The Special Operations Commander will establish staffing requirements for any preplanned
tactical operation.

4.8

4.9

All CRITICAL INCIDENT UNIT Team Members will be briefed on the respective roles and
responsibilities prior to a preplanned tactical operation.

4.10

After a preplanned tactical operation, all members involved will participate in a Debriefing.

4.11

After a preplanned tactical operation the Special Operations Commander will see that an After
Action Incident Report is prepared.
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4.12

4.13

4.14

4.15

4.16

The Critical Incident Unit will use trained Hostage Negotiators at the discretion of the Special
Operations Commander.

4.17

A Hostage Negotiator will be deployed for incidents deemed necessary.

4.18

A roster of functional Hostage Negotiators will be maintained in the Department personnel
management system.

4.19

4.20

4.21

4.23

In the event Breaching is necessary for a Tactical entry the Special Operations Commander
may authorize it as needed.

4.24

The Breaching Strategy will be part of the Operational Plan and discussed in the Command
Briefing.

4.25

Breaching Options may consist of one or more of the following:
•

4.26

Sniper/Observer Team(s) may be deployed by the Special Operations Commander as
needed.

4.27

Sniper/Observer Team(s) will consist

trained Snipers.
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4.28

Any member of the Critical Incident Unit used as a Sniper/Observer is required to successfully
complete a NYS DCJS MPTC Approved Sniper Course or its equivalent before they are
deployed as a Sniper/Observer.

4.29

Sniper/Observers will successfully complete at a minimum the approved NYS DCJS MPTC
required Annual In-Service Training for Snipers.

4.30
4.31

.
The Hazardous Devices Unit of the Westchester County Department of Public Safety will be
accessible to the Critical Incident Unit as needed for
Operations.

4.32

4.33

4.34

The Critical Incident Unit will have less lethal tactical options available for use as needed.

4.35

In any situation involving the threatened use of Deadly Physical Force by a person the Critical
Incident Unit will deploy Deadly Physical Force options in conjunction with Less Lethal Tactical
options.

4.36

Less lethal tactical options will be listed on the Critical Incident Unit Department Inventory List
and be approved by the Commissioner, or his designee, as an authorized piece of equipment.

4.37

4.38

4.39

Critical Incident Unit Team Members and Supervisors may use NIMS and ICS Principles as
needed.

4.40

The Special Operations Commander and Critical Incident Unit Team Supervisors may operate
as part of a Unified Command in the event of a Multi-Agency Event.

4.41

All CRITICAL INCIDENT UNIT Team Members will be Trained in NIMS/ICS and receive
annual training to maintain proficiency as needed/required.

4.42

The Special Operations Commander shall review all SWAT related policies and procedures on
an annual basis in order to ensure conformance with the New York State Municipal Police
Training Council SWAT Team Certification Standards.
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POLICY: It is the policy of the New Rochelle Police Department to protect human life. The primary
objective of an officer involved in an active killing incident is to protect life by stopping the killing as soon
as possible.
DEFINITIONS:
Active Killing: An incident in which one or more persons have used, or are reasonably likely to use,
deadly force in an ongoing manner, and where persons have been injured, killed, or are under imminent
threat of death or serious bodily harm by such person(s).
Initial Responding Officer: The first officer(s) on the scene of an active killing incident tasked with locating
the suspect(s) and stopping the killing.
PROCEDURE

1. Initial Response
1.1

When an officer is on scene where he or she reasonably believes that active killing is occurring,
that officer, regardless of rank or position in our department, shall proceed in a manner to stop
the active killing as soon as reasonably possible.
. This section shall pertain to all officers working a regular tour of duty, an overtime
tour of duty, a special duty detail or a special assignment within the geographical boundaries of
the City of New Rochelle.

1.2

Once it is reasonably believed that the active killing has stopped and the initial responding
officer(s) is/are no longer tasked with stopping active killing, the procedures in Manual of
Procedure Chapter Five, Article 5.22 shall be activated.

1.3

If necessary, the officer in charge will cause actions to be taken in order to evacuate and care
for the injured on scene.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to investigate all reported incidents of Missing Persons
and to initiate a teletype alarm (File 6) when the person missing is either a juvenile, mentally or physically
disabled, endangered as a result of the disappearance, or missing under circumstances which indicate
that the disappearance was not voluntary.
DEFINITIONS
Missing Person: A missing person is someone who has either disappeared in this City or is a resident of
the City and has disappeared and the location where the disappearance occurred is unknown. When a
person who is a resident of New Rochelle disappears, outside of the City and the location where that
person disappeared is known, the complainant will be advised to file the Missing Person report with the
appropriate police agency of the jurisdiction in which the disappearance occurred. Furthermore, the
incident will only be carried as a Missing Person when one of the following conditions is met:
Code D

Represents Disability: A person of any age who is missing and under proven
physical/mental disability or is senile, thereby subjecting himself or others to personal
and immediate danger.

Code E

Represents Endangered: A person of any age who is missing and in the company of
another person under circumstances indicating that his physical safety is in danger.

Code I

Represents Involuntary: A person of any age who is missing under circumstances
indicating that the disappearance was not voluntary.

Code J

Represents a Juvenile: - A person who is missing that is less than 18 years of age and
does not meet any of the criteria set above in A, B. or C.

Code V

Catastrophe – A person of any age who is missing after a catastrophe

When investigating a report of a missing college student (any age) and there is any suspicion that his or
her well-being may be in jeopardy, a report must be taken and biographical information must be entered
into DCJS/NCIC files immediately.
When a person is reported missing and none of the above criteria are met, the incident will be
documented as an “Investigate Personal Welfare.” If, later on, the conditions established for a missing
person are met, the incident will be reclassified as a Missing Person investigation.

Project Lifesaver: A bracelet size, personal radio transmitting device that is provided to elderly persons
and persons with cognitive behavior disorders, i.e. Alzheimer’s, autism, memory loss, etc.; who have a
tendency to wander from their place of residence. Program is administered by the Westchester County
Department of the Aging and the Westchester County Department of Community Health.

Missing Person Certification Sheet (PD 8): Department form that must be filed in all Missing Person
incidents.
PROCEDURE: Missing Person incidents will be investigated according to the following guidelines:
1. Response
1.1

Interview the complainant and obtain a full description of the missing person.
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1.2

If the missing person is a small child or someone who is physically or mentally disabled, a
search of the immediate area and surrounding neighborhood should be conducted. A radio
broadcast alerting other police units about the missing person, his/her description, and location
last seen, should also be made.

1.3

If the missing person is a Project Lifesaver client, the call taker will ascertain from the caller the
frequency number of the bracelet.

1.4

The desk supervisor will ascertain if a member trained in Project Lifesaver is on-duty. If not, the
desk supervisor is authorized to recall a member trained in Project Lifesaver equipment usage.
The desk supervisor will have the discretion to recall an additional member trained in Project
Lifesaver if the need arises.

1.5

Only members trained in its use will deploy Project Lifesaver equipment. A current list will be
maintained at the desk.

1.6

Either the call taker or the reporting officer will access the Project Lifesaver client management
database at www.plsdatabase.org (Login: pls@newrochelleny.com – Password: nrpdpls) and
obtain a copy of the client profile. If the database is not available a hardcopy of local Project
Lifesaver clients will be available at the desk. Note: Use of the electronic database is
preferable because it will have the most current information regarding the client.
A. The call taker or reporting officer will access the “Event Log” in the client profile for the history
of previous incidents and After-Action Reports and note any information that could aid in the
present search.
B. The trained Project Lifesaver Locater System operator shall obtain the system equipment and
client profile and proceed to the search location.
C. If assistance is needed, either the call taker or the reporting officer will contact the
Westchester County Department of Public Safety at
and advise that this
agency is investigating a Project Lifesaver missing person. Provide the WCDPS the
frequency number of the bracelet. WCDPS will then dispatch specially equipped radio cars
(and the helicopter, if it is airborne) to assist NRPD in tracking the Project Lifesaver bracelet.
Tracking capabilities are limited to Westchester County.

1.7

Complete the police report and the PD 8 and forward them to the desk officer and obtain
authorization for the transmittal of a NYSPIN File 6.

1.8

Members trained in Project Lifesaver will complete the online Project Lifesaver After-Action
Report and forward copies of all documents related to incident to the Project Lifesaver
coordinator.

2. Investigation
2.1

If the person reported missing is less than 16 years of age, Youth Officers assigned to the
PACT Unit will follow up the incident.

2.2

If the person reported missing is 16 years of age or older, the incident will be followed up by the
General Investigations Unit.
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The officers conducting the follow-up investigation should attempt to learn as much about the
missing person as possible. Information concerning the following areas of the person's
background should be developed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Domestic background
Personal habits
Business history
Friends - school, social, and business
Medical history
Educational background
Family history
Previously roamed locations

Persons Missing for More Than 72 Hours
•

Chapter 627 of the Laws of 1984 require that police agencies investigating reports of
children and adults missing for more than 72 hours obtain additional personal descriptive
data and data concerning a person's medical, optical, and dental history. This information,
once obtained, is placed in the statewide central registry for missing persons and is then
linked with the National Crime Information Center's (NCIC) registry for missing persons and
unidentified persons. Officers conducting follow-up investigations of missing persons will do
the following:

•

If the person is still missing after 72 hours, the medical and optical information and
authorization forms will be given to the complainant for completion of the authorization
section. The complainant will then be directed to deliver the authorization forms to the
missing person's physician and optometrist who will provide the necessary information. The
completed forms will be returned to the investigating officer and the information entered into
the DCJS/NCIC system through NYSPIN.

2.5

The complainant will also be asked to sign an authorization form for the release of dental and xray records. The investigating officer will retain this form in the case file for a period of 30 days.
If the person is still missing after 30 days, the investigating officer will deliver the authorization
form to the missing person's dentist. Section 838 of the NYS Executive Law requires that the
dentist provide dental information within 10 days. This information is entered in the computer,
and the X-rays and dental history forms are forwarded to DCJS.

2.6

If a fingerprint card on the missing person is available, the investigating officer will complete the
necessary entries on the card and forward the card and photograph (if available) to DCJS along
with the dental records.

2.7

DCJS Mailing Address:
Special Services Unit

2.8

When the missing person is located, a File 6 cancellation message will be sent. This will cause
the DCJS staff to purge their files of fingerprint cards, photographs, dental records, and x-rays
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that pertain to the missing person and, when appropriate, to notify the FBI Identification Division
to purge their files. All originals and copies of the medical, optical, and dental information kept in
departmental files will be destroyed in accordance with Section 837 of the NYS Executive Law.
2.9

When there are no parents or guardians or other next of kin to authorize the release of dental
history and x-rays, Section 837 of the NYS Executive Law requires the officer assigned to
complete the necessary authorization forms. The officer will declare in writing that he/she is
conducting a missing person investigation and will forward the request for the records to the
dentist, doctor, and optometrist in possession of such missing records.

3. Missing Person Cancellation NYSPIN File 6
3.1

If a reported missing person is located or returns home, the original missing person alarm will
be canceled after the Supplemental Incident Report is filed.

4. Missing Persons ALERT Programs
4.1

AMBER ALERTS will be processed per the Manual of Procedure Chapter Five, Article 5.23A.

4.2

The New York State Missing Child Alert and Missing College Student Alert Program is
administered by the Missing Persons Clearinghouse (MPC). When a missing child under the
age of 21 or a college student of any age is deemed to be endangered, but the case does not
meet AMBER Alert activation criteria, there are two alternative alert systems available: the
Missing Child Alert and Missing College Student Alert programs. A missing child or college
student can be at serious risk of bodily harm or death without an abduction occurring. For
example, children with Down syndrome, autism or other medical conditions can be at an
extreme safety risk if they go missing.

4.3

The New York State Missing Vulnerable Adult Alert Program is administered by the MPC. When
a vulnerable adult who is at least 18 years old and is deemed to have a cognitive impairment,
mental disability or brain disorder go missing and is at a credible threat of harm, the Missing
Vulnerable Adult Alert is available. Distribution of information is identical to that used for a
Missing Child Alert.

4.4

The Missing Child Alert, Missing College Student Alert and Missing Vulnerable Adult Alert or
non-alert assistance can be requested via the eJustice Integrate Justice Portal (IJ Portal)
system, in the missing person record modify screen.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to activate the AMBER Alert Program when a situation
meets the guidelines below.
DEFINITIONS
AMBER Alert Program: The New York State AMBER Alert is a program designed to facilitate the rapid
recovery of a young child who has been abducted and is in imminent danger of injury or death. An alert
consists of broadcasting abduction details to the public via participating radio and television stations and
electronic road signs. In New York State, the AMBER Alert program is broadcast through the Emergency
Alert System, which is managed by the State Emergency Management Office. Broadcasters monitor the
Emergency Alert System twenty-four hours per day.
NEW YORK STATE AMBER ALERT AUTHORIZATION TO PUBLICIZE: A standardized New York State
Police form that must be signed by the parent or legal guardian.
AMBER ALERT SUBMISSION FORM: A standardized New York State Police form that can be filed
through NYSPIN or by faxing a hard copy to the New York State Police Communications Section.

PROCEDURE: The AMBER Alert program will be used according to the following guidelines:
1. Requirements
1.1

The child must be 17 years of age or younger and

1.2

Police must believe the child is in imminent danger of serious bodily harm or death either at the
hands of another or due to a proven mental or physical disability.

1.3

While most runaway and abduction cases by non-custodial parents do not qualify, individual
consideration may be given depending on case circumstances.

1.4

In most instances activation will not be practical if an extended period of time has passed since
the disappearance.

1.5

Do not activate the system based solely on the information provided by a caller. A preliminary
investigation must be conducted.

2. Activation
2.1

Notify the General Investigations Unit. However, the immediate investigation and activation of
the AMBER Alert Program shall not be delayed if a Detective must be recalled to duty.

2.2

The Investigating Officer shall file a PD 8.

2.3

An NCIC missing person (File 6) entry as “involuntary”, “endangered” or “disability” is required
prior to activation.

2.4

A parent or legal guardian must sign the “NEW YORK STATE AMBER ALERT
AUTHORIZATION TO PUBLICIZE” form, which authorizes the broadcast of the child’s name.
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2.5

The Police Commissioner, Deputy Police Commissioner, or a Captain must authorize AMBER
Alert activation.

2.6

The Investigating Officer must complete the “AMBER ALERT SUBMISSION FORM” through
NYSPIN (On NYSPIN the format is called “AMBER”) or fax a pre-printed form to the New York
State Police Communications Section (COMSEC) at
. The telephone number for
public broadcast for incoming calls/leads is
. Once the alert is activated, at least
one Police Officer should be assigned to the radio room exclusively to field incoming leads.

2.7

(COMSEC) will also be contacted by phone at
to advise them a fax is being sent.
(COMSEC) will call contact the officer on the request form prior to activation for final verification
of the authenticity of the incident and request.

2.8

The Investigating Officer should attempt to obtain a recent photo of the child. If the photo is not
already on a diskette, the photo should be scanned utilizing the scanner in the Crime Victims
Room, saved to a diskette and e-mailed to (COMSEC) at
Photo scanning instructions are posted in the room. The Investigating Officer shall confirm the
e-mail address with (COMSEC) when sending the photo.

2.9

A NYSPIN File 11A (Abduction Message) shall be generated to ensure that other law
enforcement agencies are aware of the abduction and related details. Statewide dissemination,
and if deemed appropriate dissemination to adjoining states, is required.

3. Updates and Deactivation
3.1

Updates to information on the original “AMBER ALERT SUBMISSION FORM” may be
submitted as necessary on additional forms. If new information conflicts with previously
submitted information, clearly indicate which information is correct.

3.2

If the child is recovered, or the case is determined to no longer qualify, immediately notify
(COMSEC) by fax and phone so that a cancellation may be broadcast.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to investigate all reported vehicle thefts and to establish
guidelines for such investigations.
DEFINITIONS
Vehicle Theft Preliminary Investigation Report (PD 104): Investigative checklist that will be completed by
the investigating officer and signed by the complainant at the time the report of the vehicle theft is made.
PROCEDURE
1. All reports of stolen vehicles will be made in person to a police officer.
2. When a vehicle is reported stolen in the City, the investigating officer will check the Tow Records and
the Private Tow log in order to ascertain if the vehicle was towed or repossessed.
3. When it has been determined that the vehicle is stolen, the officer will complete the Vehicle Theft
Preliminary Investigation Report with the complainant. The complainant will answer each question on
the report and the officer will record the answer. After the report is completed, the officer will have the
complainant sign the report.
4. In situations where the theft has just occurred and the complainant or another person has witnessed
the theft, the officer will notify Central and initiate a broadcast alarm for the vehicle prior to completing
any written reports.
5. When the identity of the suspect is known and the incident is an unauthorized use and not a vehicle
theft, the investigating officer must obtain an Owner's Deposition from the complainant before a
NYSPIN alarm can be sent.
6. If the vehicle is registered in New York State and the license plates were on the vehicle at the time of
the theft, the investigating officer will issue a MV-78B to the complainant.
7. After the Incident Report and Vehicle Theft Preliminary Investigation Report have been completed,
the investigating officer will request authorization to respond to headquarters so that the report may
be submitted to the desk officer for review.
8. The desk officer will review the report, and, where it is evident that a vehicle theft has occurred, direct
the Communications Unit to initiate a File 1 NYSPIN alarm.
9. When a vehicle reported stolen in the City is recovered, the officer conducting the investigation will
file a Supplemental Incident Report under the incident number used in the original vehicle theft report.
In instances where the vehicle is recovered outside of the City of New Rochelle, the investigating
officer will ascertain and record in the SIR the jurisdiction (precinct number when applicable) where
the vehicle was recovered, the street address or location where the vehicle was recovered, and the
name and address of the tow service or facility where the vehicle is being stored.
10. After completion of the recovered vehicle report, the officer will submit it to the desk officer for review.
After the desk officer has reviewed the report, he will forward it to the Communications Unit and direct
that the File 1 NYSPIN alarm be canceled. Notification of the recovery will be made to the vehicle’s
owner. No vehicle will be released until the alarm has been canceled.
11. When a vehicle that was reported stolen in a jurisdiction other than New Rochelle is recovered in this
City, the Communications Unit will send a vehicle locate to the agency that initiated the alarm.
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12. All recovered stolen vehicles will be towed to the police storage facility by the tow service under
contract to the City. Vehicles will not be driven. In situations where it is necessary to process the
vehicle for evidence, the vehicle will be towed to the side yard or other appropriate location
designated by the tour commander.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to accept reports of lost/stolen license plates and initiate
NYSPIN alarms (File 16) when the loss or theft occurred within the City of New Rochelle.
PROCEDURE
Whenever a complainant reports the loss or theft of a license plate within the City, an incident report will
be filed. Entries of lost/stolen plates (File 16) into NYSPIN are limited to instances where all plates issued
are reported lost/stolen. In a two-plate state where only one plate is reported missing, an entry is
permitted provided the remaining plate is surrendered to the Department of Motor Vehicles of the state
that issued it and the party reporting the loss produces documentation confirming same. Depending upon
the circumstances surrounding the theft/loss of license plates, File 16 entries will be made according to
the following guidelines:
1. When an individual reports the theft of his vehicle, and the vehicle is validly registered in New York
State, and the license plates were on the vehicle at the time of the theft, the officer investigating the
incident will, in addition to filing the appropriate stolen vehicle investigative reports, issue the
complainant a MV-78B. (The File 1 alarm satisfies the File 16 requirements in this situation.)
2. When an individual reports the theft/loss of both plates on his vehicle and the vehicle is validly
registered in New York State, a File 16 entry will be made and the investigating officer will issue the
complainant a MV-78B
3. When an individual reports the theft/loss of vehicle plates and the plates are validly registered in a
state other than New York State, a File 16 will be entered only if all plates issued are reported lost
stolen.
4. When an individual reports the theft/loss of only one plate and the vehicle is validly registered in New
York State, the party reporting the theft/loss will be directed to the Department of Motor Vehicles and
advised to file a DMV Form FS-6 (Voluntary surrender of license plate) before a File 16 entry can be
made into the NYSPIN system.
5. When a report of a recovered LOST/Stolen license plate is made, the cancellation of the File 16 will
only be made after the Supplemental Incident Report recording same has been filed.
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POLICY: It is the policy of this Department to enforce the City Code of New Rochelle and when
appropriate to issue warning notifications to persons who violate the code. Except when on an assigned
detail, no uniform officer shall walk or ride past a City Code violation without taking proper police action.
DEFINITION
Appearance Ticket- Department form which directs a particular individual or Corporation to appear in City
Court on a specified date and time to answer a City Court charge. It conforms to standards required of
Appearance Tickets as defined in Article 150 of the New York State Criminal Procedure Law.
Statement of Service- Affidavit of personal service which must be subscribed by the officer issuing an
Appearance Ticket. The statement of service is located on the back of the Appearance Ticket.
City Code Violation Warning Notice- Department form issued to a violator of the City Code in instances
where the violation can be immediately corrected.
Criminal Summons- Court forms used to secure the appearance of an individual or Corporation in City
Court when an Appearance Ticket cannot be served.
City Code Information- Verified written accusation which may serve both to commence a City Code
prosecution and as a basis for a prosecution thereof.
PROCEDURE: When a violation of the City Code is observed by a police officer assigned to the Police
Services Division or by a Community Service Officer assigned to ordinance enforcement, the officer will
either serve an Appearance Ticket or issue a City Code Violation Warning.
1. Appearance Ticket
a) Appearance Tickets may be obtained from the Records Unit of the Staff Services Division,
Monday through Friday from 0830 hours to 1630 hours. The three part tickets are packed
15 to a book. The yellow (defendant) copy of the ticket will be given to the violator. The
white (court) copy and hard (record) copy will be turned into the Desk Officer.
b) When an Appearance Ticket is served, the issuing officer will complete and sign either
the personal or corporate Statement of Service on the back of the white (records) copy of
the ticket. The inappropriate Statement of Service will be crossed out.
c)

When an Appearance Ticket is served, the issuing officer will complete the pedigree
information on the back of the white (records) copy of the ticket.

d) All appearance Tickets will be served personally. In those instances where after repeated
attempts the officer is unable to personally serve the Appearance Ticket on the violator,
the officer will complete a Criminal Summons and submit it along with the unserved
appearance ticket and City Code Information to the desk officer.
e) When the violation relates to property and a corporation owns the property, the violation
will be written against the corporation and personally served upon any officer, director,
managing or general agent. It must not be written against an individual, even if he
qualifies as any one of the above and may in fact be the proper party to serve on behalf of
the corporation.
f)

The Fire, Building, and Public Works Departments also use the Appearance Ticket.
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g) Appearance Tickets for City Code violations should be made returnable 14 to 21 days
from the date of issuance. Summonses must be made returnable on Wednesdays only,
holidays excluded.
2. City Code Violation Warning Notice
a)

City Code Violation Warning Notices may be obtained from the Records Unit of the Staff
Services Division, Monday through Friday from 0830 to 1630 hours. The two part notices
are packed 10 to a book with each notice containing a white (records) copy and a
cardboard (defendant) copy.

b)

The City Code Violation Warning Notice will be issued to first time offenders for the following
violations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Garbage
Trash
Litter
Unauthorized Signs, Banners, ect.
Snow Removal
Unreasonable Noise
Abandoned/ Unregistered Vehicles on Private Property

1) If the violation is not corrected or the violation occurs a second time, a summons
will be issued.

c) The (cardboard) copy is given to the violator and the white (records) copy is submitted to
the desk officer.
d) The City Code Violation Warning does not have to be served personally. If the
homeowner, property owner, or other person liable for the violation is not available, the
officer may leave the cardboard (violator) copy in the violator’s mailbox or, in the case of a
commercial business, with an employee of such business.
3. Criminal Summonses
a) The Criminal Summons is used to secure the appearance of a defendant who cannot
be served with an Appearance Ticket. The two-part summons has a blue and yellow
copy.
b) Criminal Summonses are available from City Court or the Records Unit of the Staff
Services Division Monday through Friday from 0830- 1630. They can be obtained from
the Desk Officer during non- business hours.
c) Both copies of the Criminal Summonses must be completely filled in.
d) The completed Criminal Summons is turned in with the unserved Appearance Ticket to
the desk officer. In turn the Records Unit forwards the summons to the City Court for a
Judge’s signature.
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4. City Code Information
a) After issuing an Appearance Ticket, the officer must complete either a Violation Specific
City Code Information or a General Purpose Information. These Informations are
available from the Desk Officer.
b) Violation-Specific Informations contain much of the required information already
completed. They are available for the most frequently encountered violations. If a violation
is not covered by a Violation Specific Information, a General- Purpose Information will
be used.
c) Officers complete one copy of the appropriate Information. The information is turned in
along with the Appearance Ticket to the desk officer.
d) The Records Unit forwards a photocopy of the Appearance Ticket and Information to the
Law Department.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to encourage citizens to report incidents of unlawful
activity and to protect these citizens by not revealing their identities.
PROCEDURE
When a complaint from a citizen is received in which the citizen is not the victim of a crime but is, instead,
reporting the occurrence of unlawful activity, the following procedures will be adhered to:
1. When the Department receives a complaint of unlawful activity, the police employee receiving the
complaint will request the name, address, and telephone number of the complainant. If the
complainant does not wish to give the requested information, the complainant will be advised that an
officer will be assigned to investigate the complaint. The incident will be dispatched and the
complainant will be registered as an anonymous citizen.
2. When the complainant gives the requested information, the police employee receiving the complaint
will advise the complainant that an officer will be assigned to investigate the complaint, but that the
officer will not respond to the complainant's home or place of business to conduct an interview unless
specifically requested. Complainants will be advised that it may be necessary for the investigating
officer to contact them by telephone in order to obtain additional information or clarification of a
complaint.
3. Under NO circumstances will a member of this Department divulge the name of the complainant or
source of the complaint.
4. No deviation from this policy will occur without the express approval of a supervisor.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department that an official notification be made to the next of kin of
any person who has died or been seriously injured when such incident is investigated by this agency.
PROCEDURE
The notification to next of kin of a person who has died or been seriously injured is a sensitive process
that necessitates tact and diplomacy on the part of the officer making the notification. When making a
notification the following guidelines will be observed:
1. A uniformed officer will make notification.
2. Notification should be made as soon after the incident as possible.
3. When the next of kin are residents of this City the notification will be made in person.
4. The presence of a clergyman, relative, close friends or neighbor should be obtained whenever
possible before notification.
5. When the notification is made, the officer should attempt to do so in private and in a setting where the
party notified will feel comfortable. The message should not be rendered in a cold or blunt fashion.
The officer should be sympathetic to the survivor and should avoid offering details regarding the
cause of death.
6. When the next of kin do not reside in New Rochelle, the investigating officer should contact the police
in the next of kin's jurisdiction and request that they make the notification in person, as quickly as
possible. A request that the person notified contact this agency should also be made.
7. When requested by another agency to make a notification, the desk officer will take the information
and request a call back number for the requesting agency. The desk officer will call back the
requesting agency and verify their request. The Desk officer will assign a unit to make the notification.
The unit making the notification will advise the next of kin that another agency has information
concerning
(the name of the person in question). The officer will then put the next
of kin in contact with the source agency and standby while the other agency makes its notification.
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POLICY: The federal and state standards by which use of force is measured are both founded in the
basic premise of objective reasonableness. 1 The amount of force that is used by the officers shall be the
amount of force that is objectively reasonable under the circumstances for the officer involved to effect an
arrest, prevent an escape, or in defense of themselves or others. The standard of objective
reasonableness, established by the United States Supreme Court in Graham v. Connor, is used in this
policy and is intended to provide officers with guidelines for the use of force, including deadly physical
force. Agency personnel must always consider the totality of the circumstances when applying the
guidelines. In certain situations, exigent circumstances may outweigh the recommendation of a specific
guideline. Personnel should always be able to articulate the justification for going beyond agency policy or
training.
As the Supreme Court has recognized, this reasonableness inquiry embodies “allowance for the fact that
police officers are often forced to make split-second judgments in circumstances that are tense,
uncertain, and rapidly evolving about the amount of force that is necessary in a particular situation.” 2
This policy is written in recognition of the value of all human life and dignity without prejudice to anyone.
Vesting officers with the authority to use reasonable force and to protect the public welfare requires a
careful balancing of all interests.
PURPOSE: Law enforcement officers are authorized to use reasonable and legitimate force in specific
circumstances. Federal constitutional and state statutory standards dictate when and how much force can
be used. This policy is founded in these standards, but is not intended to be an exhaustive recitation of
state and/or federal legal framework governing use of force. The policy is designed in accordance with
Executive Law §840(4)(d)(3).
DEFINITIONS
Objectively Reasonable: An objective standard used to judge an officer’s actions. Under this standard, a
particular application of force must be judged through the perspective of a reasonable officer facing the
same set of circumstances, without the benefit of 20/20 hindsight, and be based on the totality of the facts
that are known to that officer at the time that the force was used. 3
Deadly Physical Force: Physical force which, under the circumstances in which it is used, is readily
capable of causing death or other serious physical injury. 4
Physical Injury: Impairment of physical condition or substantial pain. 5
Serious Physical Injury: Physical injury which creates a substantial risk of death, or which causes death or
serious and protracted disfigurement, protracted impairment of health or protracted loss or impairment of
the function of any bodily organ. 6

1

Force which is objectively reasonable is insulated from criminal liability through Article 35 of the NYS
Penal Law and civil liability by the 4th Amendment standard of objective reasonableness.
2 Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386 at 396 (1989).
3 Graham, 490 U.S. 396 (1989)
4 NY Penal Law §10(11) (McKinney 2013)
5 NY Penal Law §10(9) (McKinney 2013)
6 NY Penal Law §10(10) (McKinney 2013)
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PROCEDURE:
1. Use of Force
1.1

In general terms, force is authorized to be used when reasonably believed to be necessary to
effect a lawful arrest or detention, prevent the escape of a person from custody, or in defense of
one’s self or another. 7

1.2

Under the 4th Amendment of the United States Constitution, a police officer may use only such
force as is “objectively reasonable” under the circumstances. The reasonableness of a
particular use of force must be judged from the perspective of a reasonable officer on the
scene. 8

2. Determining the Objective Reasonableness of Force
2.1

When used, force should be only that which is objectively reasonable given the circumstances
perceived by the officer at the time of the event.

2.2

Factors that may be used in determining the reasonableness of force include, but are not limited
to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The severity of the crime or circumstance; 9
The level and immediacy of threat or resistance posed by the suspect; 10
The potential for injury to citizens, officers, and suspects; 11
The risk or attempt of the suspect to escape; 12
The knowledge, training, and experience of the officer; 13
Officer/subject considerations such as age, size, relative strength, skill level, injury or
exhaustion, and the number of officers or subjects; 14
• Other environmental conditions or exigent circumstances. 15
3. Duty to Intervene

7

3.1

Any officer present and observing another officer using force that he/she reasonably believes to
be clearly beyond that which is objectively reasonable under the circumstances shall intercede
to prevent the use of unreasonable force, if and when the officer has a realistic opportunity to
prevent harm.

3.2

An officer who observes another officer use force that exceeds the degree of force as described
in subdivision 3.1 of this section should promptly report these observations to a supervisor.

NY Penal Law § 35.30(1) (McKinney 2013)
Graham, 490 U.S. at 396 (1989)
9 Ibid.
10 Ibid.
11 Scott v. Harris, 550 U.S. 372 (2007)
12 Graham, 490 U.S. at 396 (1989)
13 Analysis of cases under the 4th Amendment requires the focus to be on the perspective of a
reasonable officer on the scene which includes the training and experience of the officer. Graham v.
Connor, 490 U.S. 386 (1989), Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968)
14 Sharrar v. Felsing, 128 F. 3d 810 (3rd Cir. 1997) (numbers of officers or subjects)
15 Courts have repeatedly declined to provide an exhaustive listing of factors. Chew v. Gates, 27 F. 3d
1432, 1475 n.5 9th Cir. (1994)
8
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4. Use of Deadly Physical Force
4.1

Deadly physical force may be used by an officer to protect him/her or another person from what
the officer reasonably believes is an imminent threat of serious physical injury or death. 16

4.2

Deadly physical force may be used to stop a fleeing suspect where:
• The officer has probable cause to believe the suspect has committed a felony involving the
infliction or threat of serious physical injury or death; and,
• The officer reasonably believes that the suspect poses an imminent threat of serious
physical injury to the officer or to others.
• Where feasible, some warning should be given prior to the use of deadly physical force. 17

4.3

Chokeholds and Obstruction of Breathing or Blood Circulation
• Any application of pressure to the throat, windpipe, neck, or blocking the mouth or nose of a
person in a manner that may hinder breathing, reduce intake of air or obstruct blood
circulation, is prohibited unless deadly physical force is authorized. 18

5. Prohibited Uses of Force
5.1

Force shall not be used by an officer for the following reasons:
• To extract an item from the anus or vagina of a subject without a warrant, except where
exigent circumstances are present;
• To coerce a confession from a subject in custody;
• To obtain blood, saliva, urine, or other bodily fluid or cells, from an individual for the
purposes of scientific testing in lieu of a court order where required;
• Against persons who are handcuffed or restrained unless it is used to prevent injury,
escape, or otherwise overcome active or passive resistance posed by the subject.

6. Reporting and Reviewing the Use of Force
6.1

A member of this department who has custody of a person must provide attention to the
medical and mental health needs of that person in their custody and obtain assistance and
treatment of such needs, which are reasonable and provided in good faith. 19 (See further in
Section 1.01 Subdivision 12, of this Manual.)
• This includes appropriate and timely medical attention being provided to a party injured as a
result of a use of force incident.

16

NY Penal Law and § 35.30(1)(c) (McKinney 2013)
NY Penal Law and § 35.30(1), as restricted by Tennessee v. Garner, 471 U.S. 1 (1985) (restricting the
use of deadly physical force as it relates to fleeing felons) In Garner, the Supreme Court uses “significant
threat of serious physical harm, either to the officer or others” in describing the limited circumstances
under which deadly force can be used to prevent the escape of a felon.
18 NY Penal Law § 121.13-a establishes the crime of Aggravated Strangulation.
19 NY Civil Rights Law § 28
17
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• The immediate mental health needs of a person shall be based upon the reasonable cause
to believe that a person, who appears to be mentally ill, is conducting themselves in a
manner which is likely to result in a serious harm to themselves or others. 20
6.2

Members involved in use of force incidents as described below shall notify their supervisor as
soon as practical and shall complete a departmental Use of Force Report (PD 119).
• Use of force that results in a physical injury.
• Use of force incidents that a reasonable person would believe is likely to cause an injury.
• Incidents that result in a complaint of pain from the suspect except complaints of minor
discomfort from compliant handcuffing.
• Incidents where a Taser was intentionally discharged or accidentally discharged after being
displayed.
• Incidents where a firearm was discharged at a subject. Any discharge of a weapon, while
either on duty or off duty, in the direction of a person must be verbally reported to the
involved officer’s supervisor within six hours and a written report prepared within forty-eight
hours of occurrence. 21

6.3

The Use of Force Report (PD 119) will be filed to document any reportable use of force
incident. 22 This form shall be filed for incidents described in 6.2 of this Article and when:
• An officer engages in conduct which results in the death or serious bodily injury of another
person.
• One of the following is initiated by an officer:
•
Brandishes, uses or discharges a firearm at or in the direction of another person;
• Uses a chokehold or similar restraint that applies pressure to the throat or windpipe of a
person in a manner that may hinder breathing or reduce intake of air;
• Displays, uses or deploys a chemical agent, including, but not limited to, oleoresin
capsicum, pepper spray or tear gas;
• Brandishes, uses or deploys an impact weapon, including, but not limited to, an ASP or
baton;
• Brandishes, uses or deploys an electronic control weapon, including, but not limited to,
an electronic stun gun, flash bomb, or long-range acoustic device.

6.4

The completed PD 119 will be forwarded to the Records Unit and the Staff Services Division will
submit all required information to New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services (NYS
DCJS) in the manner NYS DCJS authorizes.

6.5

Officers will document any requests for necessary medical or mental health treatment as well as
efforts of police to arrange for such treatment.

7. Procedures for Investigating Use of Force Incidents
7.1

20

Where practical, a supervisor should respond to the scene to begin the preliminary force
investigation.

NY Mental Hygiene Law § 9.41
NY EXC § 837-v
22 The PD 119 will be filed to ensure compliance with the administrative reporting requirement of NY
Executive Law § 837-t.
21
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7.2

A supervisor that is made aware of a force incident shall ensure the completion of a Use of
Force Report (PD 119) by all officers engaging in reportable use of force and, to the extent
practical, make a record of all officers present.

7.3

Photographs should be taken which sufficiently document any injuries or lack thereof to officers
or suspects.

7.4

The Tour supervisor or Unit supervisor of the officer engaged in the use of force incident will
conduct an investigation for all matters referenced in 6.2 of this Article.

7.5

Failure to adhere to use of force guidelines will be handled consistent with Discipline
Procedures of this Manual of Procedure, Chapter Six, Article 6.01. 23

8. Training

23
24

8.1

All officers should receive training and demonstrate their understanding on the proper
application of force.

8.2

Training topics will include use of force, conflict prevention, conflict resolution and negotiation,
and de-escalation techniques and strategies, including, but not limited to, interacting with
persons presenting in an agitated condition as well as duty to intervene and prohibited
conduct. 24

8.3

This policy is not intended to be a substitute for proper training in the use of force.
Comprehensive training is the key to the real-world application of the concepts discussed within
this policy.

NY Executive Law § 840(4)(d)(2)(vi)
NY Executive Law § 840(4)(d)(2)(vii)
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to complete and evaluate a Warrant Service Risk
Assessment on all planned search warrants and arrest warrants. If the warrant is determined to be high
risk in nature then Critical Incident Unit personnel will be utilized.
PURPOSE: To provide trained personnel and special equipment for the safe and expeditious execution of
preplanned search warrants and arrest warrants.
DEFINITIONS
High Risk Warrant: Any warrant where the officers expect the following, but not limited to:
• Fortified locations – reinforced doors, warning systems, other impediments.
• Armed subject(s).
• Subject has an outstanding warrant for homicide, rape, felonious assault, aggravated robbery or
aggravated assault.
• Any other situation where the potential for violence is great

Warrant Service Risk Assessment: The New Rochelle Police Department four-page form (PD 125) to be
completed prior to any preplanned entry into a building or dwelling to effect a search warrant or arrest
warrant.
Warrant Service Scouting Mission Checklist: The New Rochelle Police Department one-page form
(PD 125A) to be completed prior to any preplanned entry into a building or dwelling to effect a search
warrant or arrest warrant.

PROCEDURE

1. Warrant Service Risk Assessment

1.1

The investigator is responsible for completing the Warrant Service Risk Assessment.

1.2

The investigator’s Unit Supervisor and the Special Operations Unit Commander will review and
evaluate the Warrant Service Risk Assessment to determine if there is reasonable belief that
the warrant is high risk in nature.

1.3

If it is determined that the warrant is high risk in nature, the appropriate Division Commander
will be notified. Additionally a Critical Incident Unit Supervisor will be notified, and designate a
member of the CIU team to complete the Warrant Service Scouting Mission Checklist.

1.4

A briefing will be conducted with Critical Incident Unit personnel and investigators, and tactical
considerations will be made to enter the building or dwelling and secure the occupants.

1.5

1.6

The Critical Incident Unit will develop a tactical plan for personnel to gain entry into the
premises and secure all occupants.
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1.7

Investigating officers will assist the operation and make all associated arrests.

1.8

The Critical Incident Unit Supervisor will ensure that an after action report is completed on a
Supplemental Incident Report. The following details are examples of items to be included on the SIR:

The completed warrant risk assessment and scouting checklist
Critical Incident Unit Supervisor present
Members of the entrance team
Tactical operation plan
Injuries
Use of less lethal weapons
Equipment utilized
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POLICY: Consistent with the Department’s Use of Force policy, Chapter Five, Article 5.29 of this manual,
a police officer may use only such force as is “objectively reasonable” under the circumstances. Agency
personnel must always consider the totality of the circumstances when applying the guidelines. In certain
situations, exigent circumstances may outweigh the recommendation of a specific guideline. Personnel
should always be able to articulate the justification for going beyond agency policy or training.
DEFINITIONS
Oleoresin Capsicum: Oleoresin Capsicum, also known as "OC," is a non-lethal inflammatory agent, which
is derived from the oils and resin of pepper plants. It causes swelling of the eyes, difficulty in breathing,
and a burning sensation of the skin. Only personnel trained in the use of Oleoresin Capsicum are
authorized to use it.
CS gas: The compound 2-Chlorobenzalmalononitrile, a cyanocarbon, is the defining component of tear
gas commonly referred to as CS gas. Exposure causes a burning sensation and tearing of the eyes to the
extent that the subject cannot keep his/her eyes open, and a burning irritation of the mucus membranes
of the nose, mouth and throat, resulting in profuse coughing, nasal mucus discharge, disorientation, and
difficulty breathing, partially incapacitating the subject. Only personnel trained in the use of CS gas are
authorized to use it.
PD 119 Use of Force Report: A Department form filed in every instance where a member of the
Department uses force as articulated in the Department’s Use of Force policy, Chapter Five, Article 5.29
of this manual. (Not filed when the use of Oleoresin Capsicum / CS gas is for training purposes.)
Taser: The Taser is an electronic control weapon designed to disrupt the neuromuscular system by the
use of low-level electrical impulses transmitted through wires connected to darts. The impulses cause
involuntary muscle contractions intended to disorient and confuse a subject. The TASER X26P and
TASER X2 are the authorized electronic control weapons for use by members of this department. Only
trained personnel should use a Taser.
Impact Weapons: The impact weapons used by the New Rochelle Police Department are straight batons
and ASP batons.
Less Lethal Impact Munitions (LLIM): Flexible projectiles discharged from designated 12-gauge shotguns
or the 40mm Launcher intended to incapacitate a subject with less potential for causing death or serious
physical injury when compared with conventional projectiles.
“Y” Bar: The “Y” bar is a containment tool used to control violent emotionally disturbed persons. It is
designed to provide a distance between an emotionally disturbed person and officers while containment
measures are implemented. Only trained personnel should use the “Y” bar.
PROCEDURE
1. Force Options
1.1

When used, force should be only that which is objectively reasonable given the circumstances
perceived by the officer at the time of the event.
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Possible force options include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bare-Hand Control
Containment Tools
Deadly Physical Force
Impact Weapons
Less Lethal Impact Munitions (LLIM)
Officer Presence
Oleoresin Capsicum / CS gas
Taser
Verbal Commands
Verbal/Non-Verbal Requests and Dialogue

The above list is not exhaustive and should not be looked upon as any type of exact pattern to
follow at an incident. Note: the order above is solely alphabetical.
2. Oleoresin Capsicum / CS gas
The following guidelines will be observed whenever Oleoresin Capsicum / CS gas is used:
2.1

Oleoresin Capsicum / CS gas is considered a force option and is not intended to replace a
firearm, a police baton, or any physical control technique.

2.2

No officer will possess Oleoresin Capsicum / CS gas unless properly trained, and certified in its
use.

2.3

Oleoresin Capsicum / CS gas will only be used in the following confrontational situations:
•

To defend the officer or another from violent or aggressive behavior directed towards them.

•

To control a subject who has shown him/herself to be a danger to him/herself or others and
is exhibiting menacing behavior.

•

To extricate a threatening or violent subject from an area that is not conducive to safe entry
by an officer.

•

To control a domestic or wild animal that is acting in a hostile manner and poses an
immediate danger to the officer or another.

2.4

Oleoresin Capsicum / CS gas will not be used as a means of persuasion nor will it be used in
the absence of any resistance or aggression.

2.5

The use of Oleoresin Capsicum / CS gas
for crowd control will only be
used with the authorization of the Deputy Police Commissioner or his designee.

2.6

Once a subject has been debilitated by Oleoresin Capsicum / CS gas and resistance has
subsided, Oleoresin Capsicum / CS gas will not be used further.

2.7

In all cases where Oleoresin Capsicum / CS gas has been used, a detailed accounting of such
use will be documented in the corresponding incident report.
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2.8

In every instance of the use of Oleoresin Capsicum / CS gas the reporting officer will file a Use
of Force report (PD 119).

2.9

Post Use Considerations
•

Oleoresin Capsicum / CS gas does not require any special decontamination and within
its potency should diminish allowing for the handcuffing of a suspect. Normal
ventilation should remove it from an enclosed environment within
.
Accordingly, post use procedure will be as follows:

•

The subject will be removed from the contaminated area and given the opportunity for an
eye/face wash.

•

The subject will be monitored for any unusual allergic reactions and provided medical
treatment if complications persist. The accompanying incident report will reflect the rendering
of any formal medical attention.

•

Officers who have been sprayed with Oleoresin Capsicum / CS gas during an incident will
flush the exposed area with water and wash with soap if discomfort persists. Medical
attention will be provided if adverse symptoms fail to subside.

3. Taser
The following guidelines will be observed whenever the Taser is used:
3.1

A Taser is not intended to replace a firearm, a police baton, or any physical control technique.

3.2

No officer will possess the Taser unless properly trained, and certified in its use. The Taser will
be worn weak-side in the department approved holster.

3.3

The Taser will be used for one standard cycle (
) and then the operator will evaluate
the situation to determine if subsequent cycles are necessary. Multiple applications or
continuous cycling of the Taser resulting in an exposure longer than 15 seconds (whether
continuous or cumulative) may increase the risk of serious injury or death and should be
avoided.

3.4

The drive stun mode should be primarily used to supplement the probe mode to complete the
incapacitation circuit, or as a countermeasure to gain separation between officers and the
subject so that officers can consider another force option.

3.5

A warning should be given to a subject prior to activating the Taser unless doing so would place
any person at risk. Warnings may be in the form of verbalization, display, laser painting, arcing,
or a combination of these tactics.

3.6

Personnel should not intentionally activate more than one Taser at a time against a subject.

3.7

The Taser should not generally be used against pregnant women, elderly persons, young
children and visibly frail persons. Personnel should evaluate whether the use of the Taser is
reasonable, based upon all circumstances, including the subject’s age and physical condition. In
some cases, other control techniques may be more appropriate as determined by the subject’s
threat level to others.
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3.8

Personnel should not intentionally target sensitive areas (e.g., head, neck, heart, genitalia).

3.9

The Taser should not be used on hancuffed subjects unless doing so is necessary to prevent
them from causing serious bodily harm to themselves or others and if lesser attempts of control
have been ineffective.

3.10 The Taser should not be used against subjects in physical control of a vehicle in motion (e.g,
automobiles, trucks, motorcycles, ATV’s, bicycles, scooters).
3.11 The Taser should not be used when a subject is in an elevated position where a fall may cause
substantial injury or death.
3.12 The Taser should not be used in the known presence of combustible vapors and liquids or other
flammable substances.
3.13 The following confrontational situations will serve as a guideline for Taser use:
•

To defend the officer or another from violent or aggressive behavior directed towards them.

•

To control a subject who has shown him/herself to be a danger to him/herself or others and
is exhibiting menacing behavior.

•

To extricate a threatening or violent subject from an area that is not conducive to safe entry
by an officer.

•

To control a domestic or wild animal that is acting in a hostile manner and poses an
immediate danger to the officer or another.

3.14 Sparking of the Taser is permissible in situations where an officer determines that it is an
applicable response in order to prevent/deter resistant or aggressive actions.
3.15 Normally, the Taser will not be used in the absence of any resistance or aggression.
3.16 In all cases where the Taser has been used, a detailed accounting of such use will be
documented in the corresponding incident report.
3.17 In every instance of the use of the Taser, the Taser operator will file a Use of Force Report (PD
119).
3.18 Post Use Considerations
•

Once the subject is controlled and no longer poses a threat, observe the subject and note
any apparent medical conditions. Provide first aid as required and request an ambulance to
respond.

•

Every subject that the Taser has been used upon, including the drive stun mode, will be
brought to the Emergency Room. The attending physician will remove the darts. The
cartridge, trailing wires and darts will be secured and retained for any future proceedings.

•

Do not attempt to remove the darts that are impaled in a subject. Remove the cartridge from
the device, wrap the trailing wires around the cartridge and send it with the subject to the
Emergency Room.
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•

After each usage of the Taser on a subject, the recorded data will be downloaded by the
Training Unit.

•

Random audits of Taser usage will be conducted by the Training Unit through downloading
of the recorded data.

4. Containment Tools
The following guidelines will be observed whenever Containment Tools are used:
4.1 The “Y” bar is a containment tool, a force option and is not intended to replace a firearm, a police
baton, or any physical control technique.
4.2

Containment Tools will not be deployed without the authorization of a supervisor at the incident
location.

4.3

No officer will possess a Containment Tool unless properly trained, and certified in its use.

4.4

Containment Tools will not be used as a means of persuasion nor will they be used in the
absence of any resistance or aggression.

4.5

Once the subject has been contained and effectively restrained, the Containment Tools will not
be used further.

4.6

In all cases where Containment Tools have been used, a detailed accounting of such use will
be documented in the corresponding incident report and a Use of Force Report (PD 119).

4.7

Post Use Considerations
•

Once the subject is controlled and no longer poses a threat, observe the subject and note
any apparent medical conditions. Provide first aid as required and request an ambulance to
respond, as needed.

5. Less Lethal Impact Munitions (LLIM)
The following guidelines will be followed when using LLIM’s:
5.1 LLIM’s are not intended to replace a firearm. They may be considered whenever their use could
reduce the risk of serious injury or death to persons involved in an incident.
5.2 No officer will possess any LLIM,
trained and certified by Department Firearms Instructors in their use.

, unless properly

5.3 LLIM’s will not be deployed at an incident location without the authorization of a supervisor at the
incident location.
5.4 A warning should be given to a subject prior to the use of any LLIM unless doing so would place
any person at risk.
5.5 The Safariland Training Academy impact area chart is the recognized department model for
determining contact areas for LLIM’s based on potential for injury.
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5.6 When engaging a target, the officer should evaluate the effectiveness of each round deployed.
Compliance or incapacitation is the desired goal and all alternative target area/response
considerations will be based on the circumstances the officer is encountering.
5.7

Whenever any LLIM is fired operationally, the reporting officer will file a Use of Force Report
(PD 119).

5.8

Post Use Considerations
•

6.

Once the subject is controlled and no longer poses a threat, he or she will be immediately
transported by ambulance to the hospital for examination. If such circumstances exist
whereby transporting the subject by ambulance is not practical, the supervisor on the scene
may authorize that the subject be transported to the hospital by radio car.

Blackjack
6.1 The use or possession of a blackjack while on duty is prohibited.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to conduct an internal accident investigation for every
accident in which a Department vehicle is involved. The investigation will be conducted by a supervisor
and a PD 37 or CO 1 (Personnel complaint form) will be filed and forwarded through the Chain of
Command to the appropriate division commander.
PROCEDURE
The following guidelines will be observed where a Department vehicle has been involved in a motor
vehicle accident:
1. Accident Within the City of New Rochelle
1.1

A supervisor and an accident investigator will be detailed to the scene along with responding
units.

1.2

An accident investigation will be conducted in accordance with Article 2.01 (Accident
Investigation) of this Manual. The accident investigator will conduct the accident investigation. If
no accident investigator is on duty, the supervisor will conduct both the accident investigation
and the internal investigation.

1.3

The results of the supervisor's internal investigation will be documented in a PD 37 in instances
where the employee has not violated any rules, procedures or laws pertaining to the operation
of a motor vehicle.

1.4

In instances where the employee is found at fault and in violation of rules, procedures or laws
pertaining to the operation of a motor vehicle, the supervisor will file a CO 1 (Personnel
Complaint form). The supervisor will include in the CO 1 the reason(s) why he found the
employee at fault. A recommendation for discipline will be included in the CO 1. If a
recommendation for discipline is in excess of Command Discipline (
, the investigating supervisor’s report and recommendations will be filed in a PD
37 and forwarded to the appropriate division commander.

1.5

If the supervisor conducting the investigation is a sergeant, he will submit his written reports to
his tour commander. The tour commander will sign off on the investigation, add his own
recommendations and comments and forward the PD 37 or CO 1 and Accident Report to the
division commander.

2. Accident Outside of the City of New Rochelle
2.1

When the operator of a Department vehicle is involved in a motor vehicle accident outside of the
City of New Rochelle, he will immediately notify the police department in the jurisdiction in which
the accident has occurred and request that an accident investigation be conducted. The
operator will then notify this Department about the accident, the degree and extent of damage
incurred, and whether or not any person involved in the accident was injured.

2.2

When practical, a supervisor will respond to the accident scene and conduct an on scene
internal accident investigation. When necessary, the supervisor may request the services of a
Department accident investigator.

2.3

When an accident investigator responds to the scene of an accident outside of the city, an
Accident Report will be filed for internal records only. This report will be in addition to the one
filed by the police authorities having jurisdiction over the municipality where the accident has
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occurred. The supervisor will file a PD 37 or a CO 1 documenting his investigation. (Refer
section one above)
2.4

In instances where a supervisor does not respond to an accident, which has occurred outside of
the city, it will be the responsibility of the tour commander to assign a supervisor to conduct the
internal investigation.

2.5

When an accident is the result of a Hot Pursuit, a supervisor and an accident investigator (if one
is on duty) WILL be detailed to the accident scene. The accident investigator will conduct an
investigation and file an accident report. This report will be in addition to the one filed by the
police authorities having jurisdiction over the municipality where the accident has occurred. The
supervisor will conduct an investigation and file a PD 37 or CO 1as detailed in section one of
this article.

2.6

When an accident involves death, serious physical injury or substantial property damage a
supervisor will be detailed to respond to the accident scene.

3. Accident Review
3.1

It is the responsibility of the supervisor conducting the internal investigation to make a
determination of whether or not the employee involved in the accident operated the vehicle in a
negligent manner.

3.2

Rule 8.02 of chapter Eight of the Rules and Regulations (Use of Department Vehicles) states,
"Members of the Department will operate Department vehicles in a careful and prudent manner
in accordance with all Vehicle and Traffic laws and Department procedures. Members of the
Department will, at all times, give the highest priority to the safety and welfare of the general
public when operating a Department vehicle and will operate all vehicles in such a manner as to
avoid injuries to persons or damage to property."

3.3

When an internal investigation finds the operator of a Department vehicle in violation of Rule 8.2
of the Rules and Regulations, the reporting supervisor will file a CO 1 and charge the employee
with violation of Rule 8.2. The supervisor will then recommend what form of discipline should be
administered.

3.4

If the supervisor recommends negative discipline, he will forward his recommendations to his
division commander. The division commander will review the supervisor’s recommendations
and if the division commander agrees with the investigating supervisor’s findings, command
discipline will be administered.

3.5

After the filing of charges, the employee will be given an option to accept command discipline, if
appropriate, or exercise his right to a hearing.

3.6

If the division commander determines that there was no negligence, the matter will be closed
and no disciplinary charges will be filed.

3.7

The Department's procedure for discipline is contained in Chapter Six, Article 6.01, of this
Manual.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department, whenever possible, to employ verbal persuasion
techniques to generate voluntary compliance. All employees will use Verbal Judo persuasion
techniques to achieve voluntary compliance, and will resist using language to express personal
feelings.
DEFINITIONS
5-Step Hard Style: A five-step model of persuasion designed to increase officer safety, while
affording effective options.
There are five conditions when the 5-Step Hard Style is ineffective. These conditions require the
necessary use of physical force:
•
•
•
•
•

Safety
Attack
Flight
Excessive Repetition
Revised Priorities

Tactical 8-Steps: An eight-step model that should be used whenever possible during traffic stops.
Verbal Encounter: Any verbal interaction involving member(s) of the Department and the public.
Verbal Judo: A philosophy of looking creatively at conflict and using specific strategies and tactics
to find peaceful resolutions.
PROCEDURE
1. Members of the Department will employ Verbal Judo techniques when engaged in a verbal
encounter.
2. Members of the Department will employ the Tactical 8-Steps when conducting vehicle stops:
•

Politely greet driver and immediately proceed to step 2. This creates professional
presence.

•

Identify yourself using your rank, name, and Department name.

•

Advise driver of reason for stop. This is usually a question they would ask. Providing a
reason allows you to control conversation.

•

Ask motorist, “Do you have a justifiable reason for committing the violation?” This takes
away most excuses a driver may have.

•
. From
this point address driver by last name, proceeded by Mr. or Ms. If driver refuses to
provide license, advise driver, “I have given you a lawful legal reason for the stop. You
have every obligation under New York State Law to provide your license.” Then, in a
calming tone, request license.
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•

Request registration and insurance card.

•

Move away from vehicle to assess documentation and decide on course of action.

•

Close. Return to driver. If issuing summons, explain procedure for answering summons.

3. Members of the Department will employ the 5-Step Hard Style when engaged in persuasion:
•

The first step in persuasion is establishing professional presence. This step is easily
accomplished by being courteous and maintaining a professional appearance.

•

This step is employed when mere presence and authority are not enough to generate
voluntary compliance. In this step the reason for the order or request is explained and an
opportunity given for compliance.

•

In this step the individual’s options are explained, as are the consequences of noncompliance.

•

In this step an individual’s non-compliance is confirmed and a last practical appeal made
to the individual. Include in the confirmation the phrase, ”is there anything I can say to get
you to comply with my lawful request/order.”

•

At this step necessary physical force cannot be avoided and should be used to gain
compliance.

4. There are five conditions when the 5-Step Hard Style is ineffective. These conditions require
the necessary use of physical force:
•

Whenever others are in imminent jeopardy. Whenever property under your control is
threatened.

•

Whenever your personal safety is threatened.

•

Whenever a subject unlawfully flees your presence.

•

No voluntary compliance is forthcoming and all verbal options have been exhausted.

•

Whenever a matter of a higher priority requires immediate attention.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to deploy the mobile precinct to other municipalities, upon
the request of the chief law enforcement officer of such municipality, in instances of major disasters, civil
disorder or major emergencies.
When the mobile precinct is deployed to another municipality our primary purpose will be to provide a
Command Post and to act in an advisory capacity relative to the operation of the Command Post.
PROCEDURE
When a request for deployment of the mobile precinct is received from another municipality, the tour
commander will, after having obtained all the relevant facts supporting such request, notify the Deputy
Police Commissioner and advise him of the request. If the Deputy Police Commissioner is not available,
the request will be forwarded to the Police Services Division commander. If the Police Services Division
commander is not available, the request will be forwarded to one of the other division commanders. When
authorization to deploy the mobile precinct is granted, deployment will be effected as follows:
1. The tour commander will assign three officersa sergeant, a certified mobile precinct vehicle
operator (list at front desk), and a PACT officer to staff the precinct. If the appropriate personnel are
not on duty, the tour commander may recall officers for overtime in order to staff the precinct.
2. The sergeant in charge of the deployment team will conduct an inventory of all equipment and
property assigned to the precinct before leaving headquarters. All missing or damaged equipment will
be noted prior to going on the assignment.
3. Upon arrival at the deployment destination the sergeant will meet with the officer in charge for the
requesting municipality and arrange for the establishment of the Command Post.
4. The sergeant will assign his subordinate officers to man communications responsibilities in the mobile
precinct. This can be done in conjunction with officers from the other municipality.
5. Copies of Articles 5.22 (Response to Critical Incidents), 5.22A (Rapid Emergency Mobilization Plan),
5.22B (Response to Civil Disorder) and Disorder Control Packages are stored in the closet of the
precinct and should be provided to other municipalities as reference materials when applicable.
6. The sergeant in charge must recognize that we are acting in a support and advisory capacity. We will
not actively participate in field operations while on such an assignment, nor shall we relinquish control
of the precinct to the municipality we are assisting.
7. Upon concluding the assignment the sergeant will inspect the precinct for damage and conduct an
inventory of all equipment before returning to headquarters.
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POLICY: The Canine Unit will be used as a tactical component of our fundamental responsibility
to provide comprehensive police services to the City.
PROCEDURE:
The Canine Unit is assigned to the Police Services Division and K-9 teams are assigned to the
Critical Incident Unit. The following guidelines will be observed for utilizing the Canine Unit:
1. Utilization
1.1

The Canine Unit will be utilized for the following tactical situations:
•

Search buildings where a possible break-in is indicated or where a suspect may be
hiding, providing non-suspects are not present in the building.

•

Track suspects or missing persons.

•

Locate lost/abandoned articles or hidden implements of crime.

•

Assist in effecting arrest or preventing the escape of a person who police officer has
probable cause to believe committed a felony.

•

Protect police officers and other persons from injury and death.

•

Assist in the service of arrest/search warrants

•

Assist in a probable cause search for narcotics (Narcotics Detection Canine)

•

Assist as specified in Chapter 5, Article 5.10 (Explosive Detection Canine)

NOTE: Canine teams will not be used for crowd control or as a deterrent at
demonstrations
2. When on duty the Canine Unit will respond to all alarms and reports of crimes in progress.
2.1

Upon arrival at an incident scene the canine handler will consult with the supervisor in
charge in order to determine:
•
•
•

Do circumstances warrant use of canine team
Can the requested task be performed by the canine
In search situations, has a perimeter been established to avoid contamination of the
scene with human scent created by presence of unnecessary persons, including
police personnel, when searching a building or tracking

3. Tour commanders may recall the Canine Unit to duty for any of the listed tactical situations.
However, the circumstances necessitating the recall should be discussed with the canine
handler prior to his activation, as there are situations,
.
4. Every incident of an injury to any one other than the handler, whether on duty or off duty, will
be immediately reported to the tour commander. The tour commander will conduct a
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thorough investigation and file the incident as an unusual occurrence. All unusual
occurrences will be filed on the PD 116.
5. Any incident involving a canine, on duty or off duty, which may cause civil liability to the City
of New Rochelle will be immediately reported to the tour commander. The tour commander
will conduct a thorough investigation of the incident and same will be treated as an unusual
occurrence and a PD 116 will be filed.
6. Requests from other agencies for the use of canine will only be permitted with the approval of
the tour commander and only for incidents that involve:
•
•
•
•
•

Building searches as described in tactical uses
Track suspects or missing persons
Locate lost/abandoned articles or hidden implements of crime
Assist in a probable cause search for narcotics (Narcotics Detection Canine)
Checking unattended package/item (Explosive Detection Canine)
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POLICY: The New Rochelle Police Department Harbor Patrol will patrol the waters of Long Island Sound
within the jurisdiction of the City of New Rochelle. The Harbor Unit responds to emergencies at all other
times as staffing and water conditions permit. Police Officers and Assistant Harbor Masters staff the Unit
on a seasonal basis. Staffing levels, shift schedules and hours of operation are determined annually by
the Police Services Division commander.
PROCEDURE
The primary mission of the Harbor Unit is to meet the City’s obligations for Maritime Law Enforcement,
which includes the issuance of marine related summonses, vessel theft investigations and recoveries,
boating accident investigations the apprehension of criminals who escape into the waterways, and
boating safety. In addition the unit rescues persons in distress, such as swimmers, disabled boaters and
persons falling overboard. Harbor Officers will monitor VHF channel 16 at all times when on duty.
All Department Rules and Regulations are applicable to the Harbor Unit except those that by their very
nature cannot apply.
Assistant Harbor Masters (AHM) are certified as Peace Officers,
. They
assist the Harbor Police Officers in the performance of their duty. Only those AHM authorized by the
Harbor Sergeant are permitted to operate a Harbor boat.
1. Out of Area Response
1.1

The Harbor Unit responds to emergencies on Long Island Sound out of the jurisdiction of the
City when requested by other police agencies. They may also respond to out of jurisdiction
emergency requests for assistance received over Marine channel VHF 16. In making a decision
whether or not to respond, a police officer assigned to the Harbor Unit will consider the nature of
the call, location and availability of other assistance.

1.2

The Harbor Patrol will make every attempt to get permission from the desk officer before leaving
the jurisdiction. In any event they will contact the desk as soon as physically possible and give
their location and the nature of the emergency.

2. Personnel and Civilians on Boat
2.1

No police officer or civilian other than those assigned to the Harbor Unit will be on a police boat
while underway without prior authorization by the Special Operations Unit Commander or
Harbor Sergeant. In an emergency situation the tour commander can authorize necessary
personnel or civilians to be on board a police boat as required.

3. Personal Flotation Devices
3.1

The following persons will wear a personal flotation devices at all times when on the police
boats or dock:
•
•
•
•
•

Anyone under the age of 16.
Persons in custody.
Any person who identifies themselves as a non-swimmer.
Any other person at the discretion of the boat pilot.
Persons in police custody will wear a type 1 personal flotation devices at all times.
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4. Tows
4.1

When a harbor officer responds to the scene of a disabled boat needing assistance he will
assist the disabled boater in obtaining a tow service. Disabled boaters should make every
attempt to contact a tow service on their own. When it necessary for the harbor officer to
request a tow service he will broadcast “any commercial tow “ over VHF channel 16.

4.2

In emergency situations the Harbor Unit may tow a vessel to the nearest safe port. In making
this decision the harbor officer will consider vessel type, weather, sea conditions, and location. If
a boat has to be impounded that cannot be safely towed by the Harbor Unit, the closest
available tow service will be contacted.

4.3

The desk officer will make an entry reflecting this tow in the administrative log and notify the
Special Operations Unit commander. Personal watercraft may be towed by the Harbor boat to
the police dock and secured at that location.

5. Boating Accident Investigation
5.1

The Harbor Patrol will respond to and investigate boating accidents. A New York State Boating
Accident Report Form (OPS218) will be filed for every accident.

6. Harbor Building
6.1

Only those persons authorized by the Police Services Division commander are permitted
access to the harbor building except when harbor personnel are present.

7. Recall
7.1

Harbor officers and assistant harbormasters are subject to recall. Authorization to recall is made
through the Police Services Division Commander, Special Operations Unit Commander or
harbor sergeant.

8. Personal Watercraft Use
8.1

Personal watercraft used by the Harbor Patrol will be operated at all time in conjunction with a
harbor boat. Any personnel on a personal watercraft will wear a personal floatation device. Only
Assistant harbors masters authorized by the harbor sergeant may use a personal watercraft.
They are only permitted to use the personal watercraft when a police officer is operating the
boat in support. Personal watercraft hours of operation will be in accordance with NYS
Navigation Law.

9. Fuel
9.1

All vessels will be fueled at the New Rochelle Municipal Marina. In the event that the marina
facility is not operational fuel will be purchased at an alternate facility authorized by the Special
Operations Unit commander.

10. Emergency Response and Mutual Aid
If an emergency occurs on Long Island Sound necessitating an immediate police response and the
Harbor Patrol is not available the following procedure will apply:
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10.1 Broadcast the emergency over VHF channel 16 and request the assistance of any boater, tow
operator or police agency in the area. VHF channel 16 can be accessed in the harbor car or the
Critical Incident Unit supervisor’s vehicle.
10.2 Contact any of the following agencies that operate year round:
US Coast Guard Fort Totten
New York City Police Department Harbor Unit
New York City Police Department Aviation
Sea Tow
Nassau County Marine & Aviation Unit
Suffolk County Marine Unit
10.3 Notify the New Rochelle Fire Department who maintains two inflatable boats.
10.4 If available, dispatch an officer who has been authorized to operate a Harbor Patrol boat along
with the necessary support personnel, i.e., Fire Department, Ambulance.

10.5 Recall the harbor sergeant, harbor officers, and assistant harbor masters, as necessary.
10.6 One Harbor Patrol boat will be kept in the water year round for emergencies.
11. Police officers and assistant harbor masters assigned to the Harbor Unit will report to the desk
sergeant prior to the beginning of their tour for inspection and then again at the end of their tour. A log
maintained at the desk tracks assistant harbormasters’ hours. Assistant harbormasters will sign in
and out of this log. The desk officer will verify the log.
12. Harbor Patrol officers assigned to patrol duties during the off-season will use a Harbor Patrol radio
car within their area of patrol. These officers will monitor VHF channel 16 while on duty.
13. Harbor Patrol officers assigned to patrol duties should not be assigned details that require them to
leave New Rochelle.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of the New Rochelle Police Departments SCUBA (Self-Contained
Underwater Breathing Apparatus) Team to respond to water emergencies (where SCUBA assets are
deemed necessary), on any body of water within the jurisdiction of the City of New Rochelle.
PURPOSE: The mission of the New Rochelle Police Department SCUBA Team will be to aid in the
expeditious rescue and recovery of people, recover weapons, contraband, stolen and lost property.
PROCEDURE:
1. Operating Procedure
1.1 For Emergency response (defined as rescue or recovery of people) the desk officer will
immediately notify/recall the Team Leader(s), the Special Operations Commander and the
Police Services Division Commander or his/her designee. If it is an emergency response on
the Long Island Sound the Harbor Unit will be notified. If the Harbor Unit is not available follow
the procedures outlined in Article 5.34 section 10 of the Manual of Procedure to recall Harbor
Unit personnel.
1.2 For non- emergency response (defined as all other requests besides rescue or recovery of
people) the use of the SCUBA team must be approved by the Special Operations Commander
or the Police Services Division Commander or his/her designee.
1.3 Once a request for the SCUBA Team is made, the following steps will be followed: The Team
Leader(s) and/or Special Operations Commander will:
A) Assess the request or dive situation, taking note of any hazardous conditions or reported
dangers that the team will be exposed to and approve or cancel the SCUBA operation
(defined as any assignment where SCUBA Team members are used) accordingly. The
SCUBA team shall not be used if the objective can be more safely and efficiently
accomplished by other means. In all cases, a risk/benefit analysis shall be applied, and
without exception, when the risk clearly outweighs the benefit, the SCUBA operation shall
not be attempted.
B) If a SCUBA operation is to be undertaken the Team Leader(s) will determine the number
of team members required to safely conduct the SCUBA operation and make notifications
to them. Those team members will respond directly to the Harbor building and begin
preparations for a dive. A minimum of two (2) team members must be utilized on all dives
and both will be ready to enter the water prior to any water entry.
1.4 Every SCUBA operation will have team member safety as its primary goal. Any and all other
objectives will be considered secondary. SCUBA operations must not be conducted under
extreme environmental conditions or whenever the safety of the team members or supporting
Police Officers will be put at unjustifiable risk.
1.5 Dive Planning: the Team Leader(s) will create a dive plan for each SCUBA operation, which
will include but not limited to:
A) Notifications required (Fire/EMS services, outside agencies)
B) Location of dive
C) Means of entry
D) Approximate number of dives
E) Estimated depths and dive time
F) Environmental conditions
G) Objectives of the dive
H) Number of team members
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1.6 Prior to entering the water, each team member shall conduct a functional check of his/her
diving equipment. The team member will know how to use the instruments and equipment
appropriate to the particular dive operation and be thoroughly familiar with the dive plan.
1.7

Upon completion of a dive operation, each team member shall report any physical
(injuries/ailments) problems experienced or symptoms of decompression sickness or air
embolism. Additionally, the team member shall perform an equipment check and report any
malfunctioning equipment to the Team Leader(s).

1.8 Any team member may deviate from the guideline set forth in this Manual of Procedure to the
extent necessary to prevent or minimize a situation that is likely to cause death or serious
physical injury to the team member or another person.
2. Administrative Standards
2.1 The SCUBA team is under the purview of the Special Operations Unit as delineated in the
Table of Organization and as such subject to the Chain of Command.
2.2 The SCUBA team will come under the Command of a Lieutenant, Special Operations
Commander.
2.3 The SCUBA Team has other ranking member(s) as members of the team. The Special
Operations Commander will designate these ranking officer(s) as Team Leader(s) and will
designate the proper lines of succession in his/her absence.
2.4 There may be instances where a non-ranking member of the SCUBA Team will be designated
as a Team Leader when a ranking member is unavailable at particular incidents.
2.5 Each team member must pass a diving medical examination annually. The examination shall
be performed by a licensed physician who is aware of the aspects of diving physiology and
approved by the Police Commissioner.
2.6 The Team Leader(s) shall have the responsibility to ensure all team members have current
physicals and are physically fit to dive before being assigned to diving duties.
2.7 Any time a team member has an injury, extended illness, or develops any other condition that
could precipitate a physical hazard when performing any diving function; the team member
may be suspended from diving duty until he/she is cleared to resume duty by a licensed
physician approved by the Police Commissioner.
2.8 Any team member who suffers any ill effects during or after a diving mission will report such
effects to the Team Leader(s). No team member shall be allowed to dive following
decompression sickness, arterial gas embolism, barotrauma, or other diving related malady,
excluding equalized squeezes and nitrogen narcosis unless, he/she has received medical
clearance by a licensed physician approved by the Police Commissioner.
2.9 Any team member may be removed from the SCUBA team for failure to maintain training,
and/or certification requirements.
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3. Record Retention
3.1 A file shall be maintained in the Police Department Training Unit which contains all the
qualifications and certifications each team member has acquired.
3.2 All SCUBA activity at any operation shall be recorded in the Harbor Log.
3.3 Each team member shall maintain an accurate and up-to-date log book and record all dives
(for both professional and sport/recreational), times, depths, dive types and equipment used.
Details will be entered when the dive is completed. All professional dives will be signed by the
Team Leader(s).
3.4 The Team Leader(s) will maintain and update an equipment register on a regular basis and
ensure that all equipment on issue to team members are adequately marked and/or numbered
for identification.
3.5 The Team Leader(s) will conduct and record periodic inspections of equipment held by the
SCUBA team.
3.6 The Team Leader(s) will inspect and approve of all records relating to the SCUBA Team.
4. Training Standards
4.1 Team members will obtain all certifications from PADI (Professional Association of Diving
Instructors) or any other nationally established certified agency approved by the Police
Commissioner or his/her designee.
4.2 Team members will complete and maintain a minimum of Rescue Diver Certification.
4.3 Team members will successfully complete a physical fitness test consisting of:
A) Underwater Swim – This standard requires that the team member swim a horizontal
distance of 25 yards under the water.
B) Treading Water – This standard requires that the team member tread water for a period of
ten minutes.
C) Endurance Swim – This standard requires the team member to swim a total of 300 yards
from start to finish without stopping.
D) Survival Float – This standard requires the team member to float for ten minutes without
equipment in fresh water.
4.4 Team members are required to attend at least one (1) training session on one (1) work day
during every month of the calendar year. This training shall be set up by the Team Leader(s)
and will consist of any or all of the following:
A) Open/confined water training
B) Classroom training
C) Specialty training
D) Yearly check off
4.5 Team members are required to complete at least one (1) hour of underwater training every
month.
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4.6 All team members training is conducted for completion of certification, recertification, and/or
proficiency enhancement in an effort to prepare each member as best as possible for all
operational objectives.
4.7 No sport or recreational diving will count as a training session.
4.8 Team members will be given notice of the date(s) and topic(s) of each training session in an
email issued from the Team Leader(s) each month prior to the training date.
4.9 All training sessions will be documented and maintained in the Police Department Training Unit
by the Team Leader(s). This documentation will note the particular topic(s) of training
administered and the date each member attended and completed the training.
4.10 Only the Team Leader(s) or Special Operations Commander can excuse a team member from
the training and then only for a well justified reason. All requests for excusal from a training
session, as well as incidents involving unexcused absences, will be considered on a case-bycase basis. A team member will make all efforts to reschedule court dates, depositions, and
leave days before requesting to be excused.
4.11 Team members missing three (3) or more training sessions annually will be placed on non-dive
status until the team member’s skills have been evaluated by the Team Leader(s).
4.12 If a team member’s competence in any area becomes questionable, the Team Leader(s) may
order skill and/or knowledge tests to be administered to the member in question. These test
results may necessitate a temporary suspension from team participation until remedial training
occurs and the testing standards are successfully completed to the satisfaction of the Team
Leader(s).
5. Equipment Standards
5.1 All Police Department issued diving equipment is the overall responsibility of the Team
Leader(s) however, each team member is responsible for all equipment issued to him/her and
must ensure that all such equipment in use is maintained in good condition and repair.
5.2 The Team Leader(s) will arrange for and maintain records of yearly recertification of equipment
by a certified repair authority.
6. Refusal to Dive
6.1 The ultimate decision to perform a SCUBA operation rests with the individual team member.
Members of the team will not be required to dive if they present to the Team Leader(s) a
reasonable explanation for the refusal. A team member may refuse to dive without fear of
penalty or retribution. However, a member of the team who regularly refuses SCUBA
operations will be placed on inactive status pending review by the Special Operations
Commander.
6.2 The ultimate responsibility for safety rests with the individual team member. It is the team
member’s duty and responsibility to refuse a dive operation when:
A) It would violate the limits of the team member’s training; and/or
B) Due to a health issue, the dive would jeopardize the safety of the individual team member
or another.
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7. Out of City Response
7.1 The SCUBA team may respond out of the jurisdiction of the City of New Rochelle when
requested by other police agencies, with the approval of the Police Services Division
Commander or his/her designee, or the Special Operations Commander.
8. Recall
8.1 All team members are subject to recall. Authorization to recall is made through the Police
Services Division Commander or his/her designee, Special Operations Unit Commander or
SCUBA Team Leader(s).
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POLICY: The New Rochelle Police Department shall maintain a fleet of police mountain bicycles to be
used in the patrol of designated areas within the jurisdiction of the City of New Rochelle.
PROCEDURE
Officers assigned to the PACT Unit shall use police mountain bicycles to patrol their beat at the direction
of a PACT Unit supervisor.
1. Each police mountain bicycle shall be equipped with dual white lights facing forward, one red
light facing the rear, a rack pack containing first aid supplies and a cage with a water bottle.
Each bicycle shall be clearly marked with the word “POLICE” on the frame.
2. “Tactical” bicycles not equipped as noted above shall only be used for special duties and not
as standard patrol bicycles. “Tactical” bicycles shall only be used with the authorization of a
PACT Unit supervisor.
3. Only officers who have completed departmental approved training shall be authorized to
operate a police mountain bicycle.
4. Each officer assigned to police mountain bicycle patrol shall familiarize themselves with Article
34 of the New York State Vehicle and Traffic Law. Each officer shall operate the police
mountain bicycle in a safe and prudent manner.
5. Officers assigned to police mountain bicycle patrol shall wear the approved cycling uniform,
including the bicycle helmet and protective eyewear.
6. During nighttime hours officers shall patrol with both front and rear facing lights on unless doing
so would hinder a police investigation.
7. It shall be the responsibility of the officer assigned to police mountain bicycle patrol to inspect
the bicycle prior to patrol.
8. Police mountain bicycle patrol shall not be conducted under adverse weather conditions, such
as rain, snow or ice.
9. All police mountain bicycles shall be secured when left unattended for an extended period of
time.
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POLICY: The New Rochelle Police Department shall maintain a fleet of Segway PT (Personal
Transporters) to be used in the patrol of designated areas within the jurisdiction of the City of New
Rochelle.
PROCEDURE
Officers assigned to patrol using the Segway PT will do so only at the direction of the
Commander of the Police Services Division.
1. Only officers who have completed Departmental approved training shall be authorized to
operate a Segway PT.
2. Each Segway PT shall be equipped with a forward facing white light, a rear facing red light,
siren and a handlebar bag. Each Segway PT shall be clearly marked with the word “POLICE”
on the control shift and a New Rochelle Police Department patch on the handlebar bag.
3. Officers assigned to Segway PT patrol shall wear the approved cycling uniform. If the officer
assigned to such patrol does not have a cycling uniform then the officer shall wear their traffic
vest. The officer shall also wear a bicycle helmet and protective eyewear.
4. Officers assigned to Segway PT Patrol shall operate the device in a safe and prudent manner.
Officers are to give pedestrians the right of way at all times, and use caution when operating in
the emergency mode (light and siren).
5. The Segway PT shall be secured when left unattended for an extended period of time.
6. Segway PT patrol shall not be conducted under adverse weather conditions, such as rain,
snow or ice.
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POLICY: The New Rochelle Police Department shall maintain a fleet of Personal Transporters to
be used in the patrol of designated areas within the jurisdiction of the City of New Rochelle.
PROCEDURE
Officers assigned to patrol using the Personal Transporters will do so only at the direction of the
Commander of the Police Services Division.
1. Only officers who have completed Departmental approved training shall be authorized to
operate a Personal Transporter.
2. Each Personal Transporter shall be equipped with a forward facing white light, a rear facing
red light, siren and a storage compartment. Each Personal Transporter shall be clearly
marked with the word “POLICE”.
3. Officers assigned to Personal Transporter patrol shall wear the approved cycling uniform. If
the
officer assigned to such patrol does not have a cycling uniform then the officer shall wear their
traffic vest. The officer shall also wear a bicycle helmet and protective eyewear.
4. Officers assigned to Personal Transporter Patrol shall operate the device in a safe and
prudent
manner. Officers are to give pedestrians the right of way at all times, and use caution when
operating in the emergency mode (light and siren).
5. The Personal Transporter shall be secured when left unattended for an extended period of
time.
6. Personal Transporter patrol shall not be conducted under adverse weather conditions, such as
rain,snow or ice.
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POLICY: Discipline within an organization requires that all employees comply with established rules,
regulations, policies, and general orders; and that they obey all lawful orders issued by superior officers.
In order to ensure the good order and efficiency of the Department and to maintain a professional level of
service and demeanor, it will be the policy of this Department to initiate disciplinary action, Positive or
Negative, in all instances of misconduct or incompetence.
DEFINITIONS
Positive Discipline: The process of developing employees and correcting their deficiencies through
training, remedial instruction, and attitudinal conditioning.
Negative Discipline: The use of punishment in order to induce an employee to conform to accepted
standards of conduct or performance. Punishment may be delivered in the form of a written reprimand,
loss of leave time, suspension, demotion in rank, monetary fine, or, in the case of gross misconduct,
general incompetence or criminal behavior, dismissal from the Department.
Command Discipline: The process under which employees who have been charged with minor infractions
of Departmental Rules, Regulations, or Procedures, waive their statutory right to a hearing and agree to
accept a penalty which may not exceed five days (tour) loss of leave. Such penalty will be prescribed at
the command level and need not have the Police Commissioner's approval before being imposed.
Personnel Complaint Form (CO 1): Department form filed by a supervisor charging an employee with a
violation of Department rules, regulations or procedures. The form is filled out in quadruplicate and the
blue copy is retained by the complainant, the pink copy is given to the accused employee and the white
and yellow copies are forwarded to the Internal Affairs Unit where they will be filed in the employee’s
disciplinary file.
Command Discipline Election Report (CO 1A): Department waiver form utilized in Command Discipline
situations. Documents the employee's acceptance of Command Discipline and the waiving of all rights to
a hearing.
Delinquency Record (CO 2): Form on which will be recorded a brief digest of formal charges and
complaints lodged against a member of the Department.
Civilian Complaint Form (CO 3): Form filed by a civilian complainant when a complaint is registered
against a member of the Department and the supervisor receiving the report is someone other than the
Internal Affairs Unit Officer.
Modified Assignment: A change in a member’s full duty status whereby the member is required to
immediately surrender his/her duty weapon, personally owned handguns, police shield and identification
card.
PROCEDURE
The observation, receipt, investigation, and disposition of complaints regarding the conduct of employees
will be handled according to the following guidelines:
1. Supervisory Responsibility
1.1

When a supervisor observes or has knowledge of a subordinate in violation of an established
procedure or rule and regulation, he shall advise the subordinate of the violation and see that
his behavior is corrected. If the noted behavior constitutes a minor infraction, the supervisor is
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given the discretion of whether or not to document the incident and forward the complaint for
further action. Under normal circumstances a warning or advisement will suffice; however, if the
employee repeatedly engages in such conduct he should be formally written up and
departmental charges should be preferred.
1.2

When a supervisor observes a subordinate improperly performing an assigned task or becomes
aware that a subordinate under his command is not performing his duties in accordance with
department standards, he will instruct the subordinate on how to correct the noted
inadequacies. If the given instruction fails to correct the problem the supervisor will forward a
PD 37 to his commanding officer documenting the subordinate's shortcoming and request that
the subordinate be assigned to the training officer for remedial instruction.

1.3

If a supervisor suspects that a subordinate is under the influence of drugs or alcohol, he will
immediately notify his commander. The commander will then notify the Police Commissioner, or
the Deputy Police Commissioner, or his division commander and advise him of what has
occurred. The determination to have the subordinate suspected of being under the influence of
drugs or alcohol submit to a chemical test will be made at the direction of one of those three
individuals.

1.4

If, under these conditions, the subordinate appears to be a danger to himself or to anyone else
the supervisor will secure the subordinate’s guns and shield before relieving him of duty.

1.5

When a subordinate engages in behavior that could be characterized as flagrant misconduct or
insubordination, the affected supervisor will order the subordinate to immediately desist from
engaging in such conduct. The supervisor will document the incident and forward the complaint
to the employee’s commanding officer.

1.6

If a subordinate becomes disruptive in the workplace and refuses to correct his behavior, the
supervisor will contact his commanding officer and advise him of the situation. If the
commanding officer feels that the only way in which to rectify the situation is by immediately
suspending the subordinate; the commanding officer will contact either the Police
Commissioner, or the Deputy Police Commissioner, and request the authority to suspend the
subordinate.

1.7

Whenever a supervisor takes disciplinary action, either Positive or Negative, he should make
a record of it. In minor cases where oral instruction or an informal verbal reprimand is given, the
supervisor should make a record in his memo book or diary. Where a formal complaint is made
the CO 1 will serve as the record.

2. Receipt and Investigation of Civilian Complaints
2.1

Complaints made by a civilian alleging misconduct on the part of an employee will be received
courteously and processed without delay.

2.2

Non-supervisory personnel receiving a complaint should immediately refer the complaint to a
superior officer. As a general rule the complainant should be referred to the desk officer.

2.3

The supervisor who initially receives the complaint should evaluate whether or not the complaint
is a valid allegation of misconduct on the part of an employee or merely a lack of understanding
on the complainant’s part of police procedure or existing laws. When the complaint is based on
a lack of understanding of policies, procedures or existing laws, the supervisor handling the
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complaint should give the complainant a thorough explanation of such policies, procedures or
laws in order clarify the reason for the conduct which initiated the complaint.
2.4

When a supervisor from one division receives a report of misconduct concerning an employee
not assigned to his division, he will contact a supervisor from that employee's division and
request that such supervisor receive the complaint. If no supervisor from the affected
employee's division is on duty, the supervisor who initially received the complaint will process it.

2.5

Where it appears that an act of misconduct has occurred the supervisor receiving the complaint
will direct the complainant to the Internal Affairs Unit if available. If the Internal Affairs Officer is
not available, the supervisor receiving the complaint will file a Civilian Complaint Form and
initiate an investigation of the complaint. The results of the investigation will be filed in a PD 37,
and the original of the PD 37 along with the Civilian Complaint Form will be placed in a sealed
envelope and forwarded to the Internal Affairs Unit. A copy of the PD 37 will be forwarded to the
affected employee's division commander.

2.6

This investigation is to be conducted as thoroughly as possible and any conditions relating to
the credibility of the complainant, e.g., mental disorders, apparent influences of alcohol or drugs
should be duly noted in the PD 37. If there are visible marks or injuries anywhere on the body of
the complainant and such marks or injuries are alleged to be the result of police conduct, the
supervisor conducting the investigation will have photographs of them taken.

2.7

When a complaint concerns a minor infraction and the complainant does not wish to make a
formal complaint, the supervisory officer receiving the complaint will not file a Civilian Complaint
Form. The supervisor will still bear the responsibility of investigating the reported infraction or, in
a situation where the employee accused of the alleged infraction is not in the receiving
supervisor's division, of notifying a supervisor from that employee's division and advising him of
the complaint.

2.8

If a complaint concerns a report of gross misconduct or criminal behavior and the reporting
party does not wish to make a formal complaint, the supervisor receiving the complaint will fill
out a Civilian Complaint Form but will list the complainant as Anonymous.

2.9

If the Internal Affairs Unit supervisor is off duty and the receiving supervisor determines that a
civilian complaint is so serious in nature that it requires the immediate attention of the Internal
Affairs Unit, the supervisor shall request, via the Police Commissioner, the Deputy Police
Commissioner or his division commander that the Internal Affairs Unit supervisor be contacted
and recalled to duty. In such instances the Internal Affairs Unit supervisor will assume all
responsibility for the investigation upon arrival at the scene.

2.10 It is essential that complete and accurate information regarding the complaint is recorded in the
supervisor's investigatory report and on the Civilian Complaint Form. Information obtained
should include:
•

Full name, date of birth, address, and telephone number of the complainant along with any
additional information indicating where the complainant can be contacted.

•

The specifics of the allegation should be obtained, including the date, time, and location of
the incident.

•

The names, dates of birth, addresses, and telephone numbers of all witnesses should be
recorded.
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Personnel involved should be identified by name and shield number.

•

A complainant seeking to register a complaint which does not involve the Department or any
of its members should be referred to the agency concerned.
2.11 Civilian complaints referred to the Internal Affairs Unit will be fully investigated by the unit. The
Internal Affairs Unit Officer will report the findings of his investigation directly to the Police
Commissioner.
3. Receipt of Complaints from within the Department
3.1

When the complainant is a member of the Department he will prepare a CO 1 detailing the
basis for the complaint. Such report will be written in a narrative form and will present a prima
facie case against the accused employee regarding the alleged delinquency or misconduct. The
complaint will then be forwarded up the Chain of Command to the accused employee’s division
commander. The endorsement and recommendations of the investigating supervisor and his
immediate supervisor will be included in the CO 1. The division commander will examine the
report to determine if the allegations contained therein appear sufficient to sustain a complaint.
If there appears to be insufficient proof to sustain the charges, the division commander will
return the report to the complainant for proper revision. If the allegations appear sufficient, the
division commander will either recommend Command Discipline or forward the complaint to the
Internal Affairs Unit for further investigation. If the division commander determines that there is
insufficient cause for Command Discipline and that positive discipline should be administered or
that no discipline is necessary, he will advise the complainant and dismiss the complaint.

3.2

The Deputy Police Commissioner will investigate a complaint made against a division
commander.

3.3

The Police Commissioner will investigate a complaint made against the Deputy Police
Commissioner.

3.4

The complaint will then be forwarded to the Internal Affairs Unit for final disposition.

4. Internal Affairs Unit Complaint Inquiry Procedures
4.1

The Internal Affairs Unit will complete a Personnel Complaint Form for all complaints received.

4.2

In instances where the complaint is made directly to the Internal Affairs Unit or the complaint
originates within the Department but has not been thoroughly investigated and documented, it
will be the responsibility of the Internal Affairs Unit to conduct the investigation.

4.3

When the allegations made in a complaint are sustained and Command Discipline is
recommended, the division commander of the accused employee will conduct a meeting with
such employee regarding the proposed discipline. If the employee agrees to waive his right to a
hearing and accept the discipline, he will sign the Command Discipline Election Report (CO 1
A). The CO IA will then be forwarded to the Internal Affairs Unit for final disposition.

4.4

When an employee refuses to accept Command Discipline or a decision has been made at the
executive level of the Department not to offer Command Discipline to an employee accused of
violating departmental rules, regulations, or procedures, the Internal Affairs Unit supervisor will
contact the Corporation Counsel and arrange for the proper disposition of the case (Schedule a
hearing).
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4.5

When the Internal Affairs Unit investigation classifies a case as unfounded or not sustained,
such case will not be closed without the approval of the Police Commissioner or his designee.

4.6

All documents relating to formal complaints will be filed in a manila folder with an Internal Affairs
complaint status form attached to the outside of the folder.

4.7

The Internal Affairs Unit will maintain an annual Internal Affairs Unit Control Form.

4.8

After an Internal Affairs complaint is closed, it will be maintained in the file of the accused
employee in the Internal Affairs Unit. If the complaint is declared "Unfounded" it will be filed
apart from the file of the accused employee.

4.9

No one is permitted to review any record, document, or file in the Internal Affairs Unit without
the approval of the Police Commissioner.

4.10 The Internal Affairs Unit will maintain the Employee Discipline Record Form, i.e., CO 2,
pursuant to any formal complaint received by the unit and the related disposition.
4.11 In all complaints the Internal Affairs Unit supervisor shall notify the complainant of the results of
the investigation. If the investigation resulted in disciplinary action against the employee the
complainant shall be advised only that, “appropriate disciplinary action has been taken.” The
specific disciplinary action shall not be released.
4.12 In all complaint investigations conducted by the Internal Affairs Unit the officers involved will be
notified, in writing, (Pink Copy of the Personnel Complaint Form) of the results of the
investigation.
5. Rights of the Employee Relative to Suspension and Hearings
5.1

Article 75 of the Civil Service Law provides that, ”Pending the hearing and determination of
charges of incompetence or misconduct, the officer or employee against whom such charges
have been preferred may be suspended without pay for a period not exceeding thirty days."

5.2

When an employee is formally charged for violation of Departmental Rules and Regulations or
other established standards the accused employee is entitled to a hearing. The hearing is
mandatory and does not have to be requested by the employee. An employee may waive a
hearing. Waiver of a hearing by the employee should be in writing and filed with the record of
the proceeding.

5.3

If the employee decides to have a hearing the Police Commissioner will appoint a hearing
officer. The employee is entitled to be represented by counsel and to have witnesses testify in
his behalf. Witnesses testifying for the accused employee and the Department are subject to
cross-examination. All witnesses will be sworn and a verbatim stenographic record of their
testimony will be made. The accused employee may also introduce such other testimony as is
competent and material.

5.4

The findings of the Hearing Officer will be forwarded to the Police Commissioner in a timely
fashion. Based upon the hearing officer's findings, the Police Commissioner will make the final
decision for the disposition of the complaint.
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5.5

Employees are reminded that while in the investigative phase of a complaint they are obligated
to cooperate with all Departmental investigations. An employee who at the time of questioning
appears to be a potential subject of disciplinary action shall have a right to representation by
his/her union representative. The employee shall be notified of this fact in writing. If
representation is requested, a reasonable amount of time will be afforded to obtain such
representation. An employee's refusal to answer a question will constitute insubordination and
act as grounds for disciplinary action.

5.6

If an employee decides to accept Command discipline such discipline cannot exceed the loss of
five (5) days leave time.

6. Cause for and Proceedings Related to Modified Assignment
6.1

A ranking officer ( member of the Department in the rank of Sergeant or above) in-charge or incommand MUST relieve a Department employee of duty and place said employee on modified
assignment, pending the filing of disciplinary charges and subsequent suspension, when the
employee:
•

Refuses to perform assigned duties at roll call or during a tour of duty.

•

Refuses to submit to a drug-screening test as specified in Article 6.02 of the Manual of
Procedure.

•

Refuses to obey a lawful order by a ranking member.

6.2

The ranking officer who placed the employee on modified assignment shall:
•

Advise the employee that he/she is being relieved of duty and placed on modified
assignment, pending the filing of disciplinary charges and subsequent suspension.

•

Secure the shield and identification card. Additionally, if the employee is a sworn member
the duty weapon, as well as all personally owned handguns will be secured.

•

Immediately notify the Police Commissioner and the Division Commander of the employee
placed on modified assignment.

•

Submit a PD 37 to the Division Commander of the employee placed on modified
assignment, detailing the specific circumstances of the incident.
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POLICY: It is the policy of this Department to detect and deter the use and possession of illegal drugs
and the abuse of prescription drugs by our members. This Department recognizes that the use and
possession of illegal drugs constitutes a serious threat to the health and safety of all employees and
members of the public. Accordingly, the purpose of this order is to formalize a Department policy that
prohibits the use of any illegal substance and/or drug capable of impairing the ability of our employees to
perform their duties.
DEFINITIONS
Drug: The term “Drug” shall include controlled substances as defined in section 220.00(5) of the Penal
Law, State of New York and marihuana, as defined in section 220.00(6).
Drug Abuse: The term “Drug Abuse” shall include the use of a controlled substance or marihuana, which
has not been legally prescribed and/or dispensed, and the improper or excessive use of a legally
prescribed drug.
Reasonable Suspicion: Reasonable suspicion that a member is abusing drugs exists when objective facts
and observations are brought to the attention of a Superior Officer and based on reliability and weight of
such information he or she can reasonably infer or suspect that a member of the Department may be
abusing drugs. Reasonable suspicion must be supported by specific facts which may include, but are not
limited to: e.g., purchase, sale or possession of drugs, associations with known drug dealers or users,
observations of the member at known drug locations, etc.; an otherwise unexplained change in the
member’s behavior or work performance; and observed impairment of the member’s ability to perform his
or her duties.
PROCEDURE
Department members shall be subject to drug testing under the following circumstances: Probationary
Police Officers, prior to promotion or reassignment to a specialized unit, reasonable suspicion of drug
abuse.
1. Drug Screening Tests
1.1

Probationary Police Officers
1.1.1.

1.2

Police Officers Promoted Or Reassigned
1.2.1.

1.3

Drug tests for probationary police officers will be conducted as directed by the Police
Commissioner or his designee.

Police Officers being promoted or reassigned to a specialized unit will be required to
submit to a drug test.

Reasonable Suspicion Of Drug Abuse
1.3.1.

Whenever any member of the Department obtains information or suspects that another
member of the Department may be abusing drugs he or she shall immediately notify
their commanding officer. The commanding officer shall forthwith notify the Internal
Affairs Unit. The Internal Affairs Unit will investigate all such reports. Upon completion of
an investigation, the Internal Affairs Unit will notify the Police Commissioner, report the
findings of the investigation and if reasonable suspicion exists, obtain approval for a
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drug screening test. If the Police Commissioner is not available, approval may be
obtained from the Deputy Commissioner or in his absence, the division commander.
2. Refusal To Submit
2.1

The refusal by a member of the Department to submit to a drug test pursuant to the provisions
of this order will result in the member being relieved of duty and placed on modified assignment,
pending the filing of disciplinary charges and subsequent suspension.

3. Testing Procedures
3.1

The Internal Affairs Unit will directly supervise all drug testing collection procedures and every
reasonable effort will be made to maintain employee confidentiality.

3.2

Each member of the Department being tested shall present his or her shield and identification
card at the test location to ensure proper identification.

3.3

Each member of the Department being tested may consult with and be accompanied by a
representative of his or her collective bargaining unit. The Association representative may
confer with and advise the member before and after the collection process, but shall not
participate in or interfere with the process in any way. The collection process shall not be
delayed because the Association representative is unavailable.

3.4

Prior to testing, each member shall complete PD 121 (Employee Drug Testing Questionnaire)
listing all medications ingested during the preceding 10 days. The PD 121 will be sealed in an
envelope and the employee’s name and date will be written on the outside. If the test results are
negative the envelope will remain sealed and be destroyed in the presence of the president(s)
of the appropriate bargaining unit(s).

3.5

The integrity of the sample collection process will be maintained with due regard for the dignity
and privacy of the employee. There shall be no direct observation of the giving of the urine
sample unless there is reason to believe that the sample may be tampered with, in which event
direct observation shall be made by a person of the same gender as the employee providing the
sample.

3.6

A laboratory licensed or certified by the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)
shall perform testing. Two separate containers, supplied by the testing lab shall be prepared for
each member being tested. Each container shall have a code number and date of collection
affixed. The specimen shall be divided into two samples at the time of collection and shall be
sealed and initialed in the presence of the employee,

3.7

The laboratory administering the test shall assure that the appropriate chain of custody is
established in order to verify the identity of each sample being tested.

3.8

Initial screening will be by the Enzyme Multiple Immunoassay Testing (EMIT). No sample will be
further tested upon a negative screening for controlled substances or marihuana. After a
negative screening, the sample will be destroyed.

3.9

Each and every positive EMIT test will be confirmed using Gas Chromatography - Mass
Spectrometry test (GCMS). Only if confirmed by GCMS will a test result in a positive report.
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3.10 Any member whose test results in a positive report may, within 5 business days of receiving
notification of such result, request in writing to the Police Commissioner, that the second sample
be made available for re-testing at a licensed/certified (DHHS) laboratory from a list of such
laboratories supplied by the Department. The Department will be responsible for all costs and
expenses in connection with the re-testing. If the re-testing results in a negative report, the test
will be deemed negative and all samples will be destroyed.
4. Positive Test Results
4.1

All positive test results will be reviewed and verified by a Medical Review Officer designated by
the Department. Members of the Department who test positive for the use of drugs or otherwise
violate Department policy regarding the use of drugs shall be subject to discipline, up to and
including dismissal, in accordance with the Rules and Regulations of the Department and
applicable provisions of law.
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POLICY: It is the policy of this Department to detect and deter the use and possession of illegal drugs
and the abuse of prescription drugs by our members. This Department recognizes that the use and
possession of illegal drugs constitutes a serious threat to the health and safety of all employees and
members of the public. Accordingly, the purpose of this order is to formalize a Department policy that
prohibits the use of any illegal substance and/or drug capable of impairing the ability of our employees to
perform their duties.
DEFINITIONS
Drug: The term “Drug” shall include controlled substances as defined in section 220.00(5) of the Penal
Law, State of New York and marihuana, as defined in section 220.00(6).
Drug Abuse: The term “Drug Abuse” shall include the use of a controlled substance or marihuana, which
has not been legally prescribed and/or dispensed, and the improper or excessive use of a legally
prescribed drug.
Random Employee Selection Sheet: A computer generated list of randomly selected Department
members identified by employee I.D. numbers.
Computer Control Sheet: A computer generated list of all Department members contained within the
random drug test database.
PROCEDURE
Department members shall be subject to random drug testing.
1. Random Periodic Testing
1.1

No more than 20% of the Department shall be subject to random drug testing during any
calendar year.

2. Refusal To Submit
2.1

The refusal by a member of the Department to submit to a drug test pursuant to the provisions
of this order may result in immediate suspension and in subsequent disciplinary action that may
include dismissal from the Department.

3. Testing Procedures
3.1

The Internal Affairs Unit will directly supervise all drug testing collection procedures and every
reasonable effort will be made to maintain employee confidentiality.

3.2

Each member of the Department being tested shall present his or her shield and identification
card at the test location to ensure proper identification.

3.3

Each member of the Department being tested may consult with and be accompanied by a
representative of his or her collective bargaining unit. The Association representative may
confer with and advise the member before and after the collection process, but shall not
participate in or interfere with the process in any way. The collection process shall not be
delayed because the Association representative is unavailable.
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3.4

Prior to testing, each member shall complete PD 121 (Employee Drug Testing Questionnaire)
listing all medications ingested during the preceding 10 days. The PD 121 will be sealed in an
envelope and the employee’s name and date will be written on the outside. If the test results
are negative the envelope will remain sealed and be destroyed in the presence of the
president(s) of the appropriate bargaining unit(s).

3.5

The integrity of the sample collection process will be maintained with due regard for the dignity
and privacy of the employee. There shall be no direct observation of the giving of the urine
sample unless there is reason to believe that the sample may be tampered with, in which event
direct observation shall be made by a person of the same gender as the employee providing the
sample.

3.6

A laboratory licensed or certified by the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)
shall perform testing. Two separate containers, supplied by the testing lab shall be prepared for
each member being tested. Each container shall have a code number and date of collection
affixed. The specimen shall be divided into two samples at the time of collection and shall be
sealed and initialed in the presence of the employee.

3.7

The laboratory administering the test shall assure that the appropriate chain of custody is
established in order to verify the identity of each sample being tested.

3.8

Initial screening will be by the Enzyme Multiple Immunoassay Testing (EMIT). No sample will be
further tested upon a negative screening for controlled substances or marihuana. After a
negative screening, the sample will be destroyed.

3.9

Each and every positive EMIT test will be confirmed using Gas Chromatography - Mass
Spectrometry test (GCMS). Only if confirmed by GCMS will a test result in a positive report.

3.10 Any member whose test results in a positive report may, within 5 business days of receiving
notification of such result, request in writing to the Police Commissioner, that the second sample
be made available for re-testing at a licensed/certified (DHHS) laboratory from a list of such
laboratories supplied by the Department. The Department will be responsible for all costs and
expenses in connection with the re-testing. If the re-testing results in a negative report, the test
will be deemed negative and all samples will be destroyed.
3.11 Selection of members to be tested on a random basis shall be performed by a computer
program, which will randomly select the employee numbers of those to be tested. The random
selection of a member will not result in that member’s employee number being removed from
such selection process.
3.12 A representative designated by the Police Commissioner as well as a representative from both
the Superior Officers’ Association and the Police Association will witness the selection. All
designated representatives will affix their signatures to the random employee selection sheet
and computer control sheet.
3.13 The selection process shall not be delayed due to the unavailability of the Association
representatives. (Reasonable notification will be given).
3.14 A member selected will be ordered to report for testing. Members will not be given any advance
notice of randomly scheduled tests. The president(s) of the appropriate bargaining unit(s) will be
permitted to review the list of members selected for testing and the computer control sheet after
all selected members have been tested.
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3.15 Members of the Department will not be recalled to duty for random testing on their regular
scheduled days off.
3.16 All random employee selection sheets and corresponding computer control sheets will be
maintained in the office of Internal Affairs.
3.17 A member of the Department will be exempt from a random drug test if at the time of the
selection for that particular test he or she is unavailable due to a) vacation, b) injury, c)
extended sickness, d) military leave, or e) bereavement leave.
4. Results Of Drug Tests
4.1

Members of the Department will be notified of the results of all drug tests and provided a copy of
the corresponding test results, as they become available.

5. Positive Test Results
5.1

All positive test results will be reviewed and verified by a Medical Review Officer designated by
the Department. Members of the Department who test positive for the use of drugs or otherwise
violate Department policy regarding the use of drugs shall be subject to discipline, up to and
including dismissal, in accordance with the Rules and Regulations of the Department and
applicable provisions of law.
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POLICY: The policy of this Department is to provide guidelines to department members to inform them of
the types of secondary employment that are appropriate and to establish procedures to maintain
accountability for the welfare of the department. These requirements are essential for the efficient
operation of the police department and for the protection of the community.
DEFINITIONS
Off-Duty Employment: The provision of a service, whether or not in exchange for a fee or other service.
Off-Duty Employment encompasses Regular Off-Duty Employment and Special Detail Employment. OffDuty Employment does not include volunteer charity work.
Regular Off-Duty Employment: Any employment that will not require the use, or potential use of law
enforcement powers by the off-duty employee.
Special Detail Employment: Any employment that is conditioned on the actual or potential use of law
enforcement powers by the employee.
PROCEDURE
There are two types of off-duty employment in which an employee may engage:
1. Regular Off-Duty Employment
Employees may engage in off-duty employment that meets the following criteria:
1.1

Employment of a non-police nature in which vested police powers are not a condition of
employment; the work provides no real or implied law enforcement service to the employer and
is not performed during assigned hours of duty.

1.2

Employment that presents no potential conflict of interest between their duties as a police officer
and their duties for their secondary employer. Some examples of employment representing a
conflict of interest are:
•

As a process server, repossessor, or bill collector, towing of vehicles or in any other
employment in which police authority might tend to be used to collect money or merchandise for private purposes.

•

Personnel investigations for the private sector or any employment which might require the police
officer to have access to police information, files, records or services as a condition of
employment.

•

In police uniform in the performance of tasks other than that of a police nature.

•

Assisting, in any manner, case preparation in a civil action or proceeding or the defense in a
criminal proceeding.

•

For a business or labor group that is on strike.

•

In occupations that are regulated by, or that must be licensed through the police department,
excluding taxi, livery, and limousine operation.

•

Private Security
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Employment that does not constitute a threat to the status or dignity of the police as a professional
occupation. Examples of employment presenting a threat to the status or dignity of the police
profession are:
•

Establishments which sell pornographic books, magazines, sexual devices, or videos, or that
otherwise provide entertainment or services of a sexual nature.

•

Any employment involving the sale, manufacture or transport of alcoholic beverages as the
principal business.

•

Any gambling establishment not exempted by law.

2. Special Detail Employment
Police officers may engage in special detail employment as follows:
2.1

Where an individual, government, profit-making or not-for profit entity has a contract or agreement
with the police department for police officers in uniform who are able to exercise their police duties.

2.2

Types of special detail services which may be considered for contracting are:
•

Traffic control and pedestrian safety.

•

Crowd control.

•

Security and protection of life and property.

•

Routine law enforcement for public authorities.

3. Limitations on regular off-duty employment and special detail employment
3.1

In order to be eligible for off-duty employment, a department member must be in good
standing with the department. Continued departmental approval of a department
member's off-duty employment is contingent on such good standing.

3.2

Those members who have not completed their field training period, or who are on
limited/light-duty, or who are on medical or other leave due to sickness, temporary disability or an on-duty injury shall not be eligible to engage in regular or special detail
employment.

3.3

Prior to obtaining off-duty employment, department members shall comply with
departmental procedures for granting approval of such employment, or registration for
special detail employment.

3.4

A department member may work a maximum of six hours of regular off-duty or special
detail employment in a 24-hour period encompassed by a regular workday.

3.5

A department member may work a maximum of 20 hours of hours of regular off-duty or
special detail employment during a regular workweek. For administrative tracking
purposes, the week will run from 0001 hours on Sunday to 2400 hours on Saturday.
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3.6

Work hours for all off-duty employment must be scheduled in a manner that does not
conflict or interfere with the department member's performance of duty.

3.7

A police officer engaged in any off-duty employment is subject to recall in case of
emergency or other staffing needs, and is expected to leave his off-duty or special detail
employment in such situations.

3.8

Members of the Department shall not engage directly or indirectly in any other business or
employment without the written approval of the Police Commissioner. (CO 8 must be filed.)

3.9

The CO 8 must be resubmitted annually to the Police Commissioner for review.

3.10 Department members whose outside employment ceases shall promptly advise their Division
Commander in writing of such fact.
3.11 Department members who have an abusive sick leave record, a pattern of disciplinary
problems, or substandard work performance may be barred from special duty employment and/
or off duty employment.
3.12 Permission for a department member to engage in outside employment may be denied or
revoked where it is determined by the Police Commissioner or his designee that such
outside employment is not in the best interest of the department.
3.13 Special Detail employment must occur within the City of New Rochelle. New Rochelle
Police Department uniforms cannot be worn outside of New Rochelle.
3.14 Uniform turtleneck shirts cannot be worn during special detail employment.
3.15 The person, organization, or agency requesting the service must make all requests for
special detail employment to the Assignment Officer. Requests made to individual officers
will not be approved.
4. Supervision
4.1

Tour commanders and patrol supervisors are responsible for the supervision of personnel
assigned to special detail employment and inspection of special detail assignments during
their respective tours.

4.2

All officers must report daily to the desk officer for inspection prior to and after completing
their special detail employment. Upon reporting to the desk officer, all officers will make
appropriate entries on the Special Detail Roster (PD-59D).

5. Conduct
5.1

The Department’s Rules & Regulations and Manual of Procedure will guide officers while
working special detail employment.

5.2

Officers are required to take appropriate police action, including enforcing all laws and
ordinances while working special detail employment.

5.3

The Department’s reporting procedures will be adhered to while working special detail
employment.
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Policy: In order to ensure building security and maintain a clean and safe workplace, it will be the
policy of this Department to institute guidelines regulating access and behavior with New
Rochelle Police headquarters. It is the purpose of this policy to supplement existing rules,
regulations and procedures governing conduct and use of police equipment and facilities.
Procedure:
1. Visitor Access to the Police Facility
•

Entrance to the building will be through the front entrance on North Avenue.

•

Visitors will not be directed to enter through any other entrance.

•

The reception desk will be staffed by a desk employee on all tours.

•

All visitors to the Department other than those going directly to the Records Unit service
window will check in at the reception desk and state their business.

•

Visitors must be escorted through non-public areas of the building.

•

All prisoners released from our jail will be brought to the booking desk and given their
personal property. Released prisoners will be escorted to the front lobby via the interview
room hallway.

2. Deliveries
•

Deliveries of parcels for the Police Department will be accepted and signed for at the
reception desk. After receiving delivery the desk employee will notify the party or unit the
parcel was intended for and have the parcel picked up. In the event the recipient is not
on duty, the parcel will be placed in the mailroom. It will be the responsibility of the
property clerk to check the mailroom daily and make notification to the recipient.

•

The department will not be responsible for personal items delivered to headquarters.

3. Employee Access to the Police Facility
•

All employees are issued card keys that permit entry into the building through the rear
entrance. Access to the building may also be made through the front entrance.

•

Employees who are off duty must check in with the desk officer upon entering the
building and state their business therein. For example, an employee wishing to use the
fitness room would check in with the desk officer prior to going to the room.

4. Facility Usage: The Police commissioner and Deputy Police Commissioner have access to
every area and unit in police headquarters. Access for all other employees is limited according to
the following guidelines:
•

Armory: Access to the armory is limited to the Command staff, Special Operations Unit
Commander, Training Unit Director and firearms instructors.
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•

Pistol Range: Access to the pistol range is limited to the Command staff, Special
Operations Unit commander, Training Unit Director and firearms instructors. Officers
wishing to use the pistol range must reserve time with the Training Unit. Only
Department approved ammunition can be used on the pistol range.

•

Fitness and Cardiovascular Rooms: Any employee who has received medical clearance
(Occupational Health service or private physician) and has completed a fitness survey
conducted by a Department fitness instructor may use the fitness and cardiovascular
rooms. Use of these rooms by anyone other than department personnel is at the
discretion of the Police Commissioner.

•

Communications Unit: Access to the Communications Unit is limited to assigned
communications personnel, tour commanders, Command staff and Staff Services
personnel. The desk officer is in charge of the Communications Unit and Desk Reception
area. The desk officer is responsible for security within the facility and

•

Telephone Room: Access to the telephone room is limited to the communications officer
and Staff Services supervisors.

•

Records Unit: All Staff Services personnel, Command staff, Criminal Investigations
Division executive officer, Police Services Division executive officer, Internal Affairs
supervisor and civilian employees. No one else with the exception of service technicians
is allowed in the Records Unit without permission of the Staff Services Division
commander.
Copies of police records can be obtained at the front Records Unit service window.
Officers needing access to criminal records should report to the rear Records Unit
counter and make their request to one of the clerks in charge of criminal records or the
unit supervisor.
Summons books are distributed at the front service window.
Personnel who wish to make payroll, vacation or sick time inquiries should respond to the
rear Records unit counter and make their request to the payroll clerk.
Personnel wishing to speak with the Assignment officer should respond to the
Assignment officer’s window.

•

Property Room: The property clerk, Staff Services supervisors, and the Internal Affairs
supervisor are all permitted access to the property room. Any other necessary access
must occur under the supervision of the property clerk or one of the aforementioned
supervisors.

•

Executive Offices and Unit Areas: Access to individual offices and general unit areas for
work related purposes is open to all employees provided the respective offices and areas
are open and occupied.

5. Roll Call and Tour Relief
•

Supervisory Responsibility: The tour commander is responsible for ensuring that the tour
supervisors have conducted roll call and have properly prepared personnel for duty. At
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the conclusion of the tour supervisors will ensure that the tour has been properly relieved
and all personnel, equipment and reports are accounted for.
•

Roll Call: Roll call will take place in the training room. The supervisors conducting roll
call will ensure that portable radios and any other specialized equipment is distributed.
Shotguns will be assigned to police officers who have been trained and certified in their
use, who will make the appropriate entry on the shotgun log. After the roll call is
completed, all street personnel will respond immediately via the rear stairwell to the rear
and side yards to make their relief. Personnel operating Department vehicles will exit the
parking lot via the North Avenue driveway. No exit is permitted from the rear driveway.

•

Tour Relief: At the expiration of their tour of duty all personnel assigned to street duty will
immediately respond to the training room via the rear entrance and rear stairwell and
report to their tour supervisor and deposit with him or her all outstanding reports,
equipment and sign out for their tour of duty on the tour work sheet. Summonses will be
placed in the summons safe.

6. Prisoner Reception and Handling
•

•

All bookings of adult arrests will be videotaped.

•

All DWI testing procedures will be videotaped.

7. General Housekeeping
•

New Rochelle Police headquarters is a Smoke Free Zone and smoking is not permitted
in any area of the building.

•

Employees are responsible for keeping their personal work spaces clean and free from
clutter.

•

No fliers, memos or decorations will be taped or tacked to doors or wall surfaces.

•

No wall mountings are allowed without the permission of the Police Commissioner.

•

Police related fliers and memos may be tacked to approved bulletin boards.
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Custodial staff should be promptly notified of all accidents that occur which necessitate
immediate clean up or repair.

8. Police/Court Facility Evacuation
In the event a situation arises in which the health or safety of the workforce or visitors is put in
jeopardy, the following procedures will be followed:
•

The Desk Officer will be notified, and with the input of available Command Staff
Personnel, a determination will be made whether a partial or full evacuation is
necessary.

•

If evacuation is necessary, it will be the responsibility of the Desk Officer to notify
each Unit supervisor, and a supervisory Court Officer in City Court.

•

It will be the duty of each supervisor to see that their personnel quickly evacuate the
building via the closest safe exit. Unit supervisors will also check the hallways and
lavatories near their work areas to make sure no one is left behind.

•

It will be the responsibility of the Desk Officer to evacuate the cell block according to
Chapter 1.02, section 2.6 of the M.O.P.

•
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POLICY: The New Rochelle Police Department Radio Broadcast System (Station KEA 351) will only be
used to transmit and disseminate police related information. Members of the Department will refrain from
all unnecessary and improper radio communications.
DEFINITIONS
Signal 10 Codes: When a radio unit is dispatched to a call for service a signal 10 code will be used to
indicate the type of incident. When the signal code is used it will not be necessary to state the message.
The following signal 10 codes will be utilized to define calls for service:

Crimes In Progress

Miscellaneous Incidents
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Interim Assignment Status

Final Dispositions

Back in Service

Response Codes: In order to facilitate a prompt and uniform response to requests for service, dispatchers
will utilize the following response codes:
Code 1

When a request for a routine, non-emergency call for service is received, it will be
dispatched as a Code 1. These responses will be made in strict compliance with all traffic
laws and regulations. Overhead lights and sirens will not be used when responding in the
Code 1 mode.

Code 2

When a request for service requires an immediate police response but the nature of the
incident does not represent a threat of death or serious physical injury, the detail will be
dispatched as a Code 2. Response to such calls will be made in all practical haste (In
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compliance with the Vehicle and Traffic Law) with the overhead lights operating but the
siren silent.
Police units assigned to respond to the scene of a crime in progress will normally be
directed to respond in the Code 2 mode. In many cases the sounding of the siren would
act as a warning and alert the individuals involved in the criminal activity of the imminent
arrival of the police.
When an incident occurs where there is an apparent danger of death or serious physical
injury and the rapid response of police personnel may save a life or reduce the extent of
serious physical injury, the detail will be dispatched as a Code 3. Response to Code 3
calls shall be made with overhead lights and sirens operating and shall be in accordance
with the Departments Emergency Response Procedure.

Code 3

Phonetic Alphabet: When the proper spelling of a word must be transmitted over the airwaves the
Phonetic Alphabet will be used:
A
B
C
D
E
F

=
=
=
=
=
=

Adam
Baker
Charles
David
Edward
Frank

G
H
I
J
K
L

=
=
=
=
=
=

George
Henry
Ida
John
King
Lincoln

M
N
O
P
Q
R
S

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Mary
Nora
Ocean
Paul
Queen
Robert
Sam

T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Tom
Union
Victor
William
X-Ray
Young
Zebra

PROCEDURE
The receipt and transmittal of police related information by the Communications Unit and reporting field
units will be in accordance with the following guidelines:
1. Emergency Radio System (ERS) Operators
1.1

ERS operators are responsible for the receipt and recording of all police related information
reported to the Department through the emergency 911 system, the regular police switchboard,
or the Varitech alarm system.

1.2

ERS operators will exercise a professional demeanor when answering telephone calls made to
the Department. When a call is received the operator will state, “New Rochelle Police
Department", the operator will then state his name and number and enter the appropriate
information into the Department’s CAD system.

1.3

If the reported incident is an emergency necessitating an immediate police response, the ERS
operator will first obtain the incident type and location from the complainant. Before obtaining
anymore information the operator will advise the dispatcher of the complaint and incident
location so that units can be dispatched. The operator will then obtain the rest of the information
from the complainant. In such instances the operator will attempt to keep the complainant on
the phone until police units have arrived at the scene.

1.4

Calls received over the emergency 911system will receive priority attention. If the call is not an
emergency the call will still be received but the caller will be advised to use the regular police
number in the future. If, however, the emergency line is ringing with additional calls, the caller
will be instructed to call on the regular police number.
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1.5

When there is a high demand for police service and there will be a delay in the response for
non-emergency requests for service, the ERS operator will advise the complainant of the delay
at the time the call is received. If it appears that it will be at least a half-hour before the call can
be answered, the complainant should be advised of it.

1.6

ERS operators who have been trained to use the NYSPIN computer will input and retrieve
information from the system as requested by field personnel.

1.7

ERS operators will familiarize themselves with all Emergency Operating Procedures of the
Department relating to hold-ups, alarms, fires, medical aid, or other matters requiring urgent
police attention. Operators should also acquire a thorough knowledge of the location of all
streets, buildings, parks, and other general information regarding the City.

1.8

ERS operators will remain at their desks at all times on duty unless relieved by a competent
person.

1.9

ERS operators receiving a call involving a fire or a request for an ambulance will immediately
transfer the call to the Westchester County 60 Control Center. The ERS operator should stay
on the line as a third part listener, and relay any pertinent information to responding police units.

2. Police Dispatchers
2.1

All police related information broadcast to units in the field will be transmitted by a police
dispatcher.

2.2

At the beginning of his tour of duty the dispatcher will ascertain that all radio units are tested
and in good working order.

2.3

Upon receipt of a request for service the dispatcher will assign available police units to handle
the call. When making the assignment the dispatcher will alert responding officers of any
hazardous conditions that may exist and of what precautions should be exercised.

2.4

The dispatcher will monitor all radio communications and maintain a list of what units are
available for service and what units are not.

2.5

The dispatcher will acknowledge all radio messages transmitted to Central or other mobile units
and will act on requests for information from units in the field.

2.6

When sending a message to a unit in the field the dispatcher will obtain a verbal
acknowledgment that the message was received.

2.7

At the direction of the desk officer the dispatcher will conduct time and location checks of all
units in the field.

2.8

The desk officer will be notified by the dispatcher in those instances where a police unit fails to
acknowledge the dispatcher after he has made a second call over the air for that unit.

2.9

The dispatcher will alert the desk officer to any unusual occurrences reported to him by units in
the field or by an ERS operator.

2.10 Dispatchers will familiarize themselves with all Emergency Operating Procedures of the
Department relating to hold-ups, alarms, fires, medical aid or other matters requiring urgent
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police attention. They will also acquire a thorough knowledge of the location of streets,
buildings, parks, and other general information regarding the City.
3. Radio Operation and Demeanor
3.1

The radio microphone should be held between three (3) and four (4) inches from the mouth
when speaking. It should be held at a slight angle and the microphone shall be keyed for a full
second before beginning a transmission. The key should be depressed the entire time the
message is being transmitted.

3.2

Messages shall be transmitted in a calm, courteous, and concise manner. The speaker should
speak in a clear monotone voice. The use of profanity, vulgarity, or humorous language is
forbidden. Speakers should not engage in conversations over the air and their tone of voice
should not indicate impatience or anger. Messages should only pertain to police matters. First
names and other familiarities between speakers are prohibited.

3.3

All numbers should be given first as individual numbers and then be repeated as a whole, e.g.,
One - Eight - Six, and then One Hundred Eighty Six.

3.4

Make messages short and to the point. Unnecessary words should be avoided. Long messages
should be made over the telephone.

3.5

When a word must be spelled use the phonetic alphabet.

4. Responsibilities of Field Units
4.1

Every officer equipped with a radio is expected to keep the radio on and remain in contact with
Central for the duration of his tour.

4.2

Upon being called by Central the responding officer should acknowledge the call by stating his
unit number and location.

4.3

If a radio unit malfunctions it is the responsibility of the officer to whom the unit is assigned to
notify Central of the problem and to take the appropriate steps to have the unit repaired or to
obtain a replacement.
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POLICY: The Westchester County Department of Public Safety has established and will maintain a
countywide radio system that will:
• Serve as a back-up to the landline based “hotline, and
• Provide an interoperable radio channel to Westchester County law enforcement agencies to
facilitate communication during critical incidents.
Procedure
The County Mutual Assistance Radio System may be used by any authorized agency during an
emergency or incident that meets the following criteria:
a)

To utilize the system, an authorized user will transmit over the mutual assistance frequency the agency
name/identifier, a message to activate the system, and a brief reason for the activation.
For example, “New Rochelle PD/Station 18 to Westchester County, activate the system due to train
derailment within this jurisdiction”. The Westchester County Department of Public Safety dispatcher will
acknowledge and repeat the transmission and will initiate a NYSPIN file 25 message indicating system
activation to all authorized users.
When the incident is completed, the authorized user will transmit over the mutual assistance frequency
the agency name/identifier, and a message indicating the mutual assistance radio system is no longer
needed.
Note
Besides the radio link to the County Police Department, a second radio with a separate frequency allows
for direct communication with the County EMS (60 Control). The same criteria enumerated above must
be met before this system can be activated. These radios have been preset at the correct frequencies;
the police radio display reads “WC alert” and the EMS radio displays “60 control”.
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POLICY: No member of this Department will access or utilize information obtained from NYSPIN other
than for legitimate police purposes.
DEFINITIONS
New York State Information Network (NYSPIN): The computerized system administered by the Division
for State Police. The system includes the equipment, facilities, procedures, agreements, and
organizations thereof for the collection, processing, preservation, or dissemination of criminal justice
information.
Criminal Justice Information: Criminal Justice Information means all computer information or computer
material processed by or through NYSPIN, regardless of the source of the information or material,
including material and information from non-criminal justice computer systems such as, but not limited to,
the New York State Department of Motor Vehicles and the Truck Mileage Tax data base file.
Criminal History Record Information (CHRI): Information collected by criminal justice agencies on
individuals, consisting of identifiable descriptions and notations of arrests, detentions, indictments,
information, or other formal criminal charges; and any dispositions arising therefrom, such as sentencing,
correctional supervision, and release. The term does not include identification information such as
fingerprint records, to the extent that such information does not indicate involvement of the individual in
the criminal justice system.
Administration Of Criminal Justice: The administration of criminal justice means the performance of any of
the following activities: detection, apprehension, detention, pretrial release, prosecution, adjudication,
correctional supervision, or rehabilitation of accused persons or criminal offenders. The administration of
criminal justice shall include criminal identification activities and the collection, storage, and dissemination
of CHRI.
Criminal Justice Purpose: When obtaining CHRI, criminal justice purpose means accessing information
available through NYSPIN as part of an official duty associated with the administration of criminal justice.
When accessing criminal justice information other than CHRI, criminal justice purpose means accessing
information available through NYSPIN for an official function normally performed by criminal justice
employees.
Request For Criminal History Check Form (PD 31): Form to be utilized when a request for a CHRI is
made.
The eJusticeNY Integrated Justice Portal: (The Portal): The Portal is the computerized system
administered by a joint team led by the New York State Police as authorized by the New York State
Executive Law, Sections 217, 218, 219 and 200. The system includes the equipment, facilities,
procedures, agreements and organizations thereof for the collection, processing, preservation, or
dissemination of criminal justice information.

PROCEDURE
Information obtained through the NYSPIN computer is confidential and will only be used in connection
with criminal justice purposes. An unauthorized entry request for Criminal History Record Information is a
violation of state and federal laws. Furthermore, the accessing of information, other than for non-criminal
justice purposes is also a violation of state and federal laws, as is, the dissemination of any information
obtained through NYSPIN to individuals or agencies not entitled by law to access same.
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1. Criminal History Checks
1.1 A Criminal History Record Information check may only be obtained in connection with an
ongoing criminal investigation. They may not be made for employment investigations. The officer
requesting the check should forward the Criminal History Record Information request form, PD
31, to the NYSPIN operator. The completed forms should include the requesting officer's name,
the incident number, and the authorization of the requesting officer's supervisor. Upon receipt of
the request form the NYSPIN operator will then dispatch the inquiry. Upon receipt of the inquiry
the NYSPIN officer will forward one copy of the Criminal History Record Information printout to
the requesting officer and will file one copy of the printout with the Communications Unit and will
keep the request form on file for ninety days. In instances where a Detective Investigator obtains
or initiates a criminal history inquiry, the PD 31 will be maintained as part of their case file.Note:
Certified NYSPIN operators are authorized to access criminal history checks only via the
NYSPIN system. If criminal history checks are accessed via the ejustice system, an additional
DCJS ejustice certification is required.
2. Dissemination of Criminal History Record Information
2.1 This information may only be disseminated to agencies which have either a Criminal Justice ORI
(An ORI is a nine character alphanumeric code assigned to agencies by NCIC) or a Law
Enforcement ORI. No printed material obtained via NYSPIN (or copies thereof) reflecting CHRI
may be delivered to agencies outside of criminal justice except as directed by an appropriate
court or other proper legal authority. CHRI may not be disseminated over the telephone to out of
state agencies.
3. DMV Inquiries
3.1 The accessing of DMV files for drivers license or vehicle registration information is permissible
when the request for such information is made for a legitimate police purpose. Examples of
police purposes would include:
•
•
•
•
•

Vehicle and Traffic Law enforcement
Suspicious conduct
Criminal investigation
Enforcement of local ordinances
Accident investigation

4. Dissemination of DMV Information
4.1 In the normal course of official duty it may become necessary to disseminate DMV information
received from NYSPIN to persons or agencies not associated with the administration of criminal
justice, including private citizens. In all instances, persons or agencies entitled to such
information will not be given printed material or copies thereof obtained from the NYSPIN
computer. This information will be secondary in nature and will constitute that which is included
in official department reports or records. Examples of authorized secondary dissemination would
include:
•

Release of registrant information obtained from NYSPIN to a towing company when a
vehicle was impounded at police request.

•

Release of operator or registrant information obtained via NYSPIN from a MV-104 police
accident report.
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The release of information to hospital officials relating to insurance company information
obtained via NYSPIN.
The release of police reports containing NYSPIN information to individuals or agencies
entitled to obtain copies of such reports.

5. Radio Transmission of DMV Information
5.1 The Vehicle and Traffic Law provides that the record of conviction stub of the driver’s license
shall not be subject to inspection by any motor vehicle inspection officer, peace officer, police
officer, or any other person. In compliance with the intent of the law and except as described
below, transmission of conviction information via two-way radio is prohibited. Previous conviction
information may be transmitted by two way radio when a person is under arrest for driving while
intoxicated or driving while ability is impaired by the use of drugs, to advise that the person under
arrest may have committed a felony pursuant to the Vehicle and Traffic Law, section 1192, sub.
5.
5.2 This restriction does not preclude transmission of information regarding whether or not the
motorist is driving with a suspended license or the registration for the vehicle is suspended.
6. Disposal of NYSPIN Printed Material
6.1 All printed matter obtained from the NYSPIN terminal that must be disposed of should be
disposed of in a manner that renders the material unreadable.
7. Criminal History Audit
7.1 The Terminal Agency Coordinator will conduct and printout a monthly audit of all criminal history
requests. This monthly printout will be maintained in the Communications Unit.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to assign a supervisory officer to the position of
desk officer and to have such position staffed every tour.
PROCEDURE
The desk officer shall be in immediate control and exercise supervision over all persons and
activities involving the Communications Unit, reception desk and booking desk. The desk officer
is responsible for the following duties:
1. Duties to be Performed by the Incoming Desk Officer Upon Assuming Control of the Desk
1.1

Check the department computer and review all activity recorded in the CAD Journal
(PD 29) from the two previous tours. Receive a briefing from the desk officer he is
relieving on any unusual events that may have occurred on the previous tour.

1.2

Inspect the Evidence Locker and certify whether or not all property listed in the
Evidence and Property system (PD 53) as being lodged in the Evidence Locker is
accounted for.

1.3

Inspect the Jail Roster (PD 23) and obtain a status report on the mental and physical
condition of each prisoner in department custody.

1.4

Ascertain the bail eligibility of each prisoner and whether or not personnel must be
assigned to provide direct supervision over prisoners who are classified as
designated risks.

1.5

Find out if all prisoners in custody have been booked and fully processed. In
instances where the previous tour could not process a prisoner, make every effort to
have the prisoner processed prior to the completion of the tour.

1.6

Assign a supervisor working the street for that given tour to distribute portable radios
and batteries at roll call and to inspect the Portable Radio Log (PD 58) and verify that all
radios and batteries are accounted for.

1.7

Find out how many police vehicles are available for service and which vehicles must be
sent to the city garage for maintenance and repairs.

1.8

Check the work sheet and sick list and make the proper adjustments of personnel so
that all posts and assignments are covered.

1.9

Have an entry made in the Administrative Message Log noting the time that control of
the desk was assumed and the relief made.

2. Duties to be Performed During the Tour
2.1

Exercise direct supervision over all personnel assigned to the Communications Unit
and the front desk reception area. Ensure that all calls placed to the police switchboard
and reception area are promptly answered and that requests for service are properly
referred.

2.2

Review and sign (if acceptable) any late reports handed in from the previous tour. In
the event of a late arrest, review the report before the reporting officer leaves the
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2.3

building in case any corrections have to be made.
Book and process prisoners in accordance with the provisions outlined in Chapter One
of this Manual.

2.4

Enter arrest in On Line Booking/Offender History Record.

2.5

Fill out Suicide Screening form for all prisoners prior to placing them in the cellblock.

2.6

Check for local wants and NCIC wants on all arrests.

2.7

Screen prisoners for injuries at time of booking.

2.8

Obtain medical aid for prisoners if necessary.

2.9

Enter arrest information in the Administrative Message Log.

2.10 Issue bail receipts and appearance tickets.
2.11 Place bail receipt and bail money in the rotary safe and note same in the Rotary Safe
Log, (PD 22).
2.12 Ensure prisoner property is taken and property stored.
2.13 Make proper entries in department logs.
2.14 Maintain Teletype Log (PD 40) and add information for each teletype dispatched.
2.15 Maintain Portable Radio Log (PD 58) and see that an entry is made for each radio
assigned.
2.16 Enter names of all officers entering the Pistol Range and the times they entered and left
the range in the Range Log (PD 35A).
2.17 Enter the names of all officers entering the Armory in the Administrative Message Log.
The permission of the desk officer or other competent authority must be obtained before
an officer can enter the Armory.
2.18 When a Hotline broadcast is received or dispatched, the desk officer will enter the
information in the Administrative Message Log.
2.19 Make appropriate entries in the Prisoner Diary Log (PD 51): Whenever a prisoner in
department custody is remanded to the county jail or another detention facility, the desk
officer will record the prisoner’s name, arrest number, facility sent to, and date
returnable to City Court in the Prisoner’s Diary Log.
2.20 Maintain the Private Tow Log (PD 49) whenever a towing company tows a vehicle from
private property. They will notify headquarters of such action, upon receipt of this
information, the desk officer will note same in the Private Tow Log. Information should
include the location the car was towed from, the plate number, make, and model of the
car towed, and the name of the tow truck driver, tow service, and where they are
located. Whenever a car is repossessed, the desk officer will record all information
relative to the car repossessed, the location taken from and the name of the authority
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enforcing the repossession.
2.21 Ensure that all property found, confiscated or deemed evidence is lodged in the
evidence locker, or in the case of bikes and mini bikes, in police storage, and that an
entry fully describing the property is made in the Evidence and Property system (PD
53).
2.22 Maintain the sick list (PD 59A). Whenever a member of the Department reports sick for
duty, the desk officer will note such report on the sick list and also in the Administrative
Message log.
2.23 Arrange for the transport of prisoners to and from the county jail and other detention
facilities. If prisoners must be picked up from the jail or other local facility, contact that
facility and verify that the prisoner is still in their custody and will be available for pick
up.
2.24 Monitor radio transmissions throughout the tour and in the event of a pursuit or other
emergency directly manage all radio communications.
2.25 Inspect all employees reporting to duty for special assignments or details prior to their
leaving headquarters.
2.26 Frequently review the CAD journal and ensure that all entries are accurate.
2.27 Make and inspection of the police building and its immediate exterior perimeter at least
once each tour of duty. Note it in the Administrative Message Log.
2.28 Upon being relieved for meal period, have an entry made in the Administrative Message
Log noting the time relieved and the name of the supervisor making the relief.
2.29 Desk officers assigned to work on the 2nd tour, on days when the Records Unit is open,
will direct that an inventory of all supplies maintained in the Communications Unit,
reception area and booking desk be conducted. A list of all needed supplies will be
compiled and the desk officer will request from the Records Unit such supplies as may
be needed for efficient operations.
2.30 When advised that department equipment is in need of service, i.e., radios, vehicles,
etc., the desk officer will see that the proper department forms requesting repair are
filed by the employee making the report and that the agency responsible for the repair
is notified. When such agency is closed, the desk officer will take appropriate action so
that the need for repair or service will be brought to the attention of the person or
agency responsible for the repair as soon as practicable.
2.31 The Desk officer is responsible for the security of all keys and access devices
maintained in the Communications Unit, reception desk and booking desk. No keys or
access devices will be removed without the desk officer’s permission.
2.32 When prisoners are present in the cell blocks, the desk officer will designate one of the
employees assigned to work in the Communications Unit to make inspections of the cell
blocks in accordance with the procedures outlined in Chapter One of this Manual. The
desk officer will also see that all prisoners are properly fed. Breakfast, lunch and dinner
will be obtained from the designated vendor and served to all prisoners in custody
during those time periods when those meals would be normally served. A meal chit for
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each meal will be filled out by the desk officer and include the prisoner’s name and
arrest number and the desk officer’s signature.
2.33 The desk officer will receive completed incident reports from employees during his tour
of duty. All reports that are accepted and signed will be placed in numerical order, in the
report envelope for that tour.
2.34 The desk officer will receive inquiries from the press and the media and will cooperate
with all inquiries in accordance with department procedures. Such procedures include
allowing the press to view the Administrative Journal and booking sheets.
2.35 The desk officer will make all notifications regarding unusual occurrences in accordance
with Article 8.02 of this Chapter. The desk officer is also responsible for making the
notifications regarding the recall of department personnel in accordance with existing
department procedures.
2.36 The desk officer will monitor the sick list and compare same to the availability of
personnel on the work sheet for the upcoming tour. If there appears to be a personnel
shortage for the next tour, the desk officer will notify the tour commander so that
arrangements can be made to have sufficient personnel for the upcoming tour.
2.37 The desk officer will receive and process House Inspection forms (PD 41) for Dark
Houses and Vacant Houses. A Dark House is one that is tenanted and furnished but
the tenants are absent. A Vacant House is one that has no tenants and is unfurnished.
2.38 When the desk officer receives a Dark of Vacant house, he shall enter the information
on a PD 41. The original to the form will be filed in the Communications Unit and the
duplicate will be forwarded to the outgoing tour via the tour commander.
2.39 The tour commander will give the PD 41 to the sector officer on whose sector the house
is located. The sector officer will place the PD 41 in the file box provided in each sector
car and will make periodic inspections of the house on the 2nd and 3rd tours.
2.40 When the sector officer is notified by Central or while on patrol finds that the occupants
of a house have returned, he shall notify the desk officer and submit the PD 41 at the
end of his tour.
2.41 When the desk officer receives the PD 41 he will hand stamp the original PD 41, date
and initial it and forward it to the Records Unit.
3. Duties to be Performed Before Concluding a Tour Of Duty
3.1

Brief the incoming desk officer on all matters of importance that may have occurred.

3.2

Advise the incoming desk officer of how many prisoners are in custody and of what their
status is regarding bail eligibility and mental and physical well being.

3.3

Advise the incoming desk officer of all special posts that are presently active.

3.4

Stand by until the incoming desk officer has checked the evidence locker and other
appropriate logs and has been fully updated regarding prevailing conditions.
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Upon relinquishing control of the desk, have an entry made in the Administrative
Message Log noting the time relief was made and the name of the supervisor making
the relief.
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POLICY: It will be the responsibility of the Desk Officer to immediately notify the Police Commissioner,
Deputy Police Commissioner, and the appropriate Division Commander in the event of an unusual
occurrence. Furthermore, it will be the responsibility of the tour commander to file an Unusual Occurrence
Report, or in instances where firearms have been discharged, to file a Firearms Discharge Report.
DEFINITIONS
PD 116- Unusual Occurrence Report: Pre-printed form to be filed by tour commander for any incident,
other than incidents involving discharge of weapons, defined as an Unusual Occurrence.
PD 117- Firearms Discharge Report: Pre-printed form to be filed by tour commander in any incident
where a member of the Department has discharged a weapon or has been fired upon.
PROCEDURE
1. Desk Officer’s Responsibility
1.1

The desk officer will make the appropriate notifications when any of the following incidents
occur:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Homicide
Serious assaults that may result in death
Potential or actual civil disorders
Hostage situations
Bias incident or suspected incident
Unusual accidents or major fires or disasters
Any serious employee injury
Any arrest of a New Rochelle Police Officer
Any arrest involving a police officer from another jurisdiction (includes federal law
enforcement officers).
Any arrest involving a local, county, state or federal official.
Any arrest involving a person who would be described as a VIP. This primarily refers to
anyone from the entertainment, sports, or business world whose arrest would attract the
attention of the news media.
Any police incident involving any New Rochelle Police Officer, police officer from another
jurisdiction (includes federal law enforcement officers), local, county, state or federal official,
or a person who would be described as a VIP wherein such incident is newsworthy and
would attract the attention of the news media.
Any domestic violence incident requiring police intervention and involving a New Rochelle
Police Officer.
Note: When doubt exists concerning whether an incident is an unusual occurrence, make
the required notifications.

2. Tour Commander’s Responsibility
2.1

The tour commander is responsible for the filing of the appropriate report (PD 116 or 117). This
report will be typewritten and will be filed prior to the completion of the tour commander’s tour of
duty. Various sections of the Rules and Regulations and Manual of Procedure mandate the
filing of a PD 37 regarding certain incidents. (Rules and Regulations, Chapter Four, Rule 4.14;
Chapter Six, Rule 6.14; Chapter Eight, Rule 8.05. Manual of Procedure- Article 1.01, Section
11; Article 5.29, Section 7; Article 5.30, Sections 1c, 2c, and 2e.) In place of the PD 37 the tour
commander will file the Unusual Occurrence Report or the Firearms Discharge Report.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to cooperate with the News Media and to observe all
federal and New York State laws regarding the release of police information, records, and documents.
DEFINITIONS
News Media: The News Media is comprised of individuals who are employees of news gathering
organizations and self-employed newspersons and other individuals who gather and report the news by
publishing or broadcasting articles, commentaries, books, photographs, video, film, or audio by electronic,
print or digital media such as radio, television, newspapers, magazines, books, and the Internet.
Press Conference: A Press conference is an event sponsored by the Department and open to the News
Media for the purpose of disseminating information of interest to the public. Meetings with individual
members of the News Media with Department officials do not fall within the definition of a Press
Conference.
PROCEDURE
It is in both the interest of the public and the Department to maintain positive relations with the News
Media and to afford the media access to information so that open lines of communication between the
Department and the community at large exist. The response to media questions should be open and
forthright and when questions cannot be answered, because they may hamper an investigation, violate
someone's right to privacy, or violate a constitutional right, the reasons therefore should be stated.
The release of information to the News Media will be in accordance with the following guidelines:
1. Persons Authorized to Release Information
1.1

The release of information, reports, or documents regarding the internal operations or affairs of
the Department may only be released by the Police Commissioner or another member of the
Department acting at his direction.

1.2

Current news items compiled by the Department may be released to the News Media by the
desk officer, a tour commander, a division commander, or any other member of the Department
acting with the assent of competent authority as a Department spokesman or Information
Officer.

1.3

Requests for information on continuing investigations will be directed to the commander of the
division carrying the investigation.

1.4

Interviews with individual members of the Department regarding their involvement with a
specific police incident will not be permitted without the employee first obtaining the permission
of his commanding officer. The release of information in these instances should be in
accordance with the guidelines outlined in this article.

2. Information that May be Released
2.1

The sex, age, and town or city of residence of the victim. The name and address of a victim will
not be released without the authority of a division commander.

2.2

The reported time and location of a criminal act.

2.3

The time the criminal act was reported to the Department and the method of reporting.
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2.4

The general facts that directly relate to the elements of the specified criminal act.

2.5

A general statement describing unidentified suspects; do not report unusual and distinct
“identifiers'' of the personal appearance or conduct of the suspect unless approved by the
Police Commissioner.

2.6

A general statement describing the reported stolen property.

2.7

The identity of apprehended persons, i.e., name, age, sex, and address only.

2.8

The general facts that directly relate to the circumstances surrounding arrests:
•
•
•

2.9

Time and place of arrest
Possession and use of weapons
General description of property seized at the time of arrest

The exact charge, amount of bail, and schedules and locations for succeeding stages in the
judicial process.

2.10 Name of the investigating or arresting officer and assigned unit, unless disclosure may
jeopardize the officer or restrict further investigative efforts.
3. Information that May Not be Released
3.1

Identity of suspects who are interviewed or detained and not charged

3.2

Identity of any active or potential witnesses

3.3

Identity of victims of sexual criminal activity; you may report race, sex, and age only

3.4

Identity of juveniles

3.5

Detailed, identifying information about physical evidence, weapons, and the reported loss due to
a criminal act

3.6

Any information about valuable property not stolen

3.7

Any statement about the existence or content of a confession, statement, or admission by the
accused

3.8

The refusal of the accused to make a statement or submit to tests or examinations

3.9

The results of any tests or examinations

3.10 Any statement about the credibility of statements or evidence
3.11 The identity of a confidential source
3.12 Any comments that would deprive a person of the right to a fair trial or impartial adjudication
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3.13 Any comment that would endanger the life or safety of any person
3.14 Any comment about a potential or actual disciplinary proceeding in the Department
3.15 Composite pictures, "montages" or actual photographs of identified or unidentified suspects
without the approval of the Police Commissioner.
3.16 Prior arrests or conviction records of defendants
3.17 Name of a deceased or injured victim, unless the identity of the victim is properly verified and
the next of kin notified.
4. Reports and Documents Which the News Media May View on a Daily Basis
4.1

The News Media will have access to the following documents and reports:
•
•
•
•

4.2

PD-29
Arrest Record
Copies of incident reports filed with the Department
Press Releases

Copies of reports may be provided to the News Media for review, by the Records Unit, after a
Staff Services supervisor has reviewed a copy of the requested report and blackened out all
information that May Not be released as stipulated in this Article.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to furnish to the members of the public, the records and
information maintained by this agency in accordance with all federal, state, and local laws.
DEFINITIONS:
Freedom of Information Law (F.O.I.L.): This statute is found in Article 6 of the N.Y.S. Public Officers Law
which governs access to public records and information.
Records Access Officer: The Staff Services Commander will act in this capacity and be responsible for
assuring the appropriate and timely response to requests for access to records.
Record: Defined as virtually any kind of information kept by the agency in any physical form whatsoever.
This would include but not be limited to paper documents, computer files, photographs, as well as maps.
PROCEDURE:
1. A member of the public seeking a record or report will be directed to the service window of the
Records Unit. The service window will be in operation to accept information requests from 8:30
a.m. until 4:30 p.m., Monday-Friday, excluding holidays.
2. Written requests for information that are received via the regular mail, fax, e-mail or from the City
Clerk’s office will be date stamped and forwarded to the Staff Services Commander for his review
and action. Written requests may also be submitted on a form provided by the Department.
3. The Staff Services Commander will direct that the requested information or record be prepared
for inspection or copying. Copying fees will be in accordance with the statutory rate.
4. Denial of access to records must be in writing and in compliance with Article 6 of the Public
Officer’s Law, and Chapter 259 of the City Code.
5. The Corporation Counsel will be consulted for direction and legal guidance when questions of
subjective interpretation arise over compliance with all the appropriate statutes governing F.O.I.L.
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POLICY: No records will be removed from the Records Unit without proper authorization. Records or
copies of records will only be made available through Records Unit staff and with the approval of the
Records Unit supervisor.
PROCEDURE
1. Members of the Department requiring records or copies thereof will make their request at the Records
Unit service door.
2. Records Unit staff will ensure that no records are released without proper authority.
3. Whenever a request for photographs, fingerprint copies, or palm print copies, is made by a member
of this Department or another law enforcement agency, such request will be filed on a Record
Removal Form (PD 57A) and submitted to a Records Unit supervisor for verification.
4. If the requested material is available the Staff Services supervisor will retrieve the material and
forward it to the officer or agency that made the request. The Record Removal Form will be placed in
the file from which the material was removed and will remain there until the file is disposed of or the
material is resumed.
5. Each employee who has removed photographs, fingerprint copies or palm print copies from the
Records Unit, shall, upon request, return the items immediately, if an Order of Termination of a
Criminal Action in Favor of the Accused is issued in accordance with Section 160.50 of the Criminal
Procedure Law.
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POLICY: All lost, stolen, abandoned, or recovered property or property identified as evidence will be
delivered to the property clerk for proper storage or disposal.
PROCEDURE
1. Property and property taken as Evidence recovered by the Department will be processed according
to the following guidelines:
1.1

When a member of the Department recovers property that was lost, reported stolen, or
abandoned, the member of the Department will initiate an investigation and attempt to locate
the owner of such property. The information regarding any property taken will be filed in an
incident report and the description of the property will entered in the Evidence and Property
system. The property will then be delivered to the property clerk. If the property clerk is
unavailable the property will be delivered to the desk officer.

1.2

The labeling of property must include applicable data such as the property number, event/case
number, time and date of recovery, owner’s information and storage location.

1.3

Documentation of property must include the property number, event/case number, time and
date of recovery, source/owner of item, incident type, description of item, type of item, name of
person collecting item, investigating officer, storage location and purge review date.

1.4

Packaging materials are stored in the Forensic area. Officers shall package items so that
evidence is not permitted to be tampered with, contaminated, or contaminate other evidence.

1.5

Property too large to fit into the Desk Safe will be placed in a secure area at the direction of the
desk officer.

1.6

Motor vehicles will be stored at the police compound. Information relative to the make, model,
and owner of the vehicle will be filed in the Tow Log. A PD 53C will be filed for all property
contained in the vehicle and the information for all property removed from the vehicle will be
entered in the Evidence and Found Property System.

1.7

Bicycles and mini-bikes will be stored at the bicycle storage area. Information will be entered in
the Evidence and Property System.

1.8

The Forensic Unit will process evidence located at a crime scene. After all forensic functions
have been completed the employee assigned to the Forensic Unit who is handling the evidence
will deliver it to the property clerk.

1.9

Evidence from a crime that does not have to be processed by the Forensic Unit will be delivered
to the property clerk. An entry pertaining to the evidence will be made in the Evidence and
Found Property System prior to being turned over to the property clerk. If the property clerk's
office is closed the evidence will be brought to the Complaint Desk and placed in the desk safe
by the desk officer.

2. Responsibilities of the property clerk relative to property and evidence
2.1

At the start of each tour of duty the property clerk will respond to the Complaint Desk and take
custody of all evidence and property lodged in the desk safe.
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2.2

The property clerk will have the right to refuse items submitted due to improper packaging
and/or safety concerns. Any refusals will be reported to the desk supervisor for correction by
the officer attempting to put the property into the property room. The officer will resubmit the
item as per the rules and regulations of this section.

2.3

Property and evidence taken into custody by the property clerk or brought to the property clerk
by other members of the Department will be logged in the Evidence and Found Property
System and placed in storage by the property clerk.

2.4

Evidence that must be transferred to the Westchester County Laboratory or the Department of
Public Safety for analysis or processing will be conveyed to those agencies by the property
clerk.

2.5

When evidence is removed from the custody of the property clerk, an entry will be made in
Evidence and Property System regarding the time and date the evidence was removed; the
identity of the individual removing the evidence; and the destination of the evidence. No
evidence will be removed without the authority of the property clerk or a Staff Services Division
supervisor.

2.6

Property classified as evidence will not be returned to its owner or destroyed until the criminal
case which it is associated with is closed or the District Attorney or the court has authorized its
release or destruction. The property clerk will review all notifications received from the County
relative to the disposition of criminal cases. Case disposition will be entered in the On Line
Booking Offender History and any property held by the Department as evidence will be returned
to its owners or destroyed. Unclaimed evidence will be disposed of in accordance with the
Personal Property Law.

2.7

The property clerk will attempt to locate and notify the rightful owners of property that is in
Department custody. If the property goes unclaimed the city may take ownership of such
property after the statutory time limits mandated by the Personal Property Law have expired.
Once the city takes ownership of property it will either auction off the property or destroy it.

2.8

No property shall be destroyed without the permission of the Police Commissioner or his
designee.

2.9

The Finance Department will conduct all auctions. The property clerk will assist the Finance
Department by tagging and identifying property scheduled for auction.

2.10 When drug evidence must be destroyed, the property clerk will file all of the appropriate forms
with the city court and obtain a Court order to destroy the drugs. Drugs will be destroyed in
accordance with the guidelines set forth in Article 33, Section 3387 of the Public Health Law.
2.11 Money classified as property or evidence that becomes the property of the City will be delivered
to the Finance Department.
3. Manner of Notification to Property Owners
3.1

Notification by certified mail will be made to the owners of property, when their identity is known,
before any action is taken by the Department to convert ownership of the property to the city.
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4. Evidence Custodian Training
4.1

All personnel assigned the duties of property room/evidence custodian will successfully
complete a course in property/evidence room management within one year of being assigned
such duties.

5. Property Audit and Inventory Management
5.1

The Internal Affairs Unit is responsible for conducting inventories and audits of property within
the protective custody of this Department.

5.2

The property and evidence audit shall include an inventory and a review of the property records
for each item to ensure compliance. The minimum amount of property to be sampled during the
audit shall be five percent of the total property room inventory or fifty items, whichever is less.
This audit shall be conducted biannually.

5.3

The audit must include a sampling of money, firearms, controlled substances, and high value
items, if they exist, each time an audit is conducted.

5.4

A report shall be completed identifying the property that was audited.

5.5

Whenever a new property clerk is designated, an audit according to this section 5 shall be
conducted.
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Policy: Only those forms, logs, and reports authorized by the Department will be utilized in the regular
course of official business.
Procedure: The following forms, logs, and reports will be used in the regular course of official business:
Commissioner Office Forms
1.

CO 1

Personnel Complaint Form

2.

CO 1A

Command Discipline Election Report

3.

CO 2

Delinquency Record

4.

CO 3

Civilian Complaint Form

5.

CO 8

Request to Engage in Off Duty Employment

6.

CO 12

Police Commissioner Memos

7.

CO 13

General Order

8.

CO 14

Special Order

9.

CO 18

Cash Receipt Book

10.

CO 18A

Petty Cash Receipt

11.

CO 19

Probationary Report

12.

CO 20

Recruit Questionnaire

13.

CO 24

Police Commissioner Daily Appointment Book

14.

CO 26

Purchase Requisition

15.

CO 27

Purchase Order

16.

CO 28

Standard Claim Form

17.

CO 33

Pistol Application Form

18.

CO 34

Pistol Permit Reference Form

Applicant Investigation Forms
1.

AI 1

Instruction Sheet

2.

AI 1A

Interview Instructions

3.

AI 2

Employment Records

4.

AI 3

Motor Vehicle Information (Driver’s License)

5.

AI 4

Public Assistance Inquiry

6.

AI 5

Social Security Inquiry

7.

AI 6

School Records

8.

AI 7

Medical Records

9.

AI 8

Military Records

10.

AI 9

Listed Vehicles

11.

AI 10

Pedigree Sheet
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12.

AI 11

Welfare Fraud

13.

AI 12

General Release

14.

AI 13

Mental Health Records

15.

AI 14

Verification of Birth Record

16.

AI 15

Verification of Addresses

17.

AI 16

Confidential Police Check

18.

AI 17

Letter of Notification for Interview

19.

AI 18

Personal Reference Letter

Date Effective: 01 Jan 92
Date Revised: 04 Aug 21

Forms Issued by Agencies Other Than the Police Department
1.

MV-104A

Police Accident Report (DMV)

2.

MV-78B

Report of lost or stolen license or registration items (DMV)

3.

AA-134

Report of refusal to submit to a chemical test (DMV)

4.

Breathalyzer Operational Checklist Model 900A (DCJS)

5.

DCJS3247

DataMaster Operational Checklist

6.

MV-907A

Salvage Certificate (DMV)

7.

DSS-221A

Department of Social Services Report of Suspected Child Abuse or Maltreatment

8.

330 ADM

Suicide Prevention Screening Guidelines Form (Commission of Correction)

9.

District Attorney’s Crime Report (Westchester County)

10.

DPW 9

Vehicle Repair Request Form (City of New Rochelle Department of Public works)

11.

DCJS 3200

Warrant Control Sheet

12.

DCJS 3201

Warrant Control Log

13.

DCJS 3202

Warrant Control Jacket

14.

DCJS 3221

Domestic Violence Report

15.

New York State Police Firearms Acquisition/Disposition Form

16.

DL 41

17.

New York State Police AMBER Alert Submission Form

18.

New York State Police AMBER Alert Authorization to Publicize Form

19.

C-2

Employers Report of Work-Related Injury/Illness

20.

C-3

Employee Claim Workers Compensation Board

New York State Department of Agriculture and Markets Dangerous Dog Complaint
Form

Police Department Forms
1.

PD 1A

Motor Vehicle Accident Supplement

2.

PD 1B

Serious Motor Vehicle Accident Field Report
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3.

PD 1C

Motor Vehicle Accident Witness Statement

4.

PD 2

Incident Report

5.

PD 3

Supplemental Incident Report

6.

PD 4

Accident Information Exchange Form

7.

PD 5

License Card, registration Certificate, and Number Plates Confiscation Form

8.

PD 6

Police Department Employee Record Card

9.

PD 7

Vehicle Inspection or Brake Test Form

10.

PD 8

Missing Person Certification Sheet

11.

PD 9

Supporting Deposition for Traffic Offenses

12.

PD 10

Soundex Card

13.

PD 11

Supporting Deposition for Breathalyzer or DataMaster Operators

14.

PD 12

Supporting Deposition for V & TL 1192 Offenses

15.

PD 13

Motor vehicle Accident Witness Deposition

16.

PD 14

Alcohol Influence Report Form

17.

PD 15

Application for Taxi/Livery Driver

18.

PD 15A

Application for Taxi/Livery License

19.

PD 15B

Taxi/Livery Vehicle Inspection Form

20.

PD 15C

Application for Transfer of Taxi/Livery License

21.

PD 16

Radar Log

22.

PD 17

23.

PD 18

Receipt for Records or Property

24.

PD 19

DataMaster Weekly Calibration Log

25.

PD 20

Breath Test Log

26.

PD 21

Order of Protection Log

27.

PD 22

Desk Safe Rotary Log

28.

PD 23

Jail Roster

29.

PD 23A

Prisoners Daily Log (Jail Log)

30.

PD 24

31.

PD 24-2

Notice of Constitutional Rights Card

32.

PD 24-3

DWI/DWAI Drugs Warning Card

33.

PD 24-4

DWI/DWAI Drugs Warning Card (Spanish)

34.

PD 24-5

Notice of Constitutional Rights Card (Spanish)

35.

PD 25

Medical Service Provider Billing Form

36.

PD 26

Pistol License Card

37.

PD 27

Arrest Record

38.

PD 27A

Arrest Index
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39.

PD 27B

Juvenile Arrest Record

40.

PD 27C

Juvenile Arrest Index

41.

PD 27D

Juvenile Report Card

42.

PD 28

Consent to Interview Juvenile Waiver Form

43.

PD 29

Desk Officer Bulletin

44.

PD 30

Request for Special Detail

45.

PD 31

Criminal History Request Information Form

46.

PD 32

Prisoners Meal Ticket Book

47.

PD 33

Daily Street Light Report

48.

PD 33A

Defective Traffic Signal Light Form

49.

PD 34

Adjourned Case Diary

50.

PD 35

Pistol Range Log

51.

PD 36

Interrupted Patrol Log

52.

PD 37

Interdepartmental Communication

53.

PD 37A

Employee Injury Claim Form

54.

PD 38

Department Letterhead

55.

PD 39

Field Interview Report

56.

PD 40

Transmittal Record for Teletype Alarms

57.

PD 41

House Inspection Form

58.

PD 42

Department Vehicle Inspection Form

59.

PD 43

Stolen Property Worksheet

60.

PD 44

Owner’s Deposition

61.

PD 45

Statement Form with Constitutional Rights

62.

PD 45A

Statement Form

63.

PD 46

Affidavit of Forgery

64.

PD 47

65.

PD 48

Tow Log

66.

PD 49

Private Tow Log

67.

PD 50

68.

PD 51

Prisoner Transfer Diary

69.

PD 52

Report of Conditions

70.

PD 52A

Animal Referral Form

71.

PD 52B

Animal Confinement Form

72.

PD 53

Automated Record and Property Log

73.

PD 53A

Complaint Desk Bicycle Record and Property Book

74.

PD 53B

Prisoner Property Receipt

Date Effective: 01 Jan 92
Date Revised: 04 Aug 21
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75.

PD 53C

Vehicle Inventory Form

76.

PD 54

77.

PD 55

Automated External Defibrillator Daily Checklist

78.

PD 55A

Automated External Defibrillator Report

79.

PD 56

Inspection of Uniform Report

80.

PD 57

81.

PD 57A

Records Removal Card

82.

PD 57B

Uniform Traffic Ticket Removal Form

83.

PD 58

Portable Radio Control Log

84.

PD 58B

Laptop Computer Log

85.

PD 59

Daily Work Sheet

86.

PD 59A

Daily Leave of Absence, Vacation, and Sick Leave List

87.

PD 59B

Staff Personnel Work Sheet

88.

PD 59C

School Crossing Guard Work Sheet

89.

PD 59D

Special Detail Roster

90.

PD 59E

Special Operations Unit Work Sheet

91.

PD 60

Desk Information Sheet

92.

PD 61

Employee Activity Report

93.

PD 62

Problem Sheet

94.

PD 63

95.

PD 64

Radio Repair Report

96.

PD 65

Firearms Report

97.

PD 66

Burglar Alarm Permit

98.

PD 66A

99.

PD 66B

100.

PD 67

101.

PD 68

102.

PD 69

Letter of Good Conduct Form

103.

PD 70

Prisoner Fingerprint Card

104.

PD 71

Mounting Card for Full Length Photo

105.

PD 72

Mounting Card for Profile and Front View Photo

106.

PD 73

Local Police Records Check Form

107.

PD 74

Local Criminal History B# Card

108.

PD 75

Forensic Unit Activity Control Log

109.

PD 76

Forensic Unit Station Facsimile Log

110.

PD 77

Commanding Officer’s Diary

Victims Assistance Card
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111.

PD 80

Suspected Premises List

112.

PD 83

Record of Local Alarms

113.

PD 84

Memorandum Book

114.

PD 84A

Memorandum Book Insert Pads

115.

PD 85

116.

PD 88

Parking Summons Distribution Control Log

117.

PD 89

Uniform Traffic Ticket Distribution Control Log

118.

PD 92

Department Vehicle Service Schedule

119.

PD 93

Criminal Court Calendar

120.

PD 96

Cash Bail Receipts

121.

PD 96A

Adult Appearance Ticket

122.

PD 96B

Juvenile Delinquent Appearance Ticket

123.

PD 97

Records Unit Subpoena Log

124.

PD 97A

Subpoena Service Receipt

125.

PD 98

Criminal Investigations Division Activity Sheet

126.

PD 99

Firearms Qualification Log

127.

PD 100

Department Equipment Uniform Form

128.

PD 101

Personal Inquiry Form

129.

PD 102

Combat Auto Theft Form

130.

PD 102A

Combat Auto Theft Decal

131.

PD 103A

Abandoned Vehicle Fact Sheet

132.

PD 103B

Abandoned Vehicle Acquisition Certificate

133.

PD 103C

Notice to Registrant/Lienholder of an Abandoned Vehicle

134.

PD 103D

Abandoned Vehicle Bill of Sale Form

135.

PD 104

Vehicle Theft Preliminary Investigation Report

136.

PD 105

Rape Crisis Center Form

137.

PD 106

Evidence Recovery Log

138.

PD 107

Photographic Log

139.

PD 108

Latent Print Lift Log

140.

PD 109

Disposal of Property Form

141.

PD 110

Missing Report Sheet

142.

PD 111

Request for Overtime Pay

143.

PD 112

NYSPIN Form Letter

144.

PD 113

Registered Informant File Form

145.

PD 113A

Underage Agent Form

146.

PD 114

Exposure Incident Report
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147.

PD 115

Aggravated Unlicensed Operation Supporting Deposition

148.

PD 116

Unusual Occurrence Report

149.

PD 117

Firearms Discharge Report

150.

PD 118

Evaluation Form

151.

PD 119

Use of Force Report

152.

PD 120

Prisoner Debriefing Form

153.

PD 121

Employee Drug Testing Questionnaire

154.

PD 122

Cabaret, Public Dance Hall and Catering Establishment License Application

155.

PD 122A

Designated Agent, Designation/Acknowledgement/Consent Form

156.

PD 122B

Substitute Agent, Designation/Acknowledgement/Consent Form

157.

PD 122C

Successor Agent, Designation/Acknowledgement/Consent Form

158.

PD 123

Cabaret, Public Dance Hall and Catering Establishment License Application
Supplement

159.

PD 123A

Fingerprint Waiver for Cabaret, Public Dance Hall and Catering Establishment
License

160.

PD 124

Cabaret, Public Dance Hall and Catering Establishment Supplemental Answer Form

161.

PD 125

Warrant Service Risk Assessment

162.

PD 125A

Warrant Service Scouting Mission Checklist

163.

PD 126

Fraud Report Form

164.

PD 127

Affidavit of Service – UTT Mailing

165.

PD 128

Domestic Violence Lethality Screen

166.

PD 128S

Domestic Violence Lethality Screen (Spanish)
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POLICY: To establish the rules and guidelines governing the distribution and use of Metropolitan
Transportation Authority Bridges & Tunnels (MTA B&T) non-revenue E-ZPass tags for The New Rochelle
Police Department.
SCOPE: This policy applies to all members of the Department who receive non-revenue E-ZPass tags for
usage on agency vehicles. This policy covers non-revenue E-ZPass tags that can be used for toll free
passage at the authorized MTA B&T facilities.
1. Important Information:
1.1. E-ZPass Non-Revenue Tag Statement: MTA B&T reserve the right to review agency vehicle
usage statements at anytime and suspend or rescind an agency’s non-revenue tag privileges in
cases of abuse or when any requirements in this policy are not met.
1.2. Disclosure of Non-Revenue Statement Information: All non-revenue account information will be
disclosed to third parties, as required by law, and may be used by MTA B&T for any lawful
purpose at its sole discretion.
1.3. E-ZPass Non-Revenue Tag: This is an electronic non-revenue tag used for toll passage in the EZpass system.
1.4. E-ZPass Non-Revenue Tag Distribution & Control: MTA B&T holds the New Rochelle Police
Department completely responsible for the distribution, control and safeguarding of the E-ZPass
tags. Failure to control and safeguard the E-ZPass tags can lead to the suspension of the EZPass tag privileges for the New Rochelle Police Department.
2. New Rochelle Police Department Requirements & Responsibilities:

2.1. E-ZPass Tag Distribution and Control Procedure: The New Rochelle Police Department has
implemented the following procedure for the distribution and control of the E-ZPass non-revenue
tags. This procedure includes all the requirements specified by MTA B&T. All employees driving
agency vehicles with E-ZPass tags must abide and follow the requirements in this procedure.
Failure to follow any requirements in this procedure will result in disciplinary action as specified
in sections 2.4 & 2.5 of this policy.

2.2. Receipt & Distribution of E-ZPass Tags: The New Rochelle Police Department Agency Liaison
Officer will be the Training Director. Upon receipt of the E-Z Pass tags, the Agency Liaison
Officer will make an entry in the Departments Administrative Log indicating the receipt of The EZPass tags and how they will be distributed. The E-Z Pass tags will be assigned as follows: 2 EZPass tags to the Police Services Division Commander, 6 E-ZPass tags to the Criminal
Investigations Division Commander for use in radio cars, 2 E-ZPass tags to the Office of the
Police Commissioner.

2.3. Safeguard of E-ZPassTags: It is the employee’s responsibility to safeguard the E-ZPass tag
while in the vehicle in his/her possession. It is the responsibility of unit supervisors to safeguard
the E-Zpass tag assigned to their unit when the tag is not in use.
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2.4. Lost or Stolen E-ZPassTag: If the E-ZPass tag is lost or stolen, it is the employee’s
responsibility to report a lost or stolen tag to the Desk Officer immediately. The Desk Officer will
contact the Customer Service Center at
, and provide them with the E-ZPass tag
number. It will be the Agency Liaison’s responsibility to report the lost or stolen E-ZPass tag to
MTA B&T Revenue Management within the next business day. Upon verbal notification, the
Agency Liaison must also follow up with a written notification within the next two business days,
preferably a facsimile, to the Director of Revenue Management. Failure to verbally report a
lost/stolen E-ZPass tag to the Customer Service Center immediately will require agency to make
payment of unauthorized uses. Additionally, a member of the Department who loses or fails to
report a lost or stolen E-ZPass tag will be considered in violation of section 9.5 of this
Departments Rules & Regulations and subject to discipline as specified in chapter 6 of this
Departments Manual of Procedure

2.5. Use of E-Zpass Tag: The non-revenue E-ZPass tags must be used for official agency business
only. Upon using the E-ZPass tag, or as soon as practical thereafter, a member of the
Department will notify the dispatcher. The dispatcher will make an entry in the administrative log
reflecting the officer making the request, the car number and location the E-ZPass tag was used.
Any personal usage is classified as unauthorized use and is prohibited. Violation of this policy
may lead to cancellation of the agency’s non-revenue E-ZPass tag privilege. Additionally, a
member of the Department who violates this policy will be considered in violation of section 9.3 of
this Departments Rules & Regulations and subject to disciplinary action as specified in chapter 6
of this Department Manual of Procedure.

2.6 Non-Transferable Clause: These E-ZPass tags are not transferable from one vehicle to another.
Once an E-ZPass tag is assigned to an agency vehicle, the tag must be used only with that vehicle,
unless a special arrangement has been made with MTA B&T Revenue Management Department.
The Agency Liaison Officer is responsible for controlling these changes, creating a database,
ensuring these changes are updated in the database, and contacting MTA B&T Revenue
Management with any updates.
2.7 Quarterly Report: It will be the responsibility of the Agency Liaison Officer to provide MTA B&T with a
quarterly update of all records and E-ZPass tag assignments.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to minimize the possibility of death or injury as a result of
a motor vehicle accident by requiring safety belt usage in accordance with the following guidelines.
PROCEDURE
Research clearly indicates that the use of safety belts has a significant effect in reducing the number of
deaths and the severity of injuries resulting from traffic accidents. A law enforcement officer's chance of
being involved in a motor vehicle accident is greater than that of the general public. The use of safety
restraints reduces this risk of death and serious injury and assists officers in maintaining proper control of
their vehicles in pursuit and/or emergency high-speed operations.
1. All Department personnel shall use safety belts installed by the vehicle manufacturer properly
adjusted and securely fastened when operating or riding in any vehicle so equipped. This includes all
vehicles owned, leased or rented by the Department.
2. The above also applies to the operation of privately owned or other vehicles if used while on-duty.
3. No person shall modify, remove, deactivate or otherwise tamper with the vehicle safety belts. The
safety belt and shoulder harness will be properly worn in accordance with design.
4. Personnel who discover an inoperable restraint system shall immediately report the defect to the
appropriate supervisor. Prompt attention will be taken to replace or repair the system. Unless a
replacement vehicle is unavailable, no person shall operate a departmental vehicle in which any
safety belt in the front seat is inoperable.
5. When civilian passengers are authorized or permitted to be transported in a Departmental vehicle, it
is the operator's responsibility to ensure that safety belts are worn in accordance with Vehicle and
Traffic Law Section 1229 C. Thus, all front seat passengers and rear seat passengers under the age
of ten shall wear safety belts.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to provide a safe and healthful work environment for all
personnel relative to the spread of infectious diseases.
DEFINITIONS
HIV/AIDS: A blood borne disease which infects and destroys white blood cells, thus undermining that part
of the body's immune system which normally combats infections and malignancies.
Hepatitis A: Known as infectious hepatitis, it is caused by infection of the liver with the Hepatitis A virus. It
is usually spread by hand to hand or sexual contact or direct contact with the feces of an infected person,
or via contaminated food or water.
Hepatitis B: Known as serum hepatitis, it is a serious blood borne disease caused by infection of the liver
with the Hepatitis B virus. It can be transmitted by contact between small amounts of infected blood with
non-intact skin or mucous membranes. Additionally, it can be spread by sexual contact or infected
needles.
Tuberculosis: A bacterial disease which is transmitted through the air. It is specifically spread by inhaling
airborne droplets of the sputum of infected persons. Tuberculosis usually affects the lungs, but can occur
in any site of the body.
At Risk Exposure: Exposure to a person or animal suspected of having a communicable disease.
Bloodborne Pathogens: Microorganisms (pathogenic) that are present in human blood and can cause
disease in humans. To include but not limited to HIV, HBV, and TB.
Contaminated: The presence, or the reasonably anticipated presence of blood or other potentially
infectious materials.
Decontaminated: Removal, destruction or inactivation of bloodborne pathogens on a surface item to the
point where they are no longer capable of transmitting infectious particles. This is accomplished by
physical or chemical means.
Gloves: For the purpose of this article, gloves will relate only to Nitrile and not to any other type.
Occupational Exposure: Anticipated skin, eye, mucous membrane or parenteral contact with blood or
other potentially infectious materials that may result from the performance of a member's duties.
Parenteral: Piercing mucous membranes or the skin barrier, i.e., needle stick, human bites.
Personal Protective Equipment: Specialized clothing or equipment worn to protect against a hazard. (This
clothing is also known as PPE's)
Potentially Infectious Materials: Human body fluids to include: blood, semen, vaginal secretions,
cerebrospinal fluid, synovial fluid, pleural fluid, pericardial fluid, peritoneal fluid, amniotic fluid, saliva and
any body fluid when it cannot be accurately identified. Also to include any unfixed tissue or organ other
than intact skin.
Source Individual: Any individual living or dead, whose blood or other potentially infectious fluids or parts
may be the source of occupational exposure of an infectious disease.
Universal Precautions: Refers to a system of infection control which assumes that the blood and other
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body fluids of all people are infectious and routinely applies preventative strategies and barrier techniques
in circumstances where occupational exposure could occur.
Workplace: Any police vehicle, cell, office or room that an infectious person may be in.
PROCEDURE
The risk of occupational exposure to infectious disease for members of the Department varies with the
infectious agent and with the situation. Communicable disease exposure is an occupational health hazard
and it is the design of this procedure to provide all members of the Department with the best available
protection from occupationally acquired communicable diseases.
1. Implementation and Methodology
1.1

Universal precautions will be observed to prevent contact with body fluids or other potentially
infectious materials. All body fluids will be considered suspect. These precautions will include
but are not limited to the following:
•

Wearing appropriate protective gear to include, but not limited to: gloves, masks that cover
the mouth and nose, goggles or other appropriate eye protection, and gowns. The amount
and type of protection needed will be determined by the individual based on an analysis of
the situation, but should always at the very least include gloves. Additional equipment
should be used if there is a potential for splashing, splattering, spraying, or droplet
generation of potentially infected body fluids.

1.2

Members of the Department must wash their hands with soap and water using a recognized
scrubbing and hand drying procedure as soon as possible after exposure whether or not
protective gear was worn. Facilities will be made available in the work area for this procedure. In
the field one must find wash facilities as soon as practicable following exposure or use an
antiseptic hand cleanser.

1.3

Other body surfaces shall be washed with soap and water following exposure to potentially
infected body fluids or other materials as soon as possible.

1.4

Members of the Department shall not eat, drink, smoke, handle contact lenses, apply cosmetics
or lip balm within their work environment if they have been or that environment was exposed to
contaminated body fluids or other materials, until they are out of the contaminated area and
have been properly decontaminated.

1.5

Contaminated work environment including equipment, transportation devices and vehicles,
clothing, personal protective equipment, etc., shall be cleaned and decontaminated immediately
or as soon as possible following an exposure to potentially infectious body flubs or other
materials. This cleaning will be done with a disinfectant appropriate for the type of
contamination that has occurred.

2. Housekeeping and Laundry
2.1

Care must be employed when disposing of infectious waste. In general, all discarded personal
protective equipment including Nitrile gloves, dust masks and any other items such as wipes
used to clean up spills must be Red Bagged" and segregated from normal refuse.

2.2

A "Red Bagged" waste container will be maintained at the central police desk for disposal
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purposes. The custodial staff will be alerted to this potential hazard and be responsible for the
immediate removal of the waste from the police building.
2.3

Any member who handles infectious waste should wear proper barrier protection. Uniforms and
personal clothing are not considered personal protective equipment. However, in the event that
this clothing does become contaminated with blood or other potentially infectious material as a
result of an exposure incident the member shall:
•

Place the contaminated clothing in a double bag and seal same to prevent leakage.

•

The member should then deliver the clothing to a professional cleaner for cleaning or, if the
member wishes to cleanse the clothes himself, wash the clothing three times using
detergent and an appropriate disinfectant.

•

Any other equipment (flashlight, handcuffs, etc.) that has come in contact with potentially
infectious materials will be washed with a concentration of hot soapy water and bleach.

2.4

Contaminated vehicles will be removed from service until they can be cleaned and
decontaminated by the car wash service used by this department.

2.5

Contaminated cells will not be used until they can be cleaned and decontaminated by the
custodial staff.

3. Personal Protective Equipment
3.1

The Department will provide this equipment and each police vehicle will be equipped with an
infectious disease kit. These kits will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.2

Nitrile Gloves
Biohazard Labels
Red Waste Bags
Hand Wipes
Sharps Tubes
Coveralls
Dust Masks, Goggles
First Aid Box

It will be the responsibility of personnel assigned to a vehicle to see that the kit is properly
stocked. Adequate supplies will be stored at the central police desk. Contaminated personal
protective equipment will be cleaned, laundered, or disposed of as necessary and appropriate.

4. Hepatitis B Vaccination & Tuberculosis (PPD Skin) Testing
4.1

The Training Unit will provide information on HBV and PPD Testing addressing its safety,
benefits, efficiency, methods of administration and availability.

4.2

This vaccination and testing will be provided to members free of charge.

4.3

The Hepatitis B Vaccine will be made available to all members of the Department. All members
will be encouraged to receive the vaccination. Those who decline to receive the vaccination will
sign a statement stating so. This statement will remain on file with the Training Unit. Any
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member who declines the vaccination may receive it at a later date. Those members who are
receiving this vaccination will follow those guidelines that the Sound Shore Medical Center has
set up for the administering of this series. Those members that receive this vaccination will be
testes for the antibodies 5-7 years after receiving the last shot of the series. These records will
also be placed in the member’s safety file.
4.4

The PPD Skin Test will test the member for the presence of tuberculosis. All members will be
encouraged to receive this test. Those who decline to receive this test will sign a statement
stating so. This statement will remain on file with the Training Unit Coordinator. Any member
who declines the test may receive it at a later date. Any member, who receives this test, must
have it read by a qualified person at the SSMC within 48-72 hours after the test is administered.
Those members that have a positive skin test must have a chest x-ray to confirm or deny the
presence of tuberculosis. The Director of the contracted emergency medical services provider
will guide them. This test will be made available to all members of the Department on an annual
basis. All test records will also be placed in the member’s safety file.

5. Post Exposure Follow Up
5.1

Following an incident of exposure to blood or other potentially infectious body fluids,
tuberculosis, or any other infectious disease the member will immediately:
•

Cleanse the exposed area with an approved disinfectant.

•

Notify the appropriate supervisor who will initiate an incident report (EMS) and a PD 37.

5.2

The exposed member will either respond to the contracted emergency medical services
provider during business hours, or to the emergency room during non-business hours, for
treatment. It will be the responsibility of the director of the medical provider to arrange for the
necessary follow-up treatment (if needed) of a member who has been exposed to an infectious
disease.

5.3

The exposed member will file a PD 114 (Exposure Incident Report) and submit it to the
Department Safety Officer. The Safety Officer will review all PD114’s and place same into the
file of the exposed member that is kept in the Training Unit.

5.4

The identity of the source individual should be ascertained along with his/her address,
telephone and medical doctor. When possible the Director of the contracted emergency medical
services provider will attempt to test the source individual whose HIV, Hepatitis B or TB status is
unknown.

5.5

The Director of the contracted emergency medical services provider will arrange for the
necessary counseling of an employee who has been exposed to an infectious disease. This
counseling will be made part of the treatment.

5.6

A member who has been exposed to Hepatitis B and has not had the HBV vaccine will receive
a dose of HBIG and the Hepatitis B vaccine. If a member is in the process of receiving the
Hepatitis B vaccine, it should be completed as scheduled. If a member has completed the
vaccination series, no treatment is needed.

6. Training
6.1

All new members will receive initial training on Infectious Disease upon returning from the
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academy.
Annual training will take place during the Department's in-service training program.
This training program will consist of but not limited to methods to recognize, minimize or
eliminate exposure potential; the proper use of PPE’s; reporting procedures and post exposure
procedures.

7. Record Keeping
7.1

All records concerning annual training, Hepatitis B vaccine, PPD Testing or exposure incidents
will be maintained by the Training Unit. These records will be kept for a period of not less than
thirty years. These records will be maintained in a locked file cabinet and will not be open to
public inspection.
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POLICY:
It will be the policy of this Department to provide a safe and healthful work environment for all personnel
relative to the exposure to hazardous chemicals.
DEFINITIONS
Chemical Hygiene Officer: Means an employee who is designated by the employer, and who is qualified
by training or experience, to provide technical guidance in development and implementation of the
provisions the Chemical Hygiene Plan.
Decontaminated: Removal, destruction, or inactivation of hazardous chemicals to the point that they fall
within permissible exposure limits. This is done by physical or chemical means.
Hazardous Chemical: A chemical for which there is statistically significant evidence based on at least one
study conducted in accordance with established scientific principles that acute or chronic health effects
may occur in exposed employees. The term "health hazard" includes chemicals which are carcinogens,
toxic, or highly toxic agents, reproductive toxins, irritants, corrosives, sensitizers, hepatoxins,
nephrotoxins, neurotoxins, agents which act on the hematopoietic systems, and agents that damage the
lungs, skin, eyes, or mucous membranes.
Laboratory: Means a facility where the "laboratory use of hazardous chemicals" occurs. It is a workplace
where relatively small quantities of hazardous chemicals are used on a non-production basis. The
Forensic Unit Photographic Darkroom is a laboratory.
Laboratory Scale: Means work with substances in which the containers used for reactions, transfers, and
other handling of substances are designed to be easily and safely manipulated by one person.
Medical Consultation: Means a consultation which takes place between an employee and a licensed
physician for the purpose of determining what medical examinations or procedures, if any, are
appropriate in cases where a significant exposure to a hazardous chemical may have taken place.
Protective Laboratory Practices and Equipment: Laboratory procedures, practices and equipment
accepted by laboratory health and safety experts as effective, or that the employer can show to be
effective, in minimizing the potential for employee exposure to hazardous chemicals.
Permissible Exposure Limits: Exposure to hazardous chemicals that do not exceed the OSHA permissible
exposure limits specified in 29 CFR part 1910, subpart Z.
PROCEDURE
The risk of occupational exposure to hazardous chemicals for members of the Department varies with the
hazardous chemical and the situation. Hazardous chemical exposure is an occupational health hazard
and it is the design of this procedure to provide all members of the Department with the best available
protection from hazardous chemicals.
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Scope and Application
1.1

1.2

This procedure shall apply to all employees assigned to the Forensic Unit Laboratory
engaged in the laboratory use of hazardous chemicals as defined below and when the
handling or use of such chemicals meet all of the following conditions:
•

Chemical manipulations are carried out on a "laboratory scale;"

•

Multiple chemicals or procedures are used;

•

The procedures involved are not part of a production process, nor in any way simulate a
production process; and

•

"Protective laboratory practices and equipment" are available and in common use to
minimize the potential for employee exposure to hazardous chemicals.

This procedure shall not apply to:
•

Uses of hazardous chemicals which do not meet the definition of laboratory uses and in
such cases the Department complies with the relevant standard in 29 CFR part 1910,
subpart 2, even if such use occurs in a laboratory.

•

Laboratory uses of hazardous chemicals which provide no potential for employee exposure.
Example of such conditions might include procedures using chemically impregnated test
media such as Dip-and-Read tests where reagent strip is dipped into specimen to be tested
and the results are interpreted by comparing color reaction to a color chart supplied by the
manufacturer of the test strip.

•

Commercially prepared kits such as those used in performing intoxilyzer tests in which all of
the reagents needed to conduct the test are contained in the kit.

2. Implementation and Methodology
2.1

Method of Compliance: Universal precautions will be observed to prevent contact with
hazardous chemicals. These precautions include but are not limited to the following:
•

Wearing protective gear to include, but not limited to: gloves, masks that cover the mouth
and nose, goggles or other appropriate eye protection, and gowns. The amount and type of
protection needed will be determined by the individual based on an analysis of the situation.

2.2

Members of the Department must wash their hands with soap and water using recognized
scrubbing and hand drying procedure as soon as possible after exposure whether or not
protective gear was worn. Facilities will be made available in the work area for this procedure.

2.3

When eyes come in contact with hazardous chemicals the eyewash located in the laboratory
will be used for at least 15 minutes to irrigate eyes.

2.4

Other body surfaces shall be washed with soap and water following exposure to potentially
hazardous chemicals as soon as possible.
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2.5

Members of the Department shall not eat, drink, smoke, handle contact lenses, apply
cosmetics, or lip balm while working with hazardous chemicals until they are out of the
laboratory and decontaminated.

2.6

Contaminated work environment including equipment, clothing, personal protective equipment,
etc., shall be cleaned and decontaminated immediately or as soon as possible following an
exposure to a hazardous chemical.

3. Post Exposure Follow-Up
3.1

Following an exposure to hazardous chemical above the specific exposure limit the member will
immediately cleanse the exposed area with an approved cleanser or irrigator.

3.2

Notify the appropriate supervisor who will initiate an incident report (EMS), a PD 37, and notify
the city physician regarding the circumstances of the incident.

3.3

The exposed member will either respond to Montefiore New Rochelle Hospital for treatment. It
will be the responsibility of the attending physician to arrange for the necessary treatment of a
member who has been exposed to a hazardous chemical.

3.4

The member will file a PD 114 (Exposure Incident Report) and submit it to the Training Unit.

4. Training
4.1

All members working assigned to the Forensic Unit Laboratory will receive initial training on
hazardous chemicals.

4.2

Annual training will take place during the Department's in-service training program.

4.3

The training program will consist of chemical handling procedures, post handling procedures,
post exposure procedures, methods to recognize, minimize or eliminate exposure potentials,
and the proper reporting procedures.

5. Record Keeping
5.1

The training unit will maintain all records concerning annual training or exposure incidents.

5.2

These records will be kept for a period of not less than 30 years.

5.3

These records will be maintained in a locked file cabinet and will not be open to the public.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of the Department to respond to all complaints concerning letters
and packages suspected of containing biological agents. The policy is designed for three
reasons: to protect the employees of the Department, to protect the citizens we serve and to bring
about a consistent response to biohazard situations.
SCOPE: It is not possible to list every circumstance of biohazard contact. The procedures listed
below are an attempt to cover in a generic sense exposure to biohazards connected to terrorism
threats such as anthrax and other biological agents.
DEFINITIONS
Bacteria most commonly considered as potential bio-attack agents are those causing anthrax,
bubonic plaque, brucellosis, typhoid and dysentery. Anthrax is widely considered the
bacteriological weapon of choice.
Anthrax: Anthrax is an acute, infectious disease caused by the spore-forming bacterium Bacillus
anthracis. The disease most commonly occurs in wild and domestic hooved mammals. Anthrax
occurs in humans when they are exposed to Bacillus anthracis. Depending on the route of
infection, anthrax disease can occur in three forms: cutaneous, gastrointestinal and inhalation.
PROCEDURES:
1. Communications Unit Responsibilities
1.1 The following questions are a guideline to assist communications unit personnel when
obtaining preliminary information from a recipient of a suspicious letter or package. Any
information obtained will be broadcast to the responding unit.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What makes you think that this package, substance or occurrence is suspicious?
Where is the package now? Where is the caller now?
Instruct the caller not to move the package or leave the location.
Instruct the caller to close all doors to the room, and keep his/her hands away from the
eyes, nose or mouth.
Does the package appear to be closed, open, damaged or tampered with? If open,
advise the caller to close the package.
Is the package from someone you know?
Were you expecting it?
Is the recipient considered a target of political, military or other significance?

2. Response
2.1
2.2 The responding unit will use questions specified in section 1.1 as a guideline for the
investigation.
3. Circumstances with no suspicious material present
3.1
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3.2 The investigating officer will document the results of the investigation on an incident
report.
4. Circumstances with suspicious material present
4.1 If there is evidence of a suspicious material present, the area will be isolated as best
as possible. Consider this a potential hazardous materials (HAZMAT) incident
response. Specialized equipment will be required to enter the area of suspected
contamination.
4.2 New Rochelle Fire Department response will be requested through headquarters.
4.3
.
4.4 New Rochelle Fire Department will respond and assist to the best of their ability
according to the level of their equipment and training.
4.5 The Westchester County Department of Emergency Services Communications
Center (60 Control) will be contacted at
and advised of the situation.
They in turn will contact the Office of Emergency Management (OEM).
4.6 OEM will dispatch the necessary county response if staff determines that a credible
threat exists. If OEM responds, one of the following actions may result:
•

4.7 OEM should be consulted should decontamination of an individual(s) be necessary.
4.8 The investigating officer will file an incident report, as well as the BIO1 form from
NYSPIN.
4.9 The Desk Officer will ensure that the appropriate teletype procedures are followed for
notification to the State Police.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of the New Rochelle Police Department to afford its members
protection to survive either a deliberate attack or an accidental discharge of chemical or biological
agents or materials, including tuberculosis. The devices described in this section are designed
for the specific purpose of a short duration emergency exit from a contaminated area. They are
intended to be used by officers that are in danger of being exposed to substances that present
inhalation hazards.
SCOPE: To establish procedures for the distribution, care and implementation of Air Purifying
Respirators (APR) that may be employed in the event of an incident involving a chemical or
biological agent or material, or if tuberculosis is suspected of being present.
DEFINITIONS: The types of devices used by this Department are identified as the following: a
Scott M-110 filter type full face mask which utilizes a filter inside a canister which attaches to the
face mask. The filter will provide adequate respiratory protection if used correctly and in a timely
manner. The second type of device is an N-95 respirator, which may be used if tuberculosis is
suspected of being present.

PROCEDURE:
1. Issuance of RPD’s
1.1 The
shall be made available to sworn members of the Department. The N-95
shall be made available to all members of the Department.
1.2 Members must first complete a medical questionnaire that will be reviewed and evaluated
by a licensed health care professional, designated by the Department, in order to
determine the member’s fitness to wear the device. The employee has the responsibility
to
notify the Department of any medical condition that may impact their ability to wear and
use
a APR.
1.3 After clearance by the licensed health care profesional, members of the Department will
be individually fit tested to determine the size of the APR they will be issued. Each
member will then be issued an individual APR.
1.4 In accordance with OSHA standards, the process of individually fitting masks will be
repeated annually.
2. Usage/Limitations
2.1
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2.2 If the particles of the contaminate are “heavy” the filter will plug up more quickly,
especially if it is damp or wet.
2.3 The N-95 APR is designed to provide the user with protection against the tuberculosis
virus.
2.4

2.5 Neither the
nor the N-95 are designed to be used in a fire as protection
against smoke or fumes generated from burning matter.
2.6 Employees who have respiratory conditions may be further compromised by having to
breathe through a filter, which is the reason that all personnel are required to complete a
medical questionnaire to be reviewed by a licensed health care professional prior to being
fitted for a APR.
3. Training
3.1

The Training Unit will, while following OSHA standards, conduct training to insure that all
members of the Department have been properly fit tested for the APR.

3.2

After being trained, the employee must demonstrate knowledge of the APR, be familiar
with the limitations of the device and demonstrate competency in donning the device.

3.3 Maintenance of the APR will be performed by the Training Unit annually.
However, a certain amount of care in handling and storage of the equipment is required
by the officers using them. It is imperative that the filter of the
not
be removed from its sealed plastic container prior to immediate use. Removing the filter
unit from the plastic container reduces the life of the filter from the expiration date tamped
on the package to less-than several hours.
3.4 The N-95 APR can be stored unsealed.
3.5 The Respiratory Protection Devices Policy will be reviewed annually to evaluate its
effectiveness.
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POLICY: In accordance with Chapter 120 of the Code of the City of New Rochelle it is the policy
of this Department to administer the licensing of Cabarets, Public Dance Halls, and Catering
Establishments in order to regulate and control the operation and supervision of premises and
businesses within the City which provide musical, dancing, or other forms of entertainment.
DEFINITIONS
Cabaret: Any room, place or space in which any musical entertainment, singing, dancing or other
form of amusement is permitted in connection with a restaurant business or in connection with the
business of directly or indirectly selling food or drink to the public, except eating or drinking places
not designed, built or used for dancing or dancing entertainment which provide musical
entertainment either by mechanical devices or by not more than three persons.
Cabaret Review Board: The administrative board which may suspend or revoke a license issued
under Chapter 120 of the Code of the City of New Rochelle consisting of the Police
Commissioner, Fire Commissioner, and the Commissioner of Development.
Catering Establishment: Any room, place or space in the City, which is used, leased or hired out
in the business of serving food or beverages for a particular function, occasion or event, to which
the public is not invited or admitted and wherein music or entertainment is permitted.
Commissioner: The Police Commissioner of the Police Department of the City of New Rochelle.
City: City of New Rochelle.
Department: The Police Department of the City of New Rochelle.
Employee: A person employed in any capacity or title in connection with a Cabaret, Public Dance
Hall, or Catering Establishment, including the licensee and any and all Persons responsible for
the control or management thereof. It shall also include a concessionaire and each Person
employed by such concessionaire.
Person: An individual, corporation, club, partnership, association, legal entity, society, or any
other organized group of Persons, and shall include officers, directors and trustees of a
corporation, club, association or society.
Public Dance Hall: Any room, place or space in the City in which dancing is carried on and to
which the public may gain admission, either with or without the payment of a fee.
Public Dance or Ball: Any dance or ball of any nature or description which the public may gain
admission.
PROCEDURES
1. Licensing
1.1 The following procedures shall constitute Rules and Regulations for licensing as per §
120-11 of the Code of the City of New Rochelle. Accordingly, a copy shall be issued to
each licensee.
1.2 Any Person who conducts, maintains or operates, or engages in the business of
conducting, maintaining or operating a Cabaret, Public Dance Hall, or Catering
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Establishment within the City of New Rochelle must have the premises wherein the
activity is conducted licensed.
1.3 Any membership corporation, club, association or society which permits musical
entertainment, singing, dancing, or other form of amusement in premises wherein food or
drink is directly or indirectly, through cover charge or otherwise, sold to its members, or
their guests, or to the public, shall be deemed to be conducting a Cabaret and subject to
licensing procedures, except eating or drinking places not designed, built or used for
dancing or dancing entertainment which provide musical entertainment either by
mechanical devices or by not more than three persons.
1.4 The Commissioner shall issue all licenses covered under Chapter 120 of the Code of the
City of New Rochelle.
1.5 The standard license shall be renewed every twelve (12) months for the period of July 1
through June 30.
1.6 A Day License may be issued for a premises which is used as a Cabaret for not more
than three (3) days in a calendar year.
1.7 Each license shall be kept posted conspicuously at the main entrance of every place
licensed.
1.8 Any license issued under Chapter 120 of the Code of the City of New Rochelle shall not
be transferable or assignable.
1.9 Any license issued under Chapter 120 of the Code of the City of New Rochelle shall only
be used on the location stated in the license.
1.10 Premises owned, occupied, and used exclusively by a religious, charitable, fraternal,
eleemosynary or educational corporation or institution shall be exempt from chapter 120
of the Code of the City of New Rochelle and these procedures.
1.11 During a license term when one or more partners, officers, directors, or stockholders
owning more than ten (10%) percent of the outstanding stock of the corporation is
substituted or added, such substituted or added partners, officers, directors, or
stockholders shall, within five (5) days of such substitution or addition, file for a change in
the license with the Department.
2. Application
2.1 All applicants requesting a License, Renewal thereof, Day license, or Approval for the
Changing of Ownership, required by the provisions of chapter 120 of the Code of the City
of New Rochelle, shall file a license application (PD 122).
2.2 Applicants shall be responsible for the accuracy and honesty of all information provided
on the application.
2.3 The application shall include all of the information of this subsection 2.3 through 2.17
inclusive.
A. Name of applicant
B. Name of entity conducting business
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C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.

Employer Identification Number or Social Security Number
Date of Birth
Age
Home address of applicant
Home phone number of applicant
Nature of Business
Business address
Business phone number
Mailing Address

2.4 Any Corporation, Partnership, Club, Association, or Society listed in the application shall
submit proof of such. (i.e. incorporation certificate, partnership agreement, etc.)
2.5 Submit a list of names, addresses and phone numbers of applicant’s officers, directors
or stockholders owning more than ten (10%) percent of the outstanding stock of the
corporation.
2.6 All partners, officers, directors, or stockholders owning more than ten (10%) percent of
the outstanding stock of an applicant corporation or partnership shall file an application
supplement (PD 123) consisting of a pedigree sheet and attestation which shall be
signed in front of the licensing officer or notarized.
2.7 Submit a list of a name, address, date of birth, and phone number of a designated
agent, substitute agent and successor agent with at least one with an address within the
City of New Rochelle for receiving service of process and communications from the
Department.
2.8 Submit the appropriate designation and consent forms for designation of service.
2.9 Submit current certificate of occupancy to operate a Cabaret, Public Dance Hall,
Catering Establishment, membership club, or beach club.
2.10 Submit letters certifying that there are no open violations in connection with safety
requirements and standards from the departments of Health, Water, and Gas and
Electricity. The licensing officer shall confirm the same with the departments of Fire,
Buildings, and Zoning.
2.11 Submit a Security plan. See § 4 of these procedures.
2.12 Submit to a fingerprint Criminal History Background Investigation with the State
Division of Criminal Justice Services, Albany, N.Y. (Additional State fee required.)
2.13 Submit a list of any and all additional rooms to be used independently by the same
applicant on or in the same premises as a Cabaret, Public Dance Hall, or Catering
Establishment.
2.14 Submit a non-refundable processing fee equal to one-third of the applicable license fee
which shall be applied against the fee to be paid for the issuance of such license.
2.15 State whether or not the applicant, licensee, partner, officer, director or stockholder
owning more than ten (10%) percent of the outstanding stock of the corporation have
been convicted of any offense that is a felony under the laws of this state or a crime
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committed in violation of the laws of any other jurisdiction which if committed in this state
would be a felony. If applicable, state circumstances.
2.16 State whether or not the applicant, licensee, partner, officer, director or stockholder
owning more than ten (10%) percent of the outstanding stock of the corporation have
been convicted of any offense which is a misdemeanor related to and/or involving the
premises on or in which the licensed business is to be conducted. If applicable, state
circumstances.
2.17 The applicant shall sign and certify the application in the presence of the licensing
officer.
3. Fingerprints
3.1 All applicants for licenses required by the provisions of Chapter 120 of the Code of the
City of New Rochelle and holders of concessions on premises requiring such licenses
shall be fingerprinted prior to approval of the application.
3.2 If the applicant is a partnership, all members of the partnership shall be fingerprinted
prior to approval of the application.
3.3 Except in the discretion of the Commissioner, if the applicant is a corporation, club,
association, society or other organized group of Persons, all officers, directors,
stockholders and other Persons owning more than ten (10%) percent of the outstanding
stock of the corporation shall be fingerprinted.
3.4 All applicants will pay a prescribed fingerprint fee and be fingerprinted at the Department.
3.5 Applicants for a Day License are exempt from the fingerprint requirement.
4. Security Plan
4.1 Each applicant and licensee shall produce its security plan at the time of application for a
license under Chapter 120 of the Code of the City of New Rochelle and at any other time
on request of the Department. Such security plan shall require approval of the
Department.
4.2 Each security plan shall include a floor plan of the premises to be licensed.
4.3 Each security plan shall include a written evacuation plan.
4.4 Each security plan shall include the internal procedures for preventing violations of
controlled substances and underage drinking laws on the premises.
4.5 Each security plan shall include the adequacy and number of security personnel
employed and/or retained on the licensed premises.
4.6 All security personnel employed and/or retained on the licensed premises shall be
registered with the Department of State pursuant to Article 7-A, Security Guard Act, of the
General Business Law.
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4.7 At the time of application, a security plan shall include a list of all security personnel
employed and/or retained on the licensed premises. This information shall include the
following:
(A) Name
(B) Date of Birth
(C) Home Address
(D) Home Phone Number
(E) Title (i.e. Security Guard, Security Supervisor, Security Director, etc.)
(F) New York State Security Guard License Number
(G) New York State Security Guard License Expiration Date
(H) Photo copy of the New York State Security Guard License
4.8 Each applicant and licensee shall maintain on the licensed premises a list and pedigree
of all security personnel who are currently and who have worked for the proceeding
twelve (12) month period on the licensed premises along with photographs and accurate
work schedules and shall produce such list, photographs, and work schedules to the
Department upon its request.
4.9 Each security plan shall designate how its security will be identifiable to the public.
4.10 During the period that a Cabaret, Public Dance Hall, or Catering Establishment is
occupied by patrons or guests there shall be at least one employee responsible for
continuously monitoring occupancy. That employee shall be responsible for being able to
tell any duly authorized member of the Department, or any other regulatory agency of the
City, the current occupancy upon its request.
5. Crowd Control
A Cabaret, Public Dance Hall, or Catering Establishment shall exercise proper care and
responsibility in supervising crowd control in the area adjacent to the Cabaret’s, Public Dance
Hall’s, or Catering Establishment’s entrance. A Cabaret, Public Dance Hall, or Catering
Establishment shall make a good faith effort to ensure that the crowd awaiting admission to
or leaving the premises does not cause excessive noise or litter or behave in a manner that
would disturb public peace or safety.
6. Accessibility to Authorities
During the period that a Cabaret, Public Dance Hall, or Catering Establishment is occupied
by patrons or guests, every part thereof shall be kept accessible to authorized members of
the Department and any other regulatory agency of the City.

7. Entrances and Exits
During the period that a Cabaret, Public Dance Hall, or Catering Establishment is occupied
by patrons or guests all entrances and exits shall remain unlocked and clear of all
obstructions such as, but not limited to, tables, chairs, boxes, and snow.
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8. Fees
8.1 The fee for each Cabaret, Public Dance Hall, or Catering Establishment license and the
City’s fingerprint fee shall be as set forth in Chapter 133 of the Code of the City of New
Rochelle.
8.2 For any additional room to be used independently by the same applicant in the same
premises as a Cabaret, Public Dance Hall, or Catering Establishment, the applicant shall
indicate on the application the location of each and every room or space which is to be
used for such purpose. A separate license and fee shall be required for each such
additional independent room or space as set forth in § 120-7(B) of the Code of the City of
New Rochelle.
9. Suspensions, Revocations, and Penalties
Refer to § 120-12 and § 120-13 of the Code of the City of New Rochelle.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of the Department to maintain a Municipal Camera System and Mesh
Network to enhance the public’s quality of life by integrating the best practices of public policing with the
responsible use of technology. Objectives of this system are: Enhancing public safety; Preventing/
deterring crime and public disorder; Reducing and removing the fear of crime; Identifying criminal activity;
Identifying suspects; Gathering evidence; Documenting police actions to safeguard citizen and police
officer rights; Reducing the cost and impact of crime to the community; Improving the allocation and
deployment of law enforcement assets.
Any images/audio recordings identified in this policy are property of the New Rochelle Police Department.
Any release, copying, or dissemination of any portion is strictly prohibited without the express written
consent of the Police Commissioner or his designee.
DEFINITIONS
Fixed Dome Network Cameras: A fixed dome network camera is a fixed camera in a dome
design. It may come with a fixed, varifocal or motorized zoom lens, and the lens may be
exchangeable on some cameras.
PTZ Camera: A PTZ camera provides pan, tilt and zoom functions (using manual or automatic control),
enabling wide area coverage and pronounced details when zooming in.
Genetec Security Center: Genetec Security Center is a unified platform that blends IP video surveillance,
access control, and license plate recognition systems within one intuitive solution.
Mesh Network: A private wireless network utilizing a wide range of communication frequencies including
microwave
PROCEDURES
1. Use of Municipal Camera System and Mesh Network
1.1 Use for safety and security purposes shall be conducted in accordance with accepted legal
concepts regarding privacy, and in a professional, and ethical manner.
1.2 Information obtained from the Municipal Camera System should be used exclusively for
safety and law enforcement purposes, and should be handled according to department rules
governing the handling of evidence.
1.3 If it is necessary to secure video recorded by the Municipal Camera System as evidence, an
email
will be sent to Technical Services with the requested date, time and camera location i.e “North
Avenue and Huguenot Street Northeast.” Technical services will supply the requested video on
CD or DVD media to the officer so it can logged as evidence. Images/audio containing
information that is requested as evidentiary value on CD or DVD shall remain in storage in the
Property Unit until the case is adjudicated.
1.4 All personnel involved in the application, use or monitoring of the Municipal Camera System,
collection of video or digital data, or other aspects of the System use shall receive appropriate
training.
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2. Supervisory Responsibilities
2.1 Supervisors whose subordinates are operating the Municipal Camera System shall
ensure that the officers follow established procedures for the use and maintenance of the
equipment.
2.2 Supervisors should use the system as a tool to aid in the deployment of departmental
resources, as a post investigative tool, and when investigating complaints against members of
the department.
3. System Management:
3.1 No copies of images/audio shall be made without authorization from the Police
Commissioner or his designee.
3.2 All Images/audio shall be retained by the Municipal Camera System for 15 days under normal
operating procedures
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this agency to provide assistance to the immediate survivors of an active
duty officer who dies or is seriously injured in the line of duty and to provide them with support during this
traumatic period of readjustment.
DEFINITIONS
Line-of-Duty Death: The death of an active duty officer by felonious or accidental means during the
course of performing police functions while on or off-duty.
Next of Kin: The closest relative of the deceased officer – for example, spouse, parents, siblings, or
children.
Survivors: Immediate family members of the deceased officer to include spouse, children, parents,
siblings, fiancée or significant others.
Serious Injury: any injury requiring admission into a medical facility. Injuries not included are those
requiring treatment and release from a medical facility.
PROCEDURES
The following procedures should be adhered to in cases of line-of-duty deaths and in cases of seriously
injured officers. These procedures should be followed whenever possible with the understanding that the
wishes of the family take precedence over the desires of the department. Officers providing services and
assistance to family members and survivors shall take all possible measures to accommodate their
needs, wishes, and desires but should not make promises to family members that officers are not sure
can be met.
1. Death Notification
1.1 Notification of the individual(s) listed on the officer’s emergency notification form, in the
departmental computer system, (if available), followed by those to the next of kin, should be
made as soon as possible and, if possible, coincidental with command notifications.
1.2 The name of the deceased officer shall not be released to the media or other parties before
survivors are notified. If the media has already obtained information related to the death, they
should be asked to withhold the information until after the notifications have been completed.
1.3 Media requests for information shall be handled per Chapter Nine, Article 9.01, of this manual,
Release of Information to the News Media. In these particular cases, all media requests should
be directed to the Criminal Investigations Division Commander, or his or her designee, as the
Public Information Officer.
1.4 All notifications should be made by at least two individuals, to include members of the
department, chaplains, or other support personnel.
1.5 Whenever possible, line-of-duty death notifications should be made in person by the Police
Commissioner, or his or her designee, and another member of the department, preferably an
individual with personal knowledge of the deceased officer and his or her family, such as a
partner or close friend. In addition and where feasible, the police chaplain or other crisis
intervention specialist should be present during the notification.
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1.6 Where available, unmarked police vehicles should be used for transport to the location of the
survivors.
1.7 Prior to contacting the next of kin, notifying officials shall do the following:
• Gather and familiarize themselves with essential details concerning the deceased, to
include full name, age, race and home address, as well as details of the death, location of
the body and personal effects and other pertinent information.
•

Ensure that the deceased has been positively identified.

• Gather readily available information concerning the survivors that may aid in the
notification. This includes, but is not limited to, whether survivors are elderly, disabled,
visually or hearing impaired, have medical problems or do not speak English, in which
case a translator or officer who speaks the particular language should be provided. If
possible, officers should obtain the names of the survivor’s closest relative, friend, family
doctor, and clergyman.
1.8 Whenever the health of immediate survivors is a concern, emergency medical services
personnel shall be requested to stand by.
1.9 Upon arrival at the residence or place of business, officials shall:
•

check the accuracy of the location;

•

identify themselves by name, rank ,and departmental affiliation;

• ask permission to enter the residence or, in the case of a business or other location,
move to a place of privacy;
• request to speak to the immediate survivor; and
• verify the relationship of the survivor to the deceased
1.10
Every reasonable effort shall be made to make the death notification in the privacy of the
survivor’s home or in another location away from public scrutiny. Notifying officials should
address the survivor(s) in a straightforward manner and use easy-to-understand language to
briefly explain the circumstances of the incident and the fact that the individual is dead. All efforts
will be made to not leave a sole survivor alone and assure that the survivor has the name and
number of a designated departmental official and the number for the department’s employee
assistance program for their future follow-up needs.
2. Assisting Survivors at the Hospital
2.1 Whenever possible, the Police Commissioner, or his designee, shall join the family at the hospital
in order to emphasize the agency’s support. An officer will be designated to assist with the arrival
of immediate survivors.
2.2 The department may authorize transport of immediate survivors to the hospital.
3. Funeral
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3.1 The Police Commissioner, or his designee, will appoint an officer to the officer’s family in order to
coordinate wake and funeral services, considering family wishes. The Police Commissioner, or
his designee, will approve all ceremonies fitting the line of duty death.

4. Serious On-Duty-Injury
4.1 Absent the officer’s ability to make notifications himself or herself, the officer’s next of kin shall be
notified of his or her serious injury by the commanding officer on duty at the time of the incident.
This individual should be accompanied by at least one other individual, to include a close friend of
the injured officer, the police chaplain, and/or other support personnel.
4.2 The same notification procedures as outlined above in section 1 shall be followed.
5. Support for Coworkers
5.1 The death or serious injury of a coworker in the line of duty can be one of the most traumatic
events that an officer can experience. Following a line-of-duty death or serious injury, all officers
shall be provided the opportunity to participate in psychological or peer support services through
this department’s employee assistance program or human resources department.
6. Continued Support/Services
6.1 The Police Commissioner, or his or her designee, shall determine if any on-going
support/services are needed for seriously injured employees and/or family members. This will
include assisting family members during any court proceedings stemming from the incident.
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POLICY: It will be the policy of this Department to utilize an Unmanned Aircraft (UA) also referred as a
drone, for the focused and limited purpose of criminal investigations and public safety. The UA, related
equipment and technology, and data collected from its deployment shall be used in a lawful manner
consistent will all provisions of the United States and New York State’s Constitution. It will be the policy
of this Department to allow for the deployment of a UA for emergency use approved by the Police
Commissioner or his designee, or for the training, testing and evaluation of the UA by this Department.
DEFINITIONS
Unmanned Aircraft (UA): An aircraft that is intended to navigate in the air without an on-board pilot, also
called a Remote Piloted Aircraft and “drones.”
Unmanned Aircraft Pilot: A person exercising control over an unmanned aircraft during flight.
UA Flight Crewmember: A pilot, visual observer, payload operator or other person assigned duties for a
UA for the purpose of flight.
Defined Incident Perimeter: A location with a defined perimeter to be determined based on the scope of
the operation and a defined operational ceiling at or below 400 feet above the ground
Digital Multimedia Evidence (DME): Digital recording of images, sounds, and associated data captured by
a UA.
PROCEDURE
The following general procedures are established for the purpose of establishing minimum standards on
the use and oversight of UA for this Department.
1. The UA will be registered and operated in accordance with a Certificate of Authorization (COA)
issued by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).
2. The Department’s UA will be stored in the Forensic Unit. The Forensic Unit staff will be directly
responsible for the UA’s care and maintenance when not in use. When in use, this responsibility will
be that of the operator.
3. Authorized agency personnel shall review the intended flight pattern of UA for hazards prior to each
deployment. Authorized agency personnel shall only deploy UA within line-of-sight of the operator in
an attempt to detect and avoid hazards such as aircrafts, trees and property.
4. All UA flights shall be conducted at less than 400 feet above Ground Level unless otherwise noted in
the COA or approved by FAA in an Emergency COA.
5. The Department’s UA deployment must be authorized by a supervisor.
6.

Deployment of the UA would be to :
6.1. Assess the scope of an incident
6.2. Assist with search and rescue
6.3.
6.4.
6.5. Video and photographic documentation of crime or accident scenes
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6.6.
6.7. Operator training
7. Anytime the Department UA is placed into service a computer entry in the Department’s record
management system will be made under the administration type:
•

UA IN USE TRAINING (add location where UA will be used)

•

UA IN USE LIVE (associated with initiating event and location UA will be use)

7.1. Both the time the UA is removed from Headquarters and the time it is returned will be entered in
the event. The UA’s operator identification will also be recorded.
7.2. Authorized agency personnel shall inspect and test the UA prior to each deployment to verify
maintenance. Proper functionality, general airworthiness, mission specific airworthiness and
proper radio frequency.
8. Flight times, locations, missions, and operators will be fully documented by the operator. Moreover,
whether a search warrant was sought and or obtained by this Department for the UA’s deployment
will be documented if applicable.
9. Data retrieved from the UA should be downloaded and not erased or duplicated without written
approval.
10. Digital Media Evidence captured or recorded by the UA shall be the sole property of this agency
unless otherwise agreed to by authorized supervisory personnel.
11. An operator that deploys the Department’s UA must have the capability to adequately track and
record the flight pattern and location of the UA.
12. The UA will not be used for surveillance or to store imagery other than for the purposes mentioned
above.
13. The UA will not be equipped with weapons, microphones or any other listening devices.
14. The UA will not be used during inclement or expected inclement weather.
15. Although the Department UA is capable of night flight, its capabilities are diminished in such
environments.
16. Flight time will be limited to twenty (20) minute intervals or as per battery specifications.
17. UA recorded data will not be collected, disseminated or retained solely for the purpose of monitoring
activities protected by the U.S. Constitution, such as the First Amendment’s protections of religion,
speech, press, assembly, and redress of grievances (e.g., protests, demonstrations).
18. Collection, use, dissemination, or retention of UA recorded data should not be based solely on
individual characteristics (e.g., race, ethnicity, national origin, sexual orientation, gender identity,
religion, age, or gender), which is a violation of the law.

